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calculated using matrix elements computed from wave func­
tions including spin orbit coupling. Results were o b ­
tained for both the diagonal and the off diagonal elements 
of the conductivity tensor.
C HAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Energy band computations for transition metals have 
been of continuing interest in solid state physics. These 
calculations are of fundamental importance in the c o n ­
struction of the band theory of itinerant electron m a g n e ­
tism.'*' It is assumed that the electrons responsible for 
the m a gnetism are not localized, but instead occupy Bloch 
states with wave functions extending throughout the 
crystal. Four major items of evidence strongly support 
the a pplicability of the general picture of itinerant 
electron ferromagnetism to nickel. First, energy band 
calculations have reproduced in reasonable detail the 
Fermi surface determined by measurements of the de Haas- 
Van Alphen effect and cyclotron resonance. Second, the
saturation moment for nickel is found to be 0.616 Bohr
2magnetons/atom. The difference from an integral number
is too large to be attributed to an orbital component of
the magnetic moment. Third, the high field Hall and
3magnetoresistance measurements of Fawcett and Reed 
indicate that the 3d electrons responsible for the m a g ­
netism havt? a mobility comparable with those of pre- 
dominent s-p character. Fourth, the electronic specific 
heat, measurement for nickel, 7 .028 mJ./(mol °K^),^ shows 
that at. least. some of the 3d electrons have acquired an
2
itinerant behavior and contributed to the Fermi surface.
A detailed comparison of itinerant versus local.ized-spin 
models can be found in Herring's b o o k .^
Some of the more important calculation on the band 
structure of nickel used the LCAO (tight binding) 
method,^ ^  the A P W  (Augmented Plane Wave) m e t h o d , ^  
the KKR (Green function) method, ^  and the combined
interpolation sc h e m e . 1 6 ' ^  23 Both A P W 2  ̂ 2f* and K K R 27 , 2  ̂
methods, in their usual forms, employ the "muffin-tin" 
approximation in which the crystal potential is assumed 
to be spherically symmetric in spheres inscribed within a 
polyhedral atomic cell about each lattice site and c o n ­
stant between these spheres. In the case of a A P W  calcula 
tion, the electronic wave functions are expanded in terms 
of spherical waves (products of radial wave functions and 
sphericuL harmonics) inside each sphere and plane waves 
between them. The eigenvalue problem is solved by varying 
the expansion coefficients in such a way that the log­
arithmic derivatives of wave functions are continuous 
across the boundary of the spheres. The KKR method 
employs a variational principle in which the Schrodinger 
equation is transformed into a homogenous integral eq u a ­
tion. The trial wave function is expanded in terms of 
spherical waves. The variational condition gives a set 
of linear homogeneous equations and the dispersion rela­
tion is obtained by solving the secular equation whose
3
matrix elements consists of two parts. The first part is 
a geometrical structure constant arising from the lattice 
Green function which needs to be calculated only once for 
each type of lattice. The second part involves the log­
arithmic derivatives of the trial radial wave functions 
evaluated on the inscribed sphere.
One essential problem in the energy band calculation 
is to obtain a self-consistent potential. The effects of 
different starting atomic configurations on the results of 
non-self-consistent band calculations have been illus­
trated in the work of M a t t h e i s s .^  Both methods described
here have been made self-consistent to the extent of the
] 3 17muff in-tin approximation. ' ' For a transition metal,
the 3d states are moderately sensitive to the nonspherical
2 9part of the potential (the crystal field effects). The 
non-muffin-Lin corrections to the band structure of pa r a ­
magnetic nickel has been studied by P a i n t e r T h e  d 
bandwidth is narrowed by 0.010 R y . and the s-d separation 
is reduced by 0.00 3 R y . The state which is important
in determining the Fermi surface neck at L is shifted by 
+ 0.010 R y . A 1thouuh the order of the and states
remains the same, this shift in energy is sufficiently 
Jarqe to effect detailed comparison with experiments.
Two calculations have been reported previously in which
some deijree of self-consistency was achieved. The first
1 7of t ho s. , by Wukoh employed the KKR method and used the
4
3 2Slater average free electron exchange potential. The
effect of reducing the parameter in the Xa exchange poten- 
3 5tial has been illustrated in two self-consistent A P W
1 5calculations by Connolly. The Kohn-Sham-Gaspar exchange 
3 3 34potential ' (a = 2/3) was found to yield more realistic
32results than the full Slater exchange (a = 1). Spin 
orbit interaction was neglected in both calculations.
The combined interpolation scheme is an interpolative 
c alculation which describes the energy bands in terms of a 
minimal basis set and c orresponding disposable p a r a m e t e r s ? ^  
It combines a tight binding treatment for the d bands with 
a pseudo potential appropriate for the s-p bands. The 
basis functions consist of linear combination of atomic 
orbitals for d states and o r t h o g onalized plane waves for 
the s-p bands. The o r t h o g o n a l i t y  condition between the 
conduction s-p bands and the core states is simulated by 
the inclusion of the pseudo potential. There are two major 
interactions between the d bands and the conductions s-p 
bands. The first, hybridization, is included through the 
use of k dependent matrix elements. The second inter­
action, arising from the requirement of orthogonalization
of basis states, can be either described in terms of k
19dependent form factors or included in the hybridization 
1 8parameters. The parameters appearing in the Hamiltonian 
matrix elements are optimized to satisfy most experimental 
data and t irst principle calculations. The energies and
5
wave functions are obtained by diagonalizing the H a m i l ­
tonian matrix at a general point of the Brillouin zone.
r *
The k-p perturbation theory has been proved to be very 
useful to determine the energies in the vicinity of 
symmetric [joints.^  In aoneral , the combined interpola­
tion scheme provides a simple and economical way of c a l ­
culating energy bands, when enough experimental informa­
tion is available to determine the parameters.
The LCAO method employs the variational principle with 
trial Bloch functions expanded in terms of localized 
orbitals suitably formed at each lattice site. In its 
original form,^^ this method is limited by severe problems
involving calculation of three center integrals. Lin and 
3 7 3 8co-workers ' showed that this difficulty can be avoided 
by expressing the crystal potential as Fourier series over 
the reciprocal lattico vectors. bur t h 'rrnore, the Ha m i l ­
tonian and overlap matrix elements can be expressed in a 
closed form if the basis set if; chosen to consist of 
baussian type orbitals. This method has the advantage 
that energies and oi<n nfunctions can be obtained directly 
at a large number of points in the brillouin zone without 
resorting to an i n terpol a t. ion scheme.
The self-consistent procedure within the framework
of the tight binding approximaLion was first introduced by
i hdal 1 away and F r y . The present work is the t. irst self-
consisteiii t i glit binding calculation ever achieved. * * The 
Inn ii i ton l an and >voi lap mat n x  clement.; obtained in Lite
6
previous n on-self-consistent tight binding calculation for 
ferromagnetic nickel by Langlinais and C a l l a w a y 10 were 
used as input material for the first iteration of the 
self-consistent procedure. Eighty-nine points in l/48th 
of the Brillouin zone were used to determine the charge 
density in the final stages of an iterative procedure.
3 5Exchange has been included according to the Xu method.
3 3 34It was found that the K o h n-Sham-Gaspar ' value of the 
coefficient a (2/3) appeared to yield the most satisfactory 
results for the Fermi surface and other properties.
Separate exchange potentials are obtained for electrons 
of majority and minority (t and 1 ) spins and energy bands 
are computed separately for the two spin states. This 
calculation is a test of the ability of such a procedure 
(the spin-polarized method) to account for the magnetic 
and electronic properties of a ferromagnetic metal. The 
results obtained are in reasonable agreement with a 
variety of different experiments and other self-consistent
calculations. This method was later applied to ferro-
4 0 . 4 1  . 4 2magnetic iron, paramagnetic chromium, and potassium.
The results are found to be equally sr.cccssful.
This calculation was subsequently extended to include
the effects of spin orbit coupling. Spin orbit coupling
is of major significance in a d e s c ription of the p r o p e r t i e s
oi fettomugnetic transition metals. Tt leads to the
existence of magnetic anisotropy, the anomalous Hall effect,
7
and magneto-optical effects. Substantial modifications of
the Fermi surface result from changes in the connectivity
of the energy bands. Attempts have been made to study
spin orbit effects in the band structure of nickel for
18 22 43-49more than 30 years. ' ' Much of this work, h o w ­
ever, has been based on oversimplified tight binding 
models of the d band structure. Other investigations have 
employed interpolation schemes d e signed to fit empirical
information concernino the band structure, magnetic
18 2 2properties, and Fermi surface. ’  ^ We are not aware of 
previous attempts to include spin orbit coupling into a 
first principles band calculation for this metal.
The plan of this dissertation is as follows: In
Chapter II we outline the procedure of a self-consistent 
tight binding calculation including the effects of both 
exchange and spin-orbit coupling. Some emphasis has been 
placed on the basic approximations reviewed in Section
A. Modifications and improvements have been included
in the discussion of the tight binding method and the c o n ­
struction of initial one electron potential in Section
B. For an exact d e s c ription of the procedure to c o n ­
struct the non-self-consistent energy bands for nickel, 
one is referred to Langlinais's d i s s e r t a t i o n . ^  Section 
C contains a detailed discussion of the self-consistent 
procedure. The method employed to incorporate spin orbit 
i n t e r a c t i o n  is presented in Section l>. Tire energy bands
8
obtained before and after including the effects of spin 
orbit interaction are discussed at the end of Sections C 
and D respectively.
Chapter III is designated to c ompare the energies and 
wave functions obtained wi t h  the results of different 
experiments. In Section A the charge and spin density 
are compared with the X-ray and neutron diffraction 
measurements. The m o m e n t u m  dis t r i b u t i o n  of electrons was 
examined through the calculation of the Co m p t o n  profile in 
Section B. The Fermi surface effects on the structure 
observed in the C ompton profile is analyzed. Spin orbit 
interaction is neglected in the above calculations. In­
cluding the effects of spin orbit interaction, energies, 
w a v e f u n c t i o n s , and m o m e n t u m  matrices were obtained at 
1357 regularly spaced points in l/16th of the Brillouin 
zone. The density of states discussed in Section C was 
obtained by the C.ilat-Raubenheimer method in combination 
with an interpolation scheme. The Fermi surface properties 
are shown in Section D and are compared with experiments. 
Major emphasis has been placed on the calculation of the 
optical c o n d uctivity tensor. The one electron theory of 
the interband conductivity tensor is d i s cussed in Section
F. A possible lifetime broadening effect has been c o n ­
sidered through the inclusion of a phenomenological 
constant relaxation time. Detailed analysis and c o m p a r i ­
son with the ordinary and m a g n e t o - o p t i c a 1 measurements are
9
attempted. Our general conclusions are stated in Chapter
IV. A complete set of computer programs is included in 
Appendix C. The first few programs concerning the c o n ­
struction of the initial one electron potential and the 
H amiltonian matrices have been rewritten in order to 
improve their accuracy and efficiency. They will be used 
subsequently to calculate the band structure of vanadium.
C H A P T E R  II
THE TIGHT BINDING METHOD AND SELF-CONSISTENCY PROCEDURES
This chapter is divided into four sections. In 
Section A, we shall briefly discuss the basic a p p r o x i m a ­
tions. In Section B, we shall review the tight binding 
method, the choice of a basis set, and the construction of 
a one-electron potential. In Section C, we shall outline 
the self-consistency procedure within the framework of 
tight binding approximation. In Section D, we shall 
describe the methods employed to incorporate the spin 
orbit interaction.
A. The Basic App r o x i m a t i o n s
To calculate the energy levels of electrons in solids 
one has to solve the Schrodinger equation for a very large 
number of nuclei and electrons. Numerous simplifying 
approximations are necessary in order to solve this many 
body problem. The basic a p proximations involved in the 
framework of energy band theory are: first, the solid is 
an infinite periodic array of atoms or ions; second, the 
electronic and nuclear motions are independent, the Born 
Oppenheimor approximation; and third, the single electron 
moves in a per iodic potential due to the nuclei and other 
electrons, the Hartree-Fock theory.
10
11
It is usually not possible to solve the Hartree-Fock 
equation directly due to the non-local nature of the e x ­
change potential. Several approximations have been 
developed to construct an averaged local exchange p o t e n ­
tial. We shall briefly outline them here:
3 2The first approximation was introduced by Slater 
and is based on the theory of the free electron gas. The 
exchange potential in a gas of density p is given by
where k is the wave vector of a plane wave state. Elec-
Atomic units are used throughout this paper unless o t h e r ­
wise specified. In the Hartree Fock theory the density 
of states, which depends inversely on dE/dk, would vanish 
on the Fermi surface. This is one of the major d i f f i ­
culties of Hartree-Fock theory, which results from the 
neglect of electron correlation. It can be avoided if one 
considers an averaged local exchange p o t e n t i a l . The 
simplest approximation is to treat p as the local charge 
density and to replace F(y) by its average value over all
V x gas (2 .1)
trons occupy states within a sphere centered on k =0 and




occupied states, 3/4. Thus we have an exchange potential 
which we call V x S '
An alternative approximation to the exchange poten-
3 3tial was suggested by Kohn and Sham following an earlier
34treatment by Gaspar. They applied the variational
method to an inhomogeneous system of interacting electrons,
In the limit of slowly varying density this procedure
leads to an exchange potential differing from V in thatx S
the value of F(y) at the Fermi level, namely 1/2 is used.
V x,KSG - - 4 I v w  O r ) ]  1/3 = |  v xs . (2.4)
Attempts have been made to use an exchange potential
V = v (, (2.5)xu xS
now known as the Xu method. The parameter a is allowed 
to vary between 1 and 2/3 or even slightly smaller than 
2/3 to <jet the best result.
It may seem desirable to choose the value of a  which 
minimizes the total energy of the system since the theory 
is based on the variational approximation. The objection 
against this procedure is that the Hamiltonian instead of
13
the w a v e f unctions is varied in the process. Our c a l c u l a ­
tion employed this Xa exchange potential. The parameter 
a is chosen to yield the best results in c o m parison with 
experimental measurements. It will be discussed in more 
detail in Section C.
A more elaborate suggestion was made by Liberman,"*^
independently of Sham and K o h n ,S1 and later m o d i f i e d  by
35Slater, Wilson and Wood to retain the dependence of 
F(y) on y with y=k/k d e t ermined in the free electron gasr
approximation as a function of energy and density. The
problem can be solved self-consistently but the cost in
computer time is very high. For a more detailed discussion
and c o m parison of exchange potentials one is referred to
35the paper by Slater, Wilson and Wood. A g e neralization
of the Kohn-Sham theory of the inhomogeneous electron gas
with emphasis on spin effects was later made by Rajagopal 
52and Callaway. For a ferromagnetic system the exchange 
potential can be written as:
3 p (r ) . ,
<x V (r) - - 6a [ — 2---- ]L/J (2.6)xo 4 ti
where o = and p (r) is the density of electron with
spin
We consider the following o n e - e lectron Hamiltonian
2 + V (r) + n V x (r) f V (r) . (2.7)c A so
14
The first term is the kinetic energy. The second term is 
the C o u l o m b  potential which can be represented by the 
superposition of atomic potential at each lattice sites.
V (r) - £ V (r-R ) . (2 .8 )c R
M
The atomic potential due to the nuclei and the electron 
charge distribution p (r) can be expressed as
V (i-) = - 2|_ + 2a I Ir
pa (r'’ 3
d r  (2.9)
r - r '
where Z is the atomic number which is 28 for nickel. The 
third term in Eg. (2.7) is the Xa exchange potential for a 
spin polarized system as shown in Eq. (2.6) and the last 
term is the spin-orbit interaction.
v s o (r) - — [ox^V(r)]-P , (2.10)
4m c
where u is the Pauli spin operator, V(r) is the crystal p o ­
tential and P is the mo m e n t u m  operator. The last term was 
neglected in this calculation until the self-consistent 
procedure had been completed. It will be discussed in 
detail in Section D.
15
B. The Tight Binding Method
The tight binding or LCAO (Linear Combination of
Atomic Orbitals) method was first proposed by Bloch (1928)36
3 7and later m o dified by Lafon and Lin (1966). The three 
center integrals which are normally encountered in the 
tight binding calculations can be eliminated by expressing 
the crystal potential as Fourier series over the reciprocal 
lattice vectors. If the basis set is chosen to consist of 
Gaussian type orbitals (GTO) all integrals can be done 
analytically. The elements of the Hamiltonian and o verlap  
matrices are expressed analytically in terms of the inter­
atomic distance and Gaussian exponent parameters. A 
drastic reduction in the computation can therefore be 
e f f e c t e d .
In a LCAO calculation, one begins with a set of
localized functions u^ (r) which for convenience will be
assumed to be nor m a l i z e d  but need not be orthogonal.
>■C o n v e n t i o n a l l y  u^(r) are chosen to be the atomic orbitals
of the c o r r e sponding crystal. However, this is not
necessary and may even be too restrictive. In the present
c alculation we used atomic wave functions (GTO) for all
states except 3d (e.g. Is, 2s, 3s, 4s, 2p, 3p, and 4 p ) .
The Gaussian exponent parameters and expansion coefficients
53were determined by Wachtcrs from a self-consistent field 
c alculation of free nickel atom. We believe it is
16
necessary to give the d wave functions more freedom to
distort in the crystalline environment. A set of five
separate radial GTO were used for each type of angular
dependence. The orbital exponents used in defining these
5 3d functions were the same as given by Wachters. The 
basis set thus consisted of 38 functions for each spin:
4 for s-type symmetry (Is, 2s, 3s, and 4s), 9 for p-type 
symmetry (2p , 2p , 2p , 3p , 3p , 3p , 4p , 4p , andX y £ X y ^ X V
2 24p ), and 25 for d-type symmetry (xy, y z , zx, x -y , and
, 2  2 .3z -r ) .
The use of GTO has been criticized since these func­
tions have zero slope at the origin and decay too fast at 
large distances. In a crystal t' e second problem may not 
be as serious as in the case of a free atom since its 
long distance behavior is strongly modified by the overlap 
of wave functions on the neighboring lattice sites. To
investigate the first problem we compared the Hartree-
53Fock atomic wave functions based on GTO with those based
54on STO (Slater-type o r b i t a l s ) . At the origin they d i s ­
agree by about 2%. Therefore our charge density at the 
nuclei sites had an uncertainty of about 4% resulting from 
the use of GTO.
The basis function l^(k,r) which satisfies Bloch's
►theorem for wave vector k can be written as
, ik • R
f . (k,r) —  >: o 11 u . (r-R ) (2.11)
1 v'N ft J 11|i
17
where N is the total number of atoms in the crystal. The
localized orbitals u . ( r - R )  are centered at lattice site3 W
R . The crystal structure for nickel is face centered 
cubic. Its lattice constant is 6.644 a.u. when extro- 
polated to 0°K using the coefficient of thermal e x p a n s i o n .55 
The localized orbitals can be separated into radial and 
angular parts
U j (r) = U n i m (r) = K ? m (0 ,0 ) (2 .1 2 )
where (u,4>) are the Kubic harmonics and the radial 
wavefunctinn can be represented by GTO
2.
v - I  - U £irR.,(r) = N . r e (2.13)1 K 11
with the normalization constant given as
2 (2 cx „ . ) .
N,,. - [ ----- —   ) ' . (2.14)
re. + I)
In the cases where atomic w avefunctions were required the 
R ^ y (r) were linearly expanded in GTO
»_! " a vii;2R , (r ) = Y. C ,. . N . r ' e (2.15)n£ . n£x >’ll
where we have included the principle quantum number n.
5 3The' values C , . and a have been tabulated by Wachters. nil >i
18
In the m odified LCAO calculation the crystal p o t e n ­
tial is expanded in Fourier series
lattice vector. The Coulomb part of the potential has 
been discussed in Section A. It was assumed that for the 
initial iterative stage of the self-consistent calculation 
the crystal charge density can be represented by the super­
position of overlapping neutral atom charge density, the
9 1atoms being m  3d 4s configuration. This is somewhat
different from the ground state conf i g u r a t i o n  of a free
8 2nickel atom (3d 4s ) because the effective occupation
number is e xpected to change in forming a crystal as the
sharp atomic energy levels broaden into overlapping bands.
The starting electronic c onfiguration should in principle
be immaterial to a self-consistent calculation.
The magneton number which is the difference of
occupation number between up and down spin has been
2measured to be 0.56 electrons per atom. We assume in
V(r) = | e l K ’rv(K) 
K
(2.16)
which can be inverted to obtain
(2.17)
with i l being the volume of a primitive cell. For a 
periodic potential, V(K) vanishes unless K is a reciprocal
the first iteration that this is due to d electrons only. 
The spherically averaged atomic charge density in E q . 
(2.9) can be written as
(r) at (r) + '’a. (r) (2.18)
with
= IT niolRi(r)!2 • <2-19>1
We use the radial w a v e f u n c t i o n  o b tained by Clementi (1965) 
in a Ilartree-Fock self-consistent field calculation for 
free nickel atom in 3d^4s^ configuration"^ in constructing 
the initial charge densities. The occupation numbers 
assumed are as follows
i Is 2 s 2p 3s 3p 4s 3d
n ii 1 1 3 1 3 0.5 4.78
n . , 1 1 3 1 3 0.5 4 . 22i t
The Fourier coefficient of the C o u l o m b  potential is
20
Using the relation
-iK* R U N i 6 ►K K , Ks s
(2 .21)
where K g is a reciprocal lattice vector. We obtain
v (k :c s
-iK -r ^
V (r) e s d r  .a (2 .22)
Eq. (2.9) is substituted into E q . (2.22). One obtains
W
7  r- 8 tiZ , 3 2  n f----  -T   '
■ i K K
p (r) sin(K r) rdra s
(2.23)
With t'a (r ) given in Eq. (2.18) the integral can be easily 
e v a l u a t e d .
•For the limit K s=0 one has to expand the sine term
->in the integrand before taking the limit K s *0
w  / i- r 8 t t Z , 3 2 t t ‘V  (0) -- l i m  [ - -----  + ----- -----
C K ► 0 UK S1Ks s s o
(Ksr ) 3
(K^.r - — ----  + ...) rdr
Urn , - S2|  + SitZ . lO'
K ► 0 .K ‘ I Ks s s
p . (r) r dr3.
O
16 n 4




which can be readily evaluated analytically. The c o n ­
struction of an averaged local exchange potential has been 
discussed in Section A. The c o r r e sponding Fourier c o ­
efficients for spin a are












e S V (r) d r xo
-6 ( Pa (r)]1/3 s i n ( K gr) rd r
(2.25)
where rQ is the radius of the Wigner-Sitz sphere which has 
a volume equal to that of a primitive cell. The spherical 
averaged total charge density for electrons of spin a can 
be w ritten as
where the atomic charge density Pa(J(r ) is defined in 
F.q. (2.19). The summation from each lattice site was 
carried out up to the shell of neighbors where the desired 
degree of convergence has been reached. A lthough the 
individual atomic charge densities were assumed to be 
spherically symmetric, the superposed density has only cubic
-* * 
r-R )> a v . (2.26)
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symmetry about any lattice site. The bracket <•••> standsav.
for the spherical average evaluated in the following way: 
The total charge density is expanded in a series of Kubic 
Harmonics up to the eighth order. The spherical average 
f>a (r) is approximated as the zeroth order term in the 
expansion, and can be obtained by solving a set of four 
linear inhomogeneous equations along four inequivalent 
directions. Finally, the 96 point Gaussian formula was 
used to p erform the numerical integration in the Wigner- 
Sitz sphere for each given reciprocal lattice vectors.
The one-electron Schrodinger equation to be solved 
takes the following form
A ^ ^
H 4'n (k,r) = E n (£)iJ>n (£,r) (2.27)
/\
where H is the Hamiltonian described in Eq. (2.7). The 
crystal w a v e function ij (k,r) were expanded as a series in 
the basis function <}>^(k,r)
(k , r ) - j; an i (ic)^i (k,r) (2.28)
i
in which n is the band index and k is the wave vector of 
the state. The set of basis functions consisting of only 
atomic states does not form a complete set, so the 
corresponding eigenfunctions are not the exact solution of 
the Gcht <”kI l nge r equation. However, inclusion of ail the
23
bound states and some of the excited states can be expected 
to yield a fair approximation to the actual w a v e f u n c t i o n s . 
The expansion coefficient a n . (I) and energy En (^) are to 
be determined by solving the Secular equation
Det|H (k)-£ S (k)| = 0 (2.29)mn mn
where
H (k) = <<J) (k,r)|H|<{> (k,r)>mn Tm  ' 1 1 n
-ik • R
i e ^R M
★ ■+ ^ -► 3u (r-R ) H u (r) d r m  \x n
T (k) + V  (k) . (2.30)mn mn
The kinetic energy mat r i x  is given by
-y ~  ( * - ► - + •  2 3
T m n ( k )  =  I e  U m ( r - R u l ( - V  ) u n ( r )  d  r  •Rw
(2.31)
The matrix element of the crystal potential expanded in 
Fourier series over the reciprocal lattice vectors can be
expressed as follows
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V (k) - I  [V (K ) + aV (K )] S (k, K ) mn + c s xa s mn s
s
(2.32)
The generalized overlap matrix is given by
S (k , K ) = 1 e pmn s ±R u
-ik*R . lK *r _* ->■ -> C? > iu (r-R ) e u (r) d rm u n
(2.33)
iK • r
For a crystal with inversion symmetry the e s term in 
the above equation can be replaced by cos (K *r). The 
overlap matrix element in Eq. (2.29) is
Sm n (̂  = Sm n (K'6) (2-34)
All these matrix elements can be evaluated analytically
provided one choose linear combinations of GTO as the
basis functions. No method has yet been found to express
them in a closed form when the atomic wave functions are
expanded in Slater-type orbitals. This was the reason
for choosing GTO in the expansion of the basis function.
We shall evaluate the integral <u. (r,)|(cos K*r^lu£,m,n A 1 C 1 q , s , t
(r^)> following the procedure modified by Chaney and
5 6 -►Dorman. The function u „ (r) are GTO of order (fc,m,n)C.mn
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0 2
I  m  n -ar „
V m , n (r) = x y z e ' <2 -3 5 >
Appropriate normalization constants for both the orbital 
and the angular parts of the wavefunctions have to be 
included. The orbital on the left hand side has exponent 
and is centered at lattice site A and that on the right 
hand side has exponent and is centered at B. The c o ­
ordinates for various points are shown in Fig. ]. The 
integral appearing in Eq. (2.33) can be obtained by 
putting B and C at the origin.
u„ (rA )|cos i<*r„|u . (r_ ) >i , m , n A ' 1 C 1 q , s , t B
2 2 ,3 I  m  n a lrA ±  -*• q s t a 2r B , 0
d r XAyA ZA ® COS *'rc B B B 6 12’36'
where
r A - r-A , rD = r-B and r = r-C A n  L.
The product of two Gaussians situated at center A and B
is proportional to a third Gaussian situated at a point D
along the line AB





D = 5“ +^---- (2.38)
1 2
and
-> •>AB = B - A (2.39)
Writing
^A = + = *D + BD and = ?C + CD
(2.40)
and taking the binomial expansion, the integral can be 
w ritten as
f, > { f> ( A D ) v ~ a <AD)m b (A° ) n °a b c a b c d e f  x y z
def
(BD)q-d (BD)S-e (BD)t-f x y z
[cos K • CD - u (r ) j cos K-r |u *(*■„)>a,b,c D 1 D ' d , e , f  D




a lU 2 2/ = exp [ - ---- AB ] (2.42)
1 2
SLand ( ) are binomial coefficients wi t h  0<a<£. The re-cl — —
m aining integrals are central cell integrals about lattice
site D. These can be evaluated a n a l y tically in Cartesian
coordinates. For a crystal with inversion symmetry only
those terms wh i c h  are even functions of K , K , and Kx' y z
will contribute. The integral can be reduced to
f, y. ( b  (£) 0  (d) 0  (f) (AD)^"a (AD)";-b (AD)"'Cabc d u c u t - 1 x y z
def
(BD)^“d (BD)® e (BD)b_f
a+h+c+d+e+f (K CD )Q (R CD )
a+d x' x b+e y y
G , * (K ,CD ) (2.43;c + f z ' z
In the case that n is an even number






Hn (j/ Y) is a Hermite polynomial satisfying the following 
recurrence relation
Hn + 2 (f' Y) '■= KY Hn + l (t' Y) "2( n + l ) y H n (|, y) (2.46a)
with
H 0 (|r y )  = 1 (2.46b)
and
H 1 (f, Y) = Ky (2.46c)
In the case in which n is an odd number,
yt 1 ..2
Gn (K,R) = Kf (£ + 1) y 1F 1 (j + I? - T ” )
(2.47)
where !’ (̂ - -t- 1) is the Gamma function and F (2- + l,
— ) is a confluent hypergeometric function satisfying 
the following relation
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2 1F 1 (2 + 1 ' 2' X) + (2 _n "x ' iF i 7 ? X)
+ ~  ^  1F 1 ~ 1 ' J '  x ) = 0 (2.48a)
with
1F 1 *T' J : X  ̂ = e>< (2.48b)
and
1F 1 { h  V  X) = (1 + I  X) eX (2.48c)
The overlap matrix element can easily be obtained by
■
settinq K=0. The gradiant and kinetic energy matrix 
elements can be expressed as linear combinations of o v e r ­
lap matrix elements in the following way
< u (i (r )|V | u (rD )i ,m, n A 1 x1 q , s , t B




?,m,n Aii j  i-v"
(r )q — 2 / s ,t B
£,m,n A(r.) |u (r ) *  q+2,s,t ' B ; (2.50)
Similar expression can be obtained for the y and z c o m ­
ponents .
The Hamiltonian and overlap matrix elements are 
either real or imaginary dep e n d i n g  on the parity of the 
wavefunction. We label them as follows
d s P
H = I  s 
R I'
i I sin (k*R ) ps p




I „ = <u (r-R ) IH|u (r)> mn m  y n v ' (2.52)
Consider the unitary transformation H'=UHU ^ with
1 0  0 






Idd c o s <k *R „) c o s ( k . R  )M Sd I . sin(k*R ) pd y'
I sd c o s (k , R ,) 1 a c  c o s ( k - R )  i n o  sin (k* R,,)y ss y ps
pp sin(k*R ) I sin(k*R ) Jpp cos(lc*^ )
M p s  p  p
(2.54)
Here H' is real and symmetry but the pd and ps block must 
be evaluated w i t h  care to avoid a possible error of 
negative sign. The eigenvectors of the transformed 
secular equation are
a' . (k) = >; U a . (k) ni nm mim
(2.55)
The mom e n t u m  matrix elements between the cell periodic 
part of the wavef unct ions W n (k,r) = e _lk * r '̂n (k , r ) (the
crystal mo m e n t u m  representation) are defined as
in which the m o m e n t u m  matrix elements between the crystal 
->
wavefunctions M (k) can be evaluated in a similar way
M _ _ 0 O  = £ a .(k) p..(k) a . (k) nm ^ ni mj
- 1 (U 1 a ’ (k))*. P i;j(k) (U 1 a'(k))mj
where
d
p. . (k)- £ s3-1 R
- V dd sin(k-R^) - ^ gd s i n ( k • )  i$pd c o s f k - R J
- « sd sin(k • Rp ) - ? ss sin(k*R^) i$ps cos(k
-i?pd ycos (k • R ) -iV cos (k • R ) sin (k,R )ps y pp V
(2.58)
The gradiant matrix elements
u (r-R ) | ̂  I u (r) > n y 1 1 mnm (2.491))
are given in Eg. (2.49a )-
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In the next section we shall discuss the self- 
consistency procedure and the choice of the exchange 
parameter u.
C. S e lf-Consistent Procedure
In this section we shall outline the essential
5 9feature of the s e l f-consistency procedure. This is 
accomplished by an iterative method. At any given itera­
tion a potential was c o n s tructed from the band wavefunctions 
calculated in the previous iteration. The new potential 
was again used to calculate a new set of wavefunctions.
The procedure was repeated until the desired degree of 
convergence was achieved.
The fundamental problem is to determine a new (or 
iterated) potential after a given stage of band structure 
has been completed. Since the calculation requires cnly the 
Fourier coefficients of the potential it suffices to obtain 
these. It was observed that only the Fourier coefficients 
of the potential for a few of the shortest reciprocal lattice 
vectors need to be c o n sidered in the iterative p r o ­
cedure to achieve self-consistency. Higher coefficients
describe the charge density deep inside the core of an
- ►atom and do not change appreciably. For K ^0 the Fourier
coefficients of the C oulomb potential can bo expressed 
57as
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-*■ — 8 TT Z P < VV (K ) - + 8., (2.59)
S QK Ks s
The Fourier coefficients of the electron d ensity are 
given by
p(Ks } " fey
-> -> ̂ -iK *r ..
P (r ) e s d r  (2.60)
in which the charge density can be w ritten as
P (r) = X | ipn (k,r) | 2 . (2.61)
nk
occupied
The Bloch function ip (k,r) are defined in Eq. (2.28). The
summation includes that portion of the Brillouin zone in
which band n is occupied. Substituting Eq. (2.61) into
►Eq. (2.60) and converting the sum on k into an integral one 
obtains
(K ) =  I 1 d 3k a* . (Jc) S. . (k K )s • I ni i t ' s(2u) n J-3
occupied
an j (k) (2.62)
The generalized overlap matrix S. (k.K ) has been defined1 ] s
in E q . (2.33). In the case K = 0 the Fourier coefficient




This limit exists and can be obtained by expanding the
The integral is over the volume of a primitive cell. The 
charge in V(0) at a given stage of iteration can be 
evaluated analytically if we make the following a s s u mption 
first, the integral over a primitive cell can be replaced 
by that over the Wigner-Sitz sphere, and second, the 
change in f> (K) is spherically symmetric. Thus we can 
write
Substituting Eq. (2.65) into Eq. (2.64) and evaluating 
the integral one obtains
exponential term in powers of |k | before taking the limit 
K'-O. The result is
p ( r ) r d r (2.64)
cell
A p (r ) = £ A P ( K ) e1 s'
iK • rs (2.65)
K s
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Av«» - = $ £ {  Ap(|Ss |, [( - « )
K Ks ' s '  ' s '
6 r  3
sin ( I K s t r0 > + < -T-^TT - -j2- ?  > cos(lKs lro>
I s  ' ' S  '
(2 .66)
where is the radius of the W i g n er-Sitz sphere.
The exchange potential presents more difficulty
because of the cube root d e p endence on the charge density.
It was evaluated in the following way: The change in the
Fourier coefficients of charge density was averaged over
directions of K and the resulting Ibrriar series was summed tos
determine the change in charge density in an atomic cell
for each spin. This was added to the starting charge
density, the cube root was extracted, and a corrected
exchange potential was formed. The corresponding Fourier
coefficients are obtained by a numerical 96 point Gaussian
integration. The procedure just des c r i b e d  has the dis-
—►advantage that the convergence in Ap(K ) is slower than
that in AV (K ) by an extra factor of and more terms in c s s
- f-AV (V ) have to be considered than necessary. An alter- c s 1
native procedure is to construct the iterated charge 
density d i rectly from Eq. (2.61) and (2.28). This 
modification has been included in the self-consistency 
program listed in Appendix C.
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The changes in the Coulomb and exchange potential were 
added to the Hamiltonian matrix in the following way
H..(E) = H^lk) + I <AVc (K3) + aAVx (Ks)l S ^ l k , ^ )
s
(2.67)
The (k) was the iterated Hamiltonian while H°_. (k) was 
the original Hamiltonian matrices defined in Eq. (2.30).
The new Hamiltonian was again diagonalized to obtain a new 
set of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. This procedure 
was repeated until the desired degree of convergency has 
been achieved. At first, our calculation employed a value 
of the exchange parameter a close to unity (a = 0.972), 
which had been found to give the most satisfactory 
r e s u l t s . ^  The charge density was sampled at 20 points in 
l/48th of the Brillouin zone. Reasonably self-consistent 
results were obtained after about eight iterations. The 
resulting energy bands appeared to be unsatisfactory, both 
in regard to the relation of the p and d bands, and in 
regard to the magneton number. Estimates were made which 
indicated that the exchange parameter a should be decreased. 
It appeared that u = 2/3 should be employed and the self- 
consistent calculations were repeated with this value.
The results obtained in this case appeared to be in su b ­
stantially better agreement with experiment.
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Our experience wi t h  the effect of exchange on the
15band structure is similar to that reported by Connolly.
We found, in agreement with Connolly, that if the full 
Slater exchange is used, the energy of the state , for 
both spin directions, is above the Fermi energy. Hence 
there would be no Fermi surface neck at L. The reduction 
of the exchange potential produced by use of the Kohn-Sham- 
Gaspar value of the parameter u raises the d levels sub­
stantially more than those of p symmetry. The levels 
are then below the Fermi surface, while the large spin 
splitting of the states forces above the surface.
A nother point of practical interest has to do with 
the number of iterations necessary to achieve convergence. 
In principle, when self-consistency has been reached, the 
iterated potential. v o u ^-(Ks ) should be equal to the input
potential V. (K ) based on which V ^(K ) are evaluated. 
c  m s  out s
Therefore, one should be free to modify the input p o t e n ­
tial at the beginning of each iteration by using
V ; „ (Ks> 6 Vo u t (Ks» + (1- 6 > V i n <Ks> (2-68)
where the unprimed V(K ) are the iterated and input
potentials Lor the last iteration. The weighting factor
h was allowed to vary between 0 and 1. We observed that
the change in the Fourier coefficients of the Coulomb
potent ial ‘V (K ) oscillated rapidly about, their final c s
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convergent values in the first few iterations. This can
be avoided if we choose a value of 3 wh i c h  will bring 
>•
AVc (K ) closer to their convergent values. A value of B 
close to 0.3 seemed to work very well for the first few 
iterations for transition metals. It should be increased 
when the oscillations settle down, especially the change 
in V(K) becomes monotonic. The changes in the relative 
position of energy levels Lj,, and the Fermi energy
produced an additional problem. The change in the Fourier 
coefficients apparently became divergent after a rough 
degree of convergence seemed to have been achieved. This 
was caused by oscillations in the position of with 
respect to the Fermi energy and could only be solved by 
introducing a very small value of 0. The c r i terion 
e m ployed to define an adequate degree of s e l f-consistency 
was that the Fourier coefficients of Cou l o m b  potential 
should be stable to 0.002 Ry. For the case a = 2/3, eight 
iterations were made using 20 points in l/48th of the 
B r i llouin zone, followed by three iterations using 89 
points. It was sufficient to c onsider only Fourier c o ­
efficients of potential for the 50 shortest reciprocal- 
lattice vectors in the iterative procedure to achieve self- 
consistency. The convergence of the exchange potential 
is somewhat more rapid than that for the C oulomb potential
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Numerical values are presented for some Fourier c o e f f i ­
cients in Table I. The calculated band structure is shown 
in Figs. II and III for electrons of majority (r) and 
minority spins (t-) along some symmetry directions. The 
bands have the expected shape, showing hybridization 
between the relatively narrow d band complex and a broad 
s-p band. Certain characteristic energy differences are 
listed in Table II. There is a substantial degree of
agreement between our values for some of these separations
15and the corresponding results obtained by Connolly.
These energy differences are also in fair agreement with
17the results of Wakoh, however, this author uses the full 
Slater exchange (a = 1).
Exchange splittings of certain states are given in 
Table III. Results from the non-self-c o n s i s t e n t  c a l c u l a ­
tion (a - 0.972), together with other self-consistent 
15 17calculations, ' are shown for comparison. It is seen 
that the splitting of states of p redominately d symmetry 
has d e c r e a s e d  slightly but not by as much as would have 
been ex p e c t e d  in view of the decrease in a. There is 
significant variation in the amount of splitting from band 
to band. A striking result is that the splitting of 
states of predominately s-p symmetry is nearly zero.
These results can be qualitatively explained in terms of 
the redistribution of spin density which will be discussed 
in Sect ion A of Chapter III. The spin polarization
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becomes negative (minority spin predominates) in the outer 
portions of the atomic cell. Highly extended states 
(s-p) experience cancellation of positive and negative 
exchange potentials. The more extended d states near the 
bottom of the band are also located on the average in a 
region of w e a k e r  exchange potential.
The self-consistent energy bands and wave functions 
were used to calculate the spin density, X-ray form factor 
and Compton profile. In the next section we discuss the 
inclusion of the spin orbit interaction to the self- 
consistent potential.
D. Spin Orbit Coupling
The calculation previously described was extended by
the inclusion of spin orbit coupling. Other relativistic
effects were neglected. Introduction of spin orbit
coupling into a band calculation for a ferromagnet causes
substantial complications. First, since spin orbit
coupling connects states of t and I spin, the size of the
Hamiltonian matrix is increased (in our case 76x76), and
the elements become complex. This causes a considerable
increase in computing time. Second, the symmetry group
is reduced. The appropriate group theory has been pre-
58 60sen ted by Falicov and Ruvalds aid Ccacknell. In addition the band 
structure depends on the direction of spin alignment. 
Separate band structures must be computed for each
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direction spin alignment investigated. However, because 
of limitations of computer time, we have restricted our 
calculations to a single direction of spin alignment: 
the [001] axis.
5 8Falicov and Ruvalds considered for inclusion in the
space group: (1) the ordinary lattice translation, (2)
rotation about the direction of spin alignment, ft, (3) the
product of these rotations with the inversion, and (4)
combinations of these rotation and rotation-inversion with
translation. Wigner pointed out that there may be an
59additional symmetry to be considered. Although time 
reversal, by itself, is not a symmetry operation, the pr o ­
duct of time reversal and either a two-fold rotation about 
an axis perpendicular to the field direction n or a 
reflection in a plane containing the ft axis is a candidate 
for a symmetry operation of the crystal. A detailed 
discussion of the additional symmetry operations has been 
presented by C r a c k n e l l .^
The computation of the matrix elements of the spin 
orbit interaction was performed as follows. The additional 
term in the Hamiltonian has the form
H 4 - T  :'(VV XP) (2.69)s.o. . 2 2  c ■4 in c
The potential V used in (2.69) was that obtained from the 
self-consistent band calculation, expressed as a Fourier
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series
V = c V VjK )eK ° Ss
iK • rs (2.70)
Use of Gaussian orbitals is advantageous, as all matrix
elements of the H can be reduced to sums of simples . o . ^
analytic functions of the reciprocal lattice vectors. We 
found in several tests that the only non-negligible matrix 
elements of H are those in the p-p and d-d blocks, with
S  • O  •
orbitals centered on the same atomic site ("central cell").
The central cell matrix elements of H have thes . o .
following form
H s . o .
t
V , V .
(2.7i:
in which the spin states considered are indicated by 
arrows. The forms of the sub-matrices v^ and v^ are as
P v i P
the p-p b l o c k :
Xf yt zt
xt 0 iA 0
p ■ - y t -iA 0 0
0 0 0 (2.72)
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The symmetries of 
and to the left of
x t
«■ p| v 2 |p > = yf 
z 1
he basis states 
the matrix.











F(K) = -  -- v 3 / 2  y 5 / 2  exp(-J^-) (2.75)
24m c
and
U l + U 2
(2.76)
The sums include all reciprocal lattice vectors; and u 
aire the exponents of the Gaussian orbitals, and N is the 
product of the appropriate normalization constants. The 
correspondinq formulas for the d-d block a r e ^
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d I v 1 | d
xy t yz t zx t 2 2 . x -y i -3 23z
xy t 0 0 0 iB 0
yz t 0 0 iC 0 0
zx t 0 -iC 0 0 0
2 2 + x -y t -iB 0 0 0 0
3z -r t 0 0 0 0 0
)fj N> v V (K) F (K) [u y 2 (K4 + K 4+ K 4 ) 
K4 m 4 x y
(2.77)
xy ̂ y z 4 zxl 2 2 , x -y I -3 23z -r
xy t 0 C -iC 0 0
y z t -C 0 0 iB
“  T ~
i/T
d 1 v 2 ̂  ' ■- z x t iC 0 0
B
~ 7





3 2 2 +3z -r t 0 i/3
~ T ~




2 2 2 2 2 2 2  2 f (2 t -u )7 (K K +K K +K K ) - 4K ] 1 2 x y y z  z x (2.79)
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C =_ 15 Ny 2T,2, 2 2 . 2 2,^  $ V (K) F (K) [Y (Kv K > k X + k X ) “ 2k  1K x y y z z x
(2.80)
All of the basis functions are assumed to be normalized 
with respect to the angular integrations so that N depends 
on the orbital exponents only. Spherical symmetry of the 
potential has not been assumed in w r i t i n g  these formulas. 
There are in this case, two independent constants involved 
in the d-d spin orbit Hamiltonian. In fact, spherical 
symmetry is a good approximation, since it is the p o t e n ­
tial close to a nucleus which is important. For a 
spherically symmetric potential, we have simply
B = 2C -= 4 (2.81)
where 4 is the usual spin orbit coupling parameter if
atomic wave functions are employed in the usual form,
H = f L • S .s .o.
In our calculation, the spin orbit parameters, A, B, 
C, depend on the indices of the pair of orbital functions 
used in calculating the matrix elements. In order to 
compare calculations of properties of nickel which are 
dependent on spin orbit coupling, it is useful to compute 
an equivalent atomic spin orbit coupling parameter. This 
calculation was performed with the w a v e f unctions of
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Wachters and our self-consistent potential. We found
C=0.0067 Ry. This result is somewhat larger than the
6 2atomic value h=0.0055 R y . The difference between B and 
2C was found to be zero within the accuracy of our c a l ­
culation .
The Hamiltonian including exchange and spin orbit 
coupling was diagonalized at 1357 points in 1/16'th of the 
Brillouin zone. The calculated band structure is shown 
along certain symmetry lines in Fig. IV. Some calculated 
energy levels at symmetry points are listed in Table IV. 
Since the actual symmetry group for this p roblem does not 
permit a particularly informative c lassification of 
states, we have labelled states at symmetry points in Fig. 
IV in terms of the predominant component; that is, 
neglecting the mixing of states of majority and m i nority 
spin components. This labelling is possible since spin 
orbit coupling is small compared to the exchange splitting.
It will be noticed that the band structure shown in 
Fig. IV is quite similar to that formed by superposing the 
m a jority and minority spin bands shown in Fig. II and III. 
However, spin orbit coupling removes many of the accidental 
degeneracies present in such a picture. The interplay of 
spin orbit and exchange effects can be illustrated by 
considering the points X. In the present case, there are 
two inequivalent points of this type which are not 
connected by an operation of the symmetry group: these
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are denoted X(001) and X(100). Since the exchange 
splitting is large compared to spin orbit coupling, we 
can q ualitatively consider the latter as a perturbation. 
Specifically, let us c onsider the states X ^  near the top 
of the d band. For X ( 1 0 0 ) , the basis functions are of the 
symmetry xy4-, xzl. Spin orbit coupling does not connect 
these states, instead there is co u p l i n g  b etween these and 
other majority and mi n o r i t y  spin states. Since these 
states are separated from X,.^, the splitting of X,.^ is 
small (0.0012 R y ) . On the other hand, for X(001), the 
basis function are zy, zx. There is a non-zero spin orbit 
mat r i x  element between these states, leading to a c o n ­
siderably larger splitting (0.0078 R y .).
In the following chapter, results are pre s e n t e d  for 
the charge density, the spin density, the C ompton Profile, 
the density of states, the Fermi surface, and the optical 
conductivity tensor. A det a i l e d  c o m p arison of theory and 
experiment is attempted.
CHA P T E R  III 
APPLICATIONS AND RESULTS
In this chapter the energy and wave f u n c t i o n s  obtained 
in our calculation are compared wi t h  experiment. We 
present in Section A  the spin and charge density. Section 
B contains a d i s c ussion of the m e t h o d  employed to c a l ­
culate the m omentum d i s t r ibution of electrons in solids. 
The procedure used to calculate the density of states is 
described in Section C. Our results for Fermi surface 
properties are presented in Section D and are compared 
with experiment. Finally, the calculation of the optical 
conductivity is summarized in Section E.
Section A. Spin and Charge Density
The Kohn-Sham-Gaspar exchange prescription is based
on a variational calculation of the total energy, regarded
as a functional of the charge density. It is therefore
particularly interesting to examine the results of our
calculation with respect to the charge density. Some
calculated charge densities along three main crystallo-
graphic directions are listed in Table V. Cont r i b u t i o n
from the band electrons has been separated in the table.
►Figure V shows the band electron charge densities 
along [100], [1L0], and [111] directions. The spherical
average Hartree-Fock atomic charge densities based on
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GTO are also included for comparison. The ground state
8 2atomic configuration (3d ,4s ) was employed. There is
— ►-considerable asymmetry in the charge dis t r i b u t i o n  as
is spread out along the [100] direction relative to the
[110] and [111] directions.
The contact charge density P^fO) in the solid differs
from that in the atom as a result of two principal
e f f e c t s . ^  First, the s wave functions are normalized
wit h i n  an atomic cell. This tends to increase p. (0)b
relative to a free atom. Second, hybridization mixes d
and p components into a s band. This tends to reduce
P^(0). There is some partially c o m p e nsating increase due
to inclusion of s charcter into primarily d-like bands.
The final result for 1^(0) is not greatly different
from the free atom value.
The theoretical results for the Fourier coefficients
of the charge density can be compared w i t h  experimental
observations of the X-ray atomic scattering factor by
64Diana, Mazzone, and De Marco. The results are presented 
in Table VI. The small differences between the theoretical 
values for K~ [333] and [<.[511] and between K~[600] and 
K - [442] indicate slight departures of the charge d i s t r i b u ­
tion from spherical symmetry. A l though there are devia- 
tions between theory and experiment which are outside the 
quoted experimental error, we feel that, the agreement is 
fairly good. In the cast; of the [111], [200] vectors, our
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results are significantly closer to experiment than are
values calculated from free atom H a r t r ee-Fock charge
8 2 10densities for either d s or d c o nfigurations and 
reported by Diana et a l .
The distribution of spin density in nickel has been 
investigated by Mook through neutron d i f f r a c t i o n . ^  This 
experiment determines a magnetic form factor, f ( K ) , wh i c h  
is the ratio of the magnetic scattering amplitude for a 
scattering vector K, to that for K=0. This function has 
been computed by Hodges, Ehrenreich, and Lang using their
combined tight-binding and pseudopotential interpolation
18 -> method. It is customary to express f(K) as the sum of
three terms
-> 2 *+• (a — 2) -► -►f (K) = -  f . (K) + A2__£L f (K) + f (K)g spin g orb core
(3.1)
in which g is the spectroscopic splitting factor and has
66been determined to be 2.18 for Ni. The quartity f . is the
J spin
form factor for the unpaired (mainly d) electrons, and is
normalized so that f . (0) = 1:spin
f . (K) = (Nv)spin
-1 iK*r , . .e [pi (r) o M  r ) ] d r
(3.2)
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in which v is the magneton number. Although the core has 
a net spin of zero, exchange effects produce a slight 
difference in the radial d i s t r i butions of t and 1 spin 
core electrons, and so, lead to a small contribution
Finally, there is a contribution, f , from the core J ' orb
possible unquenched orbital angular m o m e n t u m  of the d
67electrons. This term has been studied by Blume. H o w ­
ever, the assumptions of this calc u l a t i o n  are not in 
accord with the band picture described here.
We have calculated the spin and core contributions  
to f(K), using the w a v e f unctions obtained from our band 
calculation. The formulas are obtained immediately from 
Eg. (2.62) and the results are tabulated in Table VII.
The magnetic form factors are shown in Fig. VI 
where they are compared with the experimental values
of Mook. A satisfactory, although not perfect degree of 
aqreement is obtained. It will be noted that there can 
be considerable departures from spherical symmetry: f (£)
is not simply a function of |^|, in agreement with e x p e r i ­
ment .
It is also of interest to examine the position 
dependence of the spin density p (r)-p (r). Results are
i T
shown in Fig. Vll and Table VIII. Cont r i b u t i o n  from the 
core and band electrons are separated in the table. In 
contrary to the results of the charge distribution, the 
magnetic moment densities in [ill] and [110] directions
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are larger than that in [100] direction. This result is 
in agreement with M o o k 's analysis. The contribution to 
the contact charge density from electrons of m inority spin 
is slightly larger than that from electrons of majority 
s p i n .
It will be noted that the spin density is negative
at large values of r, indicating that there is a net
negative spin polarization in the outer portion of the
atomic cell. This result is also in agreement with the
6 8measurement of positron annihilation.
B. M o m e n t u m  Dist r i b u t i o n  of Electrons
Recently, there has been a renewed interest in the 
C ompton scattering experiments in solids. Unlike X-ray 
scattering factors,which are insensitive to the outer 
electron charge density, the C o m p t o n  measurements are 
sensitive to the m o m e n t u m  dis t r i b u t i o n  of outer electrons. 
Thus the Com p t o n  scattering e x p e riments can provide a 
critical test for the w a v e f u n c t i o n s  from energy band 
c a l c u l a t i o n .
Platzman and Tzoar, by c o n s idering time dependent 
scattering theory, justified the use of the impulse 
a pproximation in the theory of Com p t o n  line s h a p e . ^  The 
result can be summarized as follows: The impulse
approximation is valid if (1) the wav e l e n g t h  of the 
incident photon is so short that it interacts with only
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a single electron and ejects it instaneously from the 
Fermi s e a ,  (2) the energy transferred to the electron is 
large enough that the collision time is much shorter than 
the time required for any rearrangement of the remaining 
electrons. The net effect is that the photon exchanges 
energy and m o m e n t u m  with a single electron in a constant 
potential field. The differential scattering cross 
section of photons from a system of electrons in solid can 
be shown to be
moment uni and frequency of the incident and the scattered
d a 2
The Compton profile is given by
J£ <4> 3 * *■ *d p p(p) 6 (q-p*k) ( 3 . 4 )
(2 rr)
with
( 3 . 5 )
and
( 3 . 6 )
Here , , k , £ , and are the polarization
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photons respectively, k = k 1~ k 2 and w = 01̂ -0) are the m o m e n t u m  
and energy transferred to the electrons, and U is the 
volume of a primitive cell. The delta function appearing 
in Eq. (3.4) is deduced from the energy conservation
1 * 1 2
• < ^ >
The scattered photon is shifted in energy both by the
2m omentum transfer k '/2m and the doppler shift component 
(k*p/m). The m o m e n t u m  dist r i b u t i o n  function wh i c h  also 
appears in Eq. (3.4) gives the probability of finding the 
initial electron with a given m o m e n t u m  p.
P (p) = I (g,p) | 2 . (3.8)
ng
The summation in Eq. (3.8) includes occupied states
specified by band index n and wav e v e c t o r  g and ^ (g,p) is
->the Fourier tr a n s f o r m  of the Bloch w a v e f u n c t i o n  ip ( g,r)
!̂n (g/P) -ip*r . ■+. ,3; ^  ip̂  (g, r) d r
I an i ,9) | 43,|-Ss * i (p) <3'9:
s
where the second summation runs over all reciprocal
lattice vectors K , a . (g) is the expansion coefficientss ni 1
►of the crystal wa ve f unct ions, and  ̂(p) is the Fourier
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The expressions for Xj_ (p) are given in A ppendix A. The 
integral in Eq. (3.4) implies that the Co m p t o n  profile 
measures the number of electrons having a fixed value of 
m o m e n t u m  in the di r e c t i o n  of the photon's scattering
vector k.
Neglecting spin-orbit interaction, the expansion co- 
-►efficients a ^ (g) have been tabulated for 89 independent
points in l/48th of the Brillouin zone. The summation 
—►
over all g in the Brillouin zone may be expressed in 
terms of a sum over g in the primitive l/48th of the zone 
and a sum over group operations which generate the star 
of g. The symmetry p r o p erties of the Bloch function can 
then be used to t r a n s f o r m  the variables of integration. 
The final form of the e x p ression for the Com p t o n  profile 
is
The sum over |S includes all operators in the cubic point
d 3g \  |:: a (g) X i (g+K ) | 2 
K i 1s
1 ft [q-(g + K ) •6k] .
B
(3.11)
g r o u p.
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If a CTO involves the factor e ~ ar its Fourier
2 /4
transform will be proportional to e ~ p / a . These factors 
govern the convergence of the sum over reciprocal lattice 
vectors in Eq. (3.11). For band states, the effective u's 
are not large and good convergence is obtained. However, 
convergence is much slower for core functions where large 
u's are encountered. A check on convergence can be o b ­
tained from the normalization condition on J (q) :
j j£ (q)dq = n e (3.12)
— ou
in which n is the number of electrons per atom. In oure ^
-►calculation, the sums over K were carried out overs
approximately 3000 permuted reciprocal lattice vectors.
No contribution was included from the Is wavefunctions 
(the impulse approximation is probably not valid for Is 
electrons in X-ray Compton scattering m e a s u r e m e n t s ) . The 
convergence of the reciprocal lattice sum for the band 
(3d and 4s) electrons is quite good; however, it is not 
complete for the core electrons. There remain small 
contributions, mostly from the 2s and 2p electrons, that 
have been neglected. Consequently, the theoretical curves 
are probably slightly too low. This effect will be 
important mainly for: larger values of q than are studied 
here. The contribution from the Is electrons was d e t e r ­
mined u:;m>! atomic wavefunct i o n s . This was included in
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our calculation in order to compare with the experimental 
results using high energy y  rays.
The C ompton profile in [100], [110], and [111]
directions are shown in Fig. VIII. The contribution from 
core electrons (2s, 2p, 3s, 3p) has been separated from 
the total in the figures. The d i f f erence in C ompton p r o ­
files along different directions is illustrated in Fig.
71IX. The experimental m e a s u rements of Eisbergen and Reed
are also included for comparison. C o n s i derable structure
is evident in the curves. Much of this structure can be
70attributed to Fermi surface effects. The m o m e n t u m  
density p(p) suffers some d iscontinuity whenever p touches 
a piece of Fermi surface. For a fixed d i r ection of
A
m o m e n t u m  transfer k, the C ompton profile JT(q) m e asures theK
amount of the mo m e n t u m  density, contained in a plane per-
A
pendicular to k, sweeping through the m o m e n t u m  space. The
profile will have a cusplike behavior when the plane per-
pendicular to k happens to be tangent to a piece of flat
Fermi surface. A thorough m e a s urement on the Com p t o n  line
shape can, therefore, provide information on the shape of
the Fermi surface. Similar structures c orresponding to
Fermi surfaces in the higher order of the Brillouin zone
should exist for larger values of q . The sharpness of
the breaks an J^(q) indicates the amount of dis c o n t i n u i t y
¥■
presented in p ( p ) . The periodicities m  the anisotropy 
of the Compton profile along different directions reflect
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the position of the reciprocal lattice vectors and hence 
the size and structure of the primitive cell. Of course, 
many body effects would be expected to reduce the 
visibility of these structures through the introduction of 
additional high mo m e n t u m  components into the band wave- 
f u n c t i o n s .
The Compton profile along the [1,0,0] direction is
relatively smooth since most of the Fermi surfaces parallel
to this direction are m o d erately spherical. (See Figs.
XIV and XV). The structures presented in J M  , 0 1 (q)
[ 1 t i f J J
-Jjl q qj (q) can be understood based on the Fermi surface 
effects along the [1,1,0] direction. The fine structure 
near the origin reflects the anisotropy in the d i m ensions 
of the X hole pockets. The structures near 0.45 and 0.58 
a.u. correspond to the two square pieces of the Fermi 
surface centered at I’(0,0,0). Similarly, structures near 
0.76, 0.89, 1.79, and 1.92 a.u. c o r respond to those 
centered at 2n/a(l,l,l) and 2 n / a (2,0,0). Fine structures 
near the I points displaced by a reciprocal lattice vector 
to locations of magnitude 1.34, and 2.68 a.u. when p r o ­
jected onto the [1,1,0] direction, can be attributed to 
the effects of X hole pockets. The rapid raise near the 
origin in J,. , ., ( q ) - J M  n (q) reflects the difference
in the cross sectional area of the i centered electron
Fermi sin faces. The contributions from the L' necks are2 t
resolved in this picture into two small bumps near 0.27
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a.u.. Fine structures near 0.82 and 1.36 a.u. correspond
to L' 2 i  centered at 2ir/a ( 2 , 0 , 0) . The minima near 0.55 and
1.64 a.u. can be attributed to the cross sections of the
X hole pockets in the plane perpendicular to the [1,1,1]
direction. Finally, the structures in J. , (q)I J- f J- f v  J
-J[l (q) can be interpreted as the combination of the
Fermi surface effects described above.
The spherical average Compton profile was obtained 
using a sixth order Kubic harmonics expansion. The 
spherical average J (q) was a p p r o ximated as the zeroth
c l V
order term in the expansion. The results are compared
71 72with i ray C ompton scattering meas u r e m e n t s  ' in Fig. X. 
The c ontributions from occupied band states are also 
included for detailed comparison. The contribution from 
the atomic core states that we used to subtract from the 
experimental mea s u r e m e n t s  has been tabulated in Ref. 71. 
The agreement is reasonably good except for large values 
of q in the total J (q). This d i s c r e p a n c y  may beci V
attributed to many body effects. Numerical values for 
the Compton profile and the c o n t r ibution from band 
electrons can be found in Tables IX and X respectively.
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C. The Density of States
Gilat has reviewed different methods of calculating
73the density of states. We employ here the Gilat- 
74Raubenheimer method in combination with an interpolation
scheme. The method is similar to that used by Cooke and 
75Wood, except that our interpolation procedure is based 
on second order £ - p  perturbation theory. The band c a l c u l a ­
tion wi t h  spin orbit coupling included 1357 points in 
1/16'th of the Brillouin zone. Energies, wave functions, 
and m o m e n t u m  matrix elements were obtained at these 
points. A  finer me s h  was constructed by dividing the 
original step size by three —  this represents 26 a d d i ­
tional points around each previous general point. The
-f -tk*p calculation was performed as follows. If a given band
at the "original" point (kQ ) was separated by 0.005 Ry or
more from all other bands ordinary perturbation theory




E (k) = E (k ) + — (k-k ) • tt + £- (k -k ) n n o m  o nn 2m o
W2 I *k-lcn) I *k-ko) ,Tr-inl+ h v ________o n j ______o jn
in̂  j (j^n) E (k )- E .(k )n o j  o
(3.13)
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The matrix element is
(2 ti ) 3 — nx^V(r) )W. (k ,r) d^r
4mc ^ °
(3.14)
in which is the volume of the cell and W is the cell 
periodic part of the Bloch function.
Numerical tests showed that the spin orbit contribution to 
the matrix element (the term in (3.14) proportional to
in (3.13). Thus, the second order term is not computed 
exactly, but since the other energy d e n o minators are much 
larger, the accuracy should be sufficient. When two or 
more bands at k were separated by less than 0.005 R y , an 
effective Hamiltonian was d i a g o n a l i z e d . The elements of 
this Hamiltonian are
(3.15)
(sxVV) was negligible; hence in practice tt̂  was always 




in which E is the average energy of the nearly deg e n e r a t e
levels at k . The prime on the sum indicates that the
nearly degenerate levels are excluded. As before, only
twelve bands were included in the sum in E q . (3.16), so
that second order term is not exact.
The linear analytic integration scheme was then
applied to each m inicell c o n s tructed around each mesh 
74point. Projection operators were used to separate the
contributions from m a jority and m i nority spins to the
density of states. Our results for the majority and
minority spin state densities and for the total are shown
in Figs. XI-XIII. The total density of states at the
Fermi energy was found to be 23.56 e l e c t r o n s / a t o m - R y . The
2 2electronic specific heat coefficient y-n /3 N(E„)k , wheror
k is the Boltzman's constant, was found to be 4.08 mJ/
(mol ° K 2 ). Measurements of the low temperature specific 
heat yield a value of 7.028 mJ/(mol ° K 2 )."^ Part of the 
discrepancy may be attributed to neglect of the electron- 
phonon interaction. The m agneton number was found to be
20.62, somewhat higher than the experimental value of 0.56. 
Our calculation predicts that a min o r i t y  spin hole pocket 
associated with the X,.,, level should exist. This has not2 t
been observed experimentally, although it has also been
1 5pi edicted by other self-consistent calculations. This 
hole pocket is probably responsible for the disagreement 
uctween theoretical and experimental values of the
64
m agneton number.
D. The Fermi Surface
The Fermi surface of nickel has been carefully studied
77 — 8 1through mea s u r e m e n t s  of the de Haas-van Alphen effect
8 2and c y c lotron resonance. These observations are of
great importance in that they co n f i r m  the general picture
of itinerant electron f e r r o m agnetism in nickel, in which
the electrons responsible for m a gnetic order are not
localized, but instead have wave functions extending
throughout the crystal and contribute to the formation of
a Fermi surface.
The major features of the Fermi surface of nickel can
be understood on the basis of a c a l c u l a t i o n  in which spin
orbit coupling is neglected, but this interaction must be
included in a detailed c o m parison of theory and experi- 
20ment. As was noted above, the spin orbit splitting of 
the states X,. , (001) and X c . (100) is quite different.
D + Jt
This leads to a significant d i f f e r e n c e  in the sizes of the
hole pockets around these points and to large anisotropy
79of de Haas-van Al p h e n  frequencies. A rapid variation 
of the de Haas-van Al p h e n  a m plitude when the applied m a g ­
netic field is tilted a few degrees from the [110] d i r e c ­
tion in a (11 0) plane has been interpreted as resulting 
from magnet ic breakdown across a small gap resulting from 
the removal oi an accidental deg e n e r a c y  between spin
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orbit split bands.
In our calculation, spins are q u antized along the
[001] axis. We ore therefore limited in principle to an
investigation of the Fermi surface in the k =ccnstant planes-z c
However, the d e p endence of the band structure on the field
d irection is probably not large except for the small hole
pockets at X, and we will discuss cross sections in a
(llo) plane as well. Our Fermi surface cross sections
shown in Figs. X I V  and XV, where they are compared w i t h
81recent results of Stark for the large portions of the
8 0surface and of Tsui c o n cerning the hole pocket at X.
Stark has derived Fermi surface radii from his m e a s urements
using the Kubic Harmonic expansion method of Mueller and
8 3Priestly. His inversion pro g r a m  included seven Kubic 
Harmonics. We have plotted the Fermi surface radii o b ­
tained in this manner on the figures. An empirical formula 
given by Tsui has been used to o utline an experimentally 
determined cross section for the small hole pocket at X. 
Some numerical results for dim e n s i o n s  of the X c . holeJ t
pocket are qiven in Ta b l e  XI and extremal areas are listed
79 80 81in Table XII. Comp a r i s o n s  are made w i t h  experiment ' '
22and with the calculations of Zornberg.
There is a substantial degree of aareement between 
the theoretical and experimental results. It is apparent 
that the bund calculation is able to describe the major 
pieces of Fermi surface correctly. The most significant
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disagreement concerns the hole pocket, wh i c h  is not
observed experimentally, but is predicted by our c a l c u l a ­
tions. Since this pocket is predicted by other band 
calculations using a local exchange potential, it is 
possible that this prediction indicates a basic inade­
quacy of the local exchange approximation.
The m ajority-spin portion of the Fermi surface lies
entirely in the upper s-p band. The surface is in contact
with the Brillouin zone near the points L. A neck of
roughly circular cross section is formed at each such
point. We obtained a  value of 0.0035 a.u. for the cross
sectional area of this neck in the hexagonal face of the
zone. This is smaller than the experimental measurement
8 0of 0.0072 a.u. obtained by Tsui. It is probable that
the L' level is too close below the Fermi level due to2 T
insufficient variational freedom in the s-p type basis 
functions which are expanded in atomic orbitals. The wave 
function associated with the state has pure p-type
symmetry. Only the p-p block needs to be considered to 
investigate this problem. The level calculated by
expanding the* basis functions in ten individual GTO for 
each type of p symmetry (x, y, and z) lies 0.008 R y . 
below that of atomic GTO. The Gaussian exponents used 
were the same as the one for atomic GTO. But the smallest 
exponent was not included because it gave rise to a 
negative eigenvalue in the overlap matiix. A rough
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estimate of the new cross sectional area was made after
raising the Fermi energy w i t h  respect to the level by
0.008 R y .. The result is 0.0068 a.u., in good agreement
with the m e a s u rements of Tsui.
8 2Goy and Grimes have observed c y clotron resonance 
associated with the majority spin Fermi surface neck at 
L, the hole pocket Xj.^ and, according to our int e r p r e t a ­
tion, the two large pieces of Fermi surface around r. The 
wave functions associated w i t h  the smaller piece have p r e ­
dominately e symmetry near the F-X line, but mixed com-g  t
ponents of s-pl and near T-K. The states associated
w i t h  the larger, nearly square section, are of p r e d o m ­
inately m a j o r i t y  spin but have the same spatial symmetry 
as those on the smaller square, except near the [100] axis 
where there is a strong, spin orbit induced mixing with 
minority spin d band states.
The expe r i m e n t a l l y  observed cyclotron effective mass
★
has been compared with the effective mass m c obtained from 
the band structure according to the formula
*
^ ( ~ )  (3. L 7 )m ’i dE E t,
in which m is the free electron mass, and A is the area
of the cyclotron orbit. Our results and the experimental
findings are presented in Table XIII. The results of
2 2the semi-empirical calculation of Zornbcrrg are also
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shown. It will be seen that the agreement is fairly good 
for the Xj. pocket, with the d e v iation between theory and 
experiment being of the amount and direction expected to 
allow for a reasonable enhancement through the electron- 
phonon and the electron-raagnon interactions. However, our 
result for the minority spin square is larger than the e x ­
perimental value, while that for the majority spin square 
is much smaller than that observed.
E. Optical C o n d u c t i v i t y
The optical properties of nickel have been the sub­
ject of intensive studies for a long time. As a result 
of dif f i c u l t i e s  in sample preparation, accuracy of the 
measurements, and data analyses the; agreement among 
different experiments has frequently been poor. T h e r e ­
fore, a first principles calculation of optical c o n ­
ductivity is desired to settle some of the controversies  
as well as to improve our understanding of the electronic 
s t r u c t u r e .
We have calculated the interband optical cond u c t i v i t y  
of nickel. We will present results in two cases: (1)
including .1 phenomenological constant relaxation time 1 , 
and (2) in the Limit i -0 so that the band states are 
sharp. The general expression can be obtained from tho 
Kubo formula :
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M e 2 r , 1  '° d t - [ J (q , 0 ) ,
it
where q, o , and N are the wave vector, frequency and the 
electron density respectively. J (q,t) are the Cartesian 
components of the Fourier transform of the current operator 
of the system in the interaction picture.
iH t „ , -iH t
1 (q,t) = e ° J (q) e ° (3.19)
in wh i c h  H is the Hamiltonian of the system in the a b ­
sence of the external field. The ensemble average
. ... , £0 k e comp U ted with the equivalent density
°  - B » o  - B h
matrix P -- 1/Z e where Z=Tr (e °) is the usual
partition function. We are concerned with energy in the 
optical and infrared region. The corresponding photon 
w a v elength is large compared to the lattice constant. C o n ­
sequently, the spatial variation of the electric field
over the unit cell can be neglected and it is sufficient
*■ ► »- ►to consider the limit q^O only. Denoting J(t)=J(0,t), it
can easily be verified that
1 ‘ * ^  ; i ̂1 (0) , J (t ) ] ■ - i  ; e 1 [ j l.i I i • i I.T I j -e 1 1< [- . 1 , i K '1 ) 1
-  i . . t
I I-' j 1 ■■ 1 | -J ! I e ' 1 ] (1.31)
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in which | i -■, ! j > arc eigenstates of with eigenvalue
and <=r..-t. . . At zero temperature, further simplificationt-3 t J
is possible within the Hartree Fock approximation. In
this case the wave function of the system is considered to
be Slater determent of single particle Bloch functions 
^ (k,r). Since the current operator J for the system is
the sum of one particle operators j , the possible matrix
I * Ielements • j |J|i • involve the excitation of a single 
particle from a state if>p (g,r) which is occupied in the
ground state of the system to some unoccupied state
> ►
in (k,r)
► i ? i ► o P ► -*■■ <1 ] nk • - - —  • i g ir n k > = - —  n (k ) 6 v -►1 - s 1 m in n n k , g
(3.22)
where n (k) is the matrix element d efined in E q . (3.4).
v; n
We can rewrite Eq. (3.21) in the following form:
[J,(0),J (t)l o - 4  i \
m ■ k nk 
o u
n ' (k ) n'1 (k ) e n> ] (3.23)
I  n n 1'
For convenience wo employ discrete normalization.
■ ' (k) is the energy difference between band n and 1
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Jn? (k) = ^  (En (k)-El, (k) ) (3.24)
The sum over I ,  k include occupied states (o) only while that 
over n, k include unoccupied states (u)only. E q . (3.23) is
inserted into Eq. (3.18). We considered the frequency m 
to have a positive imaginary part i / i  so that the integral 
in Eq. (3.18) will converge at the lower limit. The 
result is
m 2 • 2a ,,(<*)) = -----— — ,— -i + — -— -1— -- ,—  x X
ira('j + j-) a Km (w + j )  ®-k n£
o u
o + —  — w . (k) m + —  + ui (k)i n>’ i  n v.
(3.25)
Further simplification is possible if one introduces the 
optical effective mass:
( * ) t  ̂  ̂. t (3.26)
m ' xk m., (k)
o
where
/ u t \
111 ) 1 2 • p ”i.nnni . n
* RSI ■ Ro - V   u ‘27)in (k ) n n .
and th<* sum in (3.26) includes all n/> . The final ex­
pression for the conductivity tensor is
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i N e 2 , . . 2
( O  = ------ _  (t,) 2le ' - 1
, , e ' (o + i) m <li m 2h t.k' nft u 2 /k)-(w + i ) 2
o u n 1
o + i
r „  , .. i  \  . ■ ,  , t
n i. Re(,'en"nc) + i (3‘28)
The ordinary optical properties of ferromagnetic
nickel are determined by the diagonal components of "
(we have u = a  j t a  , z being the direction of spin align- xx yy zz e ^
ment). The result of setting u=6 in (3.28) is
2 2 
i  \ i Ne ,1 . 2ie , iu (w) = -------:-- ( — — )------ ——-- (Ik, + — ) 5. L
ta / . 1 \ a(t 2 w T(uu + — ) m m ik nk
o u
!,,u I2
  ----- 1--- (3.29a)
,0n r (o + 7 )




where m is the free electron mass. The first term in 
E q . (3.29a) is the usual Drude formula with relaxation time
i . In the Limit in which the band states are sharp (i ’■•’°), 
we obtain the tamiliar expression for the real part of the 
conductivity for positive frequencies
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K < ’ [ • ( • ) ]  -  —  -f e —  <S(oj) +     .1 >.: ITTrx | 2  < S ( m - W
2 (m ) m Hu) tk nk n n
(in o u
(3.2 9b)
The off diaqonal components of the conductivity vanish
except for a = - a  . In this case, we have x y y x
~ 2 I m  (tt ̂  TiY n )2e I n  n I
0xy “ 2w 1 ~ 2  ' i 2 * (3.31a)7 m M k  nk u - (w + — )n vl to u
The sharp limit of this formula is, for positive fre- 
quencie x ,
I m [ ’ U )] xv I m (7i i )m  nt nf.
(3.3] b)
It the matrix elements in these expressions are 
treated as constants, the conductivity is proportional to 
the joint density of states. We have computed this 
quantity by the same method described in Section C in 
connection with the ordinary density of states. The joint 
density of states shown in F’iq. XVI is dominated by an 
enormous spike, resuitinq from the nearly parallel upper 
d bands, especially in t. he reqion X-W-h. However , the 
approxim.it ion in which the matrix elements are treated as
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constant is a bad one since in particular the transition 
associated with this spike has a very weak matrix element. 
(The states involved in the spike are predominately of 
opposite spin, and the matrix element would vanish except 
for the mixing of opposite spin components in the wave 
f u n c t i o n ) .
We have calculated the optical conductivity including
• ►the k dependence of all matrix elements both in the sharp 
limit, Eqs. (3.29b) and (3.31b) and with the inclusion of 
a relaxation time. The integration was performed by the 
method described in Section C in which the £ • p method was 
used to calculate the enerqy for k corresponding to a sub­
divided mesh in the Brillouin zone. The momentum matrix 
elements at the additional mesh points were found by linear 
interpolation between the values c a l c ulated at the basic 
1357 point grid. Numerical tests showed that the c o n t r i b u ­
tion of the spin orbit coupling term to the matrix element 
” [Eq. (3.14)] was negligible for the determination of 
both the diagonal and off diagonal elements of the c o n ­
ductivity. We therefore replaced n by p , throughout 
1 1 n 6 n I
the calculation. This implies that the off diagonal c o n ­
ductivity should be regarded as being produced by the 
modification of the band wave functions produced by the 
:q> i n-orb i t i n teruct ion .
Our results for the real paid oi between 0 andxx
1.2 t'V ate shown in Kig. XVII. The sol id line represents
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the contribution from the interband conductivity in the 
sharp limit to which has been added an empirical
Drude term,
s
n D {u) = --- 5“7  ' (3.32)1 + 0) '!
in which the constants have been taken to be a = 1 8 . 6 x 1 O ^ 5o
-1 - 15sec and 1=11.3x10 sec. as det e r m i n e d  by Lenham and
8 5Treherne. The dashed curve is the sum of the same 
empirical Drude term plus an interband contribution c o m ­
puted assuminy essentially the same t . We have 
also computed Re(a ), which is not the same as Re(o )
Z Z  X X
in the present case. However, the differences are quite 
small and are not significant on the scale of this graph. 
The conductivity in the energy region 1.0-6.0 eV is shown 
in Fig. XV111. The experimental results of several 
a u t h o r s ^  ^  are also shown in these figures. Although 
there is a large amount of scatter in the experimental 
data, there is a reasonable degree of general agreement 
between many of the measurements, particularly in regard 
to the magnitude and the general trend. There is loss 
agreement in regard to detailed structure. We believe 
that it is significant that our calculations are in good 
agreement with the general magnitude ot the observed c o n ­
ductivity in the low energy region. In particular, the 
depart uie from the Drude term seems to be given
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satisfactorily. There is little agreement between theory 
and experiment in regard to specific structures at low 
energies except, possibly in the 0.2-0.5 eV region where 
structure in our calculated conductivity appears in some 
of the observations and is confirmed by thermoreflectance
4- 9 2m e a s u r e m e n t s .
A most important feature of our calculated results is 
the peak at 0.80 eV which results from transitions between 
the nearly parallel upper d bands near the zone face.
This transition is a direct measure of the exchange 
splitting responsible for ferromagnetism. This peak is 
quite pronounced when the band states are considered to be 
sharp; however, it is much reduced if reasonable allowance 
is made for finite lifetimes of the states. We do not 
notice any comparable structure in the experimental data 
in this energy region, and we infer from this d i s c repancy 
that our calculation has probably overestimated the e x ­
change splitting. It is not obvious from the data a v a i l ­
able to us whether or not this transition has actually 
been observed; however, we tentatively suqgest that the
broad rise beginning at 0.5 eV in the results of Lynch 
8 7et a l . may be associated with this transition. If t h i > 
interpret:at ion is correct, the d band exchange splitting
2 2is about 0.5 eV, in fair agreement with other estimates, 
and s  i gn j t icantly smaller than our calculated value1.
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Some structure is present in our calculated c o n d u c ­
tivity in the 2-3 eV range, but this is much reduced when
lifetime broadening is included. Failure to observe
9 3structure in this energy range suggests that lifetime 
effects are indeed appreciable. At higher energies, the 
experimental conductivity shows a large increase, b e ­
ginning near 4 eV. A corresponding feature is present in
our results, but it is displaced to higher energies by
about 1 eV. In our calculations, this peak results from
transitions between the lower s-d bands and the s-p bands
above the Fermi energy. The bands involved are in the 
outer part of the Brillouin zone, along the 5; axis, and in 
the vicinity of the symmetry points X and L. The d i s ­
crepancy in energy between theory and experiment is 
probably an indication of the inadequacy of our use of 
atomic wave functions rather than separated orbitals to 
represent s- and p-like states.
The absorptive part of the off diagonal elements of
the conductivity tensor can be determined from measurements
94of the ferromagnetic Kerr effect : plane-polarized light
reflected from a magnetized ferromagnetic metal becomes
elliptically polarized with its major axis rotated from
thc> original direction of po lar i zat ion . Macroscopica 1 1 y ,
the rotation angle can be related to the absorptive part
O) the off diagonal elements of the conductivity tensor-
9 4  O 1,through Maxwell’s field equations. ' The detailed
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derivation is presented in Appendix B. This effect in­
volves spin orbit coupling in an essential way. Previous 
calculations have been based on perturbation theory and
simple models of the band s t r u c t u r e . ^  A major conflict
97 9Cdeveloped between the results of different measurements. ' '
99-103However, more recent work has tended to confirm, in
a general way, the results of Krinchik and collaborators.
We have calculated the off diagonal element o of^ xv
the conductivity tensor. Our results for ojIm(a ) arexy
shown in Fig. XIX, where they are compared with results of
9 9 101Yoshino and Tanaka, Krinchik and A r temjev and Erskine
and S t e r n . O u r  calculated results do not include any
104m t r a b a n d  contribution since the experimental data do 
not extend to low enough energies to permit determination 
of this quantity. Such a term would simply shift the c a l ­
culated curves by a constant. The theoretical curves have 
the same general shape and order of magnitude as the e x ­
perimental ones. However, the agreement in detail is not 
particularly good. The negative portion of e at low 
energy can be interpreted as indicating the dominance of 
transitions of minority spin e l e c t r o n s . T h e  e x p e r i ­
mental curves become positive at a lower energy than the 
theoretical results. This is presumably a consequence o c 
our overestimation of the exchange splitting. The negative 
peak at high energies is found, in our calculation to lie 
displaced by about 1 eV with respect to the corresponding
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experimental feature. A similar result was found for the 
diagonal elements of the conductivity and the explanation 
is probably the same. The smooth behavior of the e x p e r i ­




A solf-consistent band structure for ferromagnetic 
nickel has been investigated using the tight binding 
method. The effects of exchange and spin-orbit inter­
action have been included. We believe that the comparison 
of the results of this calculation with experiment indi­
cates that simple energy band theory employing a local 
exchange potential can successfully predict the essential 
features of the charge and magnetic moment distributions, 
mom e n t u m  density, the Fermi surface, and of the optical 
properties of nickel. Alt h o u g h  numerous d iscrepancies in 
detail exist, there is a large degree of general agreement 
between theory and experiment. There is no evidence for 
unexpectedly large many body effects, although some of the 
d isagreement between theory and experiment may be due to
our use of a simple, single particle approach. In view of
., c , . . . 11,105,106 , cthe success of these calculations, and of our
recent application to ferromagnetic i r o n / ^  it seems that 
band theory should provide a basically satisfactory a c ­
count of the properties of ferromagnetic nickel. The
principal obstacles to such a c o n clusion concers observa-
10 8tions of tunneling, and of spin polarized photo-
10 0 ,1 1 0 , . ,  , , ^ t temission which revealed that the spin polarization
of elections at energy 10  ̂ and 0.4-0.8 eV. below the
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Fermi level is +11% and +15% respectively. The direction 
of the electron magnetic m oments was found to be parallel 
to the magnetization. Based on oversimp l i f i e d  theories, 
it was interpreted as a measure of the spin polarization 
of the density of states. This indicated a contradiction 
with the results of band theory. It is possible, however, 
that detailed calculations of such p h e nomena based on band 
theory may remove much of the apparent d i s a g r e e m e n t . ̂  ̂
We hope to undertake this investigation.
This c a l c ulation can be improved in several ways. 
First, the variational freedom in the trial wave functions 
would be increased and the accuracy of the results im­
proved if all the basis functions were chosen to be 
individual GTO. Some d iscrepancies in the Fermi surface 
and the optical properties have been shown in Chapter III 
as an indication of the inadequancy of our use of atomic 
wave functions rather than independent Gaussian orbitals
to represent s and p-like states. Recently, the band
r r ■ H 3  „ 114 , _ . 115 ,structures of Li, N a , and A1 have been inv e s t i ­
gated using basis functions c o n sisting of individual GTO. 
Successful results were obtained after repeating the whole 
calculation several times wi t h  d i f ferent sets of GTO. In 
principle, a basis set consists of individual Gaussian 
orbitals with large exponents that are capable of r e ­
producing the atomic core states and one or two s m a l 1 
'■xpone.nts to allow sufficient variational freedom in the
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conduction s and p-like states is more likely to give a 
satisfactory result. Of course those small exponents are 
subject to the restriction that the eigenvalues of the 
corresponding overlap matrices cannot be negative or u n ­
reasonably small.
A second m o d i f ication which would be helpful is to 
include more conduction states, such as 4f for transition 
metals. The eigenfunctions are expected to be a better 
approximation to the exact solutions of the Schrbdinger 
equation. The h ybridization b etween the 4f and band 
states will undoubtly improve our results of energy bands
and conductivity tensor. In the conventional LCAO cal- 
3 8culation, where the expressions for integrals between 
higher states are obtained by successive differentiations,
the problem may seem to be too c o m p licated to be considered.
56The modification, made by Chaney and Dorman, to separate the 
variables in Ca r t e s i a n  coordinate and to take binomial 
expansions in the integrand dra s t i c a l l y  reduce the c o m ­
plexity of the problem. As a ma t t e r  of fact, the integral 
program included in Appendix C is w ritten in general that 
it can be used to calculate integrals between any pair of 
Gaussian orbitals.
Another possible improvement is to retain the angular 
dependence of the charge distribution when calculating 
the Xu exchange potential. This may effect the relative
positions between the Fermi level and the X _ . state of e2 + g
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symmetry as well as the unobserved X h o l e  pocket. The 
procedure involves three dimensional numerical i ntegra­
tions over rapidly oscillating functions which must be 
calculated with care. The cost in computer time, in this 
case, will be fairly high.
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TABLE I
Fourier Coefficients of the Coulomb and Exchange Potential and the 
Corresponding Corrections Resulting From Self-Consistency (in a.u.)
+ 2 _ -> —► —►
K ( J - )d VC (K)
- V C (K, Vx t lK) (K)X T Vx + <K) - Vx , (K)
( 0 . 0 , 0  ) -  1 . 6 8 7 0 - 0 . 0 7 9 6 -  1 . 4 0 91 - 0 . 0 9 1 7 -1 . 3 9 9 6 - 0  . 1092
( l . i . i ) - 0 . 9 6 9 0 - C . 0955 -  0 . 2 6 3 0 0 . 0 1 5 0 - 0  . 2 5 3 2 0 . 0 1 8 9
( 2 . 0 . 0 ) - 0 . 8 5 6 0 - 0 . 0 6 8 7 - 0 . 1 3 2 8 0 . 0 2 1 0 - 0 . 1 2 4 6 0 . 0261
( 2 . 2 . 0 ) - 0 . 6 0 4 3 - 0 . 0 2 0 5 - 0  . 0350 0 . 0 0 6 2 - 0 . 0 3 3 4 0 . 0 0 8 2
( 3 . 1 . 1 ) - 0 . 5 0 3 3 - 0 . 0 0 9 5 - 0 . 0 6 2 6 - 0 . 0 0 5 2 - 0  . 0 6 3 4 - 0  . 00  58
( 2 . 2 . 2 ) - 0 . 4 7 7 5 - 0 . 0 0 7 6 -  0 . 0 6 6 6 - 0  . 0068 - 0  . 0677 - 0 . 0 0 7 9
( 4 . 0 . 0 ) - 0 .  3964 - 0 . 0 0 2 7 - 0  . 0 5 0  1 - 0 . 0 0 5 5 - 0  . 0 5  10 - 0 . 0 0 6 7
( 3 , 3 , 1 ) - 0  . 3528 - 0 . C020 - 0 . 0 2 2 8 - 0 . 0 0 1 3 - 0 . 0 2 3 1 - 0 . 0 0  I 7
( 4 . 2 . 0 ) - 0 . 3 3 9 9 - C . 0 0 15 - 0 . 0 1 4 5 0 . 0 0 0 0 - 0 . 0  146 - 0  . 0 0 0  1
( 4 , 2 . 2 ) - 0  . 2 9  72 - c . o o o e 0 . 0 0 6 2 0 . 0 0 3 0 0 . 0 0 6 5 0 . 0 0 3 5
( 3 . 3 , 3 ) - 0 . 2 7 1 5 - 0 . 0 0 0 6 0 . 0 0 7 6 0.  0029 0 . 0 0 7 9 0 . 0 0 3 4
( 5 , 1 , 1 ) - 0 . 2 7  10 - 0 . 0 0 0  1 0 . 0 0 7 6 0 . 0029 0 . 0 0 7 9 0 . 0 0  34
< 4 . 4 , 0 ) - 0 . 2 3 6 8 - 0 . 0 0 0  1 -  0 . 0 0 4 8 0 . 0 0 0 4 - 0 . 0 0 4 8 0 . 0 0 0 5
( 5 , 3 . 1 ) - 0 . 2 1 9 9 C.C001 - C . 0130 - 0 . 0 0 1 1 - 0 . 0  132 - 0 . 0 0 1 3
( 6 . 0 . 0 ) - 0 . 2 1 4 4 0 . 0 0 0 4 - 0 . 0 1 5 0 - 0 .  001 5 - 0 . 0  152 - 0 . 0 0 1 7
( 4 , 4 . 2 ) - 0  • 2 1 49 -0 . cooo - 0 . 0 1 5 0 - 0 . 0 0 1 5 - 0 . 0 1 5 2 - 0 . 0 0  17
< 6 . 2 . 0 ) - 0 . 1 9 6 3 0 . 0 0 0 3 - 0 . 0 1 8 5 - 0 . 0 0 2 2 - 0 . 0 1 8 9 - 0  . 00  25
( 5.  3.  3 ) - 0  . 1847 C . 0000 -  C .  01 66 - 0 . 0 0 1 9 - 0 . 0  169 - 0 . 0 0 2 2
( 6 . 2 . 2 ) - 0 . 1 8 0 9 0 . 0 0 0 2 - 0  . 0 1 5 3 - 0 . 0 0 1 7 - 0 . 0 1 5 6 - 0  . 0 0 2 0
( 4 , 4 . 4 ) - 0  . 1679 0 . cooo -  0 . 0 0 8 4 - 0 . 0 0 0 5 - 0 . 0 0 8 6 - 0  . 0006
( 5 , 5 , 1 ) - 0 . 1  591 C. 0 0 0  1 - 0 . 0 0 3 2 0 . 0 0 0 3 - 0 . 0 0 3 3 0 . 0 0  04
( 7 . 1 , 1 ) - 0 . 1  589 C.C 0 0 3 - C . 0032 ) . 0 0 0  3 - 0  . 0 0 3 3 0 . 0 0 0 4
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TABLE II








C a 1 laway 
(cx-0.972)
r • _r25 1 0.478 0.483 0.506
r! 2 - r25 0.091 0. 084
x 5- X i 0.330 0.300 0.324
x5- x 2 0.009 0.016
X 4'X 5 0.177 0.144
V i 0.625 0.639 0.663
X 4-r i 0. 841 0.816 0 . 807
L 0-L,T T 0.036 0.016











r . _r25 1
' l 2 - r25
x5-Xi
X 5-X 2
X 4 _ X 5
v r i
X 4 ' ri
L 2_ L 32
TABLE II





















C a 1laway 




























Exchange Splitting of Ce r t a i n  States 





















































Energy Levels at Symmetry Points (Ry)
r (ooo) x ( ioo)  x ( o o i )  r r r r g
■ 0 . 2 8 5 0 ( 1 + )
0.2851 ( r' I)
0.3408 (I’1 2 t)
0 - 3413 ( 1’12 t)
0 . 377 8 (1'25 M
0. 3808 (T^ I)
0.3854 ( r ' n  Z D
0.4304 ( r 2 5 f)
0.4338 (I’2 5 M  
0.4 36 5 (F2 5 t ) 
0.9144 (I- +) 
0.9155 (r x t)
- 0 . 0 9 8 3 (Xj 1
- 0 . 0 9 9 3 (X^t
- 0 . 2 1 4 9 (X5 I
-0 . 2160 (Xc I 5
- 0 . 2 2 7 2 (X2 +
- 0 . 2 7 5 8 (X5 +
- 0 . 2 7 7 3 (Xc t b
- 0 . 2 8 6 9 (X2 t 
- 0 . 5 1 7 9 (X3 + 
-0.5398 (Xx i 
-0.5619 (X3 1 
- 0 . 5 7 7 5 (Xxf
-0.0983 (X^ +
-0.0993 (X^ t
- 0 . 2 1 2 4 (Xc + b
- 0 . 2 2 0 3 (Xc +b
-0.2255 (X2 +
-0.2736 (X,-!b
- 0 . 2 8 0 5 (Xc tb
-0 . 2 8 5 9 (X + 
- 0 . 5 1 7 8 (X3 + 
- 0 . 5 3 9 8 (Xx + 
-0 . 5 6 1 9 (X3t 
-0.5774 (X] t
-0.2264 (L3 | 
-0.2300 (L 3 | 
- 0 .2520(Ll, | 
- 0 .2521(L 2 t 
-0.2860 (L 3 f 
-0.2898 (L3 t 
-0 . 3736 (L3 + 
- 0 . 3 8 0 3 (L3 i 
-0. 4263 (L3 t 
-0. 4330 ( L f  
- 0 . 5 8 7 3 (Lx i 
- 0 . 6 1 7 8 ( L 3 1
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Table IV (cont'd)
Energy Levels at Symmetry Points (Ry)
W(l,>a,0) W(l,0,i*) K ( |  |  0) K ( |  0 j )
0 . 2978 (W3 t) 0. 3057 (W3 t)
0 . 2 9 7 8 (W3 t) 0 . 2 9 3 7 (W3 t)
- 0 . 2 1 6 4 (W^4) - 0 . 2 1 6 4 (W[|)
-0.2766(W|1) - 0 . 2 7 6 6 (W|t)
- 0 . 2 8 8 1 (W1 4) -0.2881 (W.^)
- 0 . 3 4 2 9 (W1 t) - 0 . 4 3 2 8 (W +)
- 0 . 4 3 8 7 (W3 I) - 0 . 4 3 5 7 (W3+)
-0 . 4389 (W3 U - 0 . 4 4 2 8 (W3 * )
- 0 . 4 7 6 6 (W£l) - 0 . 4 7 3 6 (W^4)
- 0 . 4 8 1 5 (W3 t) - 0 . 4 8 2 3 (W3t)
- 0 . 4 8 3 3 (W31 ) - 0 . 4 8 4 8 (W3 t )
- 0 . 5 1 8 3 (W£t) - 0 . 5 1 8 2 (W^t)
0 . 1 7 0 9 (K3 i ) 0 . 1 7 0 9 (K3 +)
0 . 1 5 1 9 ( K f ) 0.1519 (K3 + )
-0. 2368 (K2 i) - 0 . 2 3 6 7 (K2 +)
- 0 . 2 7 0 3 ( K 4 i ) -0.2707 (K4 + )
-0.2967 (K2 1) -0.2 96 2 (K 2 i )
-0.3272 (K4 +) - 0 . 3 2 7 3 (K4 +)
-0.3670(K 3 4 ) -0 . 3669 (K3 M
- 0 . 4 0 9 0 (K3 + ) -0 . 4 0 9 1 (K *)
-0.4837 ( K ^ ) -0 .4836 ( K ^ )
- 0 . 4 9 2 9 (K1 i) - 0 . 4 9 2 9 (Kx 1)
- 0 . 5 2 1 9 (Kxi ) - 0 . 5 2 1 9 ( K ^ )
- 0 . 5 3 5 9 (K1f ) - 0 . 5 3 5 9 (K1 t )
TABLE V
Charge Density in Three Principle
r [ 1 , 0 , 0 ]
o•o 1 3 6 1 8 . 5 0 0 0
0 . 0 4 2 1 5 5 1 . 1 5 3 3
0 . 0 8 3 3 0 6 . 4 9 4 1
0 . 1 2 5 1 6 7 . 8 3 6 7
0 . 1 66 1 0 9 . 8 6 4 5
0 . 2 4 9 3 7 . 8 7 6 4
0 . 332 1 3 . 4 4 7 0
0 . 4 1 5 7 . 6 7 5 0
0 . 4 9 8 6 . 0 6 8 4
0 . 6 6 4 3 . 9 0 2 6
0 . 8 3 1 2 . 1 0 8 5
0 . 9 9 7 1 . 0 7 6 4
1 . 1 63 0 . 5 7 9 4
1 . 329 0 . 3 4 0 4
1 . 495 0 . 2 2 1 1
I . 6 6  1 0 . 1 6 1 1
1 . 8 2 7 0 . 1 3 0 4
1 . 9 9 3 0 . 1 1 4 1
2 . 1 59 0 . 1 0 4 7
2 .  325 0 . 0 9 9 0
2 .491 0 . 0 9 5 4
2 . 658 0 . 0 9 3 2
2  . 8 24 0 . 0 9 2 0
2  . 990 0 . 0 9  13
3.  156 0 . 0 9 1 0
3 . 322 0 . 0 9 0 9
Total
[1 ,1 ,0] [1 ,1 ,1]
1 3 6 1 8 . 5 0 0 0 1 3 6 1 8 . 5 0 0 0
1 5 5 1 . 1 5 2 1 1 551 .  1 516
3 0 6 . 4 7 7 5 3 0 6 . 4 7 1 9
1 6 7 . 7 8 4 0 1 6 7 . 7 6 6 3
1 0 9 . 7 6 9 9 1 0 9 . 7 3 8 3
3 7 . 7 2 6 4 3 7 . 6 7 6 4
1 3 . 2 7 7 2 1 3 . 2 2 0 6
7 . 5 1 6 7 7 . 4 6 3 9
5 . 9 3 7 5 5 . 8 9 3 8
3 . 8 2 2 5 3 . 7 9 5 8
2 . 0 6 3 7 2 . 0 4 8 7
1 . 0 5 2 1 1 . 0 4 3 8
0 . 5 6 5 9 0 . 5 6 0 9
0 . 3 3 3 1 0 . 3 3 0 0
0 . 2 1 7 9 0 . 2 1 5 7
0 . 1 6 0 5 0 . 1 5 8 7
0 . 1 3 2 0 0 • 1 2 9 9
0 . 1  I 77 0 . 1 1 4 9
0 . 1 1 0 8 0 . 1 0 6 5
0 . 1 0 8 4 0 . 1 0 1 7
0 . 1 0 9 7 0 . 0 9 8 9
0 . 1 1 5 2 0 . 0 9 7 5
0 . 1 2 6 9 0 . 0 9 7 0
0 . 1 5 0 3 0 . 0 9 7 1
0 . 1 9 7 3 0 . 0 9 7 4




7 .  1773 7 . 1 7 7 3
0 . 8 5 9 1 0 . 8 5 7 7
0 . 6 0 3 5 0 . 5 8 6 8
1 . 1779 1 . 1 2 5 1
1 . 8 2 7 6 1 . 7 3 3 0
2 . 7 3 0 4 2 . 5 8 0 4
3 . 1 4 7 3 2 . 9 7 7 5
3 . 0 1 2 8 2 . 8 5 4 4
2 . 5 4 7 7 2 . 4  168
1 . 6 061 1 . 5 2 6 0
0 . 9 2 7 2 0 . 8 8 2 4
0 . 5  367 0 . 5 1 2 5
0 . 3 3 7 6 0 . 3  24 1
0 . 2 2 8 1 0 . 2 2 0 8
0 . 1 6 3 8 0 .  1605
0 . 1 2 6 9 0 . 1 2 6 3
0 . 1 0 6 1 0 . 1 0 7 5
0 . 0 9 4 0 0 . 0 9 7 4
0 . 0 8 6 6 0 . 0 9 2 3
0 . 0 8 1 7 0 . 0 9 0 5
0 . 0 7 8 6 0 . 0 9 1 5
0 . 0 7 6 6 0 . 0 9 5 6
0 . 0 7 5 4 0 . 1040
0 . 0 7 4 8 0 . 1 1 9 8
0 . 0 7 4 5 0 . 1487
0 . 0 7 4 4 0 . 2 0 0 2
[1 ,1 ,1 ] Atomic
7 .  1773 7 . 3 7 3 2
0 . 8 5 7 2 0 . 4 3 2 6
0 . 5 8 1 3 0 . 2 9 7 4
1 . 1075 1 . 0 0 4 0
1 . 7 0 1 4 1 . 6 9 0 9
2 . 5 3 0 4 2 . 5 3 6 9
2 . 9 2 0 9 2 . 8 9 9 7
2 . 8 0 1 6 2 . 7 6 9 8
2 . 3 7 3 1 2 . 3 4 0 8
I . 4 9 9 3 1 . 4 6 7 9
0 . 8 6 7 4 0 . 8  287
0 . 5 0 4 1 0 . 4 5 6 6
0 . 3 1 9 1 0 . 2 6 4 7
0 . 2  1 76 0 . 1 5 8 2
0 , 1583 0 . 0 9 6 1
0 .  1244 0 . 0 6 1 0
0 . 1 0 5 5 0 . 0 4 1 4
0 . 0 9 4 7 0 . 0 2 9 9
0 . 0 8 8 2 0 . 0 2 2 4
0 . 0 8 4 2 0 . 0 1 7 1
0 . 0 8 1 8 0 . 0  131
0 . 0 8 0 6 0 . 0  102
0 . 0 8 0 1 0 . 0 0 8 0
0 . 0 8 0 2 0 . 0 0 6 4
0 . 0 8 0 5 0 . 0 0 5 1
0 . 0 8 1 0 0 . 0 0 4 2
101
TABLE VI
Atomic Scattering Form Factors (in a.u.)
; (|2L) Pband(K) core (K) total (K) P e x p (K)
( 1 * 1 . 1 ) 0 . 2 4 6 3 4 . 7 8 6 5 1 5 . 5 9 0 5 2 0 . 3 7 6 9
( 2 , 0 . 0 ) 0 . 28 4  4 4 . 0 9 7 7 1 4 . 9 3 4 8 1 9 . 0 3 2 5
( 2 . 2 , 0  ) 0 .40 22 2 . 5 2 0  I 1 2 . 6 4 3 5 15 .  36 36
( 3 . 1 . 1 ) 0 . 4 7 1 7 1 . 8 4 7 8 1 1 . 6 9 0 8 1 3 . 5 3 8 6
( 2 . 2 . 2 ) 0 . 4 9 2 6 1 . 6 6 8 3 1 1 . 3 6 5 5 1 3 . 0 3 3 8
( 4 , 0 . 0 ) 0 . 5 6 8 9 1 . 1 5 1 4 1 0 . 2 9 0 6 1 1 . 4 4 2  0
( 3 . 3 . 1  ) 0 . 6 1 9 9 0 . 8 3 2 4 9 . 6 6 8 6 1 0 . 5 0 1 0
( 4 . 2 . 0 ) 0 . 6 3 6 0 0 . 7 6 9 0 9 . 4 8 8 5 1 0 . 2 5 7 5
( 4 . 2 , 2 ) 0 . 6 9 6 7 0 . 5 1 2 3 8 . 8 7 5 3 9 . 3 8 7 5
( 3 . 3 . 3  ) 0 . 7 3 9 0 0 . 3 6 5 9 8 . 5 0 5 4 8 . 8 7 1 3
( 5 . 1 . 1 ) 0 .7 390 0 . 4 0 3 0 8 . 5 0 5 5 8 . 9 0 8 4
( 4 . 4 . 0  ) 0 . 8 0 4 5 0 . 2  14 3 8 . 0 1 2  1 8 . 2 2 6 4
( 5 , 3 . 1 ) 0 . 8 4 1 4 0 .  1497 7 . 7 7 1 3 7 . 9 2 1 0
( 6 . 0 . 0 ) 0 . 8 5 3 3 0 . 1 6 1 6 7 . 6 9 8 2 7. 8598
( 4 , 4 , 2  ) 0 . 8 5 3 3 0 . 1 1 7 3 7 . 6 9 8 2 7 . 8 1 5 5
( 6 . 2 . 0  ) 0 . 8 9 9 4 0 . 0807 7 . 4 3 5 5 7 . 5 1 6 1
( 5 .  3.  3) 0 . 9 3 2 6 0 . 0 1 2 9 7 . 2 6 4 0 7.  2 7 69
( 6 . 2 . 2 ) 0 . 9 4 3 3 0 . 0 2 0 7 7 . 2 1 0 8 7 . 2 3 1 5
( 4 , 4 , 4 ) 0 . 9 8 5 3 - 0 . 0 4  1 7 7 . 0 1 4 6 6 . 9 7 3 0
( 5 . 5 . 1 ) 1 . 0 1 5 6 - 0 . 0 5 2 7 6 . 8 8 2 1 6 . 8 2 9 4
( 7 . 1 . 1 ) 1 .0 1 56 - 0 . 0 2 1 1 6 . 8 0 2 2 6 . 8 6 1 0
( 6 , 4 , 0 ) I . 0 2 5 5 - 0 . 0 5 2 2 6 . 8 4 0 3 6 . 7 8 8 1
( 6 , 4 , 2 ) 1 . 0 6 4 2 - 0 . 0 7 7 0 6 . 6 8 2 4 6 . 6 0 5 4
( 7 . 3 .  1 ) 1 . 0 9 2 4 - 0 . 0 7 3 5 6 . 5 7 2 7 6 . 4 9 9 2
( 5 . 5 , 3 ) 1 . 0 9 2 4 - 0 . 0 9 5 8 6 . 5 7 2 7 6 . 4 7 6 9
( a .  o , o ) 1 . 1 3 7 7 - 0 . 0 6 7 5 6 . 4 0 2 6 6 . 3 3 5 1
( 7 , 3 , 3 ) 1 . 16 4  1 - 0 . 1 0 0 3 6 . 3 0 6 8 6 . 2 0 6 5
( 8 , 2 , 0 ) 1 . 1 7 2 7 - 0  . 0 8  1 2 6 . 2 7 5 7 6.  1 945
( 6 . 4 . 4 ) 1 . 1 7 2  7 - 0 . 1 1 2 9 6 . 2 7 5 7 6 . 1 6 2  9
( 8 . 2 . 2 ) I . 2 0 6 7 - 0 . 0 9 0  7 6 . 1 5 5 3 6 . 0 6 4 6
( 6 . 6 , 0 ) 1 . 2 0 6 7 - 0 . 1 0 9 1 6 . 1 5 5 3 6 .  046 1
( 7 , 5 . 1 ) 1 . 2 3 1 6 - 0  . 1077 6 . 0 6 8 5 5 . 9 6 0 8
( 5 . 5 , 5 ) 1 . 2 3 1 6 - 0 . 1 2 0 0 6 . 0 6 8 4 5 . 9 4 0 4
( 6 . 6 . ? ) 1 .2 398 - 0 . 1 1 3 0 6 . 0 4 0 1 5.  9? 7?
20.10-0.16 
1 8 . 5 5 ± 0 . 16 
15.34+0.12





Magnetic Scattering Form Factors
(1 1 1 >
( 2 0 0 )
( 2 2 0 )
< 3 1 1 )
(2 2 2 )
( 4 0 0 )
( 3 3 1 >
( 4 2 0 )
(4 2 2 )
( 3 3 3)
< 5 1 1 )
( 4 4 0)
( 5 3 1 )
( 6 0 0 )
(4 4 2 )
( 6 2 0)
( 5 3 3 )
( 6 2 2 )
( 4 4 4 )
( 5 5 I )
( 7 1 1 >
( 6 4 0 )
<6 4 2 )
C 7 3 1 )
< 5 5 3 )
< 8 0 0 )
( 7 3 3 )
( a 2 0)
( 6 4 4 )
( 8 2 2 )
( 6 6 0 )
< 7 5 1 )
( 5 5 5 )
< 6 6 2 )
s i n O ^ - 1,
A
0 . 2 4 6 3  
0 . 2 8 4 4
0 . 4 0 2 2  
0 . 4 7 1 7  
0 . 4 9 2 6  
0 . 5 6 8 9  
0 . 6 1 9 9  
0 . 6 3 6 0  
0 . 6 9 6 7  
0 . 7 3 9 0  
0 . 7 3 9 0  
0 . 8 0 4 5  
0 . 8 4 1 4  
0 . 8 5 3 3  
0 . 8 5 3 3  
0 . 8 9 9 4  
0 . 9 3 2  6 
0 - 9 4 3 3  
0 . 9 8 5 3
1 . 0 1 5 6
1 . 0 1 5 6  
1 . 0 2 5 5  
1 . 0 6 4 2
1 . 0 9 2 4
1 . 0 9 2 4  
1 . 1 3 7 7  
1 . 1 6 4 1  
1 . 1 7 2 7  
1 . 1 7 2  7
1 . 2 0 6 7
1 . 2 0 6 7
1 . 2 3 1 6
1 . 2 3 1 6  
1 . 2 3 9 8
ffepW * 1
0 . 4 7 7 9  
0 . 4 2 4 1  
0 . 2 6 4 4  
0 .  1871 
0 .  1 724 
0 . 1 0 3 8  
0 . 0 8 8 2  
0 . 0 7 5 0  
0 . 0 5 4 3  
0 . 0 4 4 8  
0 . 0 3 1 3  
0 . 0 2 4 8  
0 . 0 1 5 8  
0 . 0 0 2 4  
0 . 0  182 
0 . 0 0 0 8  
0 . 0 0 7 3  
- 0 . 0 0 0 5  
0 . 0 0 4 7  
- 0.0011 
- 0.0122 
- 0 . 0 0 4 0  
- 0 . 0 0 4 3  
- 0 . 0 1 0 5  
- 0 . 0 0 2 7  
- 0 . 0 1 8 3  
- 0 . 0 0 9 0  
- 0 . 0 1 6 2  
- 0 . 0 0 5 2  
- 0 . 0 1 4 4  
- 0 . 0 0 8 1  
- 0 . 0 0 9 1  
- 0 . 0 0 4 8  
- 0 . 0 0 7 3
0.  0023  
0 . 0 0 2 5  
0 . 0 0 2 6  
0 . 0 0 2 2  
0 . 0 0 2 1  
0 . 0 0 1 5  
0.0011 
0 . 0 0 1 0  
0 . 0 0 0 6  
0 . 0 0 0 4  
0 . 0 0 0 4  
0 . 0 0 0 2  
0 . 0 0 0 1  
0.0000 
0 . 0 0 0 0  - o . o o o i  
-0.0001 
- 0 . 0 0 0 1  
- 0.0001 
- 0.0002 
- 0 . 0002 
- 0  . 0 0 0 2  
- 0 . 0 0 0 1  
- 0 . 0 0 0 2  
-  0 . 0 0 0 2  
- 0 . 0 0 0 1  
- 0. 0 0 0 1  
- 0 . 0 0 0 1  
- 0.0001 
- 0 . 0 0 0 1  




0 . 7 5 9 8  
0 . 6 7 5 2  
0 . 4 2 2 6  
0 . 2 9 9 8  
0 . 2 7 6 3  
0.1668 
0 . 1 4 1 4  
0 . 1 2  04 
0 . 0 8 6 9  
0 . 0 7 1 6  
0 . 0 5 0 2  
0 . 0 3 9 5  
0 . 0 2 5 0  
0 . 0 0 3 9  
0 . 0 2 8 8  
0.0011 
0 . 0 1  1 3 
0.00 1 1 
0 . 0 0 7 2  
0.0020 
0 . 0 1 9 5  
0 .  0066  
0 . 0 0 7 0  
0 . 0 1 6 9  
0 . 0 0 4 5  
0 . 0 2 9 1  
0 . 0 1 4 5  
0 . 0 2 5 9  
0 . 0 0 8 4  
0 . 0 2 3 0  
0 . 0 1 2 9  
0 . 0  145 
0 . 0 0 7 7  
0.0 117
TABLE VIII
Spin Density in Three Principle Direction
Total




> O [ 1 , 1 , 1 ]
0 .0 - 0 . 0 4 5 5 - 0 . 0 4 5 5 - 0 . 0 4 5 5
0 . 042 - 0 . 0 0 4 5 - 0 . 0 0 4 0 - 0 . 0 0 3 8
0 . 0 83 0 . 0 2 2 5 0 . 0 2 8 2 0 . 0 3 0 1
0 . 1 25 0 . 0 7 6 0 0 . 0 9 4 0 0 . 1 0 0 0
0 . 166 0 . 1 3 7 8 0 . 1 7 0 0 0 . 1 8 0 7
0 . 2 4 9 0 . 2 1 9 7 0 . 2  706 0 . 2 8 7 6
0 . 3 3 2 0 . 2 4 8 9 0 . 3  066 0 . 3 2 5 8
0 . 4 1 5 0 . 2 3 1 8 0 . 2 8 5 7 0 . 3 0 3 7
0 . 4 9 8 0 . 1 9 1 0 0 . 2 3 5 6 0 . 2 5 0 5
0 . 6 6 4 I 0 . 1150 0 . 1 4 2 4 0 . 1 5 1 6
0 . 8 3 1 1 0 . 0 6 2 0 0 . 0 7 7 2 0 . 0 8 2 4
0 . 9 9 7 0 . 0 3 1 4 0 . 0 3 9 6 0 . 0 4 2 5
1 . 1 6 3 0 . 0 1 5 7 0 . 0 2 0 2 0 . 0 2 1 9
1 . 329 0 . 0 0 7 0 0 . 0 0 9 4 0 . 0 1 0 5
1 . 495 0 . 0 0 2 1 0 . 0 0 3 2 0 . 0 0 4 0
1 .661 -  0 . 0006 - 0 . 0 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 0 4
1 . 8 2 7 - 0 . 0 0 1 9 - 0 . 0 0 2 1 - 0 . 0 0 1 5
1 . 9 9 3 - 0 . 0 0 2 6 - 0 . 0 0 3 0 - 0 . 0 0 2 5
2 .  1 59 - 0 . 0 0 3 0 - 0 . 0 0 3 5 - 0 . 0 0 3 1
2 .  325 - 0 . 0 0 3 2 - 0 . 0 0 3 6 - 0 . 0 0 3 4
2 . 491 - 0 . 0 0 3 3 - 0 . 0 0 3 5 - 0 . 0 0 3 5
2 . 6 5 8 -  0 . 0 0 3 3 - 0 . 0 0 3 2 - 0 . 0 0 3 6
2 . 8 2 4 - 0 . 0 0 3 4 - 0 . 0 0 2 4 - 0 . 0 0 3 6
2 . 9 9 0 - 0 . 0 0 3 4 - 0 . 0 0 0 9 - 0 . 0 0 3 6
3 . 1 56 - 0 . 0 0 3 4 0 . 0 0 2 0 - 0 . 0 0 3 6
3 . 3 2 2 - 0 . 0 0 3 4 0 . 0 0 7 3 - 0 . 0 0 3 6
Occupied Band States
O o [ 1 , 1 , 0 ] [ 1 , 1 , 1 ]
- 0 . 1 0 4  1 - 0 . 1 0 4 1 - 0 . 1 0 4  1
- 0 . 0 1 7 4 - 0 . 0 1 6 9 - 0 . 0 1 6 7
0 . 0 0 7 4 0 . 0 1 3 0 0 . 0 1 4 9
0 . 06 39 0 . 0 8  19 0 . 0 8 7 9
0 . 1 3 1 2 0 .  1633 0 .  1741
0 . 2 1 9 2 0 . 2 7 0 1 0 . 2 8 7 1
0 . 2 4 8 8 0 . 3 0 6 5 0 . 3257
0 . 2 3 1 0 0 . 2 8 4 9 0 . 3 0 2 9
0 . 1 9 0 0 0 . 2 3 4 7 0 . 2 4 9 6
0 • 1 1 49 0 .  1422 0 . 1 5 1 4
0 . 0 6 2 5 0 . 0 7 7 8 0 . 0 8 2 9
0 . 0 3 2 2 0 . 0 4 0 4 0 . 0 4 3 2
0 . 0 1 6 4 0 . 0 2 0 9 0 . 0 2 2 6
0 . 0 0 7 6 0 . 0 1 0 0 0 . 0 1 1 1
0 . 0 0 2 6 0 . 0 0 3 6 0 . 0 0 4 4
- 0 . 0 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 7
- 0 . 0 0 1 6 - 0 . 0 0 1 8 - 0 . 0 0 1 2
- 0 . 0 0 2 4 - 0 . 0 0 2 7 - 0 . 0 0 2 3
- 0 . 0 0 2 8 - 0  . 0 0 3 2 - 0 . 0 0 2 8
- 0 . 0 0 3 0 - 0  . 0 0 3 4 - 0 . 0 0 3 1
- 0 . 0 0 3 1 - 0  . 0 0 3 3 - 0 . 0 0 3 3
- 0 . 0 0 3 2 - 0 . 0 0 2 9 - 0 . 0 0 3 4
- 0  . 0 0 3 2 - 0 . 0 0 2 1 - 0 . 0 0 3 4
- 0  . 0 0 3 2 - 0  . 0 0 0 5 - 0 . 0 0 3 4
- 0 . 0 0 3 2 0 . 0 0 2 4 - 0 . 0 0 3 4




q J [ i,o ,o ](q) J [ l , l , 0 ] (q) J [ l , l , l ] (q)
0 . 0 5 . 1 3 6 5 .  169 5 .  075
0 . 0 8 4 5 . 1 1 7 5 . 1 5 1 5 .  097
0 . 167 5 . 0 8 9 5 . 0 9 4 5 .  061
0 .  251 5 . 0  43 5 . 0 1  7 5 . 0 1 7
0 .  334 4 .  974 4 . 9 3 5 4 .  9 5 2
0 . 4 1 8 4 . 8 7 7 4 . 8 3 3 4 .  834
0 .  502 4 . 7 3 8 4 . 6 8 5 4 . 6 8 3
0 .  585 4 . 5 5 3 4 .  444 4 . 5 2 7
0 .  6 6 9 4 . 3 7 9 4 . 2 8  3 4 . 3 6 6
0 .  75 2 4 . 2 1 1 4 . 1 1 9 4 . 2  07
0 . 8 3 6 4 . 0 5 3 4 .  028 4 . 0 3 6
0 . 9 1 9 3 . 9 0 5 3 .  892 3 . 8 9 5
1 . 0 0 3 3 .  742 3 .  751 3 . 7 4 9
1 . 0 8 / 3 . 5  72 3 . 6 3 1 3.  5 7 9
1 • I 7 C 3 . 4 1 4 3 . 5 1 0 3 . 4  35
1 . 254 3 . 2 6 9 3 .  382 3 . 3  06
1 . 3 3 7 3 .  1 32 3 .  231 3 .  1 64
1 . 5 0 5 2 . 8 7 0 2 . 9 4 6 2 .  8 9 6
1 . 6 7 2 2 . 6 4  1 2 . 6 6 4 2 . 6 1 8
1 . 8 3 9 2 . 4 2 5 2 . 3 8 9 2 .  4 6 8
1 . 9 2  3 2 .  320 2 . 1 9 1 2 .  2 8 9
2 . 0 0 6 2 . 2 0 7 2 . 0 6 1 2 .  1 56
2 .  090 2 . 0 7 7 1 . 9 5 6 2 . 04 9
2 .  340 1 . 7 6 5 1 . 76 2 1 . 769
2 . 6 7 5 1 . 4 3 6 1 . 4 8 7 1 . 4  34
3 . 0 0 9 1 . 1 7 8 1 . 2 0 9 1 . 1 85
3 .  344 0 . 9 7 5 0 . 9 2 7 0.  967
3 . 6 7 8 0 . 8 2 3 0 . 8 1 2 0 . 6 1 8
4 . 0 1 2 0 . 6 9 6 0 . 7 1 0 0 . 6  96
4 . 5 1 4 0 . 5 5 0 0 . 5 5 6 0 .  5 5 3
5 . 0 1 5 0 . 4 4 9 0 . 4 4  1 0 . 4 4 5
5 . 5 1 7 0 . 3 7 5 0 . 3 7 4 0 .  374
6 .  01 B 0 . 2 9 8 0 .  2 9 8 0 . 2  98
J (q)a v  ^ 
5 .  1 35  
5 .  1 2 8  
5 . 0 8 4  
5 .  0 2 5  
4 .  95 0 
4 . 8 4 6  
4 .  6 9 9  
4 . 4 9 6  
4 .  3 3 2  
4 .  168 
4 .  0 3 7  
3 . 8 9 6  
3 .  748  
3 . 6 0  1 
3 .  4 6 4  
3 . 3 3 0  
3 .  1 85  
2 . 9 1 2  
2 .  6 4 6  
2 . 4 2  0 
2 . 2 5 3  
2 . 1 2 7  
2.0 15 
1 .  765  
I . 4 5 9  
1 . 1 9 4  
0 . 9 5 1  
0 .  81 7 
0 . 7 0 2  
0 .  5 5 4  
0 . 4 4 4  
0 . 3 7 5  
0 . 2 9 6
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TABLE X
Occupied Band States Compton Profiles
q J [l,0,0](q) J [l,l,0](q) J[ U , U (q) J (q)avo•o 2 . 7 3 5 2 . 7 7 0 2 . 6 7 9 2 .  738
0 . 0 6 A 2 . 7 2 ? 2 . 755 2 . 7 05 2 .  732
0 . 1 6 7 2 . 7 0 0 2 . 7 0 5 2 . 6 7 5 2 . 6 9 5
0 . 25 I 2 . 6 6 5 2 . 6 4 0 2 .  640 2 .  64  7
0 . 23 A 2 . 6 1 2 2 . 5  74 2 . 5 8 9 2 .  5 8 9
0 . 4 1 6 2 . 5 2 6 2 . 4 9 4 2 . 4 9 1 2 . 5 0 6
0 . 5 0 2 2 . 4 2 6 2 .  372 2 .  367 2 .  38 7
0 . 565 2 . 2 7 5 2 . 1 6 5 2 .  244 2 . 2 1 7
0 . 6 6 9 2 . 1 3 8 2 . C43 2 . 1 2 1 2 .  0 9 0
0 . 7 5 2 2 . 0 1 1 1 . 9 2 ? 2 . 004 1 . 96 9
0 .  6 3 ' 1 . 8 9 6 1 . 8 7 9 1 . 8 8 3 1 . 8 8 5
0 . 9 1 9 1 . 8 0 3 1 . 7 9 3 1 . 7 9 5 1 . 796
1 .  CO ^ 1 . 6 9 5 1 . 7C6 1 . 705 1 . 703
1 . 0 6 7 1 . 5 8 ? 1 . 6 4 2 1 . 5 9 6 1 . 6 1 3
1 . 1 7 0 1 . 4e6 1 . 582 1 . 5 1 5 1 . 5 3 7
1 . 254 1 . 4 0 5 1 . 5 1 9 1 . 4 4 9 1 . 4 6 8
1 . 2 3 7 1 . 3 3 6 1 . 4 3 7 1 . 3 72 1 . 391
1 . 5 0 5 1 . 2 0 9 I . 2 9 0 1 . 2  38 1 . 2 5 3
1 . 6 7 2 1 . 1 1 4 1 . 1 4 4 1 . 098 1 . 1 2 4
1 . 8 3 9 1 . 0 3 3 1 . 0 0 1 1 . 0 8 1 1 . 0  31
1 . 7 2 2 0 . 9 9 3 0 . 8 6 7 0 . 966 0 . 9 2 8
2 . 0 0 6 0 . 9 4 1 C. 798 0 . 9  09 0 . 86 7
2 . 090 0 . 8 7 2 0 .  752 0 . 8 4 7 0 . 8 1 0
2 . 34 C 0 . 7 2 5 0 . 7 2 2 0 .  721 0 . 7 2 2
2 . 6 7 5 0 . 5 6 1 0 . 6 3 1 0 . 5 7 7 0 .  60 3
3 .  005 0 . 4 6 5 C . 494 0 . 4  73 0 . 4 8 0
3 . 344 0 . 3 7 3 0 .  325 C. 366 0 .  3 4 9
3 . 6 7 6 0 . 3 0 6 0 . 2 9 5 0 .  301 0 .  30 0
4 . 0 1 2 0 . 2 4 4 0 . 2 5 6 0 . 2 4 2 0 . 2 4 9
4 . 5 1 4 0 . 1 72 C . 1 74 0 . 1 7 0 0 . 1 72
5 . 0 1 9 0 . 1 2 3 0 . 1 2 0 0 . 1 1 8 0 . 1 2 0
5 . 5 1 7 0 . 0  65 0 . 0 9  3 0 . 0 9 3 0 .  09 1





Pocket kxr kxw X a
P resent (0 0 + 1 ) 0.179 0.077 0.076
Calculation (+1 0 0 ) 0.195 W ( 1 0 % ) 0.080 
W(1P20) 0. 077
0.076
10Zornberg (0 0 + 1 ) 0 . 201 0.092 0.095
(Parameter
set IV) (+1 ,0 ,0 ) 0.218 W(10i2) 0.096 
W ( d 20) 0.104
0.104
70Hodges et al (0 0 + 1 ) 0.184 0.095 0.089
( +1 0 0 ) 0 . 208 0.106 0.102
Q Q
Tsui 0.207 0.099 0.087
Table XI. Com p a r i s o n  of X hole pocket dimensions in 
atomic units. Numbers underlined are dimensions in the 
plane normal to the applied magnetic field. These 
dimensions contribute to the observed dHvA areas.
TABLE XII





7 Centered a- sheet 2.20
X_ Id') pocket (100) 0. 038
(0 0 1 ) 0.018
















-able XII. Extremal areas of Fermi surface cross sections in atomic units, 






X,- pocket (di 
X 2 pocket (dt-
TABLE XIII
Coy Zornberq
and g2 Present Parameter
Grimes Results Set IV
sheet 8.84 8 .
( s p O  5.09 2.22 2.9
(spl) 4.33 4.75 3.7
) 0.75 0.66 0.89
) Not
Observed 1.97
Table XIII. Effective mass associated with Fermi surface 
portions. Refer to Fig. XIV for designations.
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Jrfo) (eV)
0 . 0 4 0 8  
0 . 0 8 1 6  
0 .  1224  
0 . 1 6 3 3  
0 . 2 0 4 1  
0 . 2 4 4 9  
0 . 2 8 5 7  
0 . 3 2 6 5  
0 . 3 6 7 3  
0 . 4 0 8 1  
0 . 4 4 9 0  
0 . 4 8 9 8  
0 . 5 3 0 6  
0 . 5 7 1 4  
0 . 6 1 2 2  
0 . 6 5 3 0  
0 . 6 9 3 8  
0 . 7 3 4 7  
0 . 7 7 5 5  
0 . 8 1 6 3  
0 . 8 5 7 1  
0 . 8 9  79 
0 . 9 3 8 7  
0 . 9 7 9 6  
1 . 0 2 0 4
1 . 0 6 1 2  
1 . 1020 
1 • 1 4 2 8  
1 . 1 8 3 6  
1 . 2 2 4 4  
1 . 2 6 5 3  
1 . 3 0 6 1  
I .  3 4 6 9  
1 . 3 8 7 7  
1 . 4 2 8 5  
1 . 4 6 9 3  
1 . 5 1 0 1  
I . 5 5 1 0  
1.591 8
I . 6  326  
1 . 6 7  14
TABLE XIV
Interband Optical C o n d uctivity Tensor (x=~) 
and the Joint Density of States
a^OO^sec1) o^lD^sec"3)axx (10^  sec1)
2 . 2 5 3 7  
4 . 7 3 5 4  
3 . 9 7 9 8  
4 . 6 2 8 9  
4 . 2 5 5 9  
4 . 0 8 3 6  
4 . 5 8 2 9  
3 . 9 7 9 0  
3 . 5 2 7  8 
3 . 3 1 4 2  
3 . 1 2 7 6  
3 . 3 0 0 0
3 . 1 2 6 5  
3 . 2 0 1  1
3 .  4 8 8 7  
3 . 7 0 5 9  
3 . 8 2 9 6  
4 . 2 8 2 2  
5 . 3 0 1 3  
7 . 6 5 3 2
4 . 3 8 2 9  
3 . 5 6 8 3  
3 . 4 6 4 7  
3 . 4 6 4 3
3 . 5 3  12 
3 . 8 7 4 0  
4 . 1 4 8 4  
4 . 2 5 0 4  
4 . 1 6 3 1  
4 . 0 7 5 2
4 . 1 2 6 5  
4 . 0 7 0 8  
3 . 9 9 5 5  
4 . 0 1 6 2  
4 . 0 6 4  1 
4 . 0 6 3 3  
4 . 3 3 1 6  
4 . 1 4 3 8  
4 . 2 0 7 0  
4 . 0 6 6 9  
4 . 0 6 6 2
1 • 9 8 9 9  
5 . 1 1 7 4  
4 . 7 5 4 6  
4 . 8 4 1 4  
4 . 4 9 7 5  
4 . 1 3 8 0  
4 . 6 4 6 3  
3 . 9 9 3 5  
3 . 5 1 5 6
3 .  251 3 
3 . 1 6 7 3  
3 . 2 8 8 1  
3 . 1 4 1 5  
3 . 1 1 8 1  
3 . 3 8 7 0  
3 . 6 5 3 9  
3 . 8 4 5 4  
4 . 3 1 7 5  
5 . 3 7 8 3  
7 . 7 9 5 2  
4 . 4 6 1 2  
3 . 5 6 6 0  
3 .  4 1 96  
3 . 4 3 2 2
3 .  552  8 
3 . 8 3 7 2  
4 . 1 1 3 1  
4 . 2 1 5 0  
4 . 1 2 8 0  
4 . 1 0 5 6  
4 . 0 9 8 6
4 . 0 7  71 
3 . 9 8 1 5
4 .  01 75 
4 . 0 4 2 8  
4 . 0 2 5 9
4 . 2  7 70 
4 . 1 0 6 6  
4 . 1 6 1 4  
4 . 1 3 4 5  
4 . 2 4 0 4
- 2 . 3 7 1 1  
- 1 1 . 1 3 4 9  
- 9 . 6 4 4 6  
- 8 . 5 3 5 1  
- 6 . 3 7 1 4  
- 7 . 3 1 0 1  
- 7 . 3 3 3 2  
- 8 . 4 5 3 2  
- 6 . 4 1 9 6  
- 5 . 8 5 2 2  
- 4 . 9 1 5 3  
- 4 . 5 0 6 3  
- 3 . 2 3 3 5  
- 3 . 4 6 4 8  
- 3 . 7 5 1 4  
- 3 . 4 4 4 8  
-  2 . 8 5 2 1  
- 2 . 2 9 6 9  
0 . 6 6 1 6  
1 . 9 1 0 8  
0 . 0 5 3 9  
- 0 . 4 0 2 1  
- 0 . 1 4 0 0  
- 0 . 0 0 4 1  
0 . 1 2 0 3  
- 0 . 0 6 2 5  
- 0 . 1 5 7 1  
0 . 3 7 9 9  
0 . 5 1 9 3  
0 . 5 9 4 8  
0 . 0 8 8 6  
0 . 5 2 7 8  
0 . 3 8 7 1  
0 . 2 3 4 2  
0 . 0 9 0 7  
- 0  .  1 182 
0 . I 363  
- 0 . 0 7 3 9  
- 0 . 2 0 7 4  
0 . 2 7 2 1  
0 . 5 5 6 8
0 . 3 4 1 4
1 . 2 4 2 9  
I . 7 0  1 2 
2 . 6 1 0 4  
3 . 0 7 3 8  
4 . 0 1 5 3
6 . 0 0 5 3  
6 . 8 3 8 9  
7 . 2 7 8 8  
7 . 8 5 6 4  
8 . 5 0 8 8  
9 . 3 5 4 7  
1 0 . 1 6 6 7
1 1 . 2 4 3 0  
1 4 . 1 0 1 2  
1 7 . 9 0 3 5  
2 2 . 2 7 9 7  
3 2 . 5 2 8 3  
3 6 . 7 0 8 7
1 8 1 . 4 6 6 4
2 1 . 4 9 9 9  
1 6 . 5 7  15 
1 6 . 0 0 7 2  
1 6 . 2 6 7 7  
1 7 . 4 6 6 4  
1 7 . 9 4 0 5
1 8 . 4 9 0 1  
1 9 . 3 7 6 2  
2 0 . 0 2 4 8
2 1 . 1 4 9 0  
2 1 . 7 3 7 9  
2 2 . 4 2 2 5  
2 2 . 8 7 0 2  
2 4 .  1 1 74 
2 5 . 0 7 5 9  
2 6 . 4 8 3 0  
2 8 . 4 9 4 0  
2 8 . 4  150 
2 9 . 9 4 3 8  
2 7 . 8 8 4 ?  
2 7 . 4 5 8 ?
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Table XIV (cont'd)
tfiu (eV) xx(lO^sec a QO^sec1) zz x y (l(}̂ 9eC Jku)<f
lectrorE
tom-Ry
1 . 7 1 * 2 4 . 3 7 1 6 * . 3 7 2 0 0 . 9 2 * 3 2 7 . 2 7 2 3
1 . 7 5 5 0 4 . 2 6 7 1 * . 2 8 0 2 0 . 7 9 * 8 2 7 . 7 1 9 5
1 . 7 9 5 8 * . 2 5 8 9 * . 2 3 9 * 0 1 9 3 9 3 2 8 . 9 4 0 9
1 . 8 3 6 7 4 . 4 5 9 9 4 . 4 2 6 3 0 . 6 9 5 9 3 0 . 7 5 6 3
1 . 8 7 7 5 * . 5 7 8 0 * . 5 9 4  7 0 . 6 1 5 1 3 1 . 7 5 * 0
1 . 9 1 8 3 4 .  65  36 * .  6571 0 . 6 1 7 7 3 3 . 0 0 7 *
1 . 9 5 9 1 * . 7 2 5 2 * . 8 2 5 9 0 . 5 8 6 5 3 3 . 4 3 8 0
1 . 9 9 9 9 ♦ . 7*  30 4 . 6  7 73 0 . 6 * 6 0 3 3 . 9 6 6 *
2 . 0 * 0  7 4 .  3871 4 . 2 0 9 7 0 . 3  761 3 2 . 8 8 * 3
2 . 0 8 1 5 4 . 4 2 7 4 * . 2  73 9 0 . 5 2 0 9 3 4 . 9 8 9 7
2 . 1 2 2 * 4 . 9 0 5 2 * . 9 2 * 5 0 . 7 I 35 3 6 . 1 7 3 2
2 . 1 6 3 2 4 . 8 6 0  3 4 . 8 4 5 0 0 . 9 0 6 * 3 7 . 5 7 8 6
2 . 2 0 * 0 * . 7 3 6 * * . 8 2 6 5 1 . 0 1 2 6 3 8 . 4 * 6 0
2 . 2 * * 8 * . 2 9  35 * . 3  0 39 0 . 6 5 9 3 3 4 . 7 2 1 9
2 . 2 8 5 6 4 . 1 5 6 0 4 . 1 7 7 8 0 . 6 * 5 6 3 3 . 8 6 0 4
2 . 3  2 6 * 3 . 8 8 1 9 3 . 9 0 1 1 0 . 3 8 0 8 3 2 . 1 3 0 *
2 . 3 6 7 3 3 . 8 0 7  1 3 .  8 1 8 0 0 . 3 7 3 8 3 2 . 7 6 2 0
2 . * 0 8 1 3 . 8 2 4  1 3 .  7 6 6 9 0 . 2 0 3 8 3 4 . 3 7 6 7
2 . * * 8 9 3 . 7 1 6 7 3 . 7 2 4 3 0 . 3 9 3 9 3 5 . 4 5 0 7
2 . * 8 9 7 3 . 7 8 9 2 3 . 7 8 6 2 0 . 5 5 1 5 3 6 . 7 9 3 3
2 . 5 3 0 5 3 . 6 3 2 9 3 . 6 4 4 9 0 . 4 9 3 5 3 6 . 6 6 0 7
2 . 5 7 1 3 3 . 6 5 3 9 3 . 6 5 3 5 0 . 4 5 6 6 3 8 . 3 8 9 2
2 . 6 1 2 1 3 . 7 2  8 * 3 . 7 1 6 6 0 . 6 0 7 8 4 0 . 1 8 0 0
2 . 6 5 JO 3 . 7  383 3 . 7 4  76 0 . 7 0 7 2 * 1 . 5 1 1 7
2 . 6 9 3 8 3 . 6 7 6 9 3 . 6 8 1 3 0 . 6 3 * 0 * 1 . 8 6 1 *
2 . 7 3 * 6 3 . 6 1 * 0 3 . 6 0 9 4 0 . 6 0 9 2 * 1  . 9  760
2 . 7 7 5 * 3 . 5 8 5 7 3 . 5 9 1 7 0 . 6 0 0 8 ♦ 3 . 2 1 9 9
2 . 8  162 3 . 4 0 9 6 3 . * 0 6 3 0 . 5 9 6 0 * 0 . 1 6 0 7
2 . 8 5 7 0 3 . 3 1 9 7 3 . 2 9 9 9 0 . 5 * 8 0 3 8 . 8 3 3 6
2 . 8 9  78 3 . 2 5 0 5 3 . 2 2 5 1 0 . 5 7 2 * 3 7 . 6 3 7 7
2 . 9 38 7 3 . 2 * * 1 3 . 2 9 7 0 0 . 3 * 6 3 3 7 . 4 5 9 0
2 . 9 7 9 5 1.  2 8 6 0 3 . 2 8 9 2 0 . * 2 0 3 3 7 . 5 3 9 6
3 . 0  20 3 3 . 2 1 5 0 3 . 2 * 2 5 0 . 0 * 7 0 3 7 . 4 * 8 0
3 . 0 6 1  1 3 . 2 1 3 9 3 . 2 1 7 8 - O . 1060 3 7 . 1 5 6 0
3 . 1 0  19 3 . 1 8 6 8 3 . 1 5 8 6 0 . 0 0 3 5 3 7 . 5 5 7 2
3 . 1 4 2 7 3 . 2 1 3 7 3 . 1 9 9 0 0 . 0 * 7 8 3 8 . 7 6 9 6
3 . 18  3 5 3 . 1 5 1 1 3 . 0 9 5 7 0 . 3 1 36 3 8 . 4 6  39
3 . 2 2 4 * 1 . 1 2 0 6 3 . 0 7 0 5 0 . 3 7 9 7 3 8 . 8 8 3 7
3 . 2 6 5 2 3 . 1 1 8 5 3 . 0 9 0 7 0 . 2 9 7 1 40  . 0 2 0 9
3.  1 0 6 0 3 . 0 6  79 3 . 0  792 0 . 4 0 2 * * 0 . 0 9 6 5
3.  14 O M 3 . 0 2 1 8 3 . 0 1 * 9 0 . 3 7 0 9 *  0 .  7901
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Table XIV (cont'd)
# lo (e V ) xx(LO^sec "*) zzOO^sec^) a CLO^90c "*) xy Jfo)g
etectzm e
tom-Ry
3 . 3 8 7 6  
3 . 4 2 8 4
3 , 4 6 9 2  
3 , 5 1 0  1 
3 . 5 5 0 9  
3 , 5 9 1 7  
3 . 6 3 2 5  
3 . 6 7 3 3  
3 . 7 1 4  1 
3 . 7 5 5 0  
3 . 7 9 5 8  
3 . 8 3 6 6  
3 . 8 7 7 4  
3 . 9 1 6 2  
3 . 9 5 9 0  
3 . 9 9 9 8  
4 . 0 4 0 7  
4 . 0 8 1 5  
4 . 1 2 2  3
4 .  1631 
4 . 2 0 3 9  
4 . 2 4 4 7  
4 . 2 8 5 5  
4 . 3 2 6 4  
4 . 3 6  7 2 
4 . 4 0 8 0  
4 . 4 4 8 8  
4 . 4 8 9 6  
4 . 5 3 0 4  
4 . 5 7 1 2
4 . 6 1 2  1 
4 . 6 5 2  9 
4 . 6 9 3  7 
4 . 7 3 4 5  
4 . 7 7 5 3  
4 . 8 1 6 1  
4 . 8 5 6 9
4 . H978  
4 . 9 3 8 6  
4.9 794 
5 . 0 2 0 2
2 . 9 1 1 3  
2 . 8 6 1 4  
2.  79 36 
2 . 7 5 5 9  
2 . 7 0 8 5  
2 . 6 3 5 5  
2 . 6 1 5 2  
2 . 5 9 5 8  
2 . 5 3 0  I 
2 . 4 5 9  3 
2 . 4 3 2 7  
2 . 3 7 2 2  
2 . 3 2 5 0  
2.3122 
2 . 2 6 9 2  
2 . 2 5 0 6  
2 . 2 3 1 1  
2 . 19 3 3  
2 . 1 5 8 4  
2 . 1 2 6 6  
2 . 1 1 4 2  
2 . 0 8 3 0  
2 . 0 2 5 2  
1 . 9 8 5 6  
1 . 9 3 8 4  
1 . 9 1 5 4  
1 . 8 7 6 4  
1 • 8 8  3 3 
I.8818 
1 . 8 5 3 0  
1 . 9 0 2 6  
1 . 9 3 4 0  
2 .021 1 
2 . 1 2 9 3  
2 .  1940  
2 . 2 7 6 8  
2 . 4 6 1 2
2 . 6 1 6  r
2 . 6 b  72 
3 . 0 350 
3 . 1 5 4 8
2 .  91 80 
2 . 8650  
2 . 7931 
2.7610 
2 . 7 0 4 5  
2 . 6 3 5 5  
2 . 6 1 2 6  
2 . 5962  
2 .5281  
2 . 4 6 2 1  
2 . 4350  
2 . 3 7 1 1  
2 .  3271  
2 . 3 1 2 3  
2 . 2 6 8 1  
2 . 2 5 0 6  
2 . 2 2 9 9  
2 . 1916  
2 . 1 5 6 8  
2 . 1 2 9 7  
2 . 1 1 6 9  
2 . 0 8 8 6  
2 . 0 3 5 1  
I . 9 9 9 2  
1 • 9 4 2  7 
1 . 9 1 2 0  
1 . 8 7 5 4  
1 . 8 7 2 2  
1 . 8 7 7 0  
1 . 8 5  75 
1 . 9 0 5 8  
1 . 9 2 6 4  
2 . 0 6 5 2  
2 . 1480  
2 . 1399  
2 . 3  095  
2 . 4 4 8 5  
2 . 6 3 3 7  
2 . 6 7 4  7 
3 . 0562  
3 . 1 505
0 . 3 9 3 7  
0 . 4  114
0 .  3971  
0 . 4 2  89  
0 . 4 4 0 7  
0 . 4 4 8 3  
0 . 4 4  30 
0 . 4 3 6 9  
0 . 4  2 8 6  
0 . 4 3 0 8  
0 . 4 2 6 3  
0 . 4 2 0 1  
0 . 4 3 1 6  
0 . 4 4 9 3  
0 . 4 5 0 3  
0 . 4 5 8 8  
0 . 4 7 8 2  
0 . 4 7 8 9  
0 . 4 8 8 5  
0 . 4  8 76 
0 . 5 1 8 2  
0 • 5 3 5 0  
0 . 5 0 5 5  
0 . 5 1 2 2  
0 . 4 5 5 2  
0 . 4 4 1 7  
0 . 4 3 2 9  
0 . 4 0 7 0  
0 . 3 9  09 
0 . 3 6 8 2  
0 . 3 3 3 6  
0 . 3 3 6 6  
0 . 3 0 8 0  
0 . 2 8 8 2  
0 . 2 7 5 1  
0 . 3 0  35 
0 . 3 2 4 0  
O. 2 6 9 7  
0 . 2 6 5 3  
0 . 2 6 0 5  
0 . 2 0 0 6
4 0 . 5 9 5 9
4 0 . 8 6 8 6
4 0 . 5 7 1 3
4 1 • 7 0  64
4 2 . 2 0 8 1
4 1 . 7 0 6 8
4 2 . 5 6 9 8
4 4 . 0  t 35
4 3 . 1 3 1 5
4 3 . 3 9 0 2
4 3 . 6 4 9 6
4 3 . 0 9 9 7
4 2 . 3 8 2 9
4 3 . 5 9 0 9
4 2 . 5 4 8 6
4 2 . 6 4 5 3
4 3 . 1 4 6 1
4 2 . 6 0 0 6
4 1 . 3 9 0 6
4 0 . 4 6 7 1
4 1 . 5 1 9 4
4 1 . 5 0 3 8
3 9 . 9 4 1 1
3 9 . 1 9 7 6
3 9 . 0 4 6 5
3 8 . 4 5 3 4
3 6 . 6 3 1 3
3 7 . 2 3 8 2
3 7 . 2 6 2 1
3 5 . 8  148
3 5 . 3 2 1  I
3 5 . 5 3 8 ?
3 4 . 6 4 2 1
3 4 . 0 2 8 3
3 3 . 8 2 1 3
3 4 . 2  40  3 
3 3 . 7 9 1 0
3 4 . 2  3 34 
3 3 . 3 6 4 8  
3 4 . 5  350 
3 3 . 2 6 1 0
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Table XIV (cont'cl)
Hio (eV) a (llfsec)XX 0 Z Z ( U P sec1) a ao14 9ec ^  xy atom-F
5 . 0 6 1 0 3 . 3 7 7 0 3 . 3 6 0  5 0 . 1 * 6 0 3 2 . 5 2 * 3
5 . 1 0  18 * . 0 9 * 1 * . 0 8 6 * 0 . 1 8 2 5 3 3 . * 3 2 1
5 . 1 * 2 7 * . 6 2 8 7 * . 5 9 1 0 0 . 1 3 * 5 3 * . 3 * 6 0
5 . 1 8 3 5 * . 7 5 5 9 * . 7 9 0 5 - 0 . 0 7 9 * 3 * . 3 9 3 5
5 . 2 2 * 3 * . 2 9 0 9 * . 3 0 1 2 - 0 . 2 2 1 7 3 3 . 7  726
5 . 2 6 5 1 * . 6 8 2 7 * . 6 7 * 5 - 0 . 7 2 6 1 3 * . * 3 8 5
5 . 3 0 5 9 * . 5 7 3 * * . 5 8  38 - 0 . 6 1 8 9 3 3 . 9 6 7 0
5 . 3 * 6 7 * . 5 1 0 1 * . 5 1 5  1 - 0 . 5 5 1 7 3 3 . * 0 0 5
5 . 3 8 7 5 ♦ . 6 0 8 2 * . 5 9 * 8 - 0 . 6 0 2 6 3 3 . 3 * 3 9
5 . * 2 8 * * . 7 7 6 5 * . 7 7 8 2 - 0  . 6 0  1 * 3 3 . 8 0 6 *
5 . * 6 9 2 * . 8 6 0 2 * . 8 * 9 6 - 0 . 6 1 2 7 3 * . 6  1 5 *
5 . 5 1 0 0 * . 9 8 1 2 * . 9 7 7 6 - 0 . 5 9 6 8 3 5 . 3 * 3 *
5 . 5 5 0 8 5 . 1 8  15 5 . 1 8 2 8 - 0 . 6 1 8 9 3 5 . 7 3 8 0
5 . 5 9  16 5 . 5 1 1 2 5 . 5 1 1 9 - 0 . 6 5 * * 3 6 . 5 0 0 2
5 . 6 3 2 * 5 . 7 1 0 1 5 .  7 1 8 2 - 0 . 6 * 2 * 3 6 . 9 5 1 7
5 . 6 7 3 2 6 .  * 0 5 8 6 . 4 0 5 0 - 0 . 7 1 * 5 3 8 . 3 2 7 1
5 . 7 1 * 1 5 .  102 I 5 . 1 0 2 0 - 0 . * 5 8 1 3 6 . 2 5 1 1
5 . 7 5 * 9 * . 6 2 8 * * . 6 2 7 0 - 0 . 3 5 3 2 3 5 . 8 6 8 0
5 . 7 9 5 7 * . 2 8 8 9 * . 2 8 8 5 - 0 . 2 8 3 9 3 5 . 9 3 2 *
5 . 8  365 * . 0 3 * 8 * . 0 3 * 1 - 0 . 2 3 6 2 3 6 . 1 8 5 7
5 . 8 7 7 3 3 . 8 3 * 8 3 . 8 3 * 8 - 0 . 1 9 6 6 3 5 . 3 1 * 7
5 . 9 1 8 1 3 . 6 5 3 * 3 . 6 5 3 3 - 0 . 1 6 3 8 3 3 . 2 8 5 8
5 . 9 5 8 9 3 . 5 0 5 3 3 . 5 0 5 5 - 0 . 1 3 2 9 3 2 . 2 8 5 5
5 . 9 9 9 8 3 . 3 5 8 9 3 . 3 5 9 3 - 0 . 1 0  39 31 . 5 0 0 7
6 . 0 * 0 6 3 . 2 * 8 6 3 . 2 * 8 7 - 0 . 0 8 2 3 3 0 . 7 9 5 0
6 . 0 8 1  * 3 . 1 2 5 5 3 . 1 2 6 0 - 0 . 0 6 8 2 3 0 . 0 8 * 8
6 . 1 2 2 2 3 . 0 2 2 2 3 . 0 2 2 8 - 0 . 0 5 5 6 2 9 . 5 6 0 3
6 . 1 6 3 0 2 . 9 2 2 * 2 . 9 2 1 7 - 0 . 0 * 7 6 2 8 . 9 8 2 0
6 . 2 0  38 2 . 8 2 6 5 2 . 8 1 6 5 - 0 . 0 * 0 1 2 8 . * 7 8 *
6 . 2 * * 6 2 . 7 2 6 9 2 . 7 1 8 1 - 0 . 0 2 7 3 2 7 . 8 9 9 7
6 . 2 8 5 5 2 . 6 * 5 3 2 . 6 * 3 8 - 0 . 0  1 * 9 2 7 . * * 2 9
6 . 3 2 6 3 2 . 5 5 8 9 2 . 5 6 * 2 - 0  . 0 0 * 9 2 7 . 0 5 2 9
6 . 3 6  71 2 . * 6 1  1 2 . * 6 1 1 0 . 0 0 6 2 2 6 . * 9 6 *
6 . * 0  79 2 . 3 9  2 6 2 . 3 9 3 7 0 . 0 0 9 5 2 6 . 0 8 9 0
6 . * * 8 7 2 .  32 2 3 2 . 3 2 0 5 0 . 0 1 * 8 2 5 . 6 6 2 7
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
I Coordinates for the evaluation of three- 
center integrals.
II Band structure for majority-spin states along
certain symmetry directions.
III Band structure for minority-spin states
along certain symmetric directions.
IV Band structure of nickel along some symmetry
lines in the Brillouin zone. The effects of 
spin orbit coupling are included. States 
are labelled according to the symmetry of 
the largest spin component. The solid 
lines indicate states of minority spin, the 
dashed lines of majority spin. The h o r i ­
zontal line at -0.239 R y . indicates the 
position of the Fermi energy.
V Band electrons (3d, 4s-p) charge density
along three principle directions. Solid
lines indicates the 1 1 0 0 ] direction, long
dashes, the [1 1 0 ] direction, and dotted
line, the [111] direction. The spherical
8 2average atomic charge density in 3d 4s 
c onfiguration is shown as short dashes.
'-'I comparison of calculated and observed mao-
net ic scattering form factois.
1 1 3
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Figure VII Spin density in three principle directions.
Notation is the same as in Figure V.
Figure VIII Compton profile (q) for nickel. The
(------) line is the core (2s2 , 3 s 2 , 2 p 6 ,3 p 6 )
contribution. The other curves include the 
occupied band electrons and pertain to the 
following directions: long dashes, [1 0 0 ];
short dashes [1 1 1 ]; and solid curve, [1 1 0 ]. 
Figure IX Comparison of c a l c ulated and observed a n i s o ­
tropy in Compton profile. The solid curves 
are the present results and the long dashes
are the experimental measurements of
71Eisenberger and Reed.
Figure X Comparison of the spherical averaged Compton
profile with y-rays C ompton scattering 
measurements. The solid curves are the 
present results. The contribution from 
atomic Is wave function has been included.
Experimental results of Eisenberger and
71 72Reed and Manninen and Paakkari are
shown as closed and open circles re s p e c t ­
ively. The dashed curve is the contribution 
from occupied (3d, 4s-p) band states. 
Corrcspondinq experimental results are 










experimental uncertainties are indicated by 
the error bars.
XI Projected density of states for m a jority
s p i n .
XII Projected density of states for m i nority
s p i n .
XIII Total density of states.
XIV Fermi surface cross sections in the (100)
plane. The solid and short dashed curves
are our results. A solid line indicates
that states are predominately (i) m inority
spin, the short dashed line indicates
majority (1) spin. The open circles,
triangles, and squares are the experimental
8 1results of R. W. Stark. The long dashed
lines are obtained from an empirical formula 
8 0given by Tsui. The sheet (a) is the X,_^ 
pocket, (b) is the X^, pocket, (c) is the 
l'-centered df sheet, (d) is the large (spt) 
square, (e) is the small (spf) square.
XV Fermi surface cross sections in the (110)
plane. The notation is the same as in 
Figure XIV. Note that the s-pf neck at L
merges in to the large dt sheet.
XVI Joint density of states.
XVI I The real part, nf the xx component of the
116
conductivity tensor from 0 to 1.2 eV. Lonq 
dashes indicate the empirical Drude term 
(Kq. (3.32); solid curve, the interband c o n ­
tribution in "sharp" limit, plus the Drude 
contribution, dashed curve, the interband 
contribution with (^/t = 0.06 eV) plus the 
Drude contribution. Experimental results
are shown as follows: Q  , S t o l l ^ ;  0
8 8 8 7Shiga and Pells ; A, Lynch et al. ; A
91Johnson and Christy ; Q, Sasovskaya and
m i 90 - - n  89Naskov ; •, Kirillora.
Figure X V I 11 The real part of a from 1.0 to 6.0 eV.
r  xx
Notation is the same as in Figure VII.
Figure XIX The imaginary part of n from 0 to 6 e V .
The solid curve is the interband c o n d u c t i ­
vity in the "sharp" limit; the short dashed 
curve is the conductivity calculated with 
H/i=0.06 e V . Experimental results are shown
as folLows: long dashed line, Erskine and
1 0 3  ~  v  i  ■ i m  L. 9 9  ^Stern ; •, ioshino and Tanaka ; O,
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The Fourier T r a n s f o r m  of Gaussian Orbitals
In the calculation of Com p t o n  profile, it is necessary 
to evaluate the Fourier transforms of atomic functions
X i (P) - yz
Jo J
e “ ip*r f a  d 3r (3.10)
where W is the volume of a unit cell and the atomic func­
tions are expanded in terms of Gaussian orbitals of the 
type
2   2   2-<tr , 3 .. .-or , 15  -ar"UIe ; * -rr x e ; / xye , etc,
/4V 4"
according to different atomic symmetry, s, p, d. Additional  
normalization constants from the radial part of the wave 
functions must be included (see Eqs. (2.13) and (2.15)). 




f a  -i  e 4(1 (A. la)




, 3 1 .71,3/2 4a/ -t *r —  (— ) e4 ttQ a a Y
D-functions
(A.lb)
± / 1 5 _  1 _  ( i 3/2
4 47if2 2 aa
P
4<x









In C hapter III, Section E we compared the absorptive
part of the off-diagonal elements of the conductivity
tensor I m [a (w ) ] with the results obtained from the mag-
neto-optical measurements. In this appendix we shall
examine the formal relationship between j( ai) and the Kerr
9 4 9 5rotation angle. ' Consider a time dependent electric 
field
E(o) e 1U>t d o  (A. 2)
v Z I i '
In the optical and infrared region the wave vector is 
effectively zero. The induced current takes the following
form
■f (t) r-r 
v z
(A.3)
For a homogonious medium the c o n d u ctivity is invariant 
under displacement of time, X(t,t') -- X(t-t'). The Fourier
t. ranslorm of igj. (A. 3) can be written as
(A.4)
ii Mu' case of a cubic crystal with electron spin
1 IB
139









As a result of broken symmetry by the spin orbit in t e r ­
action the off diaqonal elements n are nonzero. Forxy
convenience we shall consider the incident plane wave as 





F(iid (x + iy) e -iot (A.6 )
where x and y are unit vectors alonq x and y directions 
respectively. In a similar manner, we define the RCP and 
liCP currents as
J -■ d (,„) (x+ iy) er —
- iot (A.7)
The cni'irspnnding conductivity which satisfies the relation
i:t r
is a s, i raj > 1 e sou lar
(A. 8)
140
^ o + i o . (A.9)r xx —  xy
v
Maxwell's field equations then relate the complex index 
of refraction (n+i<) for RCP and LCP electric fields to 
the complex conductivity
2(n + ik ̂ ) = 1 + i 4 a / < j j  (A. 10)
In the case of liyht normally incident from vacuum 
,,ref lected ■ , , , . , .t____________  ^ 51 0 = (n+i k) -1 , 1 >
incident ° ("n + in) +1
where is the phase change of the reflected light and the 
sign convension is that for polarization along the plane of 
incidence. Denoting
AO - f A n  = n r - n ? A k^ k̂ - k  ̂ (A. 12)
it can be shown that to the first order in these changes
2 i O n l i A a _  ( A _ 1 3 )
I (nt n )  - 1 ]
Similarly from Kgs. (A.10) and (A.9) one obtains
* ~ 4 II ( '> ■ ' i 2 i An xy , , , „ xn D  v T_ T-T— -—  — 1 (A . 14)n + n  ) i. n + u  ho
141
Eq. (A.14) was substituted into Eq. (A.13)
-i 8 tt a
m (n+iic) ( (n + i<) - 1 )
xy (A.15)
The major axis of the elliptially polarized reflected 
light is rotated from the plane of polarization by an 
angle
Eq. (A.16) is the constant for the Magneto Kerr effect 
which is positive for rotation from x- to y-axis but it 
must be kept in mind that the reflected beam is traveling 
along the -z direction and Eq. (A.16) is valid for small 
values of in, and only.
-i 4 tt a
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n P R O GR A M 1. FOURIER C O E F F I C I E N T S  OF THE COULOMB AND EXCHANGE POTENTIAL
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
CALCULATION OF THE FOURIER C O E F F I C I E N T  OF POTENTIALS 
SLATER TYPE HAVE FUNCTIONS ARE USED IN T H I S  PROGRAM 
SC I DCUB = 1 » 8CC I DCUB= P.  FCC IDCUB=4
A =L AT T ICE CONSTANT ( I N  A.  U.  )
IGRL V = 0 » V ( K )  I S  GENERATED I N  ORDER OF INCREASING K * * 2
I G R L V = 1 .  FOURIER C O E F F I C I E N T S  OF THE CHARGE DENSITY FOR BOTH S ^ i n S ARE 
GENERATED I N  ORDER OF K VECTORS
IF I I SORT ,NF . 0  ) K I S  SORTED I N  ORDER OF INCREASING MAGNITUDE
NKPT I S  THE D IMENSION OF THE RECIPROCAL L A T T I C E  VECTORS K K X ( I )  FCT .
MA XK 2 = THE SQUARE OF THE MAXI  HUN MAGNITUDE OF THE RECIPROCAL L A T T I C F  
VECTORS GENERATED
I D I M  I S  THE D IMENSION OF THE DIRECT L A T T I C E  VECTORS
M A X R 2 = T HE SQUARE OF THE MAXIMUN MAGNITUDE OF THE DIRECT L A T T I C F  VFCTORS
KPTPRT IS THE NO OF L I N E S  OF RESULTS TO BE PRINTED
NSTA I S  THE NUMBER OF ATOMIC STATES CONSIDERED.  MAXIMUN=7 
C ( I . J )  I S  THE J»S C O E F F I C I E N T  OF THE M S  WAVE FUNCTION 
F X ( I . J )  I S  THE J * S  EXPONENTS OF THE M S  WAVE FUNCTION
NORB( I > I S  THE NUMBER OF ORBI TALS  I N  THE M S  WAVE FUNCTION
I B ( I . J )  I S  THE ORBI T AL  I D E N T I F I C A T I O N  OF THE M S  WAVE FUNCTION
C H A R G E ! I )  I S  THE NUMBER OF ELECTRONS IN  THE M S  STATE 
EXCH( I ) I S  D E N S I T Y 4 4 0 . 3 3 3  AT POI NT R ( I >
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
I M P L I C I T  RE AL *  8 ( A —F » H « O— Z )
I NTEGER* 2  K K X . KKY , K K Z . N B , K X , K Y . K Z . NNB 
01 MENS!ON AX( 4  0 0 )  , A Y ( 4 0 0  > , A Z ( 4 0 0 ) . Y ( 1 0 0 )
D IMENSION KSQ( 5 0  0 )
COMMON/CHARGE/CHARGE ( 7  ) ,CHARUP< 7 )  » CHARDN( 7 )
COMMON/VKO/C( 7 , 1 1 ) , E X ( 7 , 1 1 I . F A C T O I 1 0 ) . 1 8 ( 7 , 1 1 ) , NORB(7 ) ♦ NSTA 
COMMON/E X C H / R ( 9 6 > , V ( 9 6 ) . EXCH( 9 6 )  , E X U P ( 9 6 )  , E X D N ( 9 6 )
COMMON/CONST/ A,RO, P I . ON E T H O
COMMON/LC S / K K  X ( 50  0 ) . K K Y ( 5 0 0 ) . K K Z ( 5 0 0 )  , N B ( 5 0 0 )
P I = 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 5 3 5 8 9 7 9 3 DO 
ONE T HO = 1 . 0 0 / 3 . DO 
F AC TO( 1 ) = I .DO 
DO 11 1 = 2 , 1 0
11 FACTO(  I ) =F AC TO( I — 1 ) *  DF LOA T ( I )
R E A D ( 5 , 3 )  A , IDCU0 « NX P T . M A X K 2 , I D I M . M A X R 2  « KPTPRT, NST A,  I GRL V ,  I SORT,
& IP UN
3 F O R M A T ! F 1 0 . 5 , 1 0 1 5 )
A A A = A * A * A
AKR= 2 . DO*P I / A  
OMFGA=AA A / D F L O A T ( IDCUB)











I F ( I D C U B , E Q . 1 ) A H * L F = *
DEFINE R AND WEIGHT FACTOR FOR 9 6 POINTS GAUSSIAN INTP GDA T IDN IN T Hr  
WlGNER S E I T Z  CELL
R O 3 = 3 . D 0 / I 4 « D 0 * P I ) *OHEGA
R 0 = R 0 3 * * 0 N E T H D
CALL GwTGAS!9 6 . Y . R , W)
DO 54 1 = 1 , 9 6
54 R ( I ) = R O * ( R ( I ) ♦  I . 0 0 ) / 2 . O 0
RENORMALI ZATI ON OF THE WA VF FUNCTION
2 FORMAT!  I 5 . 2E I  0 . 5 >
1 FORMAT! 3 A 4 . 8 X . I 5 . 2 F 1 0 . 5 )
EL EC T = 0 • DO 
FM AG= 0 . 0 0
12 F O R M A T ! 1X . / / , 1 X , 3 A 4 , 5 X » ' NO OF ORB I T A L S = * . I 4 , 5 X , • ELECTRONS U P = ' ,
& F 8 . 3 , 5 X , ' E L E C T R O N S  OO i N = *  , F 8 . 3 , 5 X , *  TOTAL ELECT RONS=• » F 8 • T , /  )
E L E U P = 0 . 0 0  
E L E O N = 0 . 0 0  
DO 10 1 = 1 »NSTA
R E A O! 5 ,  1 1 Z I • Z 2 , Z 3 • NORB! I l . C H A R U P !  I ) , CHARON! I )
ELEUP=ELE UP*CHARUP{ I )
ELEDN=ELEDN*CHARDN!  I 1 
C H A R G E ! I ) = C H A R U P ( I l + C H A R O N ! I )
W R I T E 1 6 .  1 2 )  Z1 . Z 2 . Z 3 . N O R B !  I ) . CHARUPf  I ) .CHARON!  I ) .CHARGE!  I )
NN =NORB( I )
DO 15 J = 1 » NN
READ! 5 . 2 ) I B (  1 , J )  , E X (  I . J ) . C ( I . J )
4 FORMAT!  I X .  * L = '  . I 5 . 5 X ,  'F XPQNENTS=• . F I 0 . 5 . 5 X , ' C O E F F I C I F N T = «  , F 1 0.5 )  
W R I T E ! 6 » 4 ) I 8 !  I » J ) » E X ! I  « J ) , C (  I , J )
A J = I B ! I , J )
I 1 = 2 * I B !  I , J )
T WOZ = i 2 . O0*E X ( I , J )  ) * * ! AJ + 0 . 5 )
15 C!  I . J >=C! I . J ) *TWOZ/ DSQRT! FAC TO I I I ) )
10 CONTINUE
EL EC T =EL E UP ♦EL EON 
EMAG=ELEUP-ELEDN
GENERATE PERMUTED DI RECT L A T T I C E  VECTORS
IDC = 8 / IDCUB
I F ! I D C U B . E Q . 1> IDC=1
CALL GPERMKI K X X . K K Y , K K Z , K S O , I D I M , I  D C . M A X R 2 , 0 )













AX( I I ) = A H A L F * K K X ( I I )
A Y ( I I > = AHALF* KKY!  I I )
31 A Z ( I I ) = A H A L F * K K Z !  I  I )
CALL SVKOIVKO)
CO 1=ELEC T * P I * 8 . 0 0
CEXCH= - 9 . D O / R O 3 * ! 3 . D O / P I > * * O N E T H D * R O / 2 . DO 
C E X F E = - 9 . D 0 / R O 3 * ( 6 . D 0 / P I ) * * ONETHD*RO/ 2  . DO
W R I T E I 6 . 5 0 1  A , R 0 » E L E C T , E M A G , I D C U B , N K P T , M A X K ? , I D I M , M A X R 2 , N S T 4 ,  IGRL V 
&.  I SORT 
PRINT 51
INDIPENDENT D I R E CT I ON S  USED TO CALCULATE THE SPHERICALLY AVERAGED CHARGF 
DENSI TY ARE READ IN SUBROUTINE SEXCH
CALL S E X C H ( A X , A Y , A Z . I D I M )
PUNCH THE DENSI TY AS INPUT TO THE SELF-CONS ISTFCE PROGRAM
34 F O R M A T ! 5 D 1 5 . 8 >
DO 33 K R = 1 , 9 6
I F !  I P U N . N E . 0 )  W R I T E ! 7 , 3 4 )  R ! K R ) , W! KR) , EXCH! KR > , E X U P ! K R ) , EXON! KR 1 
E X C H ! K R ) = E X C H ! K R ) * *ONETHD 
E X U P ! K R I = E  XUP! K R ) * *ONETHD 
E X D N ! K R ) =EXDN! K R ) * *ONETHD 
33 CONTINUE 
PRINT 51 
51 FORMAT!  1H1 1
I F ! I G R L V . E O . O ) P R I N T  55  
55 FORMA T I 3 X ,  • K 2 * » 5 X» ' COUL OUMB ! K  ) '  . Z X . ' E X C H A N G E l K l *  , 7 X , ' F X C H  U P ! K  1 • ,
1 7 X , • E XCH D O W N I K ) * , / )
I F ! I G R L V . N E . 0 1  P R I N T  5 6  
5 6 FORMAT!  3 X , *  K 2 '  , 5 X , »COULOUMB! K ) •  , 7 X , • E X C H A N G E ! K ! • , 7 X , ' E X C H  U P t K )  • ,
1 7X « • EXCH DOWN! K 1 • , 8 X , • OE N U P ( K > • , 8 X , • DEN DOWNfK1• , 6 X , • KX• , 3 X , • K Y • ,
2 3 X , • K Z '  , 2 X , * NO * , /  )
GENERATE INDEPENDENT RECIPROCAL L A T T I C E  VECTORS.
I F ! I GRLV• N E . 0 )  CALL G I N D P K ( K K X , K K Y , K K Z , K S Q , NKPT, I D C U B . M A X K 2 , N B ,  1,
& I SORT)
K I N C M r 1
IF 1 I G R L V . E O . 0 . AND. I D C U B . E Q . 2  ) K INCM=2 
K 2= 1
DO 9 9 9  N P T = I , NKPT , K I NCM 
I F !  I G R L V . E O . O > GO TO 21 
KX=KKX( N P T )
< Y = K K Y ! N P T )
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K Z = K K Z ( N P T )
NNB=NB<NPT)
I F < K 2  . E Q . K S Q I N P T ) ) GO TO 99  
K 2 = K S Q ( N P T )
GO TO 22
21 K 2 = N P T- 1
22 CONTINUE
RK2 = OFLOAT( K2 )
RS=RK2*AKR*AKR
r k =d s q r t c r s )
I F I K 2 . N E . 0 )  GO TO 69
CALCULATE THE FOURIER C O E F F I C I E N T  V ( K = 0 )
VK X=0 .DO 
VK UP = 0 . DO 
V KDN= 0 . 0 0  
D O  42 1 = 1 , 9 6
VKUR=VKUP*EXUP(  I ) *W( I 1 *  R( I ) * * 2  
VKDN=VKON+EXDN( I > * W ( I  > * R ( I > * * 2  
4? V K X = V K X * E X C H ( I ) * W ( I ) * R ( I ) * * 2  
VEXCH=CEXCH*VKX  
VEXUP=CEXFE*VKUP  




V C 0 U L = - 4 , D 0 * P I A V K O / 3 . D O / O M E G A  
GCOUL=VCOUL
I F ( I G R L V . E O . O ) GO TO 25 
GUMUP = ELEUP/OMEGA 
GUNDN =EL EDN/OMEGA
I F ( N P T , L E . K P T P R T ) WR I T E ( 6 , 7  ) K2 . GCOUL . G E XCH. GEXUP• GEX DN» GJMUP. GUMDN. 
t K X . K Y . K Z . N N B
•  R I T E !  1 ) X2»GCOUL. GE XCH, GEXUP. GE XDN* GUMUP, GUMDN, K X , K Y , K Z .  NNB
GO TO 9 9 9  
25  CONTINUE
I F ( N P T . L E • K P T P R T) W R I T E ( 6 . 7  ) K 2 , GC OUL . GE XC H , GE XUP . GEX DN 
WR I TE C I ) GCOUL,GE XCH, GEXUP. GEXDN, K2 
GO TO 9 9 9
CALCULATE THE FOURIER C O E F F I C I E N T S  OF THF EXCHANGE POT F NT I AL BY 96 a n i N T S  
GAUSSIAN INTEGRATION
69  CONTINUE 










V K D N= 0 . D0  
41 DO 44 1 = 1 , 9 6
VK UP = VK UP*E XUP ! I ) * R ! I > * W < I ) *  D S I N ( R K * R ( I ) )
VKON-VKDN+exDNt  I ) * R (  I ) * w !  I ) * D S I N ( R K * P (  I ) >
44 V K X = V K X + E X C H ! I I * R ( [ ) * W ( I ) * O S [ N ( R K * R ( ! ) )
VE XCH=CEXCH4VKX/RK 
VEXUP=CEXFE*VKUP/RK 
VEXDN=CE XF F* VKON/ RK 
GEXCH=VEXCH 
GEXUP=VEX UP 
GE XDN = VE XDN
I F ( I G R L V , N E . 0 >  GO TO 101
CALCULATE THE FOURIER C O E F F I C I E N T S  OF THE COULOMB POTENTIAL
FACT = 8 , 0 0 * P I / R  S/OMEGA 
SUM=- CO1/ R S
CALL COULOMI CHARGE . SUM, RS. FACT)
GC OUL = SUM
2 3 I F ! N P T , L E . K P T P R T  > » R l T E ( 6 . 7 ) K2 . GCOUL,GE XCH.GEXUP,GFXON 
• R I T E ! 1) GCOUL.GEXCH,GEXUP, GEXDN,K2  
GO TO 9 9 9  
101 CONTINUE
CALCULATE THE FOURIER C O E F F I C I E N T S  OF THE CHARGE D E N S I T I E S  FOR BOTH SPINS 
AS INPUT TO THE SELF- CONSI STENCY PROGRAM
F ACT = 1 .DO/OMEGA 
SUMUP = 0 , DO 
SUMDN = 0 , DO
CALL COULOMC CHAR U P . S U M U P , R S , F A C T )
CALL COULOM!CHARON,SUMDN,RS,FAC T )
GUMUP = SUMUP 
GUMDN = SUMDN
GCOUL = < SUM UP+ SUMDN ) * 8 , D  ) * P  I / R S  
99  CONTINUE
I F ( N P T , L E . K P T P R T  > WRITE ! fc , 7  I K 2 , GCOUL, GEXCH, GEXUP, GEXDN, GUMUP,GUMDN,
& K X , K Y . KZ.NNB
• R I T E ! 1)  K 2 . G C 0 U L . G E X C H . G E X U P . G E X D N , G U M U P , G U M D N , K X . K Y , K Z . N N B  
9 9 9  CONTINUE
7 F O R M A T ! 1 5 , 6 E 1 8 . 8 , 5 1 5 )
•  R I T E ( 6 , 5 0 )  A . R O . E L E C T . E M A G . I D C U B , N K P T  . M A X K 2 , I D l M , M A X R 2 , N S T A ,  IGRLV 
f, . I SORT
50 F O R M A T ! 1 X , / / , 1 X . ‘ L A T T I C E  CONST=; , F 1 0 » 5 , 3 X , • R = • , F I 0 , 5 , 3 X , ' E L E C T  NO=
1 * , F 7 , 2 .  3X,  • M AG N O = • , F 7 .  4 , 3 X , • NO A T O M S / L A T T I C E = • , I 5 , / / , 1 X ,
148
2 * <  N O = *  t I 8 .  3X,  * K 2  MA X= • , I 5 , 3 X , • R N 0 = • , I 8 , 3 X , • P 2 MAX= •  . 1 5 . 3 X , • O P B I T  
























i PROGR4M 2 .  THE COULOMB,  EXCHANGE, K I N E T I C ,  OVERLAP,  t  MOMENTUM INTEGRALS
CALCULATF INTFGRALS < G ( I . R - A >T V ( R >1 g ( J , R I >
GAUSSIAN TYPE WAVE FUNCTIONS ARE USED 
A = L A T T I CE  CONSTANT ( I N  A.  U . )
SCO I DCUB= 1 ,  BCCO I D C U B = 2 ,  FCCO IDCUB=4
EXPCVG- CONVFRGFNT C R I T E R I A L  D F X P ( - F X P C V G ) =0 . DO
M X 3 0 N 3 = NO OF SYMMETRIES CONSIDERED =3 FOR S . P . A N D  D FJNCTIDNS
K. 2 M A X = T HF SQUARE OF THF MAXI MUN MAGNITUDE OF THE RECIPROCAL L A T T I C E
VECTORS USED
MA X A 2 - T HE SQUARE OF THE MAXIMUN MAGNITUDE OF THF D I RFCT L A T T I C E  VECTORS 
NK»T = MAXIMUN NO OF RECIPROCAL L A T T I C E  VECTORS, 0 1 MFNSI ON KK X ( NK P T )  
KREAO=NO OF FOURIER C O E F F I C I E N T S  READ I N  ( I )
DIMENSION F C S ( N 0 R D I M , N K D I M , N R D I M ) , F C S 1 ( N O R D I M , N K D l M )
1 O 8 N O ( L ) = OR B I T  A L NUMBER INCLUDED FOR L * T H  SYMMETRY 
ALPHA=GAUSSIAN EXPONENTIAL  PARAMETERS * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
I M P L I C I T  REAL * 8  < A - F , H , 0 - Z )
INTEGER*  2 KKX(  8 1 8 4 )  , K K Y ( 8 1 8 4 )  ,KK Z< 8 1 8 4 )  , N B ( 8 1 8 4 )  , l x (  I 0 n > , I Y(  1 0 0 ) ,
E I Z ( 100 >
DIMENSION SCOUL( 1 2 5 )  . S E X CH ( I 2 5 )  . SFXUP( 1 2 5 )  , S E X 0 N ( I 2 5 ) , S 0 V L P ( 7 , 7 , 7 )  
D IMENSION ALP < 3 . 1 4 ) , C N ( 3 , 1 4 ) , C I J ( 8 . 8 )
D IMENSION F C S l ( 7 , 1 0 0 )  , F C S 2 ( 7 , 1 0 0 )  .FCS3C 7 . 1 0 0 )  , F C S ( 7 ,  100 ,  11 )
D IMENSION SCO< 4 , 1 4 ) , P C O ( 3 , 1 1  ) ,DCO(  1 , 5 )
DIMENSION O V ( 5 , 5 , 5 ) , GC( 2 7 ) , G X ( 2 7 ) , G U ( 2 7 ) , G D < 2 7 )
DI MENS ION GWTSPD( 3 )  . I O B N O ( 3 ) , K S Q U < 8 1 8 4 ) , I S Q U ( I 0 0 )
COMMON/GFUC/AKR, W , D E L T , » 0 4 , D S T E P , MAXK, MAXR
COMMON/LCS/GCOUL( 4 8 0 1 ) , GEXCH( 4 8 0 1 ) , G E X U P ( 4 8 0 1 ) , G E X D N ( 4 8 0 1 )
DATA G W T S P D / * S ' , ' P * . • □ • /
1 FORMAT( A 8 , F 1 0 , 5 , F 7 . 2 , 1 0 1 5 )
READI 5 , 1 )  C R Y S T L , A , E X P C V G , I D C U B , M X O B N O , M A X A 2 , I A D I M , K 2 M A X M ,  
E N O R D I M , N K D l M , N R D I M . N K P T . K R E A D  
P I = 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2  6 5 3 5 8 9 7 9 3 0 0  
A K R = 2 , D 0 * P I / A  
AKR2=AKR*AKR 
A H A L F = A / 2 . D 0  
I F (  I D C U B . E Q . 1 ) AHALF = A 
O M E G A = A * * 3 / D F L O A T ( IDCUB)
DEFINE GAUSSIAN F XPONENT S AND NORMALI ZATI ON CONSTANTS
4 F 0 R M A T 1 9 I 5 )
READ! 5 , 4 )  ( 1 OBNO < I ) , I = 1 , MXOBNO)
DO 10 NO B = 1 , MXOBNO 












00  10 j =  1 , ID
RE AO( 5 . 1 5 )  ALPHA 
A L P ( N O B . J ) =  ALP HA 
A 2 = A L P H A * 2 . 0 0
A A A = ( 9 .  0 0 * A L P H A / P I  ) * * 0 , ? 5 D 0 / D S 3 R T ( A • DO API  )
A 0 ■= — 0 • 50 0
00 11 L = 1 . NOB
AO = A 0 ♦ 1 .DO
A 1= DF L Q A T ( 2 * L -  1 )
11 AAA = AAA*DSQRT( A 1 *  A ? / A C >
CN( NOB, J ) = AAA
10 OR I T E ( 6 .  12 ) C R Y S T L . J . G W T S P D I N 0 3 ) ,  A L P H A , AAA
12 FORMAT! 1 X . A 8 . I 4 . A 2 . ' F X P O N E  N T = • , c 1 6 . 9 , ? X , ' N n R M = '  , E 16 . 8 )
15 F 0 R M A T C F 8 . 5 . 4 D 1 6 . 8 )
DEFINE BIONOMIAL EXPANSION C OE F F I C I E N T S
C I J C 1 , 1 ) = 1 .DO 
C l J ( 2 , l ) = l . D O  
C I J ( 2 , 2 ) = 1 .DO 
DO 70 1 = 3 , 8
C I J !  I , 1 ) = 1 .DO 
C I J (  I . I ) =  1 .DO 
I M 1 = I -  1 
DO 70 J = 2 .  IM 1 
7 C C I J <  I , J >=C I J !  I Ml  . J - l  )FC I J !  I Mi  , J )
GFNERATE INDEPENDENT D I RECT L A T T I C E  VECTORS
1 DC = 1
I E ( I D C U B . N E . I ) I DC = 8 / 1  DC UB
CALL GINDPK!  I X , I V , I Z , I  SOU, I A D I M ,  I D C . M A X A 2 , N B . 0 , 1  )
DO 60 1 = 1 , I A D I M
* R I T E ! 6 , 4  ) I ,  I X !  I ) , I Y (  I ) , I Z ( I ) . I S O U !  I )
60 CONTINUE
READ IN EOURIOR C O E F F I C I E N T S  OF THE COULOMB AND EXCHANGE POTENTIAL
DO 23 J = 1« KRE AD 
23 READ!  I . E  ND = 2 2 )  GCOUL( J ) , GEXCH! J ) , G E X U P I J > , GEXDNCJ) , K 2 
22 CONTINUE
GENERATE INDEPENDENT RECIPROCAL L A T T I C E  VECTORS AND THE PFRMUT AT I ON NUMRFR
CALL GINDPK!  KK X , K K Y , K K Z , K 5 Q U , N K P T , I D C UB , K ? MA X M, N B ,  1 . 1 )
M R I T E 1 6 . 2 )  A ,EXPCVG.  I DCU R , M X OB N O. M A X A 2 . I A D I M , K 2 MA X M , K R E  AD,
& N O R O I M , N K D I M , N R O I M , N K P T ,  ( GWTSPD( I > , IOBNO( I ) . I = I , MXORNO >
2 FORMAT!  I X ,  ‘ L A T T I C E  CONST=• , F 1 0 . 5  , 3 X , • CONVERGENT FXPO='  ,
1F1 l , A , 3 X ,  « ATOMS/L ATT I C B = * , i 2 . 3 X , ' M A X  N = * , I 5 . 3 X , » M A X  A 2 = • . 1 5 , 3 X ,
2 * A OIM = • , [ A , / / *  1 X , • MA X K2 = • , 16 . 2 X , • V ( K ) NO = • , I 6 , 2 X , • DI  M F C S ! ' .
»NKPT=* , I 9 , / / ,  1 X ,  ♦ (  A2 , '  ORBITAL NO=• . 14.
4 5X ) » / / )
CALCULATE INTEGERS BETWEEN ORBI TAL S  OF OROER NORDA A NO NOMOO » | T h O I S c CT
L A T T I C E  VECTORS FROM NR ST TO NREND
NOROA OR NOROB=l  FOR S.  2 FOR P ,  AND 3 FOR n
9 9 9  R E A O ( 5 . 4 . ENO=1 0 0 0 )  NORDA»NORDB«NRST.NRFNO 
31 FORMAT( 1 X « / / «  1 X » 2 A 2 » 3 X » * R = (  • « 2 I 5 » • >• « / / )
WR I TE(  6 .  31 ) GWTSPD<NORDA) . GWTSPD! NORDB) . NRST, NREND
NORD=NORDA♦NORDB—1
NOR02=NORD+2
NOR3 = NORDA* 3
I AOBNO = IOBNO( NOROA)
I BOBNO = IOBNO(NORDB)
M2MAX=IBOBNO 
DO 101 M1 = 1 « IAOBNO 
I F ! I A O B N O . E Q . I B O B N O )  M2MAX=M1 
DO 10 1 M 2=1» M 2MA X 
ALP1=ALP(NORDA » M1 )
A L P 2 = A L P ( NORD3.M2)
W = 1 • D 0 / (  ALP1 ♦ ALP2 )




DS TEP = U 1AAHALF 
WO4=W/A.DO 
G=EXPCVG/ (AKR 2 AWO 4)
I F ( G . G T . K 2 M A X M )  G =K2 MA XM 
MAXK2=G
M A X K = S Q R T ( G ) 4 2 . 0
MAXR=DSORTIEXPCVG/ALAMDA) / AHALF* 2 . 0  
MR = SQR T ( F L O A T ( ISQU( NREND) )  ) *  1 
I F ( M A X R . G T . M R ) MAXR=MR
CALL G I N T F C I F C  S.NORD.NORD I M . N K D I M . N R D I M !
DO 100 NRC=NRST,NREND 
AX =AHALFA I X( NRC)
AY = A H A L F A I Y ( NRC)





I F ( E X P A . G T . E X P C V G )  GO TO 1 C 1 
RA8=D SQR T ( R A B 2 )
A Z E T A = O E X P ( - F X P A )
AO X = — U 2*  A X 
A D Y = - U 2* A Y  
ADZ- - - U2*  AZ 
BDX = U 1*A X 
BDY=U1*AY 
BDZ=U1*AZ
C 0 N S T = A Z E T A * C N ( N 0 R D A , M | ) * C N ( N 0 R D B , M 2 )  
DO 124 1 = 1* NOR 3
S C O U L l I ) = 0 . D 0  
SE XCH( I ) = 0 . 0 0  
S E X U P l I > = 0 . D 0  
SE XDN1 I ) = 0  .DO 
124 CONTINUE
DO 12 1 1 1 = 1 • NORD2
DO 121 I 2 = 1 . NORD2 
DO 121 I 3 = 1 . NORD2 
SOVLP1 1 1 . 1 2 , 1 3 1  = 0 . 0 0  
121 CONTINUE
N R X = I X ( N R C ) ♦ I
N R Y = I Y ( N R C ) ♦  1
N R Z = I Z ( NRC )♦1
DO 127 1 = 1 ,  NORD2
DO 127 K = l «MA XK
F C S l l  I « K ) =FC S ( I , K « NR X >
EC S 2 ( I , K l =ECS(  I . K . N R Y )
FC S 3(  I , K ) = F C S (  I , K , N R Z )
12^  CONTINUE
SUM OVER RECIPROCAL L A T T I C E  VECTORS
DO 105 K= 1 , NKPT 
K S =K SQU1X 1
GK2=(EXPCVG-EXPA 1 / ( A K R 2 * W 0 4 )
I F ( K S  , G T , M A X K 2 . O R . K S . G T . G K 2 > GO TO 1C6
X I =  KK X( K ) ♦ 1
K 2 = K K Y ( K ) ♦ I
K 3 = K K Z ( K ) ♦ 1
KK =K S♦ 1
N=NB( K )
C O = D F L O A T ( N ) / 6 . D O  
DO 111 1 1 = 1 , NORD
51 =FCS 1 ( I 1 , K 1 )
52 =FC S 1 ( I I  , K 2 )
n o n
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DO 2 0 2  I B 3 = 1 * N OR D 8 2 
DO 202  I B 2 = 1 , N O R D B ?
DO 202 18 1=1 . NORO02
I B T = I B 1 I 82+  I B 3 - 2
I F ( IBT , L T . N O R D B - ? . O R  . I B T . GT . NORDB? ) CO T O
TC=0.DO
T K = 0 . DO
T U = 0 . DO
TD=0.DO
TO=0.DO
CA1 = 1 .DO
DO 211 N A l = l , IA1 
j A  1 = 1 A 1 - N A 1 ♦ 1 
CA 2 = C I J ( I A 1« J A I )
DO 2 12 N A 2 = 1 , I A 2  
J A 2 = I A 2— NA 2 ♦ 1 
CA 3 = C I J ( I A 2 .  JA 2)
DO 2 1 3  NA 3 = 1.  I A3 
J A 3 = I A 3 - N A 3 + 1  
CB 1 =C I J ( I A 3 .  J A 3 )
DO 221 NB1 = 1 , IB1 
JB 1 = I B 1 - N B 1 + 1 
N AB1 = J A1 +  J B 1 - 1 
CB 2=C I J<  I B  1 , J B l >
DO 2 2 2  NB 2 = 1 .  I B 2  
J B 2 = I B 2 - N B 2 + 1 
N A 9 2 = J A 2 + J B 2 - 1 
CB 3 = C I J (  I B 2 . J B 2 >
DO 22 3 NB3 = l , I 83 
JB 3 = I B  3—NB 3+1 
N A B 3 = J A 3 + J B 3 - 1
C 0 = C U ( I B 3 . J B 3 > * C A 1 * C A 2 * C A 3 * C B 1 * C B 2 * C B 3  
I F ( I B T . N E . N O R D B )  6 0  TO 2 2 5  
N I J = ( ( N A B l —l ) ANORD+ NAB2- 1 ) * NORD♦ NAB3 
TC=TC*-CO*S CO UL ( N I  J )
T X = T X + C O * S E X C H ( N I J )
TU = TU«-CO*SEXUP(NI  J )
TD=TD+CO*SEXDN( N I J )
2 2 5  TQ=TO*-CO* SO VLP (NAB1 . N A B 2 . N A B 3 )
CB 3=CB3*BDZ 
22 3 CCNT INUE
CB2=CB2*BDY 
2 22  CONTINUE
CB 1 = C B I * B D X  
221 CONTINUE




CA2 = C A2*ADY 
? 1 2 CONTINUE
CA1= c A1 * AOX 
2  11 CONTI  NIUE
I E ( IBT .NE .NORDB) GO TO 2 2 6  
I R I  J = I B l JF1 
GC( I B I J  >=TC 
G X ( 1 8 1 J ) = T X  
GU( IB  I J ) =TU 
GO( IB I J  ) = TO 
2 2 6  OV( 181 * I B 2 .  I B 3 ) = T O  
2 0 2  CONTINUE
C
C CALCULATE K I N E T I C  ENFRGY AND MOMENTUM MATPICFS FOS.  ( 2 . 4 9 A )  AND l ^ . S O )
C
IB I J = 0
00 301 1 8 3 = 1 . NORDB
1 8 3M 1 = I B 3 -  I 
I 8 3M 2= I  B 3— 2
DO 301 I B 2 = 1 .NORDB
I B2M 1 = 1 8 2 — 1
I B 2M 2= IB 2 — 2
DO 301 I B 1 = 1 • NORDB
I B T = I B l * I B 2 + I B 3 - 2
I F (  IBT . NE.NORDB)  GO TO 301
I B ! M 1 = I B 1 - 1
I B I M 2 = I B  1 - 2
P X = - C 1 * 0 V (  I B 1 F 1 , I B 2 .  I B 3 )
P Y = - C l * O V ( I B 1 . I B 2 F 1 . I B 3 )
P Z = - C 1 * 0 VI  I B 1 . I B 2 . I B  3+1 )
I F ( I B 1 M 1 . G T . 0 )  PX=PXFDFLOAT(  IB1M1 ) * O V (  IB1M1 , 1 8 2 .  I B 3 )
IF C I B 2 M 1 . G T . 0 )  PY = PY FDFLOA T ( IB2M1 ) * 0 V (  I 81 , I 8 2 Ml , I B 3 )
I F ( I B 3 M I . G T . 0 )  PZ=PZFDFLOAT(  IB3M1 ) * 0 V <  I B 1 , I B 2 . I B 3 M I  ) 
A K = C 1 * D F L 0 A T ( 2 * I B 1 - 1 ) * O V ( I B 1 . I B 2 , I B 3 I - C 2 * 0 V ( I B 1 + 2 . I B 2 . I B 3 )
1 F C 1* D F L 0  A T ( 2 * I B 2 - 1  ) * O V (  I B  1 . I B 2 . I B 3 ) - C 2 * 0 V ( I B 1 . I B 2 f 2 ,  I 83  )
2 f C 1*DFLO AT( 2 * I B  3 - 1  ) * 0 V (  I B 1 , I B 2 . I B 3 ) - C 2 * 0 V ( I B 1 . I 8 2 ,  I B 3 F2 )
I F ( I B 1 M 2 . G T . 0 )  AK=AK- OFLOAT(  I B 1 M 1 * I B 1 M 2 ) * 0 V ( I 8 1 M 2 . I B 2 .  I B 3 )
I F ( I B 2 M 2 . G T . 0 )  A K = A K - D F L O A T ( I B 2 M i * I B 2 M 2 )  * 0 V (  I B I  , I B 2 M2,  I B 3 )
I F ( IB 3M 2 . G T . 0 )  AK = AK-DFLOA T< I B  3 M l * I 9 3 M 2 ) * O V (  IB1 . I B 2 ,  I B 3 M 2 )
I B I J = I B I J F 1
GO=OV( 181 , I B 2 . I R 3 )
GK =AK 
GP X =P X 
g p y = p y  
GPZ =PZ
156
WR ITE ( 2)  NRC J A B , G C ( I 8 I  J » , G X (  I R I  J » , G U (  I B I  J ) , G D (  ! B I J ) , G K , G O ,
EGPX.GPY. GPZ
«RITE < 6 . 3001 Ml , M 2 , N 9 C , K T O L . l J A B . l A 1  •TA3.1A3.ini •IB2.IB3.GCT IB T J > . 
I GX ( IB IJ ) • GUT IBIJ ) » G O ( IRI JI . G K . G O . G P X . G P Y . G P Z  
30 1 C O N T I N U E
30 0 FORMAT! 3 1 3 , 1 5 . I 3, I X . 31 1 ,3ri ,9! IX,FI 1 .51 )
20 1 C O N TINUE 
IOC C O N T I N U E  
101 C O N T I N U E  












P R O G R A M  3. THF INT E G R A L S  OF COS( .i K*R) WHFRF Cl G E N E R A T E S  THE STAR OF
CALCULATE < G ( I . R - A )  j C O S ( K . R )  G < J , R ) >
A=L A TT ICE CONSTANT ( I N  A .  U . )
SCO I D C U B = 1 .  BCCO I D C U B = 2 .  FCCO IDCUR=4
E XPC V G = CONVERGENT C R I T F R I A L  OF X P { - E XPCVG) = 0 . DO
MX OBNO=NO OF SYMMETRIES CONSIDERED =3 FOR S . P .  AND D FUNCTIONS
MAXK2=THE SQUARE OF THE MAXIMUN MAGNITUDE OF THE RECIPROCAL L A T T I CE
VECTORS USED
MAXA 2 = THE SQUARE OF THE MAXIMUN MAGNITUDE OF THE D I RECT L A T T I C E  VECTORS 
N X  PT =  MAXIMUN NO OF RECIPROCAL L A T T I C F  VECTORS . D I MENS I ON K KX( NKPT)  
DIMENSION F C S 1 ( N O R DI M, N R D I M ) ECT.
I M P L I C I T  REAL * 0  < A - F , H , 0 - Z )
I NTE GFR* 2 NRC, Ml , M 2 .  I JAB 
INTEGER* 2  I X ( 2 0 0 > . I Y ( 2 0 0 ) . I Z < 2 0 0 )
INTEGER42 KKXC 3 0 0  ) , K K Y ( 3 0 0  > . K K Z ( 3 0 0 )  , NB(  300>
DIMENSION S I J ( 1 2 5 )
D I MENS ION AL P(  3*  14)  « C N ( 3  « 1 4 )  » C I J ( 8 » 8 )
D I  MENS ION F C S l ( 7 . 2 0 ) . F C S 2 ( 7 , 2 0 ) . F C S 3 < 7 , 2 0 >
DI MENSION S C O ! 4 , 1 4 ) , P C O ( 3 , 1  I ) , D C O ( 1 , 5 )
DIMENSION G » T S P D ( 3 ) . I O B N O I 3)
D IMENSION K S O U I 5 0 0 ) . I S Q U ( 2 0 0 )
C O M M O N / G S I J F / W . D E L T , W04 ,DSTEP, MAXR 
DATA GWTSPD/*S» , »P • . * D * /
I F O R M A T ( A 8 , F 1 0 , 5 , F 7 , 2 , 1 0 1 5 )
RFAD( 5 ,  1 ) CRYSTL . A , E X P CV G ,  I D C U B , MXOBNO, MAXA2 , I AD I M , K2MAXM, 
f, NORD I M, NKPT,  NRD I M 
P I = 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 5  3 5 8 9  7R3D0 
A K R = 2 , D 0 * P I / A  
AKR2=AKR*AKR 
AHALF= A / 2 . 0 0  
I F (  I D C U B . E Q . 1 > AHALF =A 
OMEGA=A**  3 / DFLOA T ( IDCUB)
4 FORMA T ( 9 1 5 )
DEFINE GAUSSIAN EXPONENTS AND NORMALI ZATI ON CONSTANTS
RE ADI 5,4) ( IOBNOI I ), 1 = 1 .MXOBNO)
DO 10 N O B = l , M X O B N O  
I D = I O B N O I N O B  )
DO 10 J= 1 , ID 
R E A D ! 5,15) ALPHA 
A L P (N O B , J )=ALPHA 










A A A = ! 8 . 0 0 * A L P H A / P I ) * * 0 . 2  50 0 / D S Q R T ( 4 . 0 0 * P I )
AO = - 0 . 5 0 0  
DO 11 L = 1.NOB 
AO = A 0 ♦1.00 
A 1 =DFL0AT! 2*L — 1 )
11 A A A = A A A * D S O R T ! A 1 * A2/A0)
C N ( N O B . J  ) = A A A
10 W R I T E I 6 . 1 2 )  C B Y S r L . J . G K T S P O ( N O B ) . A L P H A , A A A
12 FORMAT! 1X.A8, I A . A 2 , ' E X P O N F  N T : • ,F 1 6. 9 , 2 X ,•N O R M = • .E16.8)
15 F O R M A T ! F 8 . 5,* 0 1 6 . 8 )
DEF I N E  B I O N O M I A L  E X P A N S I O N  C O E F F I C I E N T S
C I J ( 1 . 1 1 = 1 .OO C I J ( 2 , I )=1.00 
C I J ( 2.21 = 1.00 
DO 70 1=3.8
C I J (  I . 1 1 = 1 .DO 
CI J( I• I ) = 1 .00 
IM 1 = I - 1 
DO 70 J = 2 . I M 1
70 CIJC I«J)=CIJ( I M 1 . J — 1 ) * C I J ( IM1.J)
G E N E R A T E  I N D E P E N D E N T  O I R F C T  L A T T I C E  V E C T O R S
IOC= 1
IF ( I D C U B . N E . 1 ) I D C = 8 / I D C U B
CALL G I N D P K ( I X . I Y . I  7 . I SOU. I A D I M , I DC , MA X A 2 . N B . C . 1 )
DO 60 1 = 1 . IADIM
W R I T E ( 6 , A) I . I X< I > , I Y< I 1 , I Z ( I ) , I 5QU( I >
60 C O N T I N U E
GE N E R A T E  I N D E P E N D E N T  R E C I P R O C A L  L A T T I C E  V F C T O R S  AND THE P E R M U T A T I O N  N U M B E R
CALL G I N D P K ! K K X , K K Y . K K Z . K S Q U . N K P T , I D C U B , K 2 M A X M , N B . l , l )
»RITE C 6 , 2> A . E X P C V G .  I O C U B .M X O B N O .MAX A 2 . I A D I M . K 2 M A X M *
&NORD I M , N R D I M , N K P T . ( G W T S P D !  I I  • I OBNO( I > , I = l  , MXOBNO)
2 F O R M A T ! 1 X , ' L A T T I C E  CONSTANT=• . F 1 0 . 5 . 3 X , • EXP CONVERGENT= • , F 1 0 . 5 ,
1 3X, 'ATOM S/L A T T ICE=* . I 2 , 3 X « 'MAX N = ' . I 5 . 3 X , •MA X A2 = '«I5.3X.
? t A 0IM=' . 14,//, IX. 'MAX K2=* .I 6 . 2 X , »DIM FCS!',
315,' 15. ') *,2 X , * N K P T  =' . I 8 . / / , 1 X . A ( A ? , '  ORBI T A L  N O =•, IA.5X1,//)
C A L C U L A T E  I N T E G E R S  B E T W E E N  O R B I T A L S  OF ORDER N ORDA AND NORDB WITH DIRECT
L A T T I C E  V E C T O R S  F R O M  NR ST TO NRE NO
NORDA OR NOR D B = 1 FOR S. 2 FOR P. AND 3 PQR D
159
999 READ( 5,4 , END = 1000 > N O R D A .N O R D B .N R S T ,N R E N D  
31  F O R M A T ( 1X»//| 1 X * 2 A 2 « 3X» •R = (*«2I5«' )' «//)
WR I TE(6i 31 ) G W T S P D I N O R D A ) ,G W T S P D (N O R D B ) ,NR ST » NRF ND 
N O S O = N O R D A + N O R D B - 1 
N O R D 2 = N O R D * 2  
I AOBNO = I O B N O (N O R D A )
1 3 O 0 N O = I O B N O (N O R D B )
M 2 M A X = I B O B N O  
122 C O N T I N U E
00 105 K = l , N K P T
KS=K SOUC K )
< 1=KKX(K »
K 2= KKY ( K )
K3 = K K Z ( K  1
R K X = A K R * O F L O A  TIKI )
RKY = A K R * O F L O A T (K 2 )
R K Z = A K R * D F L O A T ( K 3 >
R K 2 = A K R 2 * D F L O A T ( K S )
K K = K S + 1 
N = N B ( K )
C O K = D F L O A T ( N ) / 6 . D O  
DO 10 1 M 1 = 1 , IA O B N O  
IF { IA O B N O •E Q •I B O B N O ) M 2 M A X = M 1  
DO 10 1 M 2 = 1 , M 2 M A X
I F ( M l . N E • I A O B N O . O R . M 2 . N E .M 2 M A X ) GO TO 101 
A L P 1 = A L P ( N O R D A  » M 1 )
A L P 2 = A L P ( N 0 R D B , M 2 )
W= 1 ,D0/(ALP1 + A L P 2 )
•O 4 = • / ♦ • OO 
E X P A = — R K 2 *  *0 4
I F ( D A 8 S ( E X P A ), GT .EX P C V G )  GO TO 101 
AL AMDA =AL PI* AL P 2 ♦•
DEL T =0 SQR T ( P I * • )
U l = A L P  1*X 
U 2 = A L P 2 * W  
OS TEP = U I 4 A H A L F
M A X R = D S Q R T ( E X P C V G / A L A M D A ) / A H A L F +2.0 
M R = S Q R T ( F L O A T ! I S Q U ( N R E N O ) )>♦1 
IF ( M A X R . G T . M R )  M A X R = M R
CALL G S I J F C I F C S l ,R K X ,N O R D ,N O R D I M ,N R D I M )
CALL G S I J F C  (F C S 2 , R K V ,N O R D ,N O R D I M ,NRD I M )
CA LL G S I J F C ( F C S 3 , R K Z ,N O R D ♦N O R D I M ,N R O I M )
DO 100 N R C = N R S T , N R E N D  
A X = A H A L F * 1X (N R C )
A Y = A H A L F * I Y ( N R C  >
AZ =AH ALF * IZ(NRC)
R A B 2 = A X * A X F A Y * A Y F A Z * A Z
E X P A = A L A M D A 4 R A B 2  
I F ( E X P A • G T . E  X P C V G  ) GO TO 1 0 1  
R A B = D S Q R T { R A B 2 1 
A Z E T A = D E X P ( - E X P A  »
A D X = —U 2 * A X  
A D Y = - U 2 * A Y  
A D Z  = - U 2 *  A Z 
HD X= U 1 *  AX  
BDY  = U 1 * A Y 
B D Z = U l * A Z
C O N S T = A Z E T A * C N ( N O R O A . M l >*C N (N G R O B , M 2 ) * COK 
NRX=I X { NRC > F 1 
NRY = I Y (NRC ) F  1 
N P Z = I Z ( NRC >F 1
0 0  1 1 1  1 1 = 1  . N O R D
S 1 = E C S 1 (  l i t  NR X )
S 2 = F C S 2 I  l i t  NR X )
S 3  = F C  S 3 (  I  1 t NR X )
DO 1 1 1  I 2 = I . N O R D  
S 4 = F C S 1 ( I 2 . N R Y )
S 5 = F C S 2 (  I  2 • NR Y )
S 6 = F C S 3 (  1 2  .  NR Y )
DO 1 1 1  I  3 = 1 . N O R D
1 T =  I  1 ♦ I  2 +  I  3 — 3
I F ( I T . G E . N O R D 1 GO T O 1 1 1  
S 7 = F C S 1 ( 1 3 . NR Z )
SB = F C  S 2 ( I 3 .N R Z )
S 9 = F C  S 3 (  1 3 . N R Z )
S=( S 1 * S 5 * S 9 f S 4 * S 8 * S 3 f S 2 * S 6 * S 7 f S 3 * S 5 * S 7 f S? 
I F ( ( [ T / 2 > * 2 . N E . 1 T 1 S = - S  
I  J = ( ( I 1 - 1  ) 4 N 0 R D F I  2 —1 ) * N O R D + 1 3  
S I J (  I J ) =  S 
1 1 1  C O N T I N U F
SUM O V E R  B I N O M I A L  E X P A N S I O N S  I N  F Q ( 2 . 4 3 )
I J  AB = 0 . 0 0
DO 2 0  1 I A 3 = 1  . N O R D A  
DO 2 0 1  I A 2 = l . N O R D A  
DO 2 0  1 I  A 1 = 1 . N O R D A  
I AT = I A 1 F I A 2 F I  A 3 -  2  
I F (  I A T . N E . N O R O A 1  GO TO 2 0 1  
DO 2 0 2  I B  3 = 1  . N O R D B  
DO 2 0 2  I B 2 = 1 . N O R D B  
DO 2 0 2  I B  1 = 1 • N O R D B
* S6* SB ) * C O N S T
[ 9 T=  IB  I ♦ I B 2 *  I B  3-  2 
I F ( I 8 T  . N E . N O P D B » GO TO 2C2 
T I J = 0 . D O  
CA 1 = 1 . 0 0
00 2 11 N A 1 = 1 ,  I A 1
J A 1 = I A 1 - N A  1 + 1 
C A  2 =C I J (  I  A 1 , JA 1 )
0 0  2 1 2 N A 2 = 1 * I A 2  
JA 2 = I A 2 —NA 2 * 1 
CA 3 = C I J ( I A 2 .  J A 2 )
OO 2 1 3  N A 3 = 1  * I  A 3  
j  A 3=  I A 3 - N A 3 *  1 
C B 1 = C I J (  I  A 3 . JA 3 )
OO 22 1 NB 1 = 1, IBI 
J H 1 = I B I — NB1+1 
N A B 1 = J A 1+ J B I — 1 
C82 = C I J ( IB I ,JBI 1 
OO 222 N B 2 = l . IB2 
J B 2 = I B 2 - N B 2 + 1 
N A B 2 = J A 2 + J 8 2 - 1 
C0 3 = C I J ( IB 2 « JB 2)
0 0  2 2 3  N B 3 = 1 , I B 3  
J B  3 = I B 3 - N B 3 * 1 
N A B 3 = J A 3 + J B 3 - 1
C 0 = C I J ( I B 3 . J B 3 ) * C A 1 * C A 2 * C A 3 * C R 1 * C B 2 * C H 3  N I J = ( (NA B 1 — 1 )* NO RD + N A B 2 - 1 »* N O R O + N A 0 3  
T I J = T I J + C O A S I J ( N I J 1 
CB 3= C B 3 * B D Z  
223  C O N T I N U E
C B 2 = C B 2 * B 0 Y  
2 2 2  C O N T I N U E
C B 1 = C B 1 * B D X  
22 1 C O N T I N U E
CA 3 = C A 3 *  ADZ  
2 1 3  C O N T I N U E
C A 2  = C A 2 * A O Y  
2 1 2  C O N T I N U E
C A 1 = C A 1 *  A OX 
2 I 1 C O N T I N U E
I J A B = I J A B +  I 
G I J = T  I  J
W R I T E ( l )  NRC , M 1 , M 2 .  I J A B , G I J  
I F ( < , F Q .  1 )
• WR I T E ( 6 .  3 0 0 )  NRC . M 1 , M 2 , I J A B , I A 1 , I A 2 , I A 3 , I B 1 , I B 2 . I B 3 . T I J  
2 0 2  C O N T I N U E
3 0  0 F O R M A T ! 1 X , I 5 , 3 I A , 3 X . 3 I 1 , * - ' , 3 I 1 , 5 X , F 1 6 . 8 )
? 0 1 C O N T I N U E
100 C O N T I N U E
101 c o n t i n u e  
105 c o n t i n u e
GC TO 9 9 9  
1000 S T O P  
E N O
P R O G R A M  A. SUM O V E R  D I R E C T  L A T T I C E  V E C T O R S  FOR H, S, AND P M A T R I C E S
PERFORM THE SUM E X P ( I  K . R )  H ( R )  OVER R
H IS STORFDD FOR INDEPENDENT R O N L Y .  THF GROUP OPERATIONS WHICH GENERATE 
THE STAR OF R IS DONE IN T H I S  PROGRAM 
A = L A T T I C F  CONSTANT 
ALPHA=THE EXCHANGE PARAMETER
M X OBN 0 = NO OF SYMMETRIES CONSIDERED =3 FOR S . P . A N D  D FUNCTIONS 
c MAXA2=THE SQUARE OF THE MAXIMUN MAGNITUDE OF THE DIRECT L A T T I C E  VFCTORS
C I 8 Z D I V = D I V I S I O N  BETWEEN K = ( 0 , 0 . 0 >  AND K = (1 , 0 . 0 ) * 2 * P I / A
C SC IDCUB = 1 * 8CC IOCUB= 2 .  FCC IOCUB = A
C D I MEN SI ON I XC I ADI M ) . SINFI NRD I M , I 8 ZD I V * 1 ) .COSN( NRD IM, I 8 Z D I V * 1)
C I & OBNO=GTO NUMBER & = S.  P ,  D
C I& ATOM= ATOMIC B A S I S  NO. I&ATOM=C IF  INDEPENDENT GTO ARE USED
C IA&&=NO OF D I RECT  L A T T I C E  VECTORS USED FOR INTEGRALS
C NKIND=NO OF DI FFERENT TYPE OF MATRICES STORED
C N T OL =NO OF TYPE OF MATRICES TO BE CALCULATED
C N C H O ( I )  DETERMINES THE TYPE OF MATRICES TO BE CALCULATED
C I F I N D I A G . N E . O . A N D . N C H O I 1 » . G T . N K I N D )  H A M I L T ON A I N  I S  D I  AGON A L I A E  D
C IPR I T = N 0  OF K  POI NT S TO BE PRINTED
C THE WAVE VECTORS ARE ARRANGED IN THE FOLLOWING ORDER OF SYMMETRY
C  I XY(  I > . I = 1 . LDMAX)  » ( Y Z ( I ) . 1 = 1  .LOMAX > , < Z X ( I ) , t = l  . L D M A X ) , ( X 2 ( I ) . I = 1 . L D M A X > ,
C ( Z 2 (  I ) .  1 = 1 . L D M A X ) . ( SC I 1 . 1 = 1  . LSMAX)  . ( P X ( I 1 . P Y ( I ) . P Z ( I ) .  I = 1 . L PMAX)
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
I M P L I C I T  REAL * 8  ( A - F . H . O - Z )
RE AL * A S S A . S S B . P S A . P  S B .S D A .SDB » P P A . P P B . P D A . P D B . D D A . D D B  
I N T E G E R A 2 I X ( 100) .IYC 1 0 0 ) . I Z C 100) .I N B ( 100) ,K BXC8 9 ) • KBV C 8 9 ) . K B Z (89) 
IN T E G E R * ?  N P U M P S (3.6) » N P U M  S D ( 6 . 6 ) . N P U M P P (9.6) .NPUMPOC 18.6).
&NPUMDDI3 6 . 6 )  . N T Y P S I 3 ) . NTYSDC 6 )  . N T Y P P ( 9 ) . NTYPDC1 8 ) . NT Y D D I 3 6 )
& . N D U M ( 3 . 3 . 3 . 3 . 3 . 3 )
DIMENSION S I C O ( 6 . 8 ) . SI  NEC 1 2 . 5 )  .COSNC 1 2 . 5 )  . H<741 ) . SC 741 ) . WT<8 9 )
DI MENSI ON XC 3 8 . 3 8 ) .GEC741 ) , G X ( 3 8 . 3 8 )  .GSC 7 4 1 )
DI  MENS ION DA S I G N ( 5 . 6 )  , C S ( 4 » 14)  . C P C 3 * 1 1 ) . C D C 5 . 5 )  .GIDENC 1 2 )
DIMENSI ON I S Q U ( 1 0  0)
D I M E N S I O N  AL SC 14) .ALPC 1 1 ) . ALDC 5) .C O S ( 14) .CO P I 14) , C O O ( 14)
DIMENSION GWTSPDC3)
COMMON/GTO/ CRYSTL . P I  * ISATOM,  I PAT OM, I DATOM
COMMON/LCA/SSAC 4 0 . 1 0 )  . P S A ( 4 0  . 3 6 )  , S D A ( 4 0  , 1 2 0 )  , P P A ( 4 0 . 5 4 ) , PDA( 3 0 . 2  70 
& ) . DDA( 6 . 5 4 0 )
C COMMON/LC B / S S B (1 . 1 ) , P S B ( 1 . 1 )  , S D B ( 1 .1 ) , P P B ( 1 .1 ) ,PDB(  I .1 ) ,DDB(  1 . 1 )
COMMON/L C B / S S 8 ( 4 0 . 1 0 ) . P S B ( 4 0 . 3 6 ) . S D B ( 4 0 . 1 2 0 )  . P P B ( 4 0  , 5 4  ) , P DB (  3 0 , ?70 
t, ) , DD8 ( 6 .  5 4 0  )
C OMMON / O B N O / A L P H A , N X I N D . N T OL . N C H 0 C 5 ) . N S Y M P
DATA G I D E N / ' C O U L * .  »E XCH* , *EXUP*  , • E XDN• ♦ • KINE * . • OVLP* , * PX • , ' P Y ' ,
& • P 7•  » • H P A ' . ' H  U P • . • H O N * /
no
n
DATA G i T S P O / ' S ' . ' P ' . ' D ' /
1 F O P M A T f A 0 , F 1 ? . 5 , F 1 O . 8 , 1015)
READ! S, 1 ) CR Y S T L  .A. ALPHA, I D C U B . M X O B N O , M A X A 2 , IADIM, IB7D I V ,N RDIM  
P I = 3 . 1 4 1 5 9  2 6 5 3 5 8 9  79300 
A K R B Z = 2 . D O * P I / ( A * D F L O A T ( 1 8 Z D I V ) )
K 3 Z P T = I B  ZD I V ♦1 
A H A L F = A / 2 . D 0  
IF { IDCUB,EQ. 1 ) A H A L F i A  
0 M F G A = A * * 3 / D F L 0 A T { I D C u BI
4 F O R M A T (1615)
RE ADI 5*4) IASS, I APS, I A S D , I A P P , I A P D , I A D D  
REAOf 5,4) NK I N D .NT OL  * ( NC HOI J) , J=1 , NT OL )
W R I T E ( 6,3) A L P H A ,NKI N O ,(G I D E N (N C H O ( I ) I ,1=1 ,NTOL >
3 FORMAT! / , IX, 'E XCH PAR A  ME T E R = • « F 10 « ft « I 0 X ,* N 0 R E A D = • , I 5 , 5 X ,5( 3X , A4 ) I N S Y M P = 0
I F ( N C H O ! 1 » . G T . N K I N D - 3 . A N D , N C H O ! 1 ) . L F.NKIN D)  NSYMP=1
RE AD IN THE E X P A N S I O N  C O E F F I C I E N T S  IN THE ATOMIC B AS IS F U N C T I O N S
R E A D ! 5,4) I S O B N O , I S A T O M , I P O B N O , I P A T O M ,I D O B N Q , I D A T O M  
L S M A X = I S O B N O  
L DM AX = IDOBNO 
(_PMAX= I P O B N O
I F ! I S A T O M . N E .0) L S M A X = I S A T O M  
IF( ID ATOM.N E. O) L DM AX = IDA T OM 
IF ( I P A T O M . N E .0 ) LP M A  X = IPAT OM
CALL R D G T O ! A L S . A L P , A L D . C O S , C  O P , C O D , C S , C P , C D ,  I S O B N D , L S M A X  , IPOBNO, 
g l p m a x , I D O B N O . L D M A X . O  )
I S S D I M = L S M A X * ( L S M A X 4 1 ) Z2 
! P P D I M = 9 * L P M A X * ( L P M A X + 1 )/2 
I D D D I M = 3 6 * L D M A X * ( L D M A X * 1 )/2 
I P S O I M = 3 * L S M A X * L P M A X  
IS DD IM=6 *L  SM AX *L DMA X 
IPOD I M = 18*LPM A X 4 L D M A X  
LDS T  = 1
L O E N O = L D M A X * 5
L S S T = L D E N D * 1
L S END =LD END*L SMAX
L P S T = L  SFND'f 1
L P E N D = L S E N D H P M A X * 3
N B = L P E N D
NB TR I = NB * ( NB* 1 >/2
WRITE ( 6, S ) IASS, IS SDIM, I A P S , I PS D  IM, IASD, ISDDIM, IAPP, IPPDIM,
1 IAPD, I POD I M , I ADD, IODDIM
5 F O R M A T ! / , I X , •S S = ( , , 2 I 5 . , I , . 2 X . * P S = C  .2 I 5 . ')•, 2X , •S D = ( • , 2 1 5 , ' ) • ,?X, 





I DC = 1
IF( I D C U B . N E .1 > !DC = 8 / IDCUB
r
G E N E R A T E  I N D E P E N D E N T  D I P F C T  L A T T I C E  V E C T O R S
C
CALL GINDPK( I X , I Y ,I 2 , I S O U . IADIM, I D C ,M A X A 2 , I N B , I , 1 )
5T10 F O R M A T ( 6 l 5 )DO 60 I = 1 . I AD IM
W R I T E ! 6,5110 ) I. IX( I ), IY( I ).IZ( I ) , I N B ( I )
60 C O N T I N U F
G E N E R A T E  E Q U A L L Y  S P A C E D  P O I N T S  IN THE 1/4BTH  OF THE I ND EPENDEN T B. Z. 
CALL G B Z P T I K 8 X . K B Y . K B Z . W T ,N K P T .I D C U B ,K B Z P T ,S U M W )
WR I T E ( 6.2) C R Y  STL.A, I D C U B ,M X O B N O •MA X A2 , I A D I M . N K P T . N R D I M . K B Z P T ,
1GWTSPDI 1 > , ISOBNO. I S A T O M . G W T  S P D (2) , IPOBNO, I P A T G M , G K T S P D ( 3) , IDOBNO.2 IDATOM
2 F O R M A T ! 1 X . A 8 . 2 X . • L A T T I C E  C O N S T = ' , F I O S , 3 X , ,A T O M S / L A T T I C E = * , I 5 . 3 X .
1 •MA X N=* , I5.3X, 'MAX A2=* . 1 5 , 3X, •A D I M = • , I 4.//, 1X . •NKPT = • , I 5, 3 X ,
2 * DI ME N S I O N  SINE! * . 2 I 5 . ' ) * . 3 X . / / . 1 X . 3 ( A 2 .
3*0 R8IT AL NO=» , I 4 . 2X, 'ATOMIC N O = • .I 4 , 2 X ) ,//)
O E F I N F  THE E X P A N S I O N  C O E F F I C I E N T S  F O R  THF D F U N C T I O N  W I T H  C U B I C  SYME T R Y
DO 90 1=1,5 
DO 90 J =1» 6 
90 DASIGN! I ,J > = 0 • DO 
DASIGN! 1 * 2 » = I.DO 
D A S I G N ! 2 . 5 ) = 1 .DO 
D A S I G N ! 3 , 4 1 = 1 .DO 
D A S I G N ! 4 , 1 1 = 0 . 5 0 0  
D A S I G N ! 4 , 3 1 = — 0 . 5D0 
C 3 = 0 . 5 D 0 / D S Q R T ! 3 . DO)
C A S I G N ! 5. 1 )=— C 3 
D A S I G N ! 5 . 3 ) = — C 3 
D A S I G N ! 5 , 6 ) = 2 . 0 0 * C3 
MA XR=  SQRTI F L O A T ! M A X A 2 )  )*2 
R D = 0 .00
DO 70 NR =1 .MAXR 
R K 3 Z = 0 .00 DD 7 1 KB =1 .KBZPT 
R K = R D * R K B Z
SI N E !N R ,KB )= D S I N !R K )
C O S N ! N R .KR >=DCOS! RK >











70 C O N T I N U E
d e f i n e  t h e  g r o u p  o p e r a t i o n s  t h a t  g e n e r a t e  t h e  s t a r  o f  r
f i n d s  the t e r m  in t h e  E X P A N S I O N  OF E X P ( I K.R) H ( P ) W H I C H  is AN FVFN
F U N C T I O N  o f  r x , r y , a n d  r z .
c a l l  G N O P U M I N P U M P S , N T Y P S . N D U M , M X O B N O , 3 . ? . l , N S Y M P )  
c a l l  G N O P U M (N P U M S D . N T Y S D , N D U M , M X O B N O , 6 , 1 .3,N S Y M P )
CALL G N O P U M (N P U M P P , N T Y P P ,N D U M ,M X O B N O ,9 , 2 .?,N S Y M P )
C AL L  G N O P U M I N P U M P D .N T Y P D .N D U M , M X 0 0 NO, 1 8 , 2 , 3 , N S Y M P )
C A L L  G N O P U M I N P U M D D ,N T Y D D ,N D U M ,M X O B N O , 3 6 , 3 , 3 . N S Y M P I
S U B R O U T I N E  I R E A D )  R E A D S  IN T HF I N T F G R A L S  G E N E R A T F D  IN P R O G R A M  p OP 3
CA LL R E A D ( S S A » P S A » S D A , P P  A , P D A « D D A «  S S B , P S B , S D B , P P R , P O B , D O B ,
1 IASS, I APS, IASD, I A P P , I A P D , I A D D , I S S D I M , I P S D  IM, ISDDIM, I P P D I M ,
2 IPDD I M , I O D D  I M , C S » C P . C D . L S M A X , I S O B N O , L P M A X , I P O B N O , L O M A X , I D O R N  O )
999  R E A D ! 5 , 4 , E N D =  100 00 ) K P T S T ,K P T F N D .NDI A G . I PR I N T , I P U N C H
P R I N T  9 1 5
DO 1000 K P T = K P T S T , K P T E N D  
DO 80 1 = 1 , NB TRI
HI I ) = 0. D O  
3C SI I ) = 0 . D O  
K x =KB X I K P T  )
K Y = K B Y I  K P T  )
K Z = K B Z I  K P T )
K I=K XE 1 
K 2 - K Y  E 1 
K 3 = K Z E 1
DO 9 00  N R C = 1 . I AD IM 
11 = 1 XI N R C  ) E 1 
1 2 = I Y ( N R C ) E 1  
I 3 = I Z I N R C ) E 1
CALL G S I C O ! S I C O . S I N E . C O S N ,N R D I M . K B Z P T . K l  , K ?, K 3 . I 1 , IP, 13)
N = I N B I N R C  )
C O N S T = O F L O A T I N 1 / 6 . DO 
S-S
IF I N R C . G T  . I A S S ) GO TO 150
S C S S  = t S t C O t l , t ) + S I C O ! 2 , l ) 4 S l C O < 3 . 1 ) 4 S I C O I A . l  )ESI C O (5,1 > ES ICO!6, 1 ))0 *C O N S T  
MI =0
DO 100 M 1 = L S S T  ,l s e n d  
DO 100 M 2 = L S S T , M 1  








I J = M 1*( M I - 1 1/2+M2 
H ( IJ )=H( I J ) + S S A ( N R C . M I  )*SCSS
IF(N T O L . G T . l  ) S( I J ) = S( IJ)*-SSB( NRC i MI ) * SC 55 
C O N T I N U E  
C O M T I N U E
P-5
I F <N R C . G T  . I A P S ) GO TO 250 
M I =0
00 200 M 1 = I »LPM A  X 
IP = ( H l - l ) * 3 + L SEND
DO 200 M 2 = L S S T . L S E N D  
M I = M I ♦ 1 
IL = ( M I- 1 ) * 3 
DO 2 10 N M = 1,3 MP= I P4-NM
1 j = M P * (M p - 1 )/2 + M2 
N T = N T Y P S ( N M )
DO 211 L = 1 ,6 
N L = I L * N P U M P S ( N M , L )H ( 1 J > =H( IJ I t PS AI NRC ,Nt_) *S ICO I L .NT 1 * CONST
IF (N TO L.GT.l ) S ( I J ) = S < I J ) + P S B ( N R C . N L ) * S ! C O ( L . N T ) * C n N S T
C O N T I N U E
C O N T I N U E
C O N T I N U E
C O N T I N U E
S - 0
IF(NRC .GT . IASD ) GO TO 350 
M I =0
00 300 M 1= L S S T , L S E N D  
DO 300 M 2— 1« LD M A  X1 | - M 1 * ( M 1 - 1 1/2 + M2 
M I =M I-f 1 
IL=(MI-1 ) * 6
DO 310 N M = 1,6 
NT =NT Y S D (NM)
C A = 0 . D O
C B = 0 .00
DO 311 L = 1 .6
NL = I L * N P U M S D ( N M , L  )C A = C A * S D A ( N R C , N L ) * S l C O ( l _ . N T ) * C O N S T
I F (N T O L . G T .1 1 C 9 = C B +  S D B ( N R C . N L ) * S I C O ( L . N T > * CONST 
CONT INUE
312 3 1 0300 3 SO
4 1 14 10400450
roo 312 1 = 1 . 5
I J = I  I ♦ (  I -  I ) * L  DMA X
H( I J I = H ( 1 J ) + C A * D A S l G N ( I • NM)






I F { NPC. G T . I A P P ) GO TO 450 
M I =0
DO 400  M 1 = 1» LPMA X
IP i = ( M l - 1 ) 43  + LSENO
DO 400  M 2=1» M1
I P 2 = ( M 2 - 1  ) * 3  + L SFND
M I = M U 1
I L  = ( M I - 1  > * 9
NM -  0
DO 4 10 N 1 = 1 , 3  
M P l = I P l + N l
00  4 10 N 2 = 1 , 3  
M P 2 = I P 2 + N 2  
N M s N M * J
I F ( M P  1 , L T . M P 2 1 GO TO 4 1 0
1 J =MP 1 * ( MP1-1  ) / 2 ♦ MP2 
NT =NTYPP( NM)
DO 411 L = 1 , 6
NL = I L  +NPUMPP( NM, L )
H< I J  )= H( I J ) + P P A ( N R C . N L ) * S I C O ( L » N T ) *CONST






IF ( NRC .GT . I A P D )  GO TO 5 5 0  
M I =0
DO 5 0 0  M1 = 1 , L PMAX 
IP = ( M l - 1 ) *  3 + L SEND 
DO 500  M 2 = l , L O M A X  
M I = M I ♦ 1 





00 5 10 N l = l , 3  
NP= I P+-N 1
1 I - N P » ( N P - 1 > / 2  + M2
DO 5 10 N 2 = I , 6  
n m = n m + 1
NT=NTVPD(NM)
CA = 0 . DO
C8 = 0 • DO
DO 511 L = 1 , 6
Nt_ = I L  +NPUMPO ( N M , L )
C A = C A t P O A ( N R C . N L ) * S I C O J L . N T ) * C O N S T
I F ( N TOL . G T .1 ) C B = C B * P 0 8 ( N R C , N L ) * S ! CO{ l . NT > * CONST 
5 1 1 CONTINUE
DO 5 1 2  1 = 1 , 5
I J = I  I ♦(  I - 1 ) *LDMAX
H{ I J ) = H (  I J ) * C A * D A S I G N (  I , N 2 >
I F  I N T O L . G T  . 1 1  S< I J  ) = S( I J 1♦ C B A D A S I GN ( I , N 2 )
5 1 2  CONTINUE 
510  CONTINUE 
5 0 0  CONTINUE 
5 5 0  CONTINUE
D-D
I F ( N R C . G T . I ADO) GO TO 6 5 0  
DO 6 0 0  M l = l , L O M A X  
DO 6 0 0  M 2 = l . L O M A X  
I F J M 1 . G E . M 2 )  M I = M 1 * ( M 1 - 1 1 / 2 + M 2  
I F J M 1 . L T . M 2 )  M I = M 2 * J M 2 - 1 ) / 2 ^ M 1  
IL  = J M I — 1 ) * 3 6  
DO 6 10 N l = l , 6  
DO 6 1 0  N 2= 1 , 6
I F J M 1 . G E . M 2 )  N M = < N l —1 ) * 6 + N 2  
I F J M 1 . L T . M 2 )  N M = ( N 2 - 1 ) * 6 + N l  
NT=NTYDD!NM)C A = 0 .DO
C 8= 0 . DO
DO 611 L = 1 « 6
NL = I L♦NPUMDD1NM » L )
C A = C A -f DO A J NBC • NL ) * S I C O ( L ,  NT)  *CONST
IF J NTOL.GT . 1 ) CB = C8+ODBJ N R C . N L ) * S I C O I L , N T ) * C O N S T  
61 1 CONTINUE 
6 1 3  CONTINUE
DO 6 12 1 1 = 1 , 5






6 1 2 






DO 6 1 2 I 2= 1 * 5 
N D 2 = M 2 * I  I 2 — 1 ) * L D M A X 
I F ( N D I . L T . N D 2 )  GO TO 612  
IJ = N D 1 ♦ ( N O  I- I )/ 2 + N D 2
H ( I J ) = H ( l J | + C A * O A S ! G N ( [ l , N l | * O A S ! G N ( 1 2 , N 2 1
I F (NT OL •GT «1 1 S( I J ) = S! I J )+ C B * 0 * S I G N ( I  1 ,N1 ) * O A S ! G N (  1 2 , N2)
C O N T I N U F  
C O N T  INUE 
C O N T I N U E  
C O N T I N U E  
C O N T I N U E  
G T = W T ! K P T )
FORMAT! 20 X * I 5» • = ! * , 2 !  1 4 ,  • . • ) , 1 4 ,  • )  • , 5 X , '  WT = « . F 1 C . S )
W R I T E I 6 . 8 2 0 )  K P T , K X , K V , K Z , G T  
N O P T  = 0 
C O N T I N U E  
N O P T = N O P T  1
00 95 0  l = l . N B T R l  
G E ( I >=H! I 1
IF ( NT OL • GT » 1 ) GS( I ) = S! I)
C O N T I N U E
W R I T E I 2 )  K X . K Y . K Z . G T . G F
I F I N T O L  .GT . 1 ) W R I T E I 3 )  K X , K Y ,K Z , G T , GS
1 J = 0
00 800 1 = 1 , N B
00 8 0 0 J = 1 ,I
1 J = I J ♦ 1
I F ! N O P T  ,E Q •2) GO TO 801 
X! I , J )=Hl IJ )
X! J, I 1 =H! I J 1 
GO TO 800 
C O N T I N U E  
X ! I , J ) = SI I J )
X!J, I ) = S ! IJ)
C O N T I N U E
IF !ND  I A G . E Q . O )  GO  TO 1001
I F 1 N C H O ! N O P T ) , L E . N K l N D )  G O  TO 1002
C A L C U L A T E  THE E N E R G Y  E I G E N V A L U E S  (G E ) A N D  E I G E N V E C T O R S  (GX)
H X =S X E
THE O V E R L A P  M A T R I X  IS) IS E X P R E S S E D  AS THE P R O D U C T  OF A U P P F P  T R I A N G U L A R  
M A T R I X  !R ) A ND  ITS  T R A N S P O S E  (R**T )
H» X* = X* E , W H E R E  H * = ! ! R * * T )**- 1)  H ( R * * ~l )  AND X*= R X
S U B R O U T I N E S  D M T D S  A N D D M F S O  ARE  IN IBM S C I E N I T F I C  S U B R O U T I N E  P A C K A G E ,  
O I G E N  IS THE D O U B L E  P R E C I S I O N  V E R S I O N  OF S U B R O U T I N E  E I G E N  IN IBM S . S . P .
171
A= 1 0 . * * ( - 9 )
CALL D M F S D ! S . M, A , IE 1 )
CALL D M T D S ! X . N B . N B . S . - 1  . I F ?  )
CALL D M T D S I X , N B . N 8 , S , 2 , I F 3 )
DO 7 150 I = 1 . N B  
DO 7 1 5 0  J = 1 » I 
I J = I *  < I - 1 1 / 2 + J 
7 15 0 H( ! J ) - K( I . J )
CALL O I G E N 1 H , X . N B . O )
CALL DMTDS! X . N B . N f l . S .  1 * IF 4 )
3 4 4  FORMAT( 1 HO » 2 X , • IER = • . 4 1 5 )
IF ( I F 1 . N E . O . O R . I F 2 . N E . O . O R . I F 3 . N F . O . O R . I F 4 . N F . O )  WRITE ( f ) , 3 4 4  ) I r  i , 
& I E 2 .  I E3 » I E  A
00 3561 1 = 1 . NB
i j = i * ( r - i i / 2 a i
GE( I ) = H (  I J  )
DO 3561  J = 1 » NB 
3561  GX( I . J ) =X{  I . J )
9 1 8  FORMAT!  I X . / / .  I X .  1 OF 1 3 . 5 . / / )
9 1 6  F O R M A T ! 1 1 0 . 9 1 1 3 )
• R I T E ! 2 0 )  K X . K Y , K Z , G T , ( G F ( I ) . ( G X ( J . I ) , J = 1 , N B ) , I = 1 , N B >
2 3 5  FORMAT!  1 X,  1 OF 1 3 . 6 )
O R I T E ( 6 . 2 3 5 )  ! GE1 J ) , J = 1 , N B )
PRI NT  811 
152 FORMAT!6F1  1 . 7 , 3 1 3 , 1 5  )
N S P I N = N C H O ( 1 ) —NKIND
I F !  I P U N C H . N E • 0 ) OR I T E !  7 , 1  5 ? )  IGE ! I ) , 1 - N RS T . N B F N O )  ,KX , K T , K Z . NS n IN 
GO TO 1001 
1002  CONTINUE
CALL O I G E N I H , X . N B . O )
DO 2 561  1 = 1 , NB
1 J = I * !  I - 1 ) / ? ♦ !
GE! I ) = H( I J  )
DO 2 5 6 1  J = 1 » NB 
2 5 6  1 GXI I , J ) = X I I , J )
1001 I F 1 K P T . G T . I P R I N T ) GO TO 1000  
PRINT 811 
81 1 FORMAT! 1 HO )
12 = 0 
9 1 2  CONTINUE 
I 1 = 12+1 
12=1 24- 10
IF ( I 2 . G T . N B ) I 2 - N B  
W R 1 T E 1 6 . 9 1 6 )  1 1 , 1 = 1 1 , 1 2 )
PRI NT  811
I r  ( N O I A G . N E . 0 )  OR I T E ( 6 . 9 1 8 )  ( GE( I ) . I = I 1 . I 2)
9 1 3
9 1 4
9  1 5 
1 0 0 0
1 0000
PRINT 811 
DO 9 13 1 = 1 »N8
•  R I TF ( 6 .  9 1 4)  ( X ( I , J ) , J = I 1 . I 2 )
PR INT 9 15
I F ( I 2 . L T . N B >  GO TO 9 1 2
I F ( N O P T . L E . N T O L . A N D . N D 1 AG. E Q . C ) GO TO 
FORMAT!  I X , 1 OF 1 3 . 5  >
FORMAT( 1 HI  »
C O N T I N U E  
GO TO 9 9 9  



















AC ON ST =L AT TICE C O N S T A N T  (IN A. U.)
E X P C V G = C O N V E R G E N T  CR I TER IAL F X P (- E X P C V G I =0.0
I D C U B = N U M B E R  OF A T O M S  PER L A T T I C E
M A X A 2 = T H E  SQUARE OF THE M A X I M U N  M A G N I T U D E  OF THE DI R E C T  L A T T I C E  VF CT D R S  D I M E N S I O N  IA X(IADIM) ECT.
I 0 Z D I V = D I V I S I O N  B E T W E E N  K = ( 0.0,0 > AND < = ( 1 , 0 . 0 )* 2*PI/A 
I & O B N O = G T O  N U M B E R  & = S, P, D
I&ATOM = AT O M I C  B A S I S  NO. It ATOM = 0 IF I N D E P E N D E N T  GT O ARE U S F D
N P G A U S = N O  OF P O I N T S  US E D  IN THE G A U S S I A N  I N T E G R A T I O N  OVE R  THF W I G N F R - S E I T 7  
SPHERE ( C A L C U L A T I N G  THE F O U R I E R  C O E F F I C I E N T S  OF THE F X C H A N G F  P O T E N T I A L )
IMPLICIT REAL  *8 ( A - F . H.O -Z )
CO MPL E X * I 6 BASF( 38 ) , SC ,COSC 
C 0 M P L E X * 8  GRA S F (38)
I N T E G E R * 2 IAX ( 500) * IA Y(500 ) « I A Z (500) ,ISQU(500)
I N T E G E R *2 K B X ( 89) , K B Y (89 > . K B Z (89)
D I M E N S I O N  WT(89>
D I M E N S I O N  R( 9 6 ) . W ( 9 6 ) , Y( 1 00>
D I M E N S I O N  A X ( 500) »AY(500) » A Z ( 500 ) »PRMX(AB) , P R M Y ( 48) ,P R « Z (48)
D I M E N S  ION AL S ( I 4) .A L P (11 ) , A L D (5) ,C O S ( I A ) , C O P ( 1 1 ) ,COD< S ) . CS(A , 1 A ) , 
& C P ( 3 , 1 1 ) » C D (5,5)
C O M M O N / G T O / C R Y S T L , P I  , ISATOM, I PA T O M ,ID A T O M 
P I =3. I 4 159 265 35 897 93 
51 F O R M A T (2 X ,A 8 ,2 F 1 0.5, 10 I 5)
R E ADI 5.51 ) CR Y S T L , A C O N S T . E X P C V G , I D C U B ,  IBZDIV . I A D I M , M A X A 2 , N P G A U S  
O M E G A = A C O N S T * * 3 / D F L O A T ( I D C U B )
D1V = DFL0ATI IBZDIV)
* G S Z R O = ( 0 . 7 5 D 0 * O M E G A / P I ) * * 0 . 3 3 3 3 3 3 3D0
A FOR M  ATI 815)
R E A D ( 5 , A ) ISOBNO, ISATOM, IPOBNO. I PA TOM, I DO BNO, IDATOM 
L S M A X = I S O B N O  
L O M A X = I D O B N O  
LPMAX = IPOBNO
I F ( I S A T O M . N E . O )  L S M A X = I S A T O M  
IF( I O A T O M . N E .0) L DMA X = IDATOM 
I F ( I P A T O M . N E .0 ) L P M A  X = IP ATOM
CALL R O G T O ( A L S , A L P . A L D , C O S , C O P , C O D , C S , C P . C D , I S O P N G , L S M A X , IPOBNO, 
CL PMAX.  I O O B N O , L O M A X ,  1 )
LOST =1














L S S T = l O E N D + 1 
L S E N D = L D E N D + L S M A X
l p s t =l s e n d + i
L P E N D = L S E N D + L P M A X + 3  
P RI NT  59 
59 F O R M A T (1 H 1)
G E N E R A T E  E Q U A L L Y  S P A C E D  P O I N T S  IN THE 1 / A 8 T H  OF THF INOF PE N O r NT P. Z.
IHZPT = I B Z O I V + 1
CALL G 8 Z P T ( K B X . K R Y * K 0 Z » W T , N K P T •IDC U D ,I B Z P T , SUMW )
IOC = 8 / 1 DC U B  
I F ( IDCUB .EQ. 1 ) I DC = 1
CALL GPERMKI I A X . I A Y . I A Z . I S O U ,  I AD I M , I D C ,MAX A2, 1 I
I F ! I D C U B . E Q . 1> A H A L F = A C O N S T
I F ( I D C U B . M E .1) A H A L F = A C D N S T / 2 . D O
DO 70 1 = 1 , IADIM
A X ( I )=AH ALF* IA XI I )
A Y ( I )= AHALF*I A Y ( I )
AZ ( I 1= AH AL F * I A Z I I )
70 C O N T I N U E
W R I T E (6.52 ) A C O N S T  , IDCUB, IRZD I V , I A D I M . M A X A 2 ,N P G A U S . L S M A X  ,
& I S O B N O . L P M A X . I P O B N O .L O M A X , I D O B N O ,E X P C V G  
52 FORMAT! 1X, ' L A TTICE C O N S T = • ,FI 0 . 5 , 2 X , • A T O M S / L A T T I C E  = • ,
1 I5i2X« 'B •Z • D I V= • « I 5 « 2 X . • R N O = • , I 7 , 2 X .•MAX R * * 2 = * , I 5 .
2 2 X . •GAU S  N O = •.15.//. 1 X, *S=( * .2 15 , • ) ' , 2 X . * P = (• ,? 15,• ) • ,2 X , •D=( • .215 3,• )• ,5 X , 'EXP MAX = •,FI 0.2,//)
DEFINE R AND W E I G H T  F A C T O R  FO R G A U S S I A N  I N T E G R A T I O N  OV ER THF W I G N F R - S F I T Z  
SPHERE
CALL G W T G A S ! N P G A U S , Y , R ,W)
DO 5A 1=1.N P G A U S  
5 A R! I )= W G S Z R O * ! R  ! I »♦1. D O > / 2 . D O
RE A D  IN P E R M U T E D  V E C T O R S  A L O N G  THREE P R I N C I P L E  D I R E C T I O N S  
N PTO L = PF R M U T A T I O N  N U M B E R  F O R  E A C H  D I R E C T I O N
90 F O R M A T ! 3 F 10.A)
1=0
91 READ! 5 , 4 , END = 999 ) NPTOL  
DO 92 J = l , N P T O L
1=1 + 1
R E A D ! 5,90 ) PRMX! I ) .PRMY! I ) ,PRM?! I )
R NO RM  = D S Q R T ! P R M X ( I)** 2+PPMY! I )**2+PRMZ! I > * *2 )
















PRMY! I )=PRMY( I ) /RNORM 
PR MZ < I )=PRMZ(  I ) /RNORM 
CONT INUE 
GO TO 9 1 
CONTINUE 
I T  OL = I
FORMAT!  I 5 .  3F 1 0 .  1 )
CtC = ? . D 0 * P  I / A C O N S T / O l  V 
DO 100 K P T = 1 , N K P T  
R KX= CK* KBX ( K PT )
R K Y = C K * K B Y ( K P T )
R K Z = C K * K B Z ( K P T  )
DO 200  1 0 = 1 . NPGAUS 
DO 300  NPNO=l  , T T OL 
RX =R < IQ I * P R M X ( NPNO)
R Y = R ( I Q >*PRMY<NPNO)
R Z = R ( I Q ) * P R M Z ( N P N O )
DO 510  1=1 .LPEND
BASF!  I ) = ( 9  .DO » 0 • D 0 )
SUM OVER PERMUTED D IRECT L A T T I C E  VECTORS
DO 500  N R C = l . N R T O L  
P X = R X + A X ( N RC )
PY =R Y♦ AY<NRC )
P Z = R Z + A Z ( NRC)
0 P = P X * P X + P Y * P Y + P Z * P Z
RK = R K X * A X ( N R C ) * R K Y * A Y ( N P C ) +RKZ*A Z ( NRC >
S I N E = D S I N ( R K )
COS IN E =OCO S( RK )
SC=DCMPLX(COSINE * S I N E )
S-KAVE FUNCTIONS
DO 520  N S= 1 * 1 SOBNO 
D E L = P P * A L S ( N S )
I E ( D E L . G T . E X P C V G )  GO TO 5 2 0  
C O N S T = D E X P ( - D E L )
DO 21 I S= 1 .LSMAX 
1 1 = 1 S+LOEND 
C O = C O N S T * C S ( I S . N S )







DO 530  N P = 1 , I P O B N O  
DEL=PP*ALP< NP)
I F ( D E L . G T . E X P C V G ) GO T O  5 3 0  
CONST = OE X P ( —O E L )
DO 31 IP = 1 «LPHAX 
I I = 3 * ( I P - 1  )
I X = I I FLSENDF 1 
I Y= I I FLSENDF2  
I ? = I I + L SENO+ 3  
CO=CONST*CP(  I P . N P  »
CO SC =CO* S C * ( 0 • DO. -  1 .DO >
BASF!  I X ) = B  ASF( I X ) ACOSC*PX 
HA S F ( I Y ) = B A S F ( I Y ) * C O S C * P Y  
B A S F ! I Z ) = B A S F ( I Z ) + C O S C * P ?
31 CONTINUE 





PX 2 = ( PX*PX —P Y * P Y ) / 2 . DO
PZ2=< 3 . D O A P Z * P Z - P P ) / ( 2 . DO*DSQRT( 3 . DO > ) 
DO 5A0 N D = 1 * IDOBNO 
D E L = P P * A L O ( N D )
I F ( D E L  .GT . EXP CVG)  GO TO 5 4 0  
CONST = DE X P ( - D E L )
DO 41 I D= 1 . L OMA X
NDXY= I D
NDYZ=NDXY+LDMAX 
NDZ X = NDY Z+LDMAX 
NDX2=NDZX+LDMAX 
NDZ2=NDX2+LDMA X 
CO=CONST *CD(  I D . N D )
COSC=SC*CO
BASF( N DX Y ) = B A S F ( NOXY) +COSC*PXY 
B A S F I N O Y Z ) =BA S F ( NDY Z ) +CQ SC *PYZ 
B A S F ! N D Z X ) = B A S F ( N D Z X ) F C O S C * P Z X  
B A S F ( N O X 2 ) = B A S F ( NDX2>+COSC*PX2 
B A S F ( N D Z 2 ) = B A S F ( N D Z 2 ) FCOSC4PZ2 
41 CONTINUE 
54 C CONTINUF 
500  CONTINUE








1 c o o
Gfl ASF ( II = 8 A S F  ( I 1 
W R I T E !  I I G 0 A S F  
C O N T I  NOE
W R I T F ( 6 *  7 5 0 )  P X i R Y « R Z i  ( B A S F ( I ) t 
PRINT 751 
FORMAT!9E 1 A . 6 )
FORMAT!  1 HO >
C O N T I  NOE 
C O N T 1 NOE  
C O N T I  NOE 
C O N T  INOF 
S TOP  
E N D
I = 1 » L PF N O )
-0
00
PROGRAM 6 .  SELF- CONSI STENCY
f t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
AC INST=L ATT ICE CONSTANT ( I N  A .  U . )
ALPHA=THE EXCHANGE PARAMETER
FACTzPARAMETER USEO TO SPEED UP THE SELF- CONSI  STFNT PROCEDURE 
EL EC T = NUMBER OF ELECTRONS PER ATOM
DEN=ENERGY GRIDE S I Z E  USED IN CALCULATING THE DFNS1TY OF STATFS.  
IOCUB=NUMBEP OF ATOMS PER L A T T I C E
KNMA X =NQ• OF RECIPROCAL L A T T I C E  VECTORS CONSIDERED.
NEN=NO OF POI NT S USED IN CALCULATING THE DENSI TY OF STATES 
I B Z D I V = D I V I S I O N  BETWEEN K = ( 0 , 0 . 0 >  AND K= (1 , 0  . 0 ) * 2 * P I / A 
NB=NO.  OF B A S I S  FUNCTI ONS.
NPGAUS=NO OF P O I N T S  USED I N  THE NUMERICAL GAUSSIAN INTEGRATION OVER 
THE W I G N E R - S E I T Z  SPHERE.  (THE EXCHANGE P OT E N T I A L )
I E ( I P U N . N E . 0 )  PUNCH THE CHARGE D ENSI TY  AND THEIR FOURIER COEFF I C I ENTS 
COMPLEX*8 B A S I 3 8 ) . S S . T T
RE AL * 8  XUP, XDN. X 1 . X ? , T , 0 V . H U P  . H D N . T N . Q N . A A . B B . C C . S . W . R . A C . D D . W T  
& • ROK. SUM W
INTE GE R *  2 K X { 8 9 ) . K Y ( 8 9 ) , K Z ( 8 9 ) , I X ( 5 1 ) . I Y ( 5 1 > . I Z ( 5 l ) . N N  
D I MENS ION W( 9 6 )  * R I  9 6 )  , D U P ( 9 6 )  , DON( 9 6 )  , D E N U P < 9 6 ) . OFNON(9 6 ) . RK( 5 1  )
DIMENSION S I J C  741 )
D I MENS ION COUP( 2 8 8 ) . COON( 2  8 8 ) , VAUP( 2 8 8 )  . VADN<2 8 8 )
DIMENSION VUPR( 9 6 ) • VDNR( 9 6 ) . V M S U P ( 5 1 ) , V M S D N ( 5 1 )
OI  MENS ION X U P ( 3 8 )  , X D N ( 3 8 )  . X 1 ( 3 8 . 3 8 )  , X 2 ( 38 , 3 8 )  , T ( 7 4 1  ) , OV( 7 A I ) ,
2  VMUP( 5 1 ) . VMDN{ 51 ) , D K U P ( 51 ) .OKDNC 51 ) .EXUP<51 ) , S ( 741 ) ,
T EXDN( 51 ) . D M  51 ) • V K ( 51 ) . V X U P ( 51 ) . VXON( 51 ) . R K K (51  ) . VKO( 5 1  ) , CON( 51  >,
4 V X OUP( 5 1  ) . V X 0 D N ( 51 ) . C K U P ( 51 ) . C K D N ( 5  I ) . VKUP( 51  > . VKDN( 5 1  )
D I MFNSION W T D I R ( 3 ) . N P U M ( 3)
DI MENSION H U P ( 3 8 . 3 8 ) « H D N ( 3 8 . 3 8 )
COMMON/L CS/TSHC 3 0 0 0 )  , E N ( 3 0 0 0 ) . S W ( 3 0  0 0 )
C O M M O N / L C S / H U P . H O N , T , S  
COMMON W T ( 8 9 )
DATA N P U M / 6 . 1 2 . 8 / . W T D I R / C . 2  8 5 7 1 4 1 9 . 0 . 4 5 7 1 4 2 6 6 , 0 . 2 5 7 1 4 2 7 5 /
P I  = 3•  1 4 1 5 9 2 6 5 3 5 8 9 7 9 3
1 FORMAT( 6 F 1 2 . 8)
R E AD( 5 , 1 )  A C O N S T . A L P H A , F A C T , E L E C T , D E N
READ( 5 , 2 )  I D C U B . K N M A X , NEN, I B Z D I V . N B , NPGAUS. I PUN
2 FORMAT( 2 0 1 5 )
OMEGA=ACONST** 3 / D F L 0 A T ( IDCUB)
K B Z P T = I B Z D I V *  1 
AKR = 2 , D 0 * P I / A C O N S T  
AKR2=AKR*AKR 
O N E T H D = l . 0 0 / 3 . DO
S I X P I = - 6 . 0 * ( 3 . 0 / 4 . 0 / P I ) * * . 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
179
R 0 = ( 3 . 0 * O M E G A / 4 . O / P I > * * . 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3  
COOK I = - I 6 . D 0 * P I * P I / (  3 . 0  0 * OMEGA >
NB S T - N B -  1 4 
NBEND = NB— 9 
NCST =NBEND* 1 
DO 383 I R L V = 1 , K N M A X  
V K ( IRLV > = 0 . 0  
VXUP( I R L V ) = 0 . 0  
383 V X ON < IRLV > = 0 . 0
C
C READ THE FOURIER C O E F F I C I E N T S  OF THE COULOMB. AND E X C H A M G F  POTENTI ALS
C THE CHARGE D E N S I T Y .  (OUT PUT OF PROGRAM 1)C
00 37 12 J= 1 . KNMA X
R E A D ! 8 > K S . V K O ( J )  . V X . V X O U P ( J )  , V X O D N ( J ) , V M U P ( J )  , VMON( J ) . I X ( J ) . I Y ( J )
& , I Z ( J ) ,NN 
C ON( J ) =NN 
AA = A K R 2 * F L 0 A T ( KS )
R K ( J I = O S O R T ( A A  )
RK K ( J )= — A A / 8 . 0 / P I  
VMSUP( J ) = V M U P ( J  >
VM SDN( J ) = VMDN{ J )
3 7 1 2  CONTINUE
C
C READ THE I N I T I A L  CHARGE DENSITY CALCULATED I N  PROGRAM 1.
C
DO 41111  1 = 1 .NPGAUS
4 1 1 1 1  R F A D ( 5 , 4 0 8 9 )  R ( I > , W( I > , DUP( I > . D D N ( I >
4 0 8 9  FORMAT( 4 E 1 4 . 8 )
C
C GENERATE EQUALLY SPACFD POI NT S AND THE CORRESPONDING WEIGHT FACTORS IN
C 1 / 4 8 T H  OF THF INDEPENDENT B R I L L I O U I N  ZONE
C
c a l l  GB Z P T ( KX , K Y , K Z , WT.NKPT,  I D C U B , K B Z P T , S U M » )
WR I T E ( 6 .  3)  A C O N S T . A L P H A . F A C T . E L E C T . D E N . N K P T . K N M A X ,  IDCUB. NFN 
& .  I B Z D I V . N B , N P G A U S  
3 FORMAT!  1 X,  ‘ L A T T I C E  CONST=• , F 1 0 . 5 , 2 X , • EXCH PARA=• , F I  0 . 5 , 2 X ,
I * F A C T O R= *  » F 1 0 . 5 , 2 X » ‘ ELECT N O = ‘ . F 8 . 2 . 2 X , ‘ DE = ‘  . F 1 0 . 5 , / / , 1 X , ‘ B . Z .  PT =
2*  . I 5 . 2 X *  ‘ R . L . V .  NO=• » I 5 • 2  X , ‘ AT OM S / L  A T T I C F = ‘ « I 5 . 2 X . * D E  NO=• . I 5 . 2 X , 
3 ‘ B . Z .  D I V = ‘  , I 5 , 2 X , ‘ BAND NO=• , I 5 . 2 X , • GAUS N 0 = ‘ , I 5 . / / >
1 206  FORM A T ( 3 15)
C
C PERFORM I T E RA T I ON NUMBFR ITFROD+1 T °  I TFRNW.
C I F ( NP A P T . N E . 0 I THE F I R S T  HALF OF THE CALCULATION HAS BFFN DONE.
C
R E A O ( 5 » 1 2 0 6 )  ITEROD,  ITFRNW,NPART
I F ( N P A R T  . N E . 0  ) R E A D 1 5 . 1 2 0 7 )  FERMIE 
1 207  F O R M A T I F 1 2 . 8 1
I F ( I T E R O D . E Q . 0 )  GO TO 2 3 5 1 0
C
C READ THE CORECTIONS DUE TO SELF-CONS ISTANCV IN THF PREVIOUS I T E R A T I O N S .
C
DO 3 5 6 1 0  I T E R = 1 . ITEROD 
3 5 6 1 0  RE AD( 1 9 )  ( V K ( I ) ,  VMSUP( I ) ,VMSDN(  I ) .VXUPC I ) , VXDN(  I ) ,  1 = 1 ,KNMAX 1
2 3 5 1 0  CONTINUE
I T E R S T = I T E R O D + l
DO 3 2 3 2 3  I TER = I TERST , I TERN*
I F ( N P A R T . N E . 0 . A N D . I T E R . E O . I TERST ) GO TO 381 
DO 2011  1 = 1 . NEN
S * l  I > = 0 . 0  
2011  CONTINUE
DO 1 2 0 0 0  NM=1 . NKPT
WRI TE I 6 . 2 2 2 1  K X I N M 1 , K Y I N M ) , K Z I N M 1 . N M , * T ( N M 1  
222  F O R M A T ! / . 3 0 X , 3 H K = I  , 3 I A ,  1H 1 , 5 X .  *NM= • ♦ 1 5 . 5 X ,  • WT = * . F 8 . 5 . / 1  
9 9 0 5  FORMAT( 5 A A )
C
C RE AO THE O R I G I N A L  COULOMB. K I N E T I C .  EXCHANGE.  AND OVERLAP MATRI CES.
C
DO 370 1 = 1 , NB
DO 370  J = 1 • I 
I 3 = J * l  1 * 1 - 1  1 / 2
R E A D I ♦ , 9 9 0 5 1  PO. E K . U P . DN , 0 VLP 
HUP( I , J ) =POFEKFUP*ALPHA 
H D N I I . 3 1 =PO*EK+DN*ALPHA 
OVC I J )=OVLP 
370 CONTINUE 
9  FORMATI  A4 )
DO 3 0 0  I R L V = 1 . K N M A X
C
C CALCULATE THE HAMI LTONI AN OBTAINED FROM LAST I T E R A T I O N  BY THF GFNF RAL I 7FD
C OVERLAP MATRI CES.
C
R E A D ! 11 S I J
AA = VK< I RL  V I * V X U P I  I RL  V 1*ALPHA 
BB=VKI  I RLV  ! ♦ VXDNI  I RL  V I * A L P H A
DO 300  1 = 1 .NB 
DO 300  J = 1 « I  
I J = I * < I - 1 1 / 2 F J
HUP( I . J 1=HUP( I « J 1 + A A * S I J ( I J )
HDNI I . J 1=HDNI I , J 1F B B * S I J I  I 31 
HUP I J , I 1=HUPI  I , J 1 








30 0 C O N T I N U E
CALCULATF THE ENERGY EIGENVALUES ANO WAVE VECTORS.
A= 1 . 0 - 9
CALL DMFSDCOV.NB,  A . I E l  )
CALL OM TOS( HUP » NB » N B , O V » —1 , I E 2 )
CALL O N T 0 5 ( H U P , N B , N B , O V , 2 » I E 3 )
CALL D M T D S C H D N . N B , N B , O V » - 1 , I E 4 )
CALL DMTDS( HDN, NB * N B , O V , 2 ,  I E 5 )
DO 7 150 1 = 1 . NB 
DO 7 1 5 0  J = l , I  
I J = I * C 1 - 1 ) /2+J 
T( I J ) = HUP< I . J )
7 1 5 0  SC 1J ) =HDNC I , J )
CALL OIGEN < T , X 1 , N B , 0 )
CALL D I G E N ( S . X 2 . N B . 0  1
CALL DMTDSCX I . N B . N B . O V , 1 . I E 6 1
CALL D M T D S C X 2 . N B . N B . O V , 1 . I E 7 1
1 F ( I E 1 . E Q . 0 . A N D . I E 2 . E Q . 0 . A N D . I E 3 . E Q . 0 . A N D . I E 4 . E Q . 0 . A N D . I E 5 . E Q . 0 .
& - A N O . I E 6 . E Q . 0 . A N D  . I E 7 . E Q . 0 )  GO TO 5 8 9 0  
• R I T E ( 6 . 5 8 9 1 )  I E 1 , I E 2 , I E 3 . I E 4 , I E 5 . I E 6 , I E 7  
5 891  FORMATC1 X . • I E R = * . 7 1 5 )
ST0P6 
5 8 9 0  CONTINUE
DO 7 15 1 1 = 1 . NB
I J = I * ( I -  1 1/ 2 * I 
X U P C I ) = T ( I J 1 
7 151 XDNC I ) =S(  I J  >
245  FORMATC/ l
235  FORMATC 12 F I  1 . 5 )
• R I T E C 6 , 2 3 5 1  ( X U P ( J ) , J = N 8 S T , N B )
PRI NT  2 4 5
• R I T E C 6 . 2 3 5 )  I X D N ( J ) , J = N B S T , N B )
DO 3 5 7  1 1 = 1 , NB
•  R ITEC 2)  XUPC I I  1 « ( X I  ( J J . I  I ) , J J = 1 , N B )
357 W R I T E ( 2 )  XDNC I I ) ,  ( X 2 ( J J . I I 1 . J J = 1 . N B 1
CALCULATE THE D E NS I T Y  OF STATES.
I F C N M . N E . l )  GO TO 6 5 3 2  
AA = D M I N 1( XUP( NBEND) , XDN(NBEND) 1 
XQ = A A— 0 . 00 1 
DO 2 0 1 0 1 = 1 . NEN 
EN< I 1= XQ 






















00 36 KK=NBST,NBEND 
DO 34 J = ? , N E N  M = J- 1
I F ( X U P ! K K ) . G T . F N ( M ) . A N D . X U P ! K K ) , L E . F N ( J ) )
CONTINUEsw(J)=SW(J)♦»z
CONT INUE
DO 3 3 6  KK=NBST,NBEND 
DO 3 3 4  J = 2 , N E N  
M= J -  i





DETERMINE THE FFRMI  FNERGY
R H O = E L E C T - 1 8 . DO 
A = 0 • 0
DO 39 J = 1 • NEN 
A=A4SM! J >
TSMI J ) = A 
NEN0=NEN—2 
DO 41 J= 2 • NENO 
<= J -  1
IF < TSM! K l . L T . R H O . A N D . T S W l J )  . GE. RHO) GOT0 4 0  
CONTINUE 
MR I T E I  6 . 3 6 7 4 1  1
F O R M A T ! 1X , ' F E R M I E  I S  NOT CORRECT*)
GO TO 9 9 9 9  
A=RH0-TSM< K )
B = T S M ( J ) —RHO 
I F ( A . L T . B )  F E R M I E = E N ( K )
I F ( A . GE. 8 1  F E R M I E = E N ( J )
K l = K - 2 0  
K 2=K ♦ 20
I F I K 2 . G T . N E N I  K2=NEN 
DO 156  I 0 0  = K I • K2
MR I T E ( 6 ,  1 5 7 )  ENI  I DO) . SM( I D D ) . TSM» I D O) 
F O R M A T ! I X , 4 1 I OX, F  1 3 .  7 ) 1  
MR I T E ( 6 ,  1 5 8 )  FERMIE
F O R M A T ! I X , ' F E R M I E  ENERGY=• , F 1 4 . 8 , / / )  
REMIND 1





R E * I N O  2
381 DO 3 8 2  I R L V = 1 , K N M A X  
CKUP( IRLV 1 = 0 . 0 0  
CKONt I RL V ) = 0 • DO
VK UP( I R L V > = 0 . 0 0
382 VK0 N( I RL V ) = 0 • D0 
NP3=NPGAUS*3
DO 4 5 1 = 1 . NP 3
C O U P ! I ) = 0 . 0 0  
C O D N I I ) = 0 • DO 
V A U P I I ) = 0 . D 0  VADN( I>=0.00 
45 CONTINUE
DO 8 9 9 9 8  NM=1 » NKPT 
DO 3 5 8  1 1 = 1 , NB
RE A O ( 2 )  XUP( I I ) ,  ( XI  { J J  ,  I I ) , J J = 1  ,NB )
3 5 8  R E A D I 2 )  XDNI I I ) ,  I X 2 ( J J  , I I > . J J = 1 , NR )
CALCULATE FOURIER TRANSFORM OF CHARGE DENSI TY
DO 121 I R L V = 1 » KNM A X 
R E A D ! 1> S I J  
AA = 0 . 0
CC = 0 . 0
DO 125  I N=NBST. NBENO
I F ( X O N C I N > . G T . F E R M I E )  GO TO 7 1 2 5
I J =0
DO 7 1 2 2  1 1 = 1 . NB 
DO 7 1 2 2  I 2 = 1 .  I 1 
I J = I J + 1
A C = X 2 ( I I » I N ) * S I J { I J ) * X 2 ( 1 2 . I N )
I F I I 1 . N E . I 2 )  AC= A C * 2 . OO 
7 1 2 2  CC=CC+AC 
7 1 2 5  CONTINUE
I F ( X U P ( I N ) . G T . F E R M I E ) GO TO 125  
I J = 0
00  122 1 1 = 1 , NB 
DO 122  1 2 = 1 , 1 1  1J=IJ + 1
AC = X 1( I I  , I N ) * S ? J (  I J ) * X 1  ( 1 2 .  I N )
I F I I 1 . N E . I 2 )  A C = A C * 2 . D 0  
12? AAxAAf AC 
1? 5 CONTINUE
VKUPI IRLV ) =VKUP(  I R L V  ) A«(T( NM) »AA 
VKDNI IRL V > =VKDN( I R L V  > A-#T ( NM) *CC 





BB = 0 . DO
DO 6 1 2 5  1N=NCST, NB 
I J =0
DO 6 122 I 1 = 1 . N B  
DO 6 1 2 2  I 2 = 1 .  I 1 
I J = I J ♦ 1
AC = X 1( I 1 . I N ) *  SI  J < I J ) * X 1 ( I 2 . I N )
BC = X 2(  I 1 . I N ) *  S I J I I J ) *  X 2 ( 12*  I N )
I F ( I I . E Q .  1 2 )  GO TO 6 1 2 *
AC=AC*2 .DO 
B C = 0 C * 2 • DO 
6 1 2 *  AA = AA-fAC 
6 122 BB = BB4-BC 
6 125  CONTINUE
CKUPI I  RL V ) =C K UP( I R L V ) * W T { NM) *AA  
CKDNI IRLV ) =CKDN( I RLV  ) ♦ * T ( NM) * B 8  
121 CONTINUE
CALCULATE SPHERICALLY AVERAGED CHARGE DENSI TY
THE B A S I S  FUNCTION ( B A S )  I S  CALCULATED I N  PROGRAM 5 .
PCONST = »T< N M l / S U M *
I Q = 0
DO 831 I R = 1 , N P G A U S
DO 8 3 2  L D I R = 1 * 3
IQ = IQ ♦ I
SUPCO = 0 .DO
SDNC O = 0 • D 0
SUPVA=0 . DO
SDN V A = 0 • DO
NP TOL =NP UN ( L D I R )
PCON=PCONST/ FLOAT( NPTOL)
DO 8 3 3  L P = 1 . N P T O L  
R E A D ( 17)  BAS 
DO 8 11 I = N C S T . N B  
S S = ( 0 . D O . 0 . 0 0 )
T T = ( 0 . D 0 . 0 . D 0 >
DO 8 1 2  J = 1 , N B  
S S = S S + X I ( J . I ) * B A S ( J )
T T = T T + X 2 ( J . I ) * 0 A S < J )
8 1 2  CONTINUE
SUPCO=SUPCO*CABS( S S ) * * 2  
SDNCO= SONCO +CABS( T T ) * * 2  
8 1 1 CONTINUE
DO 8 0 5  I = N B S T • NBEND



















SS = ( 0 . 0 0 . 0 . 0 0  )
00  8 0 6  J = 1 . N 0  
SS=SS+ X1( J * I ) * B A S ( J )
S U P V A = S U P V A * C A B S ! S S ) * * 2
I F ( X D N ! I  ) . GT . F E RM I E > GO TO 8 0 5  
TT = < 0 .DO , 0  . 0 0  )
DO 807  J = 1 , NB 
T T = T T * X 2 ( J , I ) * B A S ( J >
SDNVA = SON V A + C A B S ! T T ) * * 2  
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE
COUP! I Q ) = C O U P ( I Q ) +SUPCO*PCON 
C O O N ! l Q ) = C O D N < I Q ) ♦ SDNCO*PCON 
VAUP!  I Q )  = VAUP( I Q ) ♦ SUPVA*PC ON 




W R I T E ! 6 . 2 2 3 )
THE SPHERICALLY AVERAGED CHARGE DENSI TY  IS APPROXIMATED AS THF ZEROTH 
ORDER TERM IN A S I X  ORDER KUBIC HARMONIC EXPANSION.
1 Q = 0
DO 8 3 7  I R = 1 , N P G A U S  
DENUPI IR > = 0 . 0  
DFNDN( IR ) = 0 . 0  
DO 8 3 8  L D I R= I  , 3  
I Q = I Q +  1
DENUP ( IR ) = DENUP( I R ) + ! C O U P ! I Q ) * V A U P ! I Q ) ) * W T D I R ( L D I R )
DENDNI IR ) = DENDN( I R  ) ♦  ( CODN( I Q ) -f V ADN ! I Q ) ) *  WTD I R ( LO I R )
F O R M A T ! 5 E 1 5 . 8 . 1 5 )
I F ( I P U N . N E . 0 )  HR ITE< 7 . 8 3 4 )  R ( I R ) .COUP!  I Q ) , V A U P !  I Q) , CODN< I Q ) , V  ADN( I 
Q ) , LD I R 
CONT INUE 
I I = I I R -  1 ) *  3
W R I T E ! 6 , 8  3 9 )  R ! IR ) .DENUP!  I R ) .DENDN!  I R ) .1  COUP! I I ♦ J ) .CODN!  I I + J  ) .VAUP 
I I  I ♦ J ) . VADN! I I  + J ) .  J=  1 • 3 )
CONTINUE
F O R M A T ! I X . F 5 . 2 . 1 4 F 9 . 3 )
AA = ( CK UP! 1 ) +VKUP!  1 ) - C K D N !  1 ) — VXDN t 1 ) ) / S U M *
RHO=< CKUPI 1> FVKUP( 1 ) * C  XDN( 1 ) ♦ VKDN! 1 ) ) / S U M *
W R I T E ! 6 . 1 7 8 0 )  AA , RHO
FORMAT! / / ,  1X,  'MAGNETON NUMBER =•  , F 1 3 . 7 , • RHO= • , F I  6 . 8 . / ,  1H 1 )






DO 3 7 0  KN = 1« KNMAX 
C A DS =1 . 0 / C O N ( K N ) / O M E  GA/SUM W 
C K U P ( K N ) = C K U P ( K N ) A C  ADS 
C K D N f K N ) = C K D N ( K N ) ACADS 
VK UP( KN)  = V K U P ( K N ) * C A D S  
V K D N ( K N ) = V K D N ( K N ) A C  AOS 
OKUP( K N ( = C K U P ( K N ) A V K U P ( K N )
O K O N ( K N ) = C K D N ( K N ) A VKDN( K N )
DKUP< K N > = D K U P ( K N ) A F A C T + ( 1 . O - F A C T ) AVMSUP( KN)
D K D N ( K N ) = D K D N ( K N ) A F A C T + ( 1 . O - F A C T I A V M S D N ( K N )
I F ( I P U N . N E . 0 )  W R I T E ( 7 . 5 6 A3 ) I X ( K N )  . I V ( K N )  , I Z ( K N )  , C K U P ( K N ) , C K O N ( K N )
& . V K U P ( K N ) , VKDN(KN)
5 6 A 3 FORMAT!  3 I 3 . A D 1 5 . 8 )
3 9 A 3 7 F0RMAT(  3 1 3 . A F 1 5 . 0 >
•  R I T E ( 6 . 8 9 A 3 7 )  I X ( K N ) ,  I Y( KN > • I Z ( K N ) , C K U P ( K N )  . CKDN( KN)  , V K U P ( K N )  ,
0 VKDNCKN)
VM S U P ( K N ) =  DKUP( K N )
V MS 0 N ( K N ) = OK ON ( K N )
OK( KN ) = OK UP ( K N) A OK DN( K N)
378  CONTINUE
W R I T E ( 6 , 2 2 3 )
» R I T E ( 6 . 8 9 A 1 3 )  I T E R . F A C T  
9 A 13 FORM A T ( I X .  ' I T  ER A T I O N = • . I 3 . 5 X . * F AC T = * » F 6 . 3 « / / )
CALCULATE THE CORRECTION TO THE COULOMB PART OF V ( K = 0 ) .
A A = 0 . 0 0  
R02=R0ARO 
RO3=R0ARO2 
DO A51 J = 2,KNMAX 
RK 1 =RK( J )
R K 2 = R K 1 ARK 1 
R K3=RKI ARK2  
RK 4=RK2ARK2 
ROK=ROARK 1
AA = A A A { OK ( J ) - V K U P (  J )  -  VKDN{ J ) ) / R K I  A ( ( 3 . D O A R 0 2 / R K 2 - 6 . D O / R K A ) ADS I N (  RO 
fcK) AC 6 . D 0 A R 0 / R K  3—R 0 3 / R K I ) AOCOS< ROK) ) ACON( J )
A51 CONTINUE
DK( 1 ) =CODKI  AAA
CALCULATE THE CORRECTION TO THE EXCHANGE POTENTIAL  BY NUMERICAL GAUSSIAN 
INTEGRAT I ON.
DO AO 1 1=1 .NPGAUS
VUPR( I ) = ( DENUP( I ) A A O N E T H D - D U P ( I ) * * O N F T H D ) * S I X P I
187
VDNRI I )=(D E N D N ( I > **ONE T H D - D O N ( I )* » O N E T H O )*SIXPI 
40 1 C O N T I N U EE X U P ( 1 >=0 .0 
FX ON( 1 ) = 0 . 0  
C C = 2 . 0 * P I * R O / O M E G A  
DO 4 0 3  1 = 1 . NPGAUS
EXUPI  1 )=EXUP< I >♦*< I ) *  VUPR( I >*R{  I > * R l  I )
40 3 FXDNI  1 ) =EXDN ( 1 ) + M I I > * VDNRI I ) * R t l ) * R ! I )
E X U P I 1 ) = C C * E X U P ( I )
F X D N I I ) = C C * E X D N I 1)
DO 4 0 4  J = 2 . KNMAX 
F X U P I J 1 = 0 . 0  
F X D N I J 1=0 . 0  
B 0 = C C / R M J  )
DO 4 0 9  1 = 1 .NPGAUS 
A A = R K ( J  1 * R I  I )
E X U P I J ) =EXUP( J ) t W (  I 1 * V U P R( I  ) * R (  I ) * D S I N { A A )
4 09 EXDNI J  1 = E X D N I J ) * M l 1 >4VDNRI  I ) * R I  I ) * D S I N I A A 1
E X U P I J 1=E X U P I J ) *BB 
E X D N I J ) = E X D N I J  ) * 8 B  
4 0 4  CONTINUE
• R I T E ! 6 , 3 2 2 1 1 )
32211  E 0 R M A T I 6 X , ' N U C L E A R * , 5 X , ' E X  U P • » 6 X . • F X DN• , 5 X , • RHOUP• , 4 X , • RHOON• .
* 6 X  .  •  ELE * .  7X .  •  VK •  » 1 0 X » , D K , » 7 X , *  VXUP • • 6 X *  • F XUP •  » 6 X « ' V X  DN •  . 6 X . '  EX D N  • ) 
ANUCLE=0 . 0  
DO 3 9 7  J = l , K N M A X  
I F I J . E Q . I )  GO TO 3 3 3 9 7  
O K I J  1 =—OK I J 1 / R K K I J 1  —V K O I J )
A N U C L E = E L E C T / R K K ! J ) /OMEGA 
3 3 3 9  7 MR I T E 1 6 .  1 0 0 )  I X ( J ) . I Y I J ) . I Z I J ) . A N U C L E . V X O U P I J ) , V X O D N I J ) , VMUPt J ) ,
1V M D N I J ) • VK 0 1 J 1 . V K I J I  . O K I J 1  . V X U P I J )  . E X U P I J l . V X D N I J ) , F X D N I  J )
5 6 8 0 2  F O R M A T ! 5 E 1 4 . 8 )
5 0 1 0 0  F O R M A T ! 5 A 4 )
V X U P ! J  >=EXUPI  J )
V X D N I J ) = E X O N ( J  )
VK I J ) =DK I J )
3 9 7  CONTINUE
100 FORMAT!  I X .  1 2 . 2 1 1 .  121 I X ,  F 9 . 5 ) )
MR I T E I  19 ) I D K I I )  . DKUPI  I ) . DKDNI  I ) , EXUPI  I ) , FXDN!  I ) , I =1 . K NMA X )
MR I TE 1 6 , 2 2 3 )
2 2 3  F O R M A T ! 1 H 1 )
















n PR O G H A M S  7. THE C E N T R A L  C E L L  I N T E G R A L S  OE T H E S P I N - 0 R 8 I T  C O U P L I N G .  ( P - P  A N D D - D  B L O C K S )
A =LAT T I C E  CONSTANT ( I N  A .  U . )
SCO IDCUB = 1 * BCCO I D C U B = 2 .  ECCO IOCUB=A
EXPCVG= CONVERGENT C R I T E  R I AL DEXP( - E X P C V G ) = 0 . DC
ELECT=NUM8ER OF ELECTRONS PER ATOM
K 2 M  AX = THE SQUARE OF THE MAXI  MU N MAGNITUDE OE THE RECIPROCAL L A T T I C E  
VECTORS USED
KREAD=NO OF FOURIER C O E F F I C I E N T S  READ I N  ( 1 )
NKPT = D I  MENS ION OF KK X ECT.  MUST BE GREATER THAN NO OE R . L . V .  GENIFRATED 
ICOBNO=GTO NUMBERS FOR t  SYMMETRY
I& ATOM = ATOMIC B A S I S  NUMBER =0 I F  INDEPENDENT GTO IS EMPLOYED * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
I M P L I C I T  REAL * 6  < A - F . H . O - Z )
DI  MENS ION PP(  3 . 3 )  * VCO< 192 0 ) . R K 2 ( 1 9 2 0 ) . C D C ! 3 . 3 )  . GCOUL!A 801 )
COMPLE X * 16 A O , A 1 , A 2 , A 3 . A 4  
DIMENSION R ! 9 6 ) « t f ! 9 6 ) » Y ! 9 8 )
DIMENSION S B I 2 5 . 2 5 . 3 )
DI  MENS ION HI  1 0 .  10)  . X  I ( 1 0 . 1 0 ) . T ( 5 5 )  . XUP< 10)  , D D ( 5 )
C O M M O N / G T O / C R Y A T L . P I . I S A T O M , I P A T O M , IDATOM 
COMMON/LCS/KK X • K K Y . K K Z . NB « K SQU
I N TE G E R* 2 K K X ( 8 1 6 4 ) . K K Y ( 8 1 8 4 ) , K K Z ( 6 1 8 4 ) . N B ( 8 1 8 4 )
D I MENS ION ALSI  14 )  , ALP(  I I ) , A L D ( 5 )  , CS C1 4 )  , C P ( t l  ) , C 0 ( 5 )  . S C O ! 4 .  1 4 )  ,
& PC 0 ( 3 .  I I ) , DC0 ( 5 , 5 )
DIMENSION KSQU( 8 1 8 4 )
1 F O R M A T ! A 8 . 3 F 1 1 . 5 . 8 1 5 )
R E A D ! 5 , 1 )  C R Y S T L , A , E L E C T , E X P C V G . I D C U B , N K P T . K 2 M A X . K R E A D  
READ! 5 . 4 )  I SOBNO. I S A T O M . I P O B N O , I PA TOM, IDOBNO, IDATOM
* R  I T E ! 6 , 3 )  C R Y  S T L , A . E L E C T , F X P C VG . I D C U B , N K P T , K 2 M A X , K R E A D , I S 0 B N 0 , I S A  
E-TOM,  I P O B N O .  I P A T O M ,  I D 0 8 N 0 ,  I  D A T O M
3 FORMAT!  I X . A 8 . 2 X ,  ' L A T T I C E  CONST=• . F 1 0 . 5  . 2 X , • ELECTRON N 0 = • . F I  0 .  5 , 2 X .
1 • E XP M A X = ' , F 1 0 . 5 , 2 X .  • A T O M S / L A T T I CE  = • , I 5 . 2 X , ' N K P T = ' , I 5 , 2 X , ' M A X  K * * 2  
& = • . I 5 . / / . 1 X , ' K  R E A D = ' . I 5 . 5 X ,




I F ! I S A T O M , N E . 0 )  LSMAX=ISATOM 
I F ! 1 0 A T 0 M . N E . 0 )  LDMA X=I DA T OM 
I E !  I P A T O M . N E . O )  LPMAX=IPATOM
4 FORMA T ! 9  I 5 )
P I = 3 . 1 4 1 5 9  2 6 5 3 5 8 9  7 9 3 0  0 










AHALF = A / 2 •DO
OMEGA = A * * 3 / D F L O A T (  IDCUB)
I D A T O M = 1
D E F I N E S  THE G A U S S I A N  E X P O N E N T S ,  N O R M A L I Z A T I O N  C ONSTA NT S. ANO C O E F F I C I E N T S
CALL R O G T O ( A L S , A L P . A L O . C S , C P , C D , S C O . P C O . O C O ,  IS OBN O , L S M  a x , I P O B N O , L P M A X . I O O B N O , L O M A X , 0)
CALL G INDPKC K K X . K K Y , K K Z ,K S Q U , N K P T , D C U B , K 2 M A X ,N R , 1 , 1 )
00 23 J = 1 . K R E A D
RE ADI 1 * E NO = 2 2) G C O U L ( J )  , G E X , G F X U P . G F X D N , K 2  
C O N T I N U E
GCOULI I >=-0. 1 6 0 7 4 6 9 6 OF 01
0 - 0
C OC O 1 = 1 .DO 
C D C D 2 = C 0 C 0 1 / 2 .DO 
C D C D 3 = C D C D 2 / D S O R T (3.D O )
L D E N D = 5 * L D M A X  
DO 534 L = 1 ,3 
DO 534 1 = 1 .LDENO 
00 534 J = 1 .LOEND 
SB( I , J , L > = 0 . D 0  
DO 2 5 1=1,10 
DO 25 J = 1 , 10 
H( I , J } =0 .DO 
D D A = 0 . D O  
DOB = 0 . 0 0
DO 45 K 1 = 1 , IDOBNO 
DO 45 K 2=1 . IDOBNO 
U = 1 . D 0 / ( A L D ( K 1 ) 4 A L D ( K 2 > )
A L A M D A = A L D ( K 1 ) * A L D ( K 2 ) * U  
0 E L T A = ( P I * U ) 4 * 1.5 
U 1=ALO(K I ) *U 
U 2 = A L O ( K 2 1*U
C O N S T = U * D E L T A * C D ( K 1  > * C D ( K 2 ) / ( 8 . D 0 * A L D ( K l ) * A L D ( K 2 n / 3 . D 0
C 0 N S T = C 0 N S T / 2 7 4 . 07400** 2
C 0 1 = C 0 N S T * U 1 * U 2
C02 = — 2 .DO*AL AMDA * C O N S T
CO 3=CO 1*U2
C 0 4 = C 0 1 * < 2 . D 0 * U 1 - U 2 )
C 0 5= 2 ,D0*C02 
U O V 4 = U / 4 . D O
A= 0.D O





XID o -1Xc u UJ* (VIX * oCJoX IDo oCJ (via X « « CJ O 4* CDc- X 44444 u o pH CJ* IN(VJ<\J * u O Oc INX X X m o u - Uo X » X (vi # CJo O#♦ N » X o * U UCD44 N X (VIX o X * O 1(VJN (VI o n < 4 O « •I X CJ I• « » > — w • >-U X (VJ44 1* —
t-« * « urn 1C >-X 4 o I •4I X ID
a 44-4 <fa a z X « (VJCJ 44 444 I •V •>T N > X X « 4 >-X 4 44(VIn — CM
z 444444<Q lu UJpH > X (VJX *X •(VJ X•X > IN ♦ 3 • 1♦ * o < 4 X X CM4 (VI » 4— X X X >- * 1- 44 X u# X X X X o X <N CDI X X x « o o a ->«•'« X < # • 4 •*44 X -“>• • • 4 CD • X w _JOK • 44ID UJ UJID • O 4 •(VJ(VJ(VJ X * muiD 5 (D — X o O D D -4 •4 44ID -O IDa a a < < a o  o o X M X u CJZ z •X 4 • X
o o X X X I I)X I CDu X (VJ44 44w »  - 44 4 -4 — 4• ID< < < O 3DUJ J X C5 H X I 4 + UI-X CDX X IDO i i ii cd a 44 UJ I ii (VJ (VJX < CD Z Z 44 44 44 44I o X > M X X u o x a X X X I I OOCD CDroCD COCO O X < < < uu— X X u X < X X CO CJ cj CDCDCDCD CD
ID ID o o
ID X
ro ro» p
1 1Z ZOO 4 •CJ CJID ID * « z zO O PH PH 4 •CJ CJ (VJ (VJ “> -)C O X X • 4CJ (VJ U 4 4 — —* o * — 44 PH 44 44fficjcc 44 44 X CO (D• o * O O • CD CDO CJ o u u * 44 —O * CD oo PH • •• ID • o * * pp> QJ X Xid i ro o -- X • X XI li ii • 44 44 • X • •|| 44 44 — XX -ID44 (VJ (VJ II • 4 9 44 4 4ID • 4 o — — “>ID 44 44• (VJ (\J CJ444 — 4 ID ID(VI X X 00 ID 03 X (VJ (VI44 44X 4 4 — u u (VJ — IDCDX • •n id4 ID O (VJOO • ••|(VJ pH pHN (VJ (VIO — (VJ X * * — — — I • H ItO O O
(VJ • • • xm II I I — X - - CD# pH pH O 4 4 UJ- n i l  - • • X— XXOUIXfflO • — O O O N >0 CDX 4 4 o • O Q Z O O O O I ' O O O 44 444 0 0 •- 0 0 - 0 0 0  • X •OO UJ UJ FiD 44 44(VJ X I Q 4 X Kl-Z
44 44 44 I 4-XffiZ — a  1 — — —OOaKDOUOOoOOOfDOXOO OCffffCD CD (D U — 0 0 u OOOCDU.XOO *  » a































































































H< 1 , 4 >=DDB 
HI 1 , 7 ) =DDA 
H ! 1 . 8 ) = —DD A 
H ( 2 , 3 ) =ODA 
H ( 2 . 6 ) = — 0 0 A 
H( 2 . 9 ) = - 0 0 8 / 2 . DO
H( 2.  10 >= - DSORT! 3 . DO) / ? . 0 0 * 0 0 8  
H( 3 ,  6 ) = - DD A 
H ( 3 . 9 ) =H( 2 , 9 )
H( 3,  10 ) = —H ( 2 . 1 0 )
H ( 4 . 7 ) = H ( 2 , 9 )
H( 4 .  8 ) =—H< 2 , 9  )
H ( 5 » 7 ) =H( 2 •  10)
H ( 5 . 8 ) =Hf  2 ,  10)
H { 6 . 9 ) = —DOB 
H( 7 , 8 ) =  —OO A 
OO 125  1 = 1 . 1 0  
00  125 J =  1 . I
I J  = I  * (  I - 1 1 / 2  + J 
125  T( I J  >=H( J .  I )
CALL O I G E N ( T  » X 1 « 1 0 . 0 )
DO 7 151 1 = 1 , 1 0
J = I * (  1 - 1  ) / 2 * I  
X U P ( I ) = T ( J )
7151  CONTINUE 
M= 10
8 5  F O R M A T ! 1 H 1 )
189 F O R M A T ! I X , 1 2 , 9 < 2 X , E 1 2 . 6 ) 1
86 F O R M A T ! I X . / / )
89  F O R M A T ! 3 X . 9 F 1 4 . 6 )
11 = 1
71 1 2 = 1 1 * 8
I F !  12 ,GT .M ) ! 2=M 
M R I T E ! 6 , 8 5 )
M R I T E I 6 . 8 9 )  ( X U P ! J ) . J = I  1 , I 2 )
MR I T E ! 6 , 8 6 )
00  72  1 = 1 . M
72 M R I T E 1 6 . 1 8 9 )  I . (  X 1 ! I , J ) , J = I 1 , I 2)
1 1 = 1 2 * I
I F ( I 2 . L T . M ) GO TO 71
C
C P - P
C







V K C O = - 8 . D O * P I * e l e c t / o m e g a  
K 1= KSQU<NKPT)
K 2 = K I - 100 
K 3 = K 1 - 5 0
GK I = F L 0 A T(  K l  ) * AKR2 
GK 2= FL OAT ( K 2 ) *  AKR2 
GK 3=FLOAT< K3> * AKR2 
A A = GK 1 *  GC O UL I K 1 ♦ 1 ) -VKCO 
B B = G K 2 * G C 0 U L ( K 2 + 1 ) -VKCO 
A A = DSQR T CAA)
BB=DSQRT( 0 8 )
V K C 2 = A A * ( GK1—G K 2 ) / ( B B - A A ) - G K 2  
VKC 1 = ( A A * ( G K 1 A V K C 2 ) ) * ♦ 2
V T E S T = V K C 0 / G K 3 * V K C I  / < G K 3 * { GK3 +VKC2 1 * * 2 )
•  R I T E ( 6 * 5 0 )  VKC1 • VKC 2 • K 3 • GCOUL( K 3 ♦ I > .VTEST 
50  FORMAT( I X , / , 1 X , * V < K ) = - 8 * P I * Z / K 2 / V + *  » E 1 6 . 8 . 2 X , * / < K 2 * ( K ? + ' , E 1 6 . 8 . 2 X .
• • ) * *  2  ) • , / .  I X  » ' K 2  =  * « I 7 t 2 X *  • C O U L O U M B = »  . E 1 6 . 8 . 2 X , » T E S T = *  , F 1 6 . 8 . / /  )
C 1 =VKC 1 / A K R 2 * *  3 
C2 = VK C 2 / A K R 2  
C3=VKC 0 / A K R 2  
• R I T E ( 6 , 5 8 2 1 0 )  C I . C 2 . C 3  
8 2 1 0  FORMAT( 3 F 2 0 . 5 )
DEFI NE CONSTANTS TO PERFORM 96  POI NTS GAUSSIAN INTEGRATION FOR LARGE VALUF 
OF THE RECIPROCAL L A T T I C E  VECTORS
CALL GWTGASI9 6 . V * R • W)
STN=DSQRT(AKR2*DFL0A T ( K S O U ( N K P T ) ) )
DEN = 50 .DO*AKR 
M=0
DO 901 1 = 1 . 2 0
DO 9 0 2  J = 1 , 9 6  
M = M-f 1
RK =DEN * R ( J ) / 2 . D 0 - M 2 . D 0 * S T N * D E N ) / 2 . D 0  
RKS=RK*RK
VCO( M) = V K C 0 / R K S * V K C 1✓< R K S * ( R KS+ VKC2 ) * * 2 )
VCO< M ) = VCO( M ) * R K * * * * « ( J )
RK 2< M ) =RKS 
9 0 2  CONTINUE
STN=STN+DEN 
90 1 CONTINUE
DO 5 3 3  N = 1 .LPMAX 
00  5 3 3  M =1 .LPMAX 
533  P P ( N » M ) = 0 • 0 0
00 AO K 1 = 1 , IPOBNO 






U= 1 . DO/C ALPC K 1 ) ♦ A L P C K 2 ) )
AL A M DA = ALPC K 1 ) * A L P ( K 2 ) *U  
D E L T A = C P l * U ) * * 1 . 5
CONST I =  U / 2 . D O * D E L T A / ( 2 7 4 . 0  740  0 * * 2 ) *CP< K l  ) * C ° ( K 2 )
CONST 2 =CON ST 1 * DEN/ 2 . OO*OMEGA/ ( 6  . DO *  P I *  P I )
00  201 1 = 1 , LPMAX
DO 201 J = 1 . L P M A X
201 C D C C I . J > = P C O < I , K 1 ) * P C O ( J . K 2 )
U O V 4 = U / 4 . D O  
CENT 1 = 0 . 0 0
SUM OVER THE R . L . V .  UP TO NKPT
DO 500  J = 1 . NKPT 
E X P B = U 0 V 4 * A K R2 * K S QU CJ )
I F ( E X P B . G T . E X P C V G )  GO TO 4 0 0  
KK = KSQU( J ) ♦ 1 
A D E L = D £ X P ( - E X P B )
CENT 1= C E N T 1 ♦ A DEL*GCOUL( KKI  * A K R 2 * D F L O A T ( K S Q J ( J )  ) *NB(  J ) / 3 . DO 
500  CONTINUE 
400  CONTINUE
CENT1=CENT1* C O N S T 1
INTEGRATE FORM NKPT TO CONVERGFNT 
A = 0 • DO
DO 801 1 = 1 , 1 9 2 0
E X P B = R K 2 ( I ) * U / 4 . D O  
I F C E X P B . G T . E X P C V G )  GO TO 801 




DO 4 0 8  1 = 1 , LPMAX 
DO 4 0 8  J » l , L P M A X  
40 8 PP(  I , J ) = P P < I  , J ) ♦ ( CENT1+CENT2 >* CDC( I • J )
CENT3=CENT1+CENT2
•  R I TEC 6 , 9 )  K l » K 2 , C E N T 1  . C E N T 2 . C E N T 3  
9 F O R M A T C 1 X . 2 I 5 . 3 C 2 X . E 1 4 . 8 ) )
40  CONTINUE
PRI NT  5 4 8 0 2  
5 4 8 0  2  FORMAT{ 1 HI  )
LP S T = LDM AX * 5 * L  SM A X 
OO 300 1 = 1 .LPMAX
00 300 J = 1 .LPMAX
1 I = L P S T ♦ 3 *  C 1 - 1  )
19 S
JJ = L P S T * 3 * ( J - 1 )
I X = I 14-1 
IV = I I * 2  
I Z= I I «■ 3 
JX=J J *  1 
JY =J J + 2  
J Z = J J + 3  
B B = P P ( I  , J >
A 0 = ( 0 . 0 0 . 0 . 0 0 )
A 1= DCMPL X( B B . 0 . 0 0  > 
A2 = — A I
A3=DCMPl_X!  0 . 0 0  ,BB ) 
A 4 = - A 3
»R I TE ! 6 , 1023  ) IX , J Y , A3 AO
•R I T E ! 7 , 1023  I I X , J Y , A3 AO
*R I T E ( 6 . 1 023  ) I X , J Z , AO A2
•  R I T E ! 7 . 1 023  ) I X , J Z , AO A2
•  R I TE!  6 . 1 0 2 3 ) I Y. J X , A4 AO
»R I T E ! 7 . 1 023  ) I V , I X , A4 AO
WR I T E ! 7 , 1023  ) I Y. I X, A4 AO
OR I T E ! 6 . 1 023  ) I Y, J Z , AO A3
O R I T E ! 7 , 1 0 2 3  ) I V . J Z , AO A3
OR I T E !  6 . 1 0 2 3  ) I Z . J X , AO A I
O R I T E !  7 , 1 0 2 3 ) I Z , J X , AO A 1
OR I T E ! 6 . 1023  ) I Z . J Y . AO A4
OR I T E !  7 , 1 023  ) I Z . J Y . AO A 4
300  CONTINUE 













PROGRAM 8 .  ENERGY BANOS INCLUDING T HF EFFECTS OF S P I N - O R B I T  COUPLING
CALCULATE THE ENERGY EIGENVALUES ( E )  AND EIGENVECTORS ( X )
H X =S X E
THE OVERLAP MATRI X ( S )  I S  EXPRESSED AS THE PRODUCT OF A UPPER TRIANGULAR 
MATRIX ( R > ANO I T S  TRANSPOSE < R * * T )
H* X* = X* E » WHERE H*=< ( R * * T ) * * - 1  ) H ( R * * - l )  AND X* = R X
* * * * * *
COMPL E X * I  6 H* X ,DCONJG 
C O MPL E X *  8 YC7 6 , 7 6 1 . GN. CMPLX. CONJ G 
RE AL *  8 E I 7 6 ) . F U P I 3 6 ) . W I 7 6 ) . O V . E P S
DI  MENS ION GUP( 74 1 ) , GDN( 7 4 1  ) . GOV( 7 4 1 )  . F I G ( 7 6 )  , D U P ( 36 >
DIMENSION INDE X < 7 6 )
COMMON/LCS/GNI  3 8 . 3 8 )  * GMI ( 3 8 . 3 8 )
COMMON/A/ HI  7 6 . 7 6 )
COMMON/B/XC 7 6 . 7 6 )
COMMON/C/OVI2 9 2 6 )
EQUI VALENCE!  H(  l . D . Y I I . l  ) ) , ! H I 1  . 3 9 ) . F UP I D  )
EQUIVALENCE I XI  I . 1 ) ,GUP(  I ) ) , ( X (  1 , 2 6 )  . GDNI 1 ) ) , I X I  I , 51  ) . GOV( 1 > ) 
7 8 2 1 0  FORMAT I 2 I 5 )
C
C F I N D  E ANO X FOR K=KST TO KEND
C I F !  IPR I N T . N E . O ) RESULTS ARE PRINTED
R E A D ! 5 , 7 8 2 1 0 )  K S T , KEND. I PR I NT
DO 2 1 = 1 , 3 8
DO 2 J = 1 . 3 8
G M I I I , J  ) = 0 . D O
G N ( I , J ) = t 0 . E 0 , 0 . E 0 >
2 CONTINUE 
10 F ORMA T ! 2 1 5 . 4 E 1 5 . 8 )
DO 1 N = 1 . 7  06
R E A D ! 5 . I 0 , EN0 = 9 )  I . J . GA, G B , GC. GD
G M I ( I .  J ) = G B
GN I I , J ) =C MPL X ( GC , GD )
1 CONTINUE 
9 CONTINUE 
M = 76 
K K - K S T - 1
DO 7 4 2 3 9  KPT =1 , KK
R E A D ! 1)  G X . G Y . G Z . W E I G T , I E I G ( I ) , 1 = 1 , M ) , ( D U P ( J ) . J = l , 3 6 )  





READ IN S P I N - O R B I T  MATRIX I OUTPUT OF PROGRAM 7 )
7 * 2 3 9  R E A D l l )  ( Y I J . I 1 , J = 1 . M)
C
C DEFINE THE HA MI L T ON I A N  AND OVERLAP MATRICES
C
D O  5 6 9 4 0  KPT = 1 , KEND
RF ADI 2 ) GX, G Y , G Z , WE IGT , ( GUP( I 1 . GDN( 1 1 . 1 = 1 , 7 4 1 )
READ! 3)  G X . G Y , G Z , * F I G T , ( G Q V ( I )  ,1 = 1 , 7 4 1 )
IF ( KPT , L  T . KST  ) GO TO 5 6 9 4 0
DO 15 1 = 1 , 3 8
I 1 = 1 + 3 9
DO 15 J = I , 3 8
J J  =J+-38
I J = J * ( J -  1 I / 2  + I
H ( I , J > = C M P L X ( G U P < I J ) . G M I ( I , J ) )
G = - G M I ( I , J )
H( I I ,  J J ) =C MPL X ( GDN ( I J ) ,G)
OV( I J ) = D B L E ( GOV( I J 1 1 
15 CONTINUE
C
C DMFSD REPLACE OV BY AN UPPER TRIANGULAR MATRIX R W HE RF O V = ( R * * T )  R
C DMFSD IS IN IBM S C I E N T I F I C  SUBROUTINE PACKAGE
C
CALL DMFSDCOV,3 8 .  1 . 0 - 7  , I F R )
I F ( IER • N E • 0 )  GO TO 7 2 0 0  
GO TO 300 
7 2 0 0  CONTINUE
C
C DIGEN D I A GO NA L I ZE D  MATRIX OV
C DIGEN I S  THE DOUBLE P R E C I S I O N  VERSION OF SUBROUTINE EIGEN IN IRM S . S . P .
C
CALL DIGE N ( OV » GMI , 3 8 , 0 )
DO 55 1 = 1 , 3 8
J = l + < I - l 1 * 1 / 2  
* R I T E ( 6 , 5 7 )  O V ( J )
55  CONTINUE
57  FORMAT!  1X,  1 I ( F 1 0 . 7 ,  1X ) )
STOP 5 
300  CONTINUE
DO 11 I = 1 . 3 8
DO 19 J= 1 , I
I J= I * (  I - 1 1 / 2  + J 
I I J J = ( 1 * 3 8 > * ( I + 3 7 1 / 2 + J + 3  8 
OVI I I J J ) = O V (  I J  >
19 CONTINUE
DO 11 J= 3 9 , 7 6
I J = J * ( J - l 1 / 2 + 1
198
J J = J - 38
M( I ,  J >=GN< I '  J J )
OV! I J  ) = 0 • DO 
1 1 CONTINUE
DO 12 1 = 1 , 7 6
DO 12 J = 1 * I
H( I  , J ) = D CONJ G( H( J  , I ) )
12 CONTINUE
C
C SUBROUTINE HRI N  TRANSFORM H INTO H ( R * * - i )
C SUBROUTINE RT I NH TRANSFORM M INTO ( ( R * * T ) * * - l >  H
C
CALL H R I N ( M )
CALL R T I N H ( M )
C
C CEIGDP O I  AGON A L I Z E  A COMPLEX ME RMI TI  AN MATRIX H WITH EIGENVALUE
C EIGENVECTORS X (NOT INCLUDED IN T H I S  T H E S I S )
C
I ND= 1
E P S = 1 . 0 - 7
CALL C E I G D P C H . X,E , M, E P S . 9 0 0 0 . I TER. I N D .  W. I NDE X , M)
C
C DEFINE PROJECTION OPERATOR FOR MAJORITY SPIN
C
00  8 0 0  1 = 1 * 3 6  
8 0 0  F U P ( I ) = 0 , 0
DO 8 10 1 = 1 , 3 6  
00  8 1 0  K = 1 , 3 8  
810  F U P < I ) = F U P ( I ) ♦ C D A B S ! X I K , I ) ) * * 2  
DO 8 2 0  1 = 1 , 3 6  
8 2 0  DUPl  I ) =FUPI  I )
C
C SUBROUTINE FUNCT TRANSFORM EIGENVECTORS X INTO ( R * * - l )  x
C
CALL FUNCT(M)
DO 7 6 5 8 1  1 = 1 . M
E I G I  I » * E (  I )
DO 7 6 5 8 1  J = 1 • M 
Y( 1 , J ) * X <  I . J >
7 6 5 8 1  CONTINUE 
5 6 0 8  1 CONTINUE
5 3 A 0 5  FORMAT ( 1 X , » K * ( » , 3 F 6 . 2 , , ) * . 5 X , M T E R A T I  ON=» . 15 , 5 X ,  • IND=*  . 15 ,  5X ,
*  • NM=• ,  I 5 , 5 X , • W E I G H T S * . F I O . A )
M=76
WRITE!  1)  G X . G Y . G Z , W E I G T , ( F I G ! I  ) , 1 = 1  ,M)  , ( D U P ( J ) , J  = 1 , 3 6 )
DO 7 6 5 3 9  1 = 1 , M
AND
199
WRITE!  I ) ( YC J .  I ) . J=1 . M)
7 6 5 3 9  CONTINUE
WR I T E ( 6 * 5 3 4 0  5 > G X . G Y . G Z . I T E R , I NO, K P T , WE IGT 
I F ( [ P R I N T . E Q . O )  GO TO 5 6 9 4 0
8 5  FORMA T ( IH1 >
86 F QRM A T ( l X , / / >
12 = 0
71 CONTINUE 
I 1 = I 2 ♦ 1
I 2 = 1 2 * 5
IF ( 1 2 .GT .M ) I 2=M
88 F O R M A T ! 5 ( 8 X , I 1 0 . 8 X ) )
W R I T E ! 6 . 8 6 )
W R I T E ! 6 . 8 8 )  ! I . 1  = 11 .  I 2 )
W R I T E ! 6 . 8 6 )
W R I T E I 6 . 8 9 )  ( E ( I ) , 1 = 1 1 . I 2)
WR I T E ! 6 . 8 6  )
I F !  1 2 . L E . 3 6 )  W R I T E I 6 . 8 9 )  ! DUP!  I ) , I = I 1 , I 2 )  
WR I T E !  6 .  86  )
8 9  FO RM A T ! 3 X . 5 I 6 X . F 1 4 . 7 , 6 X ) )
189 F O R M A T ! I X , 1 2 . 1 0 ! I X , E 1 2 . 6 ) )
DO 72 1 = 1 , M
72  W R I T E ! 6 .  1 8 9 )  I . ! X ! I . J » , J= I 1 , I 2)
W R I T E ! 6 , 8 5 )
I F I I 2 . L T . 4 6 )  GO TO 71 

















n PROGRAM 9 .  THE MOMENTUM MATRICES BE TWEEN BANO STATES.
S U M  CQNJG( XI  I « N . K ) ) * P (  I .J .K )* X ( J . M , K ) OVER ALL STATES I & J.
WHERE X IS  EIGENVECTOR AT K I N  B.  Z .
P IS THE MOMENTUM MATRIX BETWEEN B A S I S  BLOCH STATES.  (PROGRAMS 2 & 4 )
COMPLEX* 16 X ( 7 6 . 1 2 ) . C X ( 7 6 . 1 2 > . B X ( 7 8 >  , B Y ( 7 3 ) , B Z ( 7 8 ) . A , S X , S Y . S 7  
COMPLEX* 8  F ( 7 6 , 7 6 )  . S B X ( 7 8 )  , S B V ( 781 , S B Z ( 73 )
OI  MENS ION E C 7 6 )  » P X ( 741 I * P Y ( 741 I » P Z { 7 4 1  )
DIMENSION F UP( 3 6 )
COMMON/LCS/F 
A FORMA T I 4 I  5 )
c a l c u l a t e  f o r  k f r o m  n k s t  to  n k e n d
RESULTS ARE PRI NTED I F  ( I P R I T . N F . O )
RE AD( 5 , 4 )  NK S T . N K E N O, I PR I T  
DO 9 9 9  NMK= I , NKEND
READ IN ENERGY ADN WAVE VECTOR.  (OUT PUT OF PROGRAM 8)
READ! 1 > X K . Y K . Z K . W T , < E < I  ) .  1 = 1 . 7 6 )  . ( FUP (  I ) . 1 = 1 , 3 6 )
DO 10 1 = 1 , 7 6  
10 R E A D ( l )  ( F ( J , I > , J = 1 , 7 6 )
199 CONTINUE
RE AO I N  MOMENTUM MATRIX BETWEEN B A S I S  BLOCH STATES.  (PROGRAMS 2 & 4 )
R E AO( 2 )  XL » Y L » Z L » I P X ( I  ) . 1 = 1 . 7 4 1  )
R E A O ( 2 )  XL . Y L . Z L . <PY<I  ) , 1 = 1 , 7 4 1  )
RE ADI 2 I X L , Y 1 _ , Z L . ( P Z ( I  1 . 1 = 1 , 7 4 1  )
I F ( XK • N E • X L • OR. Y K • N E • Y L • OR• Z K • N E • Z L ) GO TO 199  
I F ( N M K . L T . N K S T ) G O  TO 9 9 9  
DO 40 1 = 1 , 7 6
DO 40 J = 1 * 12 
X( I , J ) = F (  I . J + 1 8 )
40 CXI  I , J ) = D C O N J G (  X( I , J )  )
DO 20 1 = 1 , 7 8
B X ( I ) = ( 0 . D 0 . 0 . D 0 )
B Y ( I ) = ( 0 . D O , 0 .DO )
BZ I  I ) = ( O . D O . O . D O )
20 CONTINUE
DO 61 1 = 2 , 3 8
I 1 = I * 3 8  
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56  1 94 
9 9 9  
1 9 9 9 9
F O R M A T ! 1 X . 2 I 5 . 8 ( 2 X . F  
PRINT 5 6 1 9 4  






C PROGRAM 1 0 .  THE OENSITY OF STATES
C
C CALCULATE THE OENSITY OF STATES BY THE HYBRIDE METHOO
C ENERGY SANDS AND MOMENTUM MATRICES INCLUDI NG THE EFFECTS OF S P I N - O R B I T
C COUPLING ARE USED
C K L s D I V l S I O N  BETWEEN K = ( 0 . 0 . 0 )  AND K = 2 * P I / A {1 , 0 . 0>
C N8=NUMBER OF STATES CONSIDERED
C A = L A T T I C E  CONSTANT
C EMI  N=MINIMUN OF ENERGY
C NEMAX=TOTAL NUMBER OF POI NTS WHERE DENSITY OF STATES NEED TO BE CALCJLATED
C DE=STEP S I Z E  IN ENREGY
C VALEL=NUMBER OF BANO ELECTRONS
C DEGCRT=OEGENERATE C R I T E R I A L  USED I N  K . P  PF RTURBATI  ON THFORY
C NKPT=NUMBER OF P O I N T S  I N  THE B R I L L I O U I N  ZONE
C I OCUB = NUMBER OF ATOMS PER L A T T I C E
C DIMENSION DE KX( NK SUM• N B ) • ECT .
C♦ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
COMPLEX*8 P X ( 1 2 . 1 2 ) . P Y C I 2 . 1 2 ) . P Z I 1 2 . 1 2 ) , S P L J . SPNJ ,SPJM 
COMPLE X *  8 H D I 5 . 5 )  . U X I 5 . 5 ) , F X (  1 2 )
I N T E G E R * 2 NP( 1 8 . 1 8 . 1 8 )
DIMENSION X( 6 ) • DDE < 3 . 3 ) , NPNI  6 )
DIMENSION E I G ( 5 ) . W K ( 5 ) « E ( 1 2 ) . I N D ( 5 ) . NABP( 9 )
DI  MENS ION SWUPI 1 0 0 3 )  «SWDN( 100 3 ) , E N < 1 0 0 3 )  . F L E C T ( 100 3 >
DIMENSION F U P C 1 2 ) , E E W ( 12)
DIMENSI ON D E K Z I 2 0 8 3 . 12)
COMMON/LC S / D E K X ( 2 0 8 3 . I  2 ) , D E K Y { 2 0 8 3  . 1 2 )
COMMON/AR/ENG. GDKX. GDK Y . GDKZ. GD K M . B 2 . B D I V . C O N U P . CONDN 
CALL I DENT ( * 1 1 0 3  4 0 1 * 9  S H I M
10 FORMA T ! 2 1 5 , 5 F 1 0 . 5 . 4 1 5 )
R E A D ! 5 . 1 0 )  K L . N B . A . E M I N . D E . V A L E L • DEGCRT. NFMAX. NKPT, NKSUM, IDCUB 
EPERC=DFLOAT<IDCUB)
NABPMXsl
MAXBP « 2 * NA B P MX * 1 
DO 111 N * 1 . MAXBP 
111 NA BP I N )  *N*“ NA0PM X* 1
WR I T E ( 6 .  11 ) K L . N B . A . E M I N . D E . VAL EL . DEGCRT . NEMAX. NKPT. MAXBP
11 FORMAT( 1H , • K X - L E N G T H * * . I 2 . 5 X . ' N O . O F  BANOS=• . I 2 . 5 X . * LATT ICE CONSTA 
1 NT= • » F 6 . 3 * • A * . 5 X . * E M I N * » , F 8 . 5 . 3 X , ' D E = *  . F 8 . 5 . 5 X . *  NO. OF E L = • . F4 . 1 . /
2 / •  I X .  • DEG C R T = » . F 7 . 5 . 5 X . * N O  OF O E = • . I 5 . 5 X , • NO OF PT= •  . I 5 . 5 X , • SUB D 
3 I V = • .  1 5 . / / )
P I = 3 . 1 4 1 5 9  2 6 5 3 5 8 9  793 
P I K L  = P I / K L  
DIVNO=FLOAT< MAXBP )
V N O R M = ( A / ( 2 . * P I ) ) * * 3 / 4 .











8 D I V = 8 / D I V N O  
K L D I V = K L * M A X B P  
K L D 2 = K L / 2  
T * 0 B = B * 2 . 0  
B 2 = B O I V * B O I  V 
K L D M A X = K L D I V * 3 / 2
READ MOMENTUM MATRICES AND DEFINE POI NTS I N  THE B.
DO 1 NPT =1» NKPT
RE ADC 1)  X K . Y K . Z K , ( C P X ( I , J ) , P Y ( I . J ) , P Z ( I . J > , J = l , I  ) ,
I F C K L . N E . 8 )  GO TO 2351 
X K = X K / 2 . 0  
Y K = Y K / 2 . 0  
Z K = Z K / 2 . 0  
2351  CONTINUE
I = IF  I X ( XX ) ♦ 1 
J = I F  I X { YK ) ♦  I 
K = I F I X C Z K > + I  
N P ( J , I , K  >=NPT 
N P C I . J . K ) = N P T  
DO 2 L = 1 . N B
DEKXCNPT.L  ) = 2 . 0 * R E A L ( P X C L . L ) )
D E K Y ( N P T . L ) = 2 . 0 * R E A L C P Y ( L . L ) >




K L P 2 = K L * 2
GENERATE ENERGY D E R I V A T I V E S  I N  THF NEIGHBORING POINTS OF THE 1 / 1 6 T H  OF THE 
8 R I L L I O U I N  ZONE
CALL G N B D E C O E K X , D E K Y , O E K Z . N K S U M . N B . N P , K L P 2 . N K P T )
DO 2 9 9  NE=1.NEMAX 
SWUPCNE1 * 0 . 0  
SWDNC N E ) = 0 . 0  
EN ( NE ) =EM IN4-DE •  ( NE — I )
2 9 9  CONTINUE
EMAX=EN(NEMAX)
SUMWT = 0 . 0
n m p t = o
DO 310  N P T = 1 . N K P T
READ ENERGY AND PROJECTION OPERATOR FOR UP S P I N
Z .





9EAD< 10)  X K . Y K . Z K . U T T , ( E ( L ) , F U P ( L ) , L  = 1 .NB)
KX = IF I X (  XK )
K Y = I F  I X (  YK )
KZ = I F  I X ( ZK >
I F ( KL * N E • 8  ) GO TO 319  
K X = K X/ 2  
K Y = K Y / 2  
K Z = K Z / 2  
3 1 9  CONTINUE
READI 1)  X K . Y K . Z K . I  ( P X (  I . J )  »PY(  I * J )  , P Z < I , J ) , J = 1 , I ) , I = 1 , N B >
I F ( K Z . N E . O . A N D . K X . N E . K Y . A N D . K Z . N E . K L > GO TO 310
DO 35 1 = 1 . NB
DO 35 J = I * NB
P X ( I . J ) = C O N J G ( P X ( J , I ) )
P Y ( I , J ) =CONJG( P Y ( J , I ) )
P Z ( I . J I = C O N J G ( P Z ( J , I ) )
35  CONTINUE
S U B DI V I D E  EACH CUBE IN THE B .  Z .  I NTO 2 7  M I N I C E L L S  
NTEST =0
DO 4 0 0  I D Z = 1 . M A X B P  
K 0 Z = MA XBP4KZ +NABP( I D Z )
I F C K O Z . L T . O . O R . K D Z . G T . K L D I V >  GO TO 4 0 0
K N Z = K Z 4 N A 8 P < I D Z ) * i
S K Z = F L O A T ( N A B P ( I D Z ) ) * B D l V * 2 . 0
DO 40 1 I D Y = i , M A X B P
KDY=MAXBP* KY4NA8P( I D Y )
I F ( K D Y  . L T . O . O R . K D Y . G T . K L O I  V) GO TO 401
K N Y = K Y 4 N A B P ( I D Y >♦ 1
S K Y = F L O A T ( N A B P ( I D Y ) ) * B D I V * 2 . 0
DO 4 0 2  I D X = 1 . M A X B P
KO X=MAXBP*KX4NABP( I D X )
I F ( K D X  , L T . K D Y . O R . K D X . G T . K L O I  V) GO TO 4 0 2  
K N X = K X * N A 8 P ( I D X l + l  
S K X = F L O A T ( N A B P ( I D X ) ) * B D ! V * 2 . 0  
3 1 5  CONTINUE
KTOL=KDX*KDY*KDZ 
I F ( * T O L . G T  .KLDMAX)  GO TO 4 0 2  
NBKPT = N P ( K N X « K N Y , KNZ )
NMPT=NMPT+1
CALL MFCC1 6 ( K D X , K D Y , K O Z . K L D I V , * T )
SUMMT = SUMBT+XT
SSQ = SKX*SK X* SKY*  SKY*  SKZ*SKZ
L ST =0
AA = » T * V N O R M * 1 6 . 0
206
DO 320 L = 1 .NB 
I F ( L . L T . L S T )  GO TO 3 2 0  
GOKX=DEKX< N P T . L l  
GD K Y = D E K Y ( N P T , L )
GDKZ = DEKZ( NPT » L )
E N G = E ( L )
NOE G= 1
I F ( S S Q . E Q . 0 . 0 »  GO TO 32 
LP 1 =L ♦ 1
D E L E = A B S < E ( L P I  ) - E ( L )  )
336  CONTINUE
I F ( L . N E . N B . A N D . D E L E . L T . D F G C R T ) GO TO 330
C
C CALCULATE ENERGY BY SECOND ORDFR K . P  PERTURBATION THEORY
C
ENG=ENG«-SKX*GDKX + SKY*GDKY + SKZ*GDKZ + SSQ 
DO 30 J = 1 , N B  
I F ( L . E Q . J )  GO TO 30 
0 EL£  = E ( L ) - E ( J )
S P L J = S K X * P X ( L . J ) ♦ S K Y * P Y { L . J > ♦ SKZAPZ < L , J >
E N G = E N G * A . 0 * C A B S ( S P L J ) * * 2 / D E L E  
30 CONTINUE
GDKX = DEKX( N P T . L ) A ( D F K X ( NB K P T . L l - D E K X ( N P T , L ) ) / D I V  NO 
GDKY = DEKY( NPT . L ) + (  DE K Y ( N B K P T . L ) - D E K Y < N P T , L > I / O  IVNO 
G D K Z = D E K Z ( N P T , L H - ( 0 E K Z ( N B K P T . L > - D E K Z ( N P T , L )  ) / DI  V NO 
32 CONTINUE 
FEW( L) =ENG
I F ( E N G . G T . E M A X ) GO TO 3 2 0  
CONUP=AA*FUPf L>
CONON=AA—CONUP 
63 FORMAT( IH .  3F I  2 .  5 . 2 I I 0 . 2 I 5 . F  1 4 . 6 , I 5 . 2 ( 2 X . F 1 4 . 8 > . I 5 )
GDK X = A 8 S ( GDKX )
GDKY=ABS(GDKY)
GDKZ=ABS( GDKZ>
GDKM = SORT ( GDK X* GDK X*  GDKY* GDKY-fGDK Z *GDK Z )
I F ( GOKN , L T .  l . F - 0 6 )  GO TO 5 0 0  




C CALCULATE ENERGY BY DEGENERATE SECOND ORDER K . P  PERTURBATION THEORY
C
DO 331 N = L P 1 . N B
331 I F ( A B S ( E ( L ) - E ( N ) )  . L T . D E G C R T ) NDEG = NDEG+1 
DO 332  N = 1 . NDE G
N N = N + L - 1
207
DO 332  M = 1 » N 
MM = M + L - 1
H D ( N , M )  = 2 . 0 * ( S K X * P X ( N N . M M ) - » - S K Y * P Y < N N , M M H - S K Z * P Z < N N , M M ) )  
I F ( N . N E . M )  GO TO 333  
HD ( N • M ) =MD ( N » M ) ♦ E ( NN ) ♦ SSO 
333  CONTINUE
00  3 3 *  J = l . N B
I F ( J . G E . L . A N D . J . L T . L + N O E G )  GO TO 334 
D E L E = ( E ( N N ) * E ( M M ) > / 2 . 0 - E ( J )
SPNJ = SK X*PX<NN« J > * S K Y * P Y ( N N . J ) * S K Z * P Z ( N N . J )
S P J M = S K X * P X ( J . MM) ♦ S K Y * P Y ( J , M M ) t S K Z * P Z ( J , MM) 
H D ( N , M ) = H D ( N , M ) 4 * . 0 * S P N J * S P J M / D E L E  
3 3 *  CONTINUE




C CEIG D I A GO NA L I Z E S  A COMPLEX MATRIX (HO)  WITH E IGEN VALU^ ( F I G )
C SUBROUTINE CE I G I S  NOT INCLUDED IN TH I S  THESIS
C
CALL CEIG(  H D . U X , E I G . N D E G ,  1 . E - 7 . 9 0 0 0 . I TER,  I U D , WK, I N D , 5 )
LST=L*NDEG
DO 3 2 9  N = I . N D E G
E N G = E I G I N )
L N = L * N - 1
GDKX= DEKX< NPT . LN) ♦ ( D E K X ( NB K P T , L N ) —DEKX( N P T , L N ) l / D I V N O  
GOKY = DEKY( N P T , L N ) ♦ ( DEKY( NBKPT, L N ) - DEKY( NPT,LN> ) / D I V N O  
G D K Z = D E K Z ( N P T . L N ) ♦  <DEK Z ( N B K P T , L N ) - D E K Z ( N P T , L N ) ) / O I V N O  
EEW(LN)=ENG
I F ( E N G . G T . E M A X  ) GO TO 320  




GDKZ = ABS< GDKZ >
GDKM=SQRT( GOKX*GDKX+GDKY*GDKY*GDKZ * G D K Z )
I F ( GDKM , L T .  l . E - 0 6 )  GO TO 5 0 0  
CALL D E N S I T ( S W U P • S t f ON . E N . N E MA X )
3 2 9  CONTINUE 
GO TO 320 
5 0 0  CONTINUE
C
C CONTRI BUTION FROM C R I T I C A L  POI NTS ARF NEGLECTED
C
MR I T E ( 6 , 8 * )  G D K X . G DK Y , G D K Z , N P T , K D X , K D Y , K D Z . E N G , L . A A , C U P . N D E G  
8 *  FORMAT( I H  , 3 F I  2 . 5 , 2 1 1 0 . 2  I 5 , F 1 * . 6 , I 5 . 2 ( 2 X , F 1 * , 8 )  . I 5 , 2 X . 1 HC )
208
I F ( N D E G . N E . I • A N O . N . N E . NOEG) GO TO 329 
3 20  CONTINUE 
38 F 0 9 M A T I 3 1 3 . F 7 . 4 , 2 X , 1 2 F 9 . 5 )
W R I T E ! 3 )  K D X . K D Y . K D Z  . W T , 1 E E W I L  > * L =1 «N 8 )
WR I T E ( 6 . 8 8 )  K O X . K O Y . K O Z . W T . I E F W I L ) . L = l . N B )
AO 2 CONTINUE 
AO I CONTINUE
A 0 o c o n t i n u e
I F ( K X + K Y + K Z . N E . K L * 3 / 2 —2 . OR. N T E S T . N E . 0 )  GO TO 310 
N T E S T = 1
KDZ- KZAMAXBP+2
I F { K O Z . L T . O . O R . K D Z . G T . K L O I  V ) GO TO 310 
KDY=KY*MAXBP+2
I F ( K D Y . L T . O . O R . K O V . G T . K L D I V )  GO TO 310 
K0X=KX*MAXBP4-2
I F ( K D X . L T . K O Y . O R . K O X . G T . K L O I V )  G O  TO 310
S K Z = 2 . 0 * 8 0 1 V * 2 . 0
SKX=SKZ
SKY=SKZ
WR I T E I  6» 3 1 2 )  KDX. KOY. KOZ 
312 FORM A T ( 3  I 10)
GO TO 3 1 5  
310  CONTINUE
W R I T E ( 6 . A5)SUMWT.VNORM.B. NMOT 
A 5 FORMAT!  I HO. 5 X . »SUM OF WE I G M T = • , E 1 2 . 5 . 1 0 X , • VNORM=• , F 1 2 . 3 ,  1 OX,
= ' B = * . F I 2 . 5 . I O X . * N O  POI  NT= • , I 10 )
76 FORMAT! 1 H 1 . 3X ,  'ENERGY*  , 5 X , • N I E ) U P * . 5 X . ' F L E C  U P ' « 4 X . * N I E )  ON*.
& 6X • • El_EC ON , . * X » , N ( E )  U+D* . A X .  ’ ELE C U»D»)
AA FORMA T ! 1H . F 1 0 . 5 ,  11F 1 1 . 4 )
9 9 8  WRI T E! 6 . 7 6 )
DENHU=0. 0  
OENHO=0. 0  
OENC = 0 . 0
00  2 9 6  NE = 1 .NEMAX 
DENHU=OENHU*SWUP!NE)*OE 
OENHD=DENHD«-SWDN!NE) *DE 
SW T=SWUP ! NE ) + SWON ! NE )
E L E C T ! N E  >»OENHU*DENHD 
DMAG=DENHU—DENHD
WRITE!  6 . 4 4 )  E N ! N E ) • SWUP!NE) . DFNHU.SWON I N F ) . DENHD, SWT, ELECT ! N F ) . 
& OM AG 
2 9 6  CONTINUE
DO 1 1 0 0 0  I = 2 . NEMAX 
K= I -  1
I F ! E L E C T ! K ) . L T . V A L E L . ANO. ELECT I I  > . G T . V A L E L ) FFRMI F = ENI  I ) -  





» R I T E ( 6 . 1 2 3 5 1 >  FERMIE
F O R M A T ! 1 X , / / ♦ 1 X . ' F E R M I E  E N E R G Y = » . F 1 0 . 5 )
NE M A X 2 =NEM AX * 2


















n PROGRAM 11 THE IN TER BAND OPT I CAL  C ONDUCTI V I TY  TENSOR
CALCULATE THE INTERBANO OPT I CAL  C ONDUCTI V I TY  BY THE HYBRIDF METHOD 
KL =D I V I S I O N  BETWEEN K = < 0 . 0 . 0 )  ANO K = 2 * P I / A ( I , 0 ♦ 0 )
NB=NUMBER OF STATES STORED FOR THE MOMENTUM MATRICFS 
A = L A T T I C E  CONSTANT 
FMI N=MI NI MUN OF FNFRGY
NEMAX=TOT AL NUMBER OF POI NTS WHFRE DENSITY OF STATES NEED TO BE CALCULATED 
DE = STEP S I ZE  IN ENREGY
DEGCRT = DEGENERATE CRI  TER I A L USED I N  K . P  PERTURBATION THEORY 
NKPT =NUMBER OF P OI NT S  IN THE B R I L L I O U I N  ZONE 
EPERC = NUMBER OF ATOMS PER L A T T I C E  
DIMENSION P XPXCNKDUM. NB) , ECT
COMPLEXES PX(  7 8 )  . P Y (  78 ) , P Z ( 78 )
I N TE GF R *  2 NP ( 1 8 . 1 8 . 1  8 )  . K X X ( 1 3 5 7 )  , K Y Y ( 1 3 5 7 )  . K Z Z ( 1 357 )
D IMENSION SWXXI 3 5 2 )  . S W X Y I 3 5 2 )  .SWZZI  3 5 2 )  , E N ( 3 5 2 ) ,SWJON( 3 5 2 )
OI MENS ION E E ( 12)  . DE X (  12)  «DEY( 12 )  » O E Z ( 12)
DIMENSION N A B P I 3 )
DIMENSION P Z P Z I  2 0 7 8 ,  12 )
C O M M O N / L C S / P X P X I 2 0 7 8 . 1 2 ) , P X P Y ( 2 0 7 8 , 1 2 )
COMMON/AR/FNG, GDK X , GDK Y , GDK Z » G D K M , B 2 , 0 D I V , CONX X.CONXY,  CONZ7.CONST 
RE AD( 5 ,  10 )  K L . N B , A , E M I N , D E . F E R M I E . D E G C R T . N F M A X . N K P T , N K S U M
10 FORMAT( 2 1 5 . 5 F 1 0 . 5 , A I 5 )
NA BPM X = 1
MAXBP=2*NABPMX+ 1 
DO 111 N = 1 , MAXBP 
111 N A B P I N ) =N—N A B P M X - 1 
K L D I V = K L * M A X B r  
MA XBP= 1
W R I T E I 6 . 11 )  K L . N B , A , E M I N , D E , F E R M I E , O E G C P T , NEMAX, NK P T , MAXBP,NKSUM
11 FORM A T ( 1H , • K X—L E NGT H = * , I ? , 5 X N O , O F  BANDS=• , I 2 . 5 X , • L A T T I C F  CONSTA 
1 N T = • , F 6 . 3 ,  • A* , 5 X .  * E M I N = • , F 8 . 5 , 3 X ,  • DE= * , F 8 , 5 , 5 X , ' F E R M i e = '  , F 8 . 5 , /
2 / .  I X ,  • DE G CR T = • , F 7 . 5 , 5 X , ' N O  OF DE=•  , I 5 . 5 X , • NO OF PT= • .  I 5 . 5 X , • SUB D 
3 I V = • , I 5 , 5 X , * D I M  K PT S = • , 1 5 , / / )
P I = 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 5 3 5 8 9 7 9 3  
P I K L  = P I / K L  
D I VNO=FL OAT( MAXBP)
VNORM = ( A / (  2 .  * P  I ) ) * * 3 / 4 .
B = P I K L / A  
BD I V - B / D I V N O  
K L D 2 = K L / 2  
T W 0 B = B * 2 . 0  
B 2 = B D l V * B O I V  
KLDMAX=KLDI  V*  3 / 2
c
C RE AO MOMENTUM MATRICES ANO ORDER POI NTS IN THF B .  Z .
C
OO I NPT = 1 »NKPT
R F AO( 1)  X K , Y K , Z K , ( P X ( I > . P Y < I ) . P Z ( I ) , I = 1 . 7 R )
I F I K L . N E . 8 )  GO TO 2351 
X K = X K / 2 . 0  
Y K - Y K / 2 . 0  
Z K = Z K / 2 . 0 
2351  CONTINUE
1= IF  I X( XK ) ♦ 1 
J=  I F  I XI  YK ) ♦  1 
K = I F  I X ( Z K ) + 1  
K X X I N P T ) = I - 1  
KY Y I N P T ) = J - 1 
K Z Z I N P T ) = K - 1  
N P I I , J . K  I sNPT 
N P I J  » I » K ) =NPT 
1 CONTINUE
REWIND 1
OO 2 9 9  NE=1,NEMAX
SWXXC NE ) =0 . 0
SWXVI NE1 = 0 . 0
SWZZ( N E ) = 0  >0
SWJON{NE1 = 0 . 0
E N I N E I = E M  I N + D E * ( N E - 1 )
2 9 9  CONTINUE
EMAX=EN(NEMAXI  
MAXBP=3
OO 311 LG= I .NB 
DO 30 NP T = 1 iNKPT
REAOI I I  X K . Y K . Z K , ( P X < I  I , P Y ( I  > . PZ< I > . I =1 . 7 8 )
DO 30 U _ = l . L G  
I J  =LG*  ( LG— I I / 2 - f L L
P X P X ( N P T , L L ) = R F A L < P X ( I J ) * CONJ G( P X ( I J ) ) F P Y < I J ) * CONJG( PY( I J ) ) ) * 8 . 0  
P Z P Z I N P T , L L I = R E A L ( P Z ( I J ) * C O N J G ( P Z ( I J ) ) * P Z ( I J > * C O N J G ( P Z ( T J ) ) ) * 8 . 0  
PXPYCNPT »L L  ) = A I MAG( PXI  I J ) * C O N J G (  PY ( I J ) ) ) * 1 6 . 0 
30 CONTINUE
C
C OEFINE NEIGHBORING POI NT S FOR K L I E S  ON THE SURFACE OF 1 / 1 6 T H  OF THF R .  Z .
C
KL P 2=KL ♦ 2
CALL G N B P T I P X P X , P X P Y . P Z P Z . NKSUM, N B . N P . K L P 2 . NKPT, L G )
SUMWT = 0 • 0  
NMPT=0 






DO 310 N P T = l , N K P T  
K X = K X X ( N P T )
K Y = K Y Y ( N P T )
K Z = K Z Z ( N P T )
NTFS T = 0
S U 8 D I V I D E  EACH CUBE I N  THF B. Z .  INTO ?7 M I N I C E L L S
DO AO 0 I D Z = 1 , M A X B P  
KDZ = MAXBP*KZ -f N ABP I IOZ>
IFCKDZ . L T . O . O R . K O Z . G T . K L O I V )  GO TO 400 
K N Z = K Z + N A B P < l O Z ) + l  
SKZ=FLOAT<NABPC I O Z I  1 * B D I V * 2 . 0  
DO 401 I D Y ^ I . M A X B P  
KDY=MAXBP*KY«-NABP(  I D Y  I
I F I K D Y . L T . O . O R . K O Y . G T . K L O I V )  GO TO 401 
KN Y=K Y + NABP( I D Y ) + 1  
S K Y = F L O A T ( N A B P < I O Y 1 ) * 8 0 1 V * 2 . 0  
DO 4 0 2  I 0 X = 1 , M A X B P  
K D X = M A X 8 P * K X + N A B P ( I D X )
I F ( K O X . L T . K D Y . O R . K D X . G T . K L D I V )  GO TO 402  
KNX=KX+N ABP( I D X I + 1  
SK X=FLOAT( NABP( I O X ) ) * B D I V * 2 . 0  
3 1 5  CONTINUE
KT Ol_ = KDX ♦KDY ♦ KOZ
I F ( K T O L . G T  .KLDMAX)  GO TO 4 0 2
NBKPT = N P ( K N X » K N Y , K N Z )
NMPT=NMPT+1
READ IN ENERGIES AND ENERGY D E R I V A T I V E S  CALCULATED I N  PROGRAM 10 .
R E A D ! 2 )  NDX. NOY. N O Z . X T , I EE I I ) . D E X I  I ) . DEYI  I ) , D E Z ( I ) ,  1 = 1 , N B )
SUMWT=SUM«T+«T
S S Q= S K X * S K X 4 S K Y * S K Y * S K Z * S K Z
C0 NS T= 16 . 0 * WT * V NORM
GDKM = SORT( DE X{ 1 > * D E X ( 1 > * D E Y I I  ) * D E Y ( 1 ) + D E Z I 1 ) * D E Z (1 ) )
I F < G O K M . L T • I . E - 5 )  N C R I T = N C R I T * 1 
I F ( S S Q  .NE . 0 . 0 )  GO TO 402  
DO 3 2 0  L L  = 1 »LG
I F ( E E I L G ) . L T . F E R M I E . O R . E E ( L L ) . G T . F E R M I E )  GO TO 320 
ENG=EE( L G ) - E E ( L L )
I F ( E N G . G T . E M A X ) GO TO 320 
GOK X = A B S ( D E X ( L G ) - D E  X ( L L ) )
GOKY = A B S ( D E Y ( L G ) — D E Y I L L )  )
GOKZ = ABS< D E Z I L G ) —D E Z ( L L ) )
C O N X X = P X P X ( N P T , L L ) * » T
no
n
CONXV=PXPY( N P T , L L ) *  W T 
C O N Z Z = P Z P Z ( N P T . L L ) *WT 
I F ( S S Q . E Q . O . O )  GO TO 32
C O N X X = C O N X X + C P X P X I N B K P T , L L ) - P X P X ( N P T , L L ) ) * WT / D I V N O  
CONXY = C O N X Y f ( P X P Y ( N B K P T , L L  >- P X P Y ( N P T , L L ) ) * W T / D l V N O  
CONZZ =CONZZ+( P Z P Z ( N B K P T , L L ) - P Z P Z ( N P T , L L  » I * W T / D I V N O  
32 CONTINUE
83 FORMAT! 1H ,3FI 2.5,2 I I 0•2 I 5,FI 4.6,I 5,2(2X ,F !*,8) . I5 )
GDKM=SORT< GOK X*GDKX*GDKY*GOKY+GOKZ * G D K Z )
I F  ( GDKM tLTi l . E - 0 5 1  GO TO 5 0 0
CALL CONOUC( S MX X , S K X Y . S W Z Z . S W J O N . E N . N E  MAX)
GO TO 320 
5 00  CONTINUE
CONTRIBUTION FROM C R I T I C A L  POINTS ARE NEGLFCTED
WRITE(6.8A ) GDKX.GDKY,GDKZ,NPT.KDX.KDY.KDZ.ENG.LG.LL.WT
8 4  FORMA T C 1H , 3 F I  2 . 5 , 2  I 1 0 , 2  I 5 , F 1 4 , 6 . 2  I 5 , F 1 2 . 5  , 2 X , • C • )
320  CONTINUE
4 0 2  CONTINUE 
40 1 CONTINUE 
4 0 0  CONTINUE
I F C K X 4 K Y 4 K Z . N E . K L 4 3 / 2 - 2 . O R . N T E S T . N F . 0 )  GO TO 310 
NTEST =1
KDZ=KZ*MAXBP42
I F I K O Z . L T . O . O R . K D Z . G T . K L D I V I  GO TO 310 
KDY=KY*MAXBP+2
I F I K O Y . L T . O . O R . K O Y . G T . K L D I V )  GO TO 310 
KOX=K X4MAXBP + 2
I F ( K D X . L T . K D Y . O R . K D X . G T . K L D I V )  GO TO 310
S K Z = 2 . 0 * B D I V * 2 . 0
SKX=SKZ
SK Y = SKZ





WRITE< 6 , 4 5 1SUMWT, VNORM, B , NMPT, NCRIT  
45  F O R M A T ( I X , *  SUM OF WE I G H T = • , E 1 2 . 5 , 5 X , • VNORM=• , F 1 2 . 3 , 5 X , • B = • , F 1 2 . 5 ,  
* 5 X , • NO OF P 0 1 N T = » , I 8 , 5 X .  ' NO OF C R T = * , I 5 , / / )
RYTOW=I 3 . 6 0 4 9 4 1 . 6 0 2 1 9 1 D - 1 9 * 2 . 0 * P I / 6 . 6 2 6  I 9 6 0 - 3 4  
C 0 N S T = 3 . D 1 0 / ( P I * P I * 2 7 4 . 0  7 4 * 5 . 2 9 1 7 D - 9 )
DO 701 NF=1 .NEMAX 
CC=CONST/EN(NE»
SWXX( N E ) =SWXX ( NEI *CC
SWXY!NE ) = S » X Y (N E ) *CC 
S W Z Z ( N E ) =SWZZ( N E > *CC 
EA=EN<NE )
EN(NE >=EN< NE )*13.6049
WRITE<6»702» E A » EN(NF >,S*XX < NE > tSWXY(NE) ,S»ZZ(NE) ,S •JON!NE) 
I TE( 7 » 7 0 3 ) EN(NE ) ,SWXX(NE) .SWXY!NE) ,SWZZINE) ♦SWJON< NE)
701 CONTINUE
70 2 FORMAT!2F7.3,9<1X»E10.4),2F9.4>
703 F0RMAT(5(E14.8« IX I)
STOP
ENO
C P R O G R A M  12. COMPTON P R O F I L E .
CC********4**444*44444444444 44444444444444***4*********4****4********************
C ACONST=LATT ICE CONSTANT ( I N  A .  U . )
C EXPCVG=CONVERGENT CRI  TER I A L  E X P ( - E XPCVG> = 0 . 0
C IDCUB=NUMBER OF ATOMS PER L A T T I C E
C K2MAX=THE MAXIMUM MAGNITUDE OF THE S Q U A R E  OF THE R E C I P R O C A L  L A T T I C F  V E C T O R
C I B Z D I V = D I V I S I O N  BETWEEN K = < 0 , 0 , 0 )  A ND  K = ( I . 0 . C ) *  2*P I / A
C It OBNO = GTO NUMBER & = S,  P .  D
C I t AT OM = ATOMIC B A S I S  NO. I t A T O M  = 0  I F  INDEPENDENT GT O  A R E  U S E D
C KSTOL=TOTAL NUMBER OF THE PERMUTED R . L . V .  GENERATED
C KSINC=NUMBER OF R . L . V .  SUMED I N  EACH STEP.
C KSSTEP=NUMBER OF STEP FOR EACH GI VEN VALUE OF Q.
C I N C ! S = 0 .  THE I S  ELECTRONS ARE NOT INCLUDED.£*******♦**•*************♦* *******♦*********♦****************«******************
I M P L I C I T  R E A L  * 8  ( A - F . H . O - Z I  
RE AL *  A E U P ( 3 8 ) » E D N ( 3 0 )
I N T E G E R * 2  K K X ( 3 0  0 0 ) . K K Y ( 3 0 0 0 ) , K K Z ( 3 0 0 0 )
D I MENS I O N  X U P <  3 8 , 3  8 )  , X D N ( 3 8 . 3 8 ) , U P ( 3 8 )  , G X ( 7 8  * 3 8 )
D I M E N S I O N  K S Q U I 3 0 0 0 )
D I M E N S I O N  X K ( 8 9 ) , Y K ( 0 9 ) . Z K ( 8 9 )
D I  ME N S  I O N  AL S ( 1 A )  . A L P (  1 1 ) . A L D ( 5 )  . C O S ( 1 4 )  . C O P ( 1 1  > , C O D ( 5 ) . C S ( 4 .  1 4 ) ,
& C P ( 3 .  I  1 ) . C D ( 5 . 5 )
C O M M O N / G T O / C R Y S T L . P I  . I  S A T O M , I  PA T O M ,  I D A T O M  
C O M M O N / L C S / K S O U
C O M M O N / C O M P / P X , P Y , P Z . O M F G A . E X P C V G . L S S T , L S E N D , L P S T . L P E N D ,  L O S T . L D E N D  
P I = 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 5 3 5  8 9 7 9 3  
5 1  F O R M A T ! 2 X . A 8 . 3 F 1 0 . 5 . 8 1 5 )
R E A D (  5 . 5 1  ) C R Y S T L . A C O N S T . F E R M I E . F X P C V G . I D C U B .  I B Z D I  V . N K P T . K S T 01 , 
C K S I N C . K S S T E P . K 2 M A X . I N C 1 S  
WRI T E ( 6 , 5 2 )  A C O N S T . F E R M I E , I D C U B . I B Z D I V . N K P T . K 2 M A X . K S T 0 L  
0 M E G A = A C 0 N S T * * 3 / D F L 0 A T ( I D C U B )
D I  V =  D F L O A T ( I B Z D I V )
C
C D E F I N F  G A U S S I A N  E X P O N E N T S  A ND  E X P A N S I O N  C O E F F I C I E N T S
C
4  F O R M A T ( 8 1 5 )
R E A D ( 5 . 4 )  I S O B N O ,  I S A  T O M ,  I P O B N O . I  P A  T O M , I D O B N O , I D A T O M  
L S MA  X = I S O B N O  
L D M A X  =  I D O B N O  
L P M A X  =  I P O B N O
I F (  I S A T O M . N F . 0 )  L S M A X  = I S A T O M  
I F (  I D A T O M . N E . O )  L  DMA X = I D A T O M  
I F (  I P A T O M . N E . 0 )  L P M A X  = I P A T O M
CALL R D G T O ( A L S •A L P .A L D ,C O S ,C O P ,C O D ,C S ,C P .C O ,I S O B N O . L S M A X , I P O B N O ,
£. L P M A X  .  I D O B N O .  L O M A X .  1 )
LOST =1
LOEND=LOMAX*5 
L S ST =L DEND-f I 
l s e n o = l o f . n d + l s m a  X 
L P S T = L S E N D f l  
L P E N D= L S E N 0 * L P M A X * 3  
P R I N T  5 9  
59  F O R M A T ( 1 H 1 )
C
C GENERATE PERMUTED RECIPROCAL L A T T I C E  VECTORS0
CALL G P E R M K I K K X , K K Y , K K Z . K S Q U , K S T O L , I D C U B . K 2 M A X , l )
NCEND=LPEND 
NCST=NCEN0-8  
NBENO=NCST- l  
NBST =N0END—5
I E ( I N C I S . E Q . O )  NCENO=NCEND- I  
NB=LPEND
WR I TE I 6 .  52 ) A C O N S T . F E R M I E . I O C U B . I B Z O I  V . NKPT. K2MA X, K S T O L . LSMAX 
& .  ISOBNO.L  PMAX. I POBNO. L OMAX, IOOBNO,EXPCVG.NBST » NBENO. NCST, NCFNO 
? .  INC I S
5 2  F O R M A T !  I  X ,  ' L A T T I C E  C O N S T = • , F 1 0 . 5 , 2 X , • F E R M I  E =  •  , F 1 0 . 5 . 2 X ,  • A T O M S / L A T  
1 T I C E = » , I 5 . 2 X , * B . Z .  D I V = * , I 5 . 2 X , * B . Z .  P T = • ,  1 5  , 2 X , • MAX K * * 2 = ' , I 5 ,
2 2 X , • RLV NO = « . 1 5 . / / . I X .  * S= I • . 2  I 5 • •  ) * . 2 X , * P = ( *  . 2 1 5 . '  ) •  , 2 X ,  *0=1 • ,  215
3  .  • ) • . 5 X .  ' E X P  M A X = »  , F  1 0 . 2 . / / . 1 X , « B A N D = ( •  , 2 1 5 , '  ) • , 2 X , ' C O R F = ' . 2 I 5 , '  ) •
A.  2 X ,  • INCLUDE 1S = • , 1 5 . / / )
6? FORMAT!  I 5 ,  3F 1 0 .  1 )
ID 1 0 0 = 1 0 0  
ID I 10= 1 10 
10 1 11=111
A K R = 2 . D 0 * P I / A C O N S T  
CK = A K R / D I  V 
QR OE R R = C K * 0 . 001
C
C CONG I S  INVERSELY PROPORTIONAL TO THE CROSS SECTIONAL AREA OF EACH CJRE ON
C THE PLANE PERPEND ICULAR TO & D I  RECTI  ON. G = X ( 1 . 0 * 0 ) . G=N ( 1 , 1 . 0 ) . & = L  ( 1 . 1 , 1 )
C
C O N X = O M E G A * A . O O / ! P I * ! ACONST*DI  V ) * * 2 )
CONN=CONX/DSORT( 2 . 0 0 )
CONL = CONX* 0 . 7 5 0 0 * 0 SORT I  3 . D O )
I F ! I 0 C U B . N E . 1) CO= OF L OAT! I DCU8  1 / 8 . D 0  
I F ( I D C U B . E Q . 1)  CO=1.DO 
TV = ! 2 . 0 0 * 0  I V ) * * 3 * CO/ AB. DO 
9 0  FORMATIF 1 0 . 5 ,  15)
C











o IN THF B R I L L I O U I N  ZONE.
I F (  I P U N C H . N E . 0 )  RESULTS ARE PUNCHED.
IQ = 0 
9 1 CONTINUE
R E A D ( 5 . 9 0 , E N D = 1 0 0 0 ) Q . IPUNCH
0=Q*CK




COMPN V = 0 • DO
COMPLC=0.DO
COMPL V = 0 . 0 0
SUM OVER R . L . V .  I N  SEVERAL STEPS TO CHECK CONVERGENCE.
K SST = 1
DO 9 0 0  K S J UM= 1 . KSSTE P  
KSEND=KSSTf KSINC  
SUMW=0 . 0 0  
00 100 K P T = l , N K P T
R E AO K .  WEIGHT FACTORS.  ENERGI ES,  AND WAVE FUNCTIONS NEGLECTING THF FFFFCT 
OF S P I N - O R B I T  COUPL I NG.
R E A D ( l )  K X . K Y , K Z . G T , ( E U P ( I I ) . ( G X ( J J , I l ) . J J = l . N B > . I I = l . N B >
00 173 I I = 1 , N B
DO 173 J J = 1 , N B  
173 XUP( I I , J J ) = G X (  I I , JJ>
RE ADI 2 )  K X . K V . K Z . G T , ( E O N ( I  I ) , ( G X ( J J , I  I ) , J J  = 1 , N B ) ,1 1 = 1 , NB I 
DO 1 7 *  1 I = 1 . N B  
DO 1 7 *  J J = 1 . N B  
1 7 *  XDN( I I . J J  )=GX(  I I » J J )
X K ( K P T J = O F L O A T ( K X ) * C K  
YK( KPT l = D F L O A T ( K Y ) * C K  




DO 2 0 0  KS=KSST.KSEND 
P X = X K { K P T ) + A K R * K K X ( K S )
P Y = Y K ( K P T ) ♦ A K RAKKY( KS)
P Z = Z K ( K P T ) * A K R * K K Z ( K S >
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901 CONTINUE
I E ( I P U N C H . E Q . O )  GO TO 9 9 9  
MRITE < 7 , 9 1  1 ) Q , P F X , P R O F X C , P R O F X V ,  I 0 1 OC 
MR I TE ( 7 ,  9 1 I ) O i l  0 . PFN.PROFNC,PROFNV.  101 10 
MR I TE< 7 . 9 1  1 ) 0 111 , P F L . P R O F L C . PROFLV,  I O l  1 1 
911 FORMAT( 4 E 1 6 . 8  . 1 OX, 16 )
9 9 9  CONTINUE 
GO TO 91 
1000  CONTINUE
I F ( DA B S( TW-SUMW) . G T . 0 . 1 D - 5 )  MR I TF ( 6 • 5 3 1 4 ) 














ALY) G O  TO 352
ALZ) GO TO 353
S U B R O U T  INE C O N D U C ( S W X X , S K X Y . S W Z Z . S W J O N , F N , N E M A X )
THE C O N T R I B U T I O N  OF EACH M I N I C E L L  TO THE C O N D U C T I V I T Y  TE N S O R
D I M E N S I O N  S M X X (N E M A X ) .S WX Y(NFMAX ) ,S W Z Z (Nr M A X ) ,EN(NE MAX ) ,
1S W J O N ( N E M A X )
C O M M O N / A R / E N G .GDK X ,GDK  Y , C O K Z  . G D K M , B ? .B , C O N X X , C O N X Y ,C O N Z Z . C O N S T  
AL X = GDK X / G D K M  
AL Y = G D K Y / G D K M  
A L Z = G D K Z / G D K M
N O W  A R R A N G E  S U C H  TH A T  AL X .GE. A LY  ,C,F. ALZ
IF(ALY .GE. ALZ) GO TO 351 
ADD=ALY 
ALY=ALZ  
AL Z = ADD 
I F (AL X .GE 
ADDrALX 
AL X = AL Y 
ALY= A D D  
IF I ALY • L T 
C O N T I N U E
W 1 = B » A P 5 ( A L X - A L Y - A L Z )
W 2 = B * ( A L X - A L Y A A L Z )
W 3 = B * ( A L X A A L Y - A L Z )
*4=B*< AL X A ALY A ALZ >
A A X X = C O N X X / G D K M  A A X Y = C O N X Y / G D K M  
A A Z Z = C O N Z Z / G D K M  A A J O N = C O N S T / G D K M  
SM A X= 6 • 5*B 2
O E M A X = ( A L X A A L Y A A L Z ) * 8 * G D K M  
DO 300 N F = 1 , N E M A X  
E E = E N ( N E  >
C A L C U L A T E S  AR EA OF P L A N E  OF E N E R G Y  *E« IN A G I V E N  C U B E .
MAX VALUE OF AREA CAN BE S Q R T( 3 . )* A .*9*B = 6 .5 *B*B,IF S . S M A X , E RR OR  P O I N T E D
D E W = A B S ( E E - E N G )
IFIDEW .GT. DEMAX) GO TO 300 
W = D E W / G D K M
IF (w .GT. W 4 ) GO TO 300 
IF(» .GT. Ml) GO TO 360 
I F ( AL X ,LT. AL YAALZ ) GO TO 365 




GO TO 3 9 5
365  S = ( ( 2 . * ( A L X * < A L Y * A L Z > * A L Y * A L Z ) - 1 . ) * 8  2 - * * W > / ( A L X * A L Y * A L Z »
GO TO 3 9 5  
3 60  CONTINUE
I F ( w  . G T .  » 2 )  GO TO 370
S = ( B 2 * ( A L  X * ( A L Y ♦ A L Z ) + 3 . * A L Y * A L Z > - B * W * ( A L Y + A L Z - A L X ) - ( W *  W+B2) / 2 . ) 
I / {  AL X *  AL Y* ALZ )
GO TO 3 9 5  
370  CONTINUE
I F ( W  . G T .  W3t GO TO 375  
S = 2 . * ( 8 2 * ( A L X + A L Y ) - B * » ) / ( A L X * A L Y )
GO TO 3 9 5  
3 7 5  CONTINUE
S = ( ( W 4 - X ) * * 2 ) / ( 2 . * A L X * A L Y * A L Z »
3 9 5  CONTINUE
I F ( S  , L T .  SMAX) GO TO 8 9 9
W R I T E ( 6 . 7 5 C ) A L X , A L Y , A L Z . » 1 . W 2 . » 3 . W 4 , W , S . N F , N P T  
7 5 0  FORMAT C I H  , 9 E 1 2 . 3 . 2  I 5 I 
8 9 9  CONTINUE
S WX X I NE ) = S W X X ( N E ) + S * A A X X  
S*XY< N E > = S WX Y ( N E ) 4 S * A A X Y  
S M Z Z I N E ) =  SWZ Z ( N E ) + S * A A Z Z  
S W J O N I N E ) = S » J O N ( N E ) + S * A A J O N  
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SU8ROUTINE DENSI  TC SWUP.SWON, E N , NEMAX>
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C CALCULATE TEH CONTRIBUTI ON TO THE D ENSI TY  OF STATES
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * » * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
DIMENSI ON SWUPfNEMAX) «SWDN( NEMAX) ,EN( NEMAX)
COMMON/AR/ENG. GDKX. GDKY. GDKZ. GDKM, R 2 , B . CONUP. CONDN 
AL X = GDK X/GDK M 
ALY=GDKY/GDKM 
AL Z = GDKZ/GDKM 
C NO •  ARRANGE SUCH THAT ALX . G E .  ALY . GE. ALZ
I F ( AL Y . G E .  A L Z )  GO TO 351 
3 5 3  ADD=ALY
AL Y = ALZ 
ALZ=ADD




I F { ALY , L T . A L Z )  GO TO 353
352  CONTINUE
W1=B*ABS< A L X - A L Y - A L Z )
•  2 = 8 *  ( A L X - A L  V+ALZ )
• 3 = B * ( A L X * A L Y —A L Z )
•  4 = 8 *  ( ALX + ALV-f  ALZ >
AAUP=CONUP/GDKM
AADN=CONDN/GDKM
S M A X = 6 . 5 * B 2
DEMAX= ( A L X * A L Y * A L Z ) * B * G O K M
C
C CALCULATES AREA OF PLANE OF ENERGY »E* I N  A GI VEN CUBE.
C MAX VALUE OF AREA CAN BE SORT( 3 . ) * 4 . * B * B = 6 . 5  * B * B , I F  S . SMAX.ERROR POINTED
C
DO 300 NE=1.NEMAX 
EE=EN(NE )
DEM=A8S( EE—ENG)
I F ( DEW . G T .  DEMAX)  GO TO 300  
•=DEW/GDKM
I F ( •  . G T .  W4) GO TO 3 0 0  
I F ( •  . G T .  W1 ) GO TO 360  
I F I A L X  , L T .  A L Y + A L Z )  GO TO 365  
S = 4 , * B 2 / A L  X 
GO TO 3 9 5
36 5 S = ( ( 2 . * I A L X * ( A L V * A u Z ) * A L Y * A L 7 ) - 1 . ) * 8  2 - • * • ) / ( A L X * A L Y * A L Z )
GO TO 395  
360  CONTINUE
I F  ( •  . G T .  W2) GO TO 3T0
225
S = ( 8 2 * ( A L X * < A L Y * A L Z > * 3 . * A L Y * A L Z ) - B * * * < A L Y * A L Z - A L X ) - ( * * W * 8 2 ) / 2 . )  
1 / (  A L X *  ALYAALZ )
GO TO 3 9 5  
370  CONTINUE
I F ( W  . G T .  M3 )  GO TO 375
S= 2 . * ( B 2 * ( AL X f A L Y ) —B * K ) / ( A L  X *  AL Y )
GO TO 3 9 5  
375  CONTINUE
S = ( ( W * - K ) * * 2 > / ( 2 . * A L X * A L Y * A L Z )
3 9 5  CONTINUE
I F ( S . L T .  SMAX) GO TO 8 9 9
»RITEC 6 . 7 5 0  I A L X . A L Y , A L Z »*1  . « 2 . * 3 . WA, * . S . N F , NPT 
750 FORMAT!  IH  , 9 E 1 2 . 3 , 2  I 5>
8 9 9  CONTINUE
SWUPI NE>=SWUP( NE) +S*AAUP 
SWDNI NE)  = SWDN(NE) ♦  S*  AADN 











SUBROUTINE FOURFC( U P , A L S . A L P . A L O , C 5 . C P . C O , I S O B N O . L S M A X , IPOBNO,
1LPMAX, I OOBNO. LOMAX)
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
CALCULATE THE FOURIER TRANSFORM OF THF L O C A L I Z E D  BASI S  FUNCTI ON.  *************************** ****************************************************
I M P L I C I T  REAL * 8  ( A —F . H» O— Z )
0 1 MENS ION UP< 1 ) . ALS(  1 > , A L P ( 1  ) , ALO( 1 ) .
C C 5 I L S M A X ,  ISOBNO) , C P ( L P H A X * I POBNO) , CO( LOMAX, IOOBNO)
C OM M O N / C O M P / P X . P Y . P Z • OMEGA. EXPCVG. L S S T , L S E N O , L P S T , L P F N D , L D S T , L O F N O  
P I = 3.  1 4 1 5 9  2 6 5 3 5 8 9 7 9 3  
DO 10 1=1*  LPEND 
10 UP( I ) = 0 . D 0
CC = 1 . OO/DSQR TIOME GA)
P P = P X * P X + P Y * P Y + P Z * P Z
S- FUNCTI ONS
00  20 N S = 1 * 1 SOBNO 
OEL=PP/<  4 # OO* A L S I N S ) )
I F ( O E L . G T . E X P C V G > GO TO 20 
OE L = O E X P ( - DE L  >
SL AM=P I / A L S I N S )
CONST =CC * S L  AM4DSQRTI SLAM) *DEL  
DO 21 I S= 1» L SMAX
1 1 = 1 Sa-LDEND
2  1 * I P  ( I I  >=UP< I  I ) +CONST * C S (  I S . N S )
20 CONTINUE
P- F UNCTI ONS
DO 30 N P = 1 , 1 POBNO 
D E L = P P / C 4 . D 0 * A L P < N P ) )
I F ( D E L . G T . E X P C V G )  GO TO 30 
D E L = D E X P I —D E L )
S L A M = P I / A L P ( N P >
CONST = —CC* S L A M4 DS 0 RT( SLAM) *DEL/ I 2 . 0* A L P (NP > )
DO 31 I P * I , LPMAX 
P C O = C O N S T * C P < I P , N P )
I I = 3 * (  I P - 1 )
I X = I I + L S E N D + 1 
IY = I I 4 L S E N D 4 2  
I Z = I I + L S E N D + 3  
UP( I X ) =  UP( I X ) + P C 0 4 P X  
U P ( I Y ) = U P I I Y ) +PCO*PY 












P X 2 = ( P X » P X - P Y * P Y » / 2 . O 0
PZ 2 = ( 3 . D 0 * P Z * P Z - P P  ) /  ( 2 •OC* DSQRT( 3 . 0 0 )  )
OO 40 N D = 1 • IOOBNO 
OEL = P P / ( 4 • 0 0  *  ALO <NOI )
I F ( DEL . G T . E X P C V G ) GO TO 40 
DEL = DE XP( - DEL )
SL A M = P I / A L D ( N D >
CONST = —CC* S L A M* DS O RT ( SLAM) * DEL/ ( 4 . 0 0 * ALO( NO) * ALD ( NO) ) 
DO 41 1 0 = 1 . LOMAX
D CO = C O N S T * C D ( I D . N D )
N D X Y  = ID
NDY2=N0XYtLDMAX 
NDZX=NDYZ -f LOMAX 
NO X 2 =NOZX + LOMAX 
NDZ2=NDX2FLDMAX 
U P ( N O X Y ) =UPC NDXY) ♦DC04PXY 
UP( NDYZ) =UP< N D Y Z ) *DCO*PYZ 
UPC NOZX) = U P ( N O Z X ) +OCO*PZX 
U P I N D X 2 ) = U P { N O X 2 ) 4 0 C0 4 PX2  
UP(NDZ 2 ) = U P ( N D Z 2 ) + D C0 * P Z2  









Y IS REPLACED BY ( O V * * - l )  Y 
( K K i  t . J ) = 2 * M * ( J - 1 ) + 2 * (  1 -1  | +KK 
( K K , N , J ) = 2 * M * ( J - l  ) +2 *  ( N-  1 ) + KK
RE AL *  8 Y *OV 
COMMON/B/Y( I 1 5 5 2 )
COMMON/ C / OVI 2 9 2 6 1  
M2=M*2
DO 10 0 I = 1 . M 
I I = M + 1 - I 
LL = I I * f  I  1+ 1 > / 2  
I I 2 = 2 *  ( I I -  1 )
DO 100 J = 1 . M  
DO 100 K K s l , 2  
J K K = M 2 * < J - l ) + K K  
KK I  I J = J K K + I I  2 
I F < I I .EO .M ) GO TO 102 
11=11+1 
DO 10 1 N = I 1 ,M 
I N = N * ( N—1 ) / 2 + I  I 
K K N J = J K K + 2 * ( N —1)
Y ( K K t  I J ) = Y ( K K I  I J  1- O V ( I N ) * Y ( K K N J ) 
10 1 CONTINUE 
102 CONTINUE












S U B R O U T I N E  G 0 7 P T ( K a x , K B Y , K R Z , W T , K P T , I O C U B , K B Z P T , T * ( )
SC IDCUB = 1• BCC I DCUB = 2 ,  FCC IDCUB=4 
«T = THE FRACTION OF EACH CURE CENTERED AT EACH < K « X , K PY , K B 7 ) THAT L I P S  
WI THI N THE INDEPENDENT 1 / 4 8 T H  OF THE B.  7 .
TW=SUMW=THE SUM OF WT IN THE 1 / 4 B T H  OF THE ZONF 
KP T = TOT AL NO OF P OI NT S  GENERATFD
RE A L * 8  W,SUMW,WT( i ) , T «
IN TE GE R *  2 K B X ( 1) . K B Y ( 1 > , K B Z ( 1 >
KPT = 0
KL —K B Z P T — 1
SUM W = 0 .DO
I F ( I D C U B . N E • 4 )  GO TO I I P  
DO 100 11 = 1 . KBZPT
DO 10 0 J J  = 1 . I I 
DO 100 K K = 1 * J J 
K X = I I -  1 
KY = J J -  1 
KZ =K K - 1 
KT = K X FK Y +KZ 
KM = KL *  3 / 2
I F ( K T . G T . K M )  GO TO ICO 
KPT=KPT♦1 
W=1 .DO
I F ( K T . E Q . K M )  W=W*C.5D0 
I F ( K X . E O . K L )  » - W * 0 . 5 0 0  
I F ( K X . E C J . O )  W  =  W * 0 » 5D 0 
I F ( K Y . E Q . O )  •  = W *  0 • 5D 0 
I F ( K Z . E Q . O )  W = • *  0 . 50 0 
I F ( K X . E O . K Y . O R . K Y . E Q . K Z )  » = W * 0 . 5 D 0  
I F ( K X . E Q . K Z )  * = * / 3 . D 0  
KBX( K P T ) =K X 
KBY( K P T ) = K Y  
KBZ( KPT > =K Z 
NT( KPT ) = ■
6 FORMAT! 4 I 5 . F 1 0 . 5 )
■ R I T  E ( 6  » 6 )  K P T . K X . K Y . K Z . W  
SUMW=SUMi+W 
100 CONTINUE 
GO TO 310 
110 I F ( IDCUB . N E . 2 )  GO TO 210 
K P T - 0
DO 200  1 1 = 1 . KBZPT
DO 200  J J = 1 , I I  
DO 200 KK = 1 , J J
230
KX= I I -  I 
KY = J J -  1 
KZ= K K -  I 
KT=K X U Y * K ZI^UrKI * '1/ p
I F ( K T . G T . K M )  G O  TO 2 00  
KXY=KX+KY
I F ( K X Y . G T . K L )  GO TO 200 
K P T = K P T + 1 
W = 1 .DO
I F ( K X . E Q . K L )  W = ¥ * 0 . 5 D 0  
I F ( K X . E Q . O )  W = ¥ * 0 . 5 D 0  
I F ( K Y . E Q . O )  W= W* 0 . 5 D0  
I F ( K Z . E Q . O )  W  —  W * 0 • 5 0  0 
I F ( K X . E Q . K Y . O R . K Y . E Q . K Z )  W = K * 0 . 5 0 0  
I F C K X . E Q . K Z )  •  = * /  3 . 0 0  
KYZ=KY+KZ
I F ( K X Y . E O . K L . A N D . K Y Z . E Q . K L . A N D . K Y . N E . K L / ? )  w = * / 3  . d c  
K BX( KPT > =KX 
KB Y ( K P T ) =KY 
K B Z ( K P T ) =KZ 
X T ( K PT l = W 
SUMW=SUMW+W 
200 CONTINUE 
GO TO 310  
2 10  I F (  [OCUB.NE . 1 ) STOP 3 
K P T = 0
DO 3 0 0  1 1 = 1 . KBZPT 
DO 300  J J =  1 . I I 
DO 300 K K = 1 . J J 
KX= I I - 1 
K Y = J J —1 
K Z = K K - 1 
K P T = K P T + 1 
• = 1 .DO
I F C K X . E O . K L )  W=W* 0 . 5D0 
I F ( K Y . E O . K L )  *  = * *  0 . 5D0 
I F C K Z . E O . K L )  » = *»<«0.5D0 
I F C K X . E O . O )  * = W * 0 . 5 D 0  
I F ( K Y . E O . O )  W = W * 0 . 5 D 0  
I F C K Z . E O . O )  W=W*0.5DO 
I F ( K X . E Q . K Y . O R . K Y . E Q . K Z )  W=W*0 . 5D0  
I F C K X . E Q . K Z )  « = » / 3 . D 0  
KB X ( K P T ) =K X 
KBYC K P T ) =KY 
KB Z C KP T ) =K Z
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WT( KPT ) = W 
SUM*=SUM»+*
300  CONTINUE 
310  CONTINUE
I F ( IO C U B . N E .  1 J CO=OFLOAT(  I D C U B I / 8 . D 0  
I F {  I D C U B . E Q .  1 ) C O = l . O 0  
T» = ( 2  . O 0 * O F L O A T ( K L  ( ) * * . 1 * C O / * 8 . D O  
I F  ( T» .EQ . SUM » > RETURN 
400  F O RM A T ! / ,  1X , • ATOMS/LATT I C E = *  . I 3 . 5 X , • SUM OF WT = • , ? P 1 2 . 6 , / )  










SUBROUT INE GINDPK(KKX.KKY,KKZ.KSO.NKPT, IDCUB.K2MAX.NB,NBCAL, [SORT)
GENERATE INDEPENDENT RECIPROCAL L A T T I C E  VECTORS WITH MAGNITUDE SO U A R E  LF SS  
THAN K2MAX
I F ( I SOR T . NE . C ) THE RECIPROCAL L A T T I C E  V E C T O R S  ARE S O R T E D  IN O RDER OF 
INCREASING MAGNITUDE
I E ( N 0 C A L . N E . 0 ) NO OF PERMUTATION FOR E A C H  VEC TO R ( N B )  ARE G F N E R A T F D  
SC I D C U B = I . BCC I D C U B = 2 .  FCC I0CUB=4
I NTEGER*2 KKXI  1 ) « K K Y ( 1 ) . KKZ(  1 > , NB( 1 ) . N 
DIMENSI ON KSQ( 1)
G=K2MAX
MAXKX=SQRT(G> * 2  
KPT = 0
I F < I D C U B . N E . A ) GO TO 200 
DO 100 I I 1 = 1 . M A X K X . 2  
DO 100 J J J  = 1 . I I I . 2
00  100 KKK = 1 . J J J . 2  
KX= I I I - 1 
K Y = J J J - I  
K Z = K K K - 1 
DO 100 MMM = 1 . 2  
K 2 = K X * K X F K Y * K Y F K Z * K Z  
I F ( K 2 . G T . K 2 M A X )  GO TO 101 
KPT =KPT♦ I
I F ( KPT . G T . N K P T ) STOP 1 
IPT=KPT
IF ( KPT , E Q .  1 . O R .  I SORT. EQ.  0 > GO TO 10 .1
1 M = K P T - 1
I F < K 2  . G E . K S Q (  I M I )  GO TO 101  
I I =KP T 
1 C 2 KK X ( I I ) =KK X ( I M )
KKY( I I ) =KKY(  I M )
K K Z ( I I )=KKZ< I M )
KSQI I 1 » = K S Q ( I M )
1 1 = 1 1 - 1  
I M = I 1 - 1
IF I K 2 . L T .KSOC I M)  ) GO TO 102 
IP T= I I 
103 KK X( I P T ) =KX 
K K Y I I P T ) = K Y  
KK Z ( I P T ) =KZ 
KSQI I PT  ) =K2 
101 CONTINUE 
K X = K X♦1 
K Y = K Y + 1
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K Z = K Z ♦1 
100 c o n t i n u e
GO TO 3 0 0  
200 CONTINUE
00 20 1 1 1 1 = 1 > M A X K X
00 201 J J J =  1 . I I I
00  201 KKK = 1 » J J J
I TOL = I I I 3 - J J J  + KKK—3
I F ( I T O L . N E . I I T O L / 2 ) * 2 . AND. I DCUB. EQ. 2  1 
K X = I  I I - 1 
K Y = J J J -  1 
K Z = K K K - 1
K 2 = K X * K X + K Y * K Y + K Z * K Z
IF ( K 2 .GT .K2MAX ) GO TO 201
K P T = K P T t l
I F ( KPT . G T . N K P T ) STOP 1 
I PT = KPT
I F I K P T . E Q . l . O R . I S O R T . E Q . O )  GO TO 2 0 3
1 M = K P T - 1
I F ( K2 . G E . K S Q (  I M ) ) GO TO 2 0 3  
I I - K P T
2 0 2  KK X( I I  ) =KKX(  I M )
KK Y( I I ) = K K Y ( I M )
KKZC I I ) = K K Z (  1 M)
KSQI  I I ) =K SQ( I M )
1 1 = 1 1 - 1
IM= I I — 1
I F ( K 2 . L T . K S Q I I M ) > GO TO 2 0 2  
I P T = I  I
203  K K X I I P T ) =KX 
KK Y ( I P T  >=KY 
K K Z ( I P T  )=KZ 
K S Q I I P T ) =K2
20 1 CONTINUE 
300  CONTINUE 
NKPT=KPT
I F ! N B C A L . E Q . O ) PETUPN 
DO 5 0 0  1 = 1 . NKPT 
K X =K K X I I  )
KY = KK YI  I )
KZ = KK 7 I I )
N = A8
I F I K X . E O . O )  N = N / 2  
I F ( K Y . E Q . O )  N = N / 2  
I F ( K Z . E Q . O )  N = N / 2  
I F I K X . E Q . K Y . O R . K Y . E Q . K Z )  N=N/ 2
GO  TO 201
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500
I F ( K X . E Q . K Z ) 




N = N / 3
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SUBROUT INE G I N T F C ( F C  S , NORD. NORDIM, N K D I M , N ROI M)
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
C GENERATE FUNCTION G ( N , K . R )  DEF I NED I N  EQ.  ( 2 . 4 4 )
<:*****************************♦**********************************«*******«******
i m p l i c i t  REAL * 0  ( A - F . H . O - Z I
DIMENSION F C S ( NORDIM, N K D I M . N R D I M )
DI MENSION H ( 1 0 ) , F ( 1 0 >
COMMON/GFUC/AKR * M «OELT • W04 , D S T E P , MA XK .MAX'?
N OOD = ( N OR D/ 2 ) * 2
I F ( NOOO.EO.NORO)  NEVEN=NORD—1 
I F ( N O O D . N E . N O R D )  NE VEN =N0 RD 
NODDM1=NOOD- I  
H( 1 ) = I .DO 
RK = 0 .DO
DO 200  K = 1 . MA X K  
EXPA=-RK*RKAWOA 
A D E L = D E X P ( E X P A )
CONST=DELT*ADEL
I F ( N E V E N . L T . 3 )  GO TO 101
H i  2 ) = RK*W
DO 100 N= 3 * NE VEN
NM1= N~1
N M 2 * N - 2




DO 2 0 5  NR= 1 . M A XR 
COOK=RD*RK
C O = 1 .DO
DO 201 L =1« NE VEN « 2
F C S ( L . K . N R ) = C  O N S T *  H( L ) *CO*DCOS( COOK)
C 0 = - C 0 * 0 . 2 5 D 0  
20 1 CONTINUE
RO=RO+OSTEP 
2 0 5  CONTINUE
I F ( N O R O . E Q . 1) GO TO 2 2 0  
F ( 1 ) = ADEL
F{  3 )  = < 1 .DO + 2 . D O / 3 . D O * E  XP A ) *  ADEL 
I F ( N O O D . L T . 6 )  GO TO 2 0 2  
00  2 0 3  N = 5 . N O D D M l , 2  
AN = DFLO A T ( N )
F ( N I = 2 . D 0 * ( A N + E X P A - l . 5 0 0 ) * F ( N - 2 1 / A N - ( 1 . 0 0 - 3 . DO/ A N ) * F ( N - 4 )
2 0 3  CONTINUE 
202  CONTINUE 
R D = 0 . 0 0
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00 211 N R = 1 , MA XR 
COOK =RD*RK 
C0= I . 0 0
DO 210  L = 2 »NOOD * 2 
N=l_-  1
C O = C O * « * O F L O A T ( N 1 * 0 . 5 0  0
F C S I L . K . N R 1 - R K * F ( N ) * D E L T * C O * D S I N ( C O ^ K )  
210  CONTINUE
RD=RD*DSTEP 
21 1 CONTINUE 
220  RK = RK♦ AKR 
200  CONTINUE 
N1=N00D+2  
N2=NEVEN*2  
F I  NT = DEL T 
OO 300 L = 3 . N 2 . 2  
300 F INT = F I N T  * K * D F L O A T ( L —2 ) / 2  . OO 
DO 311 NR= 1 , MAXR 
F C S ( N 1 , 1 ,NR 1 = 0 .DO 










SUBROUTINE GNBDE(DFK X ,DEKY•O F K Z .NK SUM,NB *N P ,KLD *NKPT >
GENERATE ENERGY D E R I V A T I V E S
B R I L L I O U I N  ZONE
FOR T .  C .  C.  L A T T I C E  ONLY




INTEGER*  2 N P ( K L O . K L D . K L D )
DIMENSI ON D E K X I N K S U M . N B ) , O E K Y ( N K S U M . N B ) . D CK Z ( NKSUM.NB)
NPT =NKPT
KL =KL O—2
KA = K L ♦ 1
K M = 3 * K L / 2
DO 5 K = 1 ,KA
DO 5 I = 1 , K A
OO 5 J = 1 . I
K T - I ♦ J *  K — 3
I F ( K T . N E .  KM)  GO TO 5 
K X P = I A B S (  I —K L I  
K Y P = 1 A B S ( J - K L )
KZP= I ABS<  K - K L  >
1 1 = 1 * 1  
J 1 = J *  1 
K 1 =K *  1 
K XP I =K XP-f 1 
K Y P l = K Y P f 1 
K Z P 1= K Z P ♦1 
K X t>2 = K XP *  2 
KYP2=KYP+2 
K Z P 2 = K Z P * 2
IF  ( I . G T . K L ) GO TO 4 
I F ( K . G T . K L )  GO TO 14 
DO 2 0 N M = 1 . 6  
NPT =NPT *  1
GO TO ( 2 1 . 2 2 , 2 3 . 2 4 . 2 5 . 2 6 ) . NM
NP( I 1,  J ,  K ) =NPT
NOD = NPC K X P 1 , K Y P 2 . K Z P 2)
I F ( K X P  1 . G E . K Y P 2 )  GO TO 28 
GO TO 29
NP( I . J I ,  K ) = N P T  
N O D = N P ( K X P 2 . K Y P l , K Z P 2 )
I F ( K X P 2 . G E . K Y P 1) GO TO 28 
GO TO 29
NP ( I , J , K 1 )=NPT 
N O D = N P ( K X P 2 . K Y P 2 . K Z P l  )
I F ( K X P 2 . G E . K Y P ?  ) GO TO 28
GO TO 29
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24 NP( I 1 « J 1 , K ) = NP T  
N 0 D = N P ( K X P 1 , K Y P | , K Z P 2 ) 
I F ( K X P 1 . G E . K Y P 1 ) GO TO 28 
GO TO 29
25 NP C I 1 , J ,KI )= NPT 
N O O = N P ( K X P l i K Y P 2 , K Z P l )
I F ( K X P 1 . G E . K Y P 2 ) GO TO 28 
GO TO 29
26 NP( I • J 1 i K I  )=NPT
NOD = N P ( K X P 2 , K Y P 1  , KZP1  )
I F ( K X P 2 . G E . K Y P 1> GO TO 28
29 DO 30 L = 1 , N 8
DEKX ( NPT , L  )= —OFKY (NOD , L )  
D E K Y ( N P T , L ) = - D E K X ( N O D . L ) 
DEKZ( N P T . L  ) = - DFK Z ( N O D . L )
30 CONTINUE 
GO TO 20
2 8 DO 3 1 L = 1 «NB
DEKX ( NPT * L ) = - D E K X ( N O D . L ) 
D E K Y ( N P T , L ) = - DEKY( NOD. L ) 
DEKZ( N P T , L ) = - D E K Z ( N O D . L )
3 1 CONTINUE 
20 CONTINUE
GC TO 5 
4 CONTINUE
OO 40 NM=1 , 3  
NPT=NPT+I
GO TO ( 4 1 . 4 2 . 4 3 ) .NM
4 1 NP( I « J 1 , K ) =NPT
N O D = N P ( K X P . K Y P 1 , K Z P 2 )
I F ( K XP . G E . K V P 1 )  GO TO 48 
GO TO 49
42 NP{ I . J . K 1  ) =NPT
NOD-NPC K X P . K Y P 2 . K Z P 1  )
I F { K XP . G E . K Y P 2 )  GO TO 48 
GO TO 49
43  NP{ I . J 1 . K I  ) =NPT 
NOD=NP< K X P , K Y P I . K Z P 1  ) 
I F ( K X P  . G E . K Y P 1 )  GO TO 48
4 9 OO 4 5  L = 1 . NB
D E K X C N P T . L ) = - D E K Y ( N O D . L )  
DEKYt  N P T , L ) = - D E K X ( N O D . L ) 
DEKZ( N P T . L ) = - D E K Z ( N O D . L ) 
4 5  CONTINUE 
GO TO 40 
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GFNERATES THE PRODUCT OF MOMENTUM MATRICES IN THE NEIGHBORING POINTS OF 
1 / 1 6 T H  OF THE INDEPENDENT B .  Z.
I NTEGER* 2 N P ( K L D * K L D . K L D )
DIMENSION P X P X ( N K S U M , N B ) , P X P Y ( N K S U M , N B ) , P 7 P 7 ( N K S U M , N B >
NPT=NKPT+1 
KL - X L D - 2  
K A = K L + l  
K M = 3 * K L / 2  
DO 5 K = 1 , K A  
DO 5 1 = 1 » K A 
DO 5 J = 1 . I 
KT= I + J + K - 3
I F ( K T  . N E .  KM) GO TO 5 
K X P = I A B S ( I —K L )
K Y P = I A B S ( J - K L )
K Z P = I A B S I K - K L )
11=1+1 
J 1 = J+ 1 
K 1 =K+ 1 
K X P 1= K X P + 1 
K YP 1 = K YP ♦ 1 
K Z P 1= K Z P + 1 
KXP2=KXP+2 
KYP2=KYP+2 
K Z P 2 = KZP + 2
I F  I I .GT . KL ) GO TO A 
I F ( K .GT .KL ) GO TO 14 
N P ( I I .  J .  K ) = N P ( K X P 1 . K Y P 2 . K Z P 2 )
NP ( I . J 1 .  K ) = N P ( K X P 2 , K Y P 1  , K Z P 2 )
NP( I ,  J . K l  ) = N P ( K X P 2 » K  YP2 » KZ P 1 )
NP( I 1 . J 1 . K>=NP<KXP1 .KYP1 , K Z P 2 )
N P ( I I .  J , K 1 ) = N P ( K X P 1 . K Y P 2 . K Z P 1  )
NP( I . J 1 . K 1 ) = N P ( KXP2 »KYP1 .KZP1 )
DO 2 8  NM = 1 , 6
GO TO C 2 1 . 2 2 . 2 3 * 2 4 . 2 5 . 2 6 1  »NM 
2  1 CONTINUE
I F { K X P 1 .GE . K Y P 2 )  GO TO 28 
N P C I 1 .  J .  K ) =NPT 
NOD=NP(KXP1 . K Y P 2 . KZP2)
GO TO 29 
22 CONT INUE
I F ( K X P 2 . G E . K Y P  I ) GO TO 28  
NP( I . J l ,  K ) = N P T
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NOD=NP(KXP?, K  Y P 1 , K ZP 2 )
GO TO 29
23 CONTINUE
I F ( K X P 2 . G E . K Y P ? )  GO TO 28 
NP{ I .  J » K 1 ) =NPT 
NOO=NP( KXP2 . K YP2  , KZP 1 )
GO TO 29
24 CONTINUE
I F ( K X P t . G E . K Y P 1 ) GO TO 26
NP ( I I • J 1 « K ) =NPT
NOD = N P ( K X P 1,  K YP1 . K Z P 2)
GO TO 29
25 CONTINUE 
I F I K X P 1 . G E . K Y P 2 )  GO TO 28 
N P ( I I .  J , K 1 I=NPT
NOD =NP( K X P 1 . K Y P 2 . KZPI  )
GO TO 29
26 CONTINUE
I F ( KXP2 .GE ,KYP 1 ) GO TO 28 
N P ( I . J I . K l  )=NPT 
NOD=NP ( K XP2, K  Y P 1 » KZP 1 )
29 DO 30 L = 1 • LG
PXPX( N P T , L ) = P X P X ( N O D . L )
PX P Y { N P T , L ) =  —P X P Y ( NOD. L ) 
P Z P Z I N P T , L ) = P Z P Z ( N O D . L )
30 CONTINUE 
N P T = N P T + ’
28 CONTINUE 
GO TO 5 
4 CONTINUE
N P ( I , J  l . K  ) = N P I K X P , K Y P 1  . K Z P ? ) 
N P ( I . J . K 1 ) = N P ( K X P . K Y P 2 . K Z P 1 ) 
N P ( I . J I . K l  > = N P ( K X P . K Y P 1  »KZP1 ) 
DO 4 8 NM = 1 , 3  
GO TO ( 4 1 , 4 2 . 4 3 ) . NM 
4 1 CONTINUE
I F t K X P  . G E . K Y P 1 )  GO TO 48
NP( I . J I , K ) =NPT
NOD = NP( KXP. KYP1  , K Z P ? )
GO TO 49
42 CONTINUE
I F I K X P  . G E . K Y P 2 )  GO TO 48
NPI I , J , K I ) =NPT





IF { K XP .GE.KYPl) GO TO 48 
N P ( I.JI.Kl )=NPT 
N O D = N P { K X P . K Y P 1 , K Z P 1 )
49 DO 45 L = 1.LG
P X P X ( N P T » L ) = P X P X ( N O D .L )
P X P Y ( N P T  »  L ) =  — P X P V { N O D . L )
P Z P Z (N P T , L ) = P Z P Z (NOD ,L )
45 C O N T I N U E  N P T = N P T + 1 
48 C O N T I N U E  
GO TO 5 
14 C O N T I N U E
N P ( I .J 1.K )= N P ( K X P  2,K Y P 1 .K 7 P ) 
N P ( I 1 ,J . K )=N P( KX PI ,KYP2.KZP) 
N P ( I 1 .J 1 *K)=NP( KX P1 .KYP 1 « K Z P )  
DO 58 N M = 1.3 
GO TO { 5 1 . 5 2 . 5 3 ) ,NM
51 C O N T I N U E
IF(K X P 2 . G E . K Y P 1) GO TO 58 
N P ( I .J l « K ) = N P T  
N O D = N P ( K X P 2 . K Y P 1 . K Z P )
GO TO 59
52 C O N T I N U E
I F l K X P l . G E .K Y P 2 ) GO TO 58 
N P ( I I , J , K ) = N P T  
N O D = N P ( K X P 1.K Y P 2 , K Z P )
GO TO 59 
5 3 C O N T I N U E
I F {KXP 1 . G E . K Y P 1 ) GO TO 58
N P ( I 1 .J 1 ,K) =NPT
NOO = NP ( K  XP 1 ,KYPI . K Z P )
59 DO 55 L s l . L G
P X P X I N P T , L  ) = P X P X (N O O . L )
PX P Y (NP T. L)= — PXPYC N O D .L )
P Z P Z (N P T ,L )s P Z P Z (N O D .L )
55 C O N T I N U E  
N P T = N P T + 1 
58 C O N T I N U E  
C O N T I N U E  
DO 10 1=1.KL
DO 10 K s ’.KA 
K T = I + I + J - 3I F( K T . G T . K M )  GO TO 10 
NP(I.I + l.K) =NPT 
N O D = N P ( I + l . I . K )
DO II L= 1 .LG
P X P X (NP T , L ) = P X P X ( N O D .L ) 
P X P V ( N P T , L ) = - P X P Y ( N Q O , L >  
P Z P Z (N P T  < L ) = P Z P Z (N O D , L )
1 1 C O N T I N U E  
N PT  = N P T ♦1 
10 C O N T I N U E
WR I T E ( 6• 9 9 )  N P T  
Q P  F O R M A T ( 1 1 0 )







SUBROUT INE GNOPUMINPUM,NTYP.N .N D .NABTOL,NORDA.NORDB,NSYMP)
NPUM DEFI NES THF GROUP OPERATIONS THAT GENERATES THE STAR OF R
NT YP DEFINES THE TERM IN THE EXPANSION OF EXP<I  K.R) H(R) W H I C H  IS AN EVEN
FUNCTION OF R X ,  RY.  AND R Z .
IN TF GE R *  2 N ( N D . N f ) , N O , N O , N D , N D )  , NPUM( NABTOL . 6 > ,NTYP{  NABTOL )
NM =0
no 201 I A 3 = 1 «NORDA
DO 20 I I A 2 = 1 .NORDA
00 20 I I A i  = l  .NORDA
I A T = I A I  + I A 2 + I A 3 —2
I F (  I A T . N E . N O R O A )  GO TO 201
DO 202  I B3= I •» NOROB
DO 2 0 2  I B 2 = l . N O R D B
DO 2 0 2  I B I = 1 . NORDB
I B T = I B l * I B 2 + I B 3 - 2
I F (  1 S T . N E . N O R D B ) GO TO 2 0 ?
n m =n m + 1




DO 101 I A 3 = 1 , N O R D A
00 10 1 I A 2 = l . NORDA 
DO 10 1 I A 1 = 1 .NORDA
1 A T = I  A 1 + I A2 * I A 3 - 2
I F ( I AT .NE .NORDA) GO TO 101
DO 10? I B 3 = 1 . N O R D B
DO 102 I B 2 = 1 .NORDB
DO 102 I B I = 1 , N O R D B
I BT= I B 1 *■ I B 2 M B 3 - 2
I F (  IBT  .NE.NORDB)  GO TO 102
NM = NM♦1
NP UM IN M. 1 > =N{ 1 AI •I A? , I A3 . I B 1 , I B 2 .  I B 3 )
N P UM ( N M , 2 > = N ( I A 3 . I A 1 . I A 2 . I B 3 . I B 1 . I B 2 )
NPUM< N M . 3 ) =N(  I A 2  , 1 A 3 . IA1  , I B 2 . I B 3 , I B 1 )
NPUMI NM,A >=N< I AI  , I A 3 . I A 2 . IB1 . I B 3 . I B ? )
NPUMC N M , 5 ) = N (  I  A 3 , I  A 2 . I A 1  . 1 8 3 . I B 2 . I B 1  )
N P UMI NM, 6 ) = N ( I A 2 . I A 1 . I A 3 . I B 2 . I B 1 , I B 3 )
I A B 1 = I A 1 ♦ IB1 
I A B 2 = I  A 2 ♦ I B 2  
I A B 3 = ! A 3 + I B 3
I F < N S Y M P . E Q . O ) GO TO 103 
I A B 1 = IAB1♦ 1 
I A B 2 = I A B  2 * t
246
I A B 3 = I A B  3 * I 
103 C O N T I N U E  
NT = 1
IE! ( IAB1/ 2 ) * 2 . N E  . I AB 1 ) NT = NTf;
IF< ( I A B 2 / 2 ) * 2 . N E .  I AB 2 ) NT = NT+2 
I E (  ( I A B 3 / 2 > * 2 . N F .  I A B 3 )  NT=NT* 4  
NTY P ( N M ) =NT
9 9 F O R M A T !  1 5 .  • = ( • ,1 X . 3 I  I . ' - ' . 3 I I , 1 X , ' ) ' , 3 X , • NT YP = ' , , IX , ' P E R M U T  AT I CIS
1 =< • . 5< I 3 .  • , • ) , I 3 ,  • >• >
*R I f E (6 .9 9)  NM. I A 1 , I A ? , I A 3 • IB1 . IB?. IB 3 . N T Y P ( NM) , ( N P U M ( N M ,  I ) , 1=1,*)
102 C O N T I N U E  
101 C O N T I N U E  
R E T U R N  
END
247
SU9R0UTI NE GPERMK( KKX * K K Y . KKZ t K S Q ♦ NKPT . I OCU B . K 2 MA X ,  I SORT »
GENERATE PERMUTED RECIPROCAL L A T T I C E  VECTORS WITH MAGNITUDE S Q U A R E  L E S S  
THAN K2MAX
I E(  I S O R T . N E . O ) THE RECIPROCAL L A T T I C E  VFCTORS ARE S O R T E D  IN O R D E R  O F  
INCREASING MAGNITUDE
SC I O C U B = 1•  BCC I D C U B = 2 ,  FCC I DCUB=4
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * f t
I N T E G E R * 2 KK X INKP T >« KK Y( NK P T ) . K K Z ( N K P T )
D IMENSION KSQ( NKP T )
G=K2MAX 
MAX=SORT(G) ♦ 1  
MA X K X = 2 * MA X * I  
KPT = 0
I F ( I D C U B . N E . 4 )  GO TO 200
DO 100 ( I 1 = 1 . M A X K X . 2
DO 100 J J J = l . M A X K X . 2
DO 100 K K K = 1 . M A X K X . 2
KX= I I I -  1-MAX
K Y = J J J - 1 - M A X
K Z = K K K - 1 - M A X
DO 100 MMM=1, 2
K 2 = K X * K X + K Y * K Y + K Z * K Z
I F ( K2 . G T . K 2 M A X ) GO TO 101
KP T = K P T ♦1
I F ( K P T . G T . N K P T )  STOP 2 
[ P I =  KPT
I F ( KPT .EQ. 1 .OP . I SORT. E Q . C ) GO TO 1C3 
I M = K P T - 1
I F C K 2 . G E . K S Q ( I M ) > GO TO 103 
1 I =KPT 
1 0 2 KKX( I I 1=KKX< I M )
KK Y ( I I  1 =KK Y ( I M )
K K Z ( I I ) = K K Z (  I M )
KSQI I I )=KSO(  I M )
1 1 = 1 1 - 1  IM= I I - l
I F ( I I .GT . 1 . A N D . K 2 . L T . K S Q I  I M)  > G O  TO 102 
I P T = I I 
1C 3 KK X( I P T ) =K X 
KK Y ( IPT )=KY 
K K Z I I P T ) =KZ 







GO TO 300  
200  CONTINUE
00 201 1 1 1 = 1 , MAXKX 
DO 201 J J J = 1 , MAXKX 
DO 20 1 KKK=1 ,MAXKX 
KX = I I I - l - M A X  
K Y = J J J - l - M A X  
K Z = K K K - 1-MAX
1 TOL=KX + KY+KZ
I F ( I T O L . N E . I I T O L / 2 ) * 2 . AND. I D C U Q . E Q . 2 > GO T O  2 C 1
K 2 = K X * K X + K Y * K Y + K Z * K Z
I F ( K 2 . G T . K 2 M A X ) GO TO 201
K PT= KPT♦1
I F ( K P T . G T . N K P T )  STOP 2 
I P T =K P T
I F ( K P T . E Q .  1 . O R . I S O R T . E Q . O > GO TO 2C 3 
I M - K P T - 1
I F I K 2 . G E . K S Q I I M ) ) GO TO 2 0 3  
I I =KPT 
2 0 2  KK X ( I I ) =KK X ( I M )
KK Y ( I I ) = K K Y (  I M )
KKZI  1 I ) =KK Z ( I M)
KSQI I I )=KSQ1 I M)
1 1 = 1 1 - 1  
I M -  I I -  1
I F I K 2 . L T . K S Q I  IM)  . A N D . I  I . G T .  1 ) GO TO 2 0 2  
IPT = I I 
2 0  3 KK X I I P T )=  KX 
KKYI  I P T  ) =KY 
K KZ I  IPT  )=KZ 
K S Q I I P T ) = K 2  
2 0  1 CONTINUE 
3 0 0  CONTINUE 
















SUBROUTINE GW TG A S I N . Y , X R  , WR) * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
FINOS ZEROES OF LEGENDRE POLYNOMIAL OF ORDER N ANO THE CORRESP.
WEIGHT FACTORS FOR THE GAUSSI AN INTEGRATION USING THE D E F I N I T I O N  
W < I 1 = 2 / 1 ( O P ( N . X 1/ O X ) * * 2  *  ( l - X A X ) )  A1 X = X ( I )  WHERE P ( N , X » = 0  AND 
DP( N « X ) / O K  = NAP < N—I » X ) / (  1 — X A X ) •
Y IS  AN WORKING FUNCTI ON DIMENSIONFD N*1
I M P L I C I T  REALA8 < A - H , 0 - Z )
DIMENSION Y< 1 > . XR ( 1 ) . WP ( 1 )
NHAF = N / 2
W C = 2 . D O / D F L O A T I N * N >
NR = 0
DX = 2 • DO/DFLOA T C N )
I F ( N . E Q .  2 A ( N / 2 » >  GO TO 100
IF ORDER IS ODD, ONE OF THE ZFROES IS X = 0
XR( 1 1 = 0 . DO
CALL D L E P I Y , 0 . D O , N)
WR( I > = W C / ( Y ( N ) A * 2  )
NR=1 
00 CONTINUE
X OL D= 0 . 1 0 - 5  
DO 2 0 0  1 = 1 . NHAF
SUBROUTINE DLEP COMPUTES THE LFGENDRF POLYNOMIALS FOR ARGUMENT VALUF XOID 
AND ORDERS 0 UP TO N ( I N  IBM S C I E N T I F I C  SUBROUTINE PACK AGF1
CALL OLE P ( Y . XOLD• N )
YOLD = Y ( N *  1 )
N R = N R * 1 
1C x n e w = x o l d + dx
CALL D L E P ( Y • XNEW » N )
YNEW = Y ( N *  1 )
I F ( D X  . L T .  l . D - 1 6  . O R .  DABS(YNEW) , L T .  t . D - 1 6 )  GO TO 130
YSGN=YNEW/YOLD
IF (YSGN . G T .  0 . )  GO TO 120
C L O S E - I N  ON THE ZERO - -  S IGN OF THE POLYNOMIAL HAS CHANGFD.
O X = D X / 2 . D O  
GO TO 110 
120 XQLD= XNE W 











XR( NR I =XNEW
W R ( N R ) = W C * ( 1 . D 0 - X N E W * * 2 ) / ( Y < N ) * * 2 >
X Q L D = 0 . 1 D - 5 * X N E W
DX =2 • DO/OFLOA T ( N )
SINCE THE ZEROES ARE MORE CROWDED NEAR X 
S I Z E  AS WE GET CLOSER TO TH I S  END.
I E I  NR . G T .  I I  DX = ( X R ( NR I - X R < N R- I  I I / ? .DO
CONT INUE
DO 2 4 9  1 = 1 , NR
I I =NR♦ I
XR( I I ) =XP(  I )
W R ( I I  ) = WR( I I 
CONTINUE 
DO 250  1 = 1 , NR
I I = 2 * N R —I ♦ 1 
XR( I ) = — X R( I I I 
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c GENERATE FUNCTION G ( N , R K , R >  I N  E Q C 8 . 4 4 )  FOR A GI VFN VALUE OF RK
C * * * * * * * * *
I M P L I C I T  REAL * 8  ( A - F . H . O - Z )
DIMENSION FC S ( NOROIM » N R D I M )
DIMENSION H ( I 0 ) , F ( 1 0 )
C O M M O N / G S I J P / » , D E L T , » O 4 , 0 S T F P , M * x »
NOOD=( N O R D / 2 ) * 2
I F ( NOOD.EQ.NORD)  NEVEN=NORD- l  
I F ( N O O D . N E  .NORD)  NEVEN=NORD 
NOODM1sNOOO-1 
H( I ) =  1 . 0 0  
E X P A = - R K * R K * * 0 4  
ADEL = DEXP(EXPA )
CONST =DEL T * AOEL
I F ( N E V E N . L T . 3 I GO TO 101
H( 2 ) = RK *  W
DO 100 N = 3 » NE VEN
NM1= N -  1
NM2=N-2
H ( N ) = R K * * * H ( N M 1  ) - ? . O 0 * W * D F L O A T ( N M 2 ) * H ( N M ? )
100 CONTINUE 
10 1 CONTINUE 
RD=0.DO
DO 2 0 5  NR = 1 . M A XR 
CODK =RD*RK
C O = 1 .DO
DO 201 L = 1 • NE VEN, 2
FCSCL.NR > = C O N S T * H ( L > * C 0 * 0 COS( CODK)
C 0 = - C 0 * 0 . 2 5 0 0  
20 1 CONTINUE
RD=RD*DSTEP 
2 0 5  CONTINUE
I F ( N O R D . E Q .  1 ) RETURN 
FC 1 ) = A DEL
F ( 3  ) = ( I . D 0 + 2 . D 0 / 3 . D 0 * E X P A ) * A D E L  
I F ( N O O D . L T . 6 )  GO TO 202
DO 2 0 3  N = 5 . N O D D M 1 . 2  NJ
AN=DFLOAT(N> £
F ( N )  = 2 . 0 0 * ( A N * E X P A - 1  . 5 0 0 ) * F ( N — 2 ) / A N - (1 . D O - 3 . D O / A N ) * F ( N — 4 )
203  CONTINUE
2 0 ? c o n t i n u e
RD=0.DO
DO 211 N R = 1 , MA XR 
CODK = RD*RK
CQ=1 .DO
DO 210  L = 2 . N O O D , 2  
N = L -  1
C O= C O * « * D F L O A T ( N ) * 0 . 5D0
F C S t L . N R  l = R K * F ( N | * 0 F  l_ T *  CO* O S  I N ( CODK)







T IS REPLACED BY T ( O V * * - l )  
( K K ,  I . J ) = 2 * M * ( J - l  )*2 * ( I - 1 )+KK 
( K K ,  I , N ) = 2 * M * ( N —1 ) + 2 * <  I - D + K K
REAL* 8  T . OV  
COMMON/A/T(  I 1 5 5 2 )
COMMON/C/OV( 2 9 2 6 )
M2=M* 2
DO 10 0 J =  1 , M 
J J = J * ( 1 ) / 2  
M J = M 2 * ( J - 1 )
DO 100 KK = 1 » 2
DO 100 I = 1 » M
IKK = 2 * (  I - I  l +KK
KK I J = M J t I K K
I F (  J , E Q .  1 ) GO TO 1 02
J K = J — 1
DO 10 1 N= 1 . JK 
N J = J * ( J -  1 ) / 2  ♦N 
K K I N  = M 2 * ( N - 1 ) + IKK
T I K K I J ) = T ( K K l J ) - T ( K K l N ) * O V ( N J )
101 CONTINUE
102 CONTINUE











SUBROUTINE RF AD ( S SA , P SA , SO A , PP A ,  PO A , OD A . S S B . P S B » SOB. P P B , P D R , DOB,
1 I A S S .  I A P S .  I A S O . I A P P *  IAPO,  I ADD, I S S D I M . I P S D I M . I S O D I M .  I P P O I M ,
2 IP D D I M , I D D D I M . C S . C P . C D . L S M A X . I  SOBNO. L PMAX. IPOBNO , LDMAX. IDOBNO)
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
READ IN THE INTEGRALS GENERATED I N  PROGRAM 2 OR 3 .
N C H O ( I ) = l  COULOMB. 2 PARAMAGNET tC E X C H , 3 UP EXCH.  4 DOWN FXCH.  5 K I N F T I C  
6 OVERLAP.  7 PX.  8 PY .  9 P Z .  ION PARAMAGNETIC.  11H UP,  12 H DOWN. K I N F T I C *
REAL* 8  A L P H A , C S ( L S M A X ,  ISOBNO) , CP( LPMAX, IPOBNO)  , C D( L DM AX. IDOBNO) .  
& B X ( 3 6 0 ) .CO. CM
I NTEGER*2 NRC, M1 , M 2 . NSYM
D I M E N S I O N  S S A ( IASS. ISSDIM) .SSB( IASS, ISSOIM) ,PSA( IAPS. I P S D I M )  ,  
1PSB( I APS. I P SD IM) ,S O A ( I A S O . I SOD IM) , SDBI I ASO, I SOD I M l ,
2 PP A( I A P P ,  I P P O I M )  , P P B ( I A P P , I P P D I M )  ,POA(  IA P D , I  POD IM)  ,
3PDB( I A P O .  IPOO I M ) , OOA{ I ADD,  I ODDIM)  , 0D8<  I A D O , I  ODD IM)
DIMENSION A X ( 10)
COMMQN/OBNO/ALPHA «NK I N D . N T O L , N C H O (  5 )  , ISYMP 
DO 111 NRC = 1 ,  IASS 
DO 111 I J = I , I S S O I M  
SSA( NRC. I J  ) = 0 . 0 0
I F ( NT O L . G T •1 ) S S B I NRC,  I J ) = 0 . 0 0  
111 CONTINUE
110 READ!  1 1 . ENO= 200  ) NRC. M1 . M2 , NSYM, ( A X ( NM) , NM=1 , N K 1ND)
I F I N R C . G T .  I A S S )  GO TO 110 
DO 103  N = 1 , NTOL 
NT YP =NCHO( N)
I E (  N T Y P . L E . N K I N D )  B X ( N ) = A X ( N T Y P )
I F I N T Y P . E Q . N K I N O * 1) B X ( N ) = A X ( 1 ) * A L P H A * A X ( 2 ) * A X ( S )  
I E ( N T Y P . E Q . N K I N D * 2 )  B X ( N ) = A X (  I ) ♦ AL P H A * A X ( 3 )  + A X ( 5 I 
I F ( N T Y P . E Q . N K I N D * 3 )  B X ( N )  = AX< I ) ♦ AL P H A * A X ( 4  I ♦ A X ( 5 )
103 CONTINUE 
I J =0
00 10 A 11 = 1 .LSMAX 
DO 104 I 2= 1 , I 1
1 J = I J ♦ 1
CO=CS( I 1 . M l  ) * C S < 1 2 , M 2 )
I E (M 1 . N E .M2) C O = C O * C S (  I l , M 2 ) * C S ( I 2 , M l )
SSAI NRC.  I J  ) = SSA( NRC « I J ) *B X (1 ) *CO
I F ( N T OL.GT . 1 ) S S B(NRC, I J )= S S B ( N R C , I J )* B X (2 )*CO
104 CONTINUE 
GO TO 110
2 00  CONTINUE
00 211 NRC = 1.  IAPS 
DO 211 I J = 1 , I PSD IM 
PS A( NRC. I J  ) = 0 • DO
I F ( N T O L . G T . 1 )  P S B ( N R C . I J ) = 0 .DO
257
211 CONTINUE
2 1 0  R E A D ! 1 2 . E N D = 3 0 0 )  N R C . M 1 , M 2 . N S Y M . ( A X ( N M ) , N M = I . N K I N D ) 
I F ( N R C . G T . I A P S > G O  T O  2 1 0  
D O  2 0  3  N = 1 . N T O L  
N M - ( N - 1 ) * 3 + N S Y M  
N T Y P = N C H O ( N )
I F ( N T Y P . L E . N K I N O )  0 X ( N N ) = A X ( N T Y P )
I F ( N T Y P . E Q . N K I N D M )  B X ( N N  > =  A X (  1 ) ♦ A L P H A * A X ( 2 ) F A X { F )  
I F ( N T y P . E 0 . N K I N D * 2 »  B X ( N N » = A X ( 1 | t A L P H A » A X ( 3 ) f A X ( 5 )
I  F ( N T Y P . E Q . N K I N O + 3 )  B X ( N N I = A  X (  I  1 ♦  A L P H A * A X ( 4 ) + A X ( 5 >  
I F ( I S Y M P . N E . O )  B X ( N N ) = — B X C N N )
2 0 3  C O N T I N U E
I F C N S Y M . L T . 3 )  G O  T O  2 1 0  
I  J  = 0
D O  2  0  A  I 1 = 1 , L P M A X  
D O  2 0 4  1 2 = 1 . L S M A X
C O = C P (  I  1 . M l  )  *  C  S (  I  2 . M 2 )
D O  2 0 4  N M = 1 , 3  
I  J  =  I  J  +  1
P S A ( N R C ,  I J ) = P S A ( N R C ,  I J ) + B X ( N M ) * C O
[ F ( N T O L . G T . l  )  P S B { N R C .  1 J ) = P S B ( N P C »  I  J ) + B X ( N M t 3 l * C O
2 0 4  C O N T I N U E  
G O  T O  2 1 0
3 0 0  C O N T I N U E
D O  3  1 1  N R C = 1 .  I  A S D  
D O  3 1 1  I J = 1 .  I  S O D  I M  
S D A { N R C . I J ) = 0 . D O
I F ( N T O L . G T . 1 )  S D B I N R C , I J > = 0 . D O  
3  I  1 C O N T I N U E
3 1 0  R E A D !  I  3 . E N D  =  4 0 0 )  N R C  . M 1 , M 2 , N S Y M ,  (  A X ( N M )  , N M = 1 , N K  I N D ) 
I F ( N R C  . G T  .  I  A S D  )  G O  T O  3 1 C  
D O  3 0  3  N  =  1 , N T O L  
N N  = (N - 1 > * 6  + N S Y M  
N T  Y P  =  N C H O ( N )
I F ( N T Y P . L E . N K I N D )  B X I N N ) =  A  X ( N T Y P )
I F ( N T Y P . E O . N K I N D + 1 ) B X ( N N ) = A X ( I ) * A L P H A * A X ( 2 ) + A X ( 5 )  
I F ( N T Y P . E Q . N K I N D *  2 )  B X ( N N ) = A X ( 1 ) + A L P H A * A X ( 3 ) + A X ( 5 )  
I F ( N T Y P . E Q . N K I N D A 3 1  B X ( N N ) = A X ( 1 ) ♦ A L P H A * A X ( 4 ) ♦ A X ( 5 )  
3 C 3  C O N T I N U E
I F ( N S Y M . L T  . 6  ) G O  T O  3 1 0  
I  J  = 0
D O  3 0 4  1 1 = 1  , L  S M A  X
D O  3 0 4  I  2 = 1 »  L  D M A  X  
C O = C S {  ! l , M l ) * C D (  I 2 . M ? )
D O  3 0 4  N M =  1 , 6  
I  J  =  I  J  ♦  1
258
SDA(NRC.  I J  )= SDA( N RC * I J ( + 0 X ( N M ) * C O
I F ( N T O L . G T . l )  S D B < N R C . I J ) = S D B ( N R C , I J ) * B X ( N M * - 6 ) * C 0  
304  CONTINUE 
GO TO 310 
400  CONTINUE
DO 411 NRC = 1 • I APP
00 41 1 I J = l  , I PPOI M 
PP A ( NRC . I J 1 = 0 . DO
I F ( N T O L . G T . 1 )  P P B I N R C . I J ) = 0 .DC 
411 CONTINUE
410  READ( 1 4 . END = 5 0 0  ) NRC . M1 ,M2 , NSYM, ( A X ( NM) , N « r 1 , NK I N D ) 
I F ( N R C . G T . I A P P ) GO TO 410 
DO 40 3 N = 1 .NTOL 
N N = ( N -  1 ) ♦9 + NSYM 
N T YP = NCHO( N)
I F ( N T Y P . L E . N K I N D  > B X ( N N ) = A X ( N T Y P )
I F ( N T Y P . E Q . N K I N D F l )  R X ( N N ) = A X ( I U A L P H A M X ( ? I U X ( 5 )  
I F ( N T Y P , E Q « N K I N D + ? )  0 X ( N N ) = A X ( 1 ) + A L P H A * A X ( 3 ) ♦ AX( 5» 
IF ( N T Y P . E Q .  NK I ND*- 3 ) B X ( NN > = A X < 1 ) ♦ ALPHA*  A X ( 4 ) ♦ AX ( 5 )
403  CONTINUF
I F ( NSYM. LT  . 9 )  GO TO 4 1 0
1 J = 0
DO 4 0 4  1 1 = 1 .LPMAX
DO 4 0 4  I 2 = 1 .  I 1
CO=CP( I 1 * M!  ) * C P < I 2 » M 2 )
CM = C P ( I 2 « M 1 1 *CP(  I 1» M 21
DO 4 0 5  L 1 = 1 , 3  
DO 4 0 5  L 2 = 1 . 3  
NM = ( L I -  I 1 *3«-L2 
I J = I J  *  1
PP A( NRC. I J I =PPA{NRC « I J ) t B X ( N X ) * C O
IF  ( NTOL .GT . 1 ) PPBI  NRC,  I J ) =PPQ(NRC , 1 J ) *RX(NM*<)  ) *CC 
I F ( M 1 . E Q . M 2 »  GO TO 4 0 5  
NM=(L  2 - 1  ) *  3 * L 1
PP A( NRC . I J  > =PPA( NRC.  I J ) + 0 X ( N M ) * C M
I F ( N T O L . G T , 1  ) P P B ( NRC # I J ) = P P B ( N R C  « I J l + B X ( N M ^ 9 ) * C M  
4 0 5  CONTINUE
4 0 4  CONTINUE 
GO TO 410
500  CONTINUE
DO 511  NRC = 1 . 1 APD 
DO 511 I J  = 1 • IPDD IM 
PDA( NRC. I J 1 = 0 . DO
I F ( N T O L . G T . 1 ) P D B I N R C . I J ) = 0 . D O  
511 CONTINUE
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> > >r r rO D DI I I
X > ► • * *
>  > »x x x
A  ^X UJ M
♦ ♦
> > > x x x
^  44ji in m
09Z
I J = I J ♦ 1
ODAl NRCt  I J ) = 0  DA( NRC• I J ) * 6 X ( N M ) * C 0
I F ( N T O L • GT • 1 ) DDB(NRC , I J ) =DDB< NRC , I J ) f B X ( N M f 3 6 ) *  CO 
I F ( M 1 . E Q . M 2 )  GO TO 6 0 5  
NM = ( L  2 - 1  ) *6-J-L1
DO A ( NRC * I J ) =ODA( NRC * l J>4-RX(NM>*CM
I F ( N T O L . G T . l  ) DDB( NRC « 1J ) - O O B ( N R C , I J ) + B X ( NM+3 6 ) *CM 
605  CONTINUE 
604  CONTINUE 
GO TO 610 











SUBROUT INE RDGTO( A L S • ALP «A L D . C S . CP.CD * SCO,PCO. DCO.  ISOBNO. LSMAX,
& I POBNO,LPMAX, I DOBNO*LOMAX, ICOMB I
DEFINE G TO & = S .  P ,  ANO D .
IEOBNO=GTO NUMBERS FOR & SYMMETRY
I t ATOM=ATOMIC B A S I S  NUMBER =0 I F  INDEPFNOFNT GTO I S  EMPLOYED 
C&=NORMALI ZATI ON CONSTANTS.  A D D I T I O N A L  ANGULAR FACTOR IS NECESSARY 
FOR X * * 2 - Y * * 2  ( 0 . 5 ) ,  AND 3 * Z * * 2 - R * * 2  ( 0 . 5 / S Q R T ( 3 . C ) ) .
AL&=GAUSSIAN EXPONENTI AL  PARAMFNTERS FOR & SYMMETRY
F,CO = EXPANSION C O E F F I C I E N T S  FOR THE ATOMIC 6 —GTO = DELT A FUNCTION IF ISATOM=o 
I F ( I C O M B . N E . O )  &CO=&CO*C&
I M P L I C I T  REAL * 8  ( A - F , H , 0 - Z )
DIMENSI ON AL S C I )  , A L P ( l ) , A L D ( l ) . C S ( l ) , C P ( l ) , C D ( l ) , S C O ( L S M A X , I  SOBNO)
& , P C O ( L P M A X , I P O B N O )  , DCO( L DMAX, I DOBNO)
C O M M O N / G T O / C P Y S T L . P I , I S A T O X , I P A T O M , I D A T Q M  
DATA G * T S , GWTP,GWTD/ * S • , » P • , • D • /
DO 10 J = 1 , 1 SOBNO
R E AO( 5 , 1 1 )  A L S ( J )  , ( SCO( L , J ) » L =1 , ISATOM)
A A 4 = 2 . D 0 * (  f l . D 0 * A L S ( J ) * * 3 / P I  ) * * . ?  50 C 
C S ( J I = A A A / D S Q R T ( 4 . D 0 * P I )
1C «R I T E ( 6 ,  15)  C R Y S T L , J , A L S ( J ) ,CS(  J ) ,  ( L  , G W T S , S C O ! L .  j ) , L -  I . ISATOM)
I F ( I S A T O M . G T . O )  GO TO 24 
DO 22 N= 1 , IS08NO 
DO 23 J = 1 , ISOBNO
23 S C O ( N , J ) = 0 . 0 0  
22 S C O ( N , N ) = 1 .DO
24 I F (  I C O M B . E Q . O )  GO TO 21 
DO 25 N = l , L S M A X
DO 2 5 J = 1 , ISOBNO
25 S C O ( N , J ) = S C O ( N , J ) * C S ( J )
21 CONTINUE
DO 12 J = 1 , IPOBNO
R E A D ! 5 ,  1 1 ) A L P ( J ) . ( P C O ( L .  J ) . L = 1  . IPATOM)
AAA = DSQRT( 8 . D 0 / 3 . O 0 ) * ( 3 2 . D 0 * A L P ( J ) * * 5 / P !  ) * * . 25DC 
C P U  ) = AAA*DSQRT(  3 . D 0 / ( 4 . D 0 * P I ) )
12 »R I T E ( 6 .  15)  C R Y S T L . J . A L P ( J ) . C P ( J ) . ( L . G W T P . P C 0 ( L . J ) . L = 1 . IPATOM)
I F ( IPATOM. G T . 0 )  GO TO 34 
DO 32 N = 1 , IPOBNO 
DO 33 J = 1 , IPOBNO
33 P C O ( N . J ) = 0 .DO 
32 P C O ( N . N ) =1 .DO
34 I F ( I C O M B . E Q . 0 )  GO TO 31 
DO 35 N = 1 .LPMAX
DO 35 J = 1 . IPOBNO
35 PCO( N , J ) = P C O ( N , J ) * C P ( J  )
262
31 C O N T I N U E
OO 13 J = 1 . IDOBNO
READ< 5. 1 1 > A L D (J ) » ( D C O (L.J) .L =1 .1DATOM)
A A A = 1 6 . D 0 / D S Q R T { 1 5 . D 0 ) * ( A L D ( J ) A * 7 / ( ? . D 0 * P I > ) * * 0 . 25D0 
CD( J ) =AAA*OSQRT< 1 5 . O O / A . D O / P  I )
13 WR ITE(6i 15) C R Y S T L  * J * A L O (Jl *CO( J) , ( L * G W T D , D C O ( L ,  J) » L = 1 * lOATTw)I F ( I O ATOM .G T . 0  ) GO TO 4A 
DO 42 N = 1 , IDOBNO 
DO 4 3 J= 1 . IDOBNO
43 O C O ( N , J > = 0 .DO 
42 D C O ( N .N ) = 1 .DO
44 I F ( I C O M B . E O . O )  GO TO 41 
DO 45 N = 1 . L D M A X
DO 45 J = 1 . IDOBNO
45 D C O ! N ,J » = D C O ( N . J )* C D < J )
4 I CONT INUE
11 F O R M A T ( F 8 . 5 ,4 01 6.0)
15 FORMAT! 1XiA8i I 2 , 2 X , * E X P O = • ,F1 3 . 6 . ? X . * N 0 R M = *  ,f 1 6 . 8 » 4( 13,AI ,F14,
• 8 ) )





SUBROUTINE RTI N H (M )
* * * * * i
1 0 11 0?
1 0 0
T IS REPLAC.EO BY ( ( O V*  * T  ) *  * -  1 ) 
( K K , t , J ) = 2 » M * (  J - I  ) ♦ 2 *  ( I - D + K K  
( < K , N , J ) = 2 » M * ( J - | ) * 2 * ( N - l ) f K K
RE AL * 8 T , 0 V 
COMMON/A/T(  I 1 5 5 2 )
COMMON/ C / QVt 2 9 2 6 )
M2 = M* 2
00 IOC I = 1 » M
1 2 = 2 * (  I - 1 >
I I = l * <  I «■ I > / 2  
OO 100 K K = 1 , 2
00 100 J = l . M  
JKK = M 2 * ( J - 1 > +KK 
< K I J ~ J K K *  I 2
IF I I . E Q .  1 ) GO TO 1 02
1 K = I -  1
DO 10 1 N = 1 , 1 K 
N I = I *  ( I -  1 >/ 2 * N  
<KNJ = JKK+ 2 * ( N -  1 )
T( k k i j )= t (k k i j )- o v (n i )* t (k k n j i
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE




: * * * * * * * *













THI S  SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE ZEROTH OROFR TERM IN THE KUHI C HARMONIC 
EXPANSION OF DENSI TY
(RX( I ) , RY(  I ) , R Z (  I ) ) ARE FOUR D I RECT I ONS CHQOSFN t o  CALCULATE THE A N G U L A R  
AVERAGE OF DENSI TY
CA 1 ( 1 1 *  C 6 H I I . A N O  C B 1 ( I ) APF KUBIC HARMONICS WITH L = 4 ,  6 ,  AND 8
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8 ( A - F , H . O - Z )
DIMENSION AX( I D I M ) , A Y( ID IM ) , A7(  ( D I M )
OI  MENS ION R X ( 4 ) . R Y ( 4 ) . R Z ( 4 ) , W T ( 4 ) . C 4 1 ( 4 )  , C 6 1 ( A ) , C 8 1 ( 4 >
COMMON/ VKO/ C I 7 , 1 1 ) , E X ( 7 , 1 1 ) , FAC TO( 1 0 ) ,  I B < 7 , 1 1 ) , NORB( 7 ) ,NSTA 
COMMON/EXCH/R( 9 6 ) , W ( 9 6 ) . E X C H ( 9 6 ) , F X U P ( 9 6 ) , E X D N ( 9 6 I  
COMMON/CHARGE/CHARGE( 7 )  , C H A H U P ( 7 )  , CHARON( 7  >
COM M ON / C ON S T/ A . R O, P I . ON E T H D
2 FORMAT( 1 2F 6 .  3 )
R E A D ( 5 . 2 )  ( RX(  I ) , R Y ( I > , R Z ( I )  . 1 = 1 . 4 )
CALCULATE THE WEIGHT FACTOR ALONG EXCH D I R F C T I O N
C O N S T = 1 . D O / ( 4 . D O * P I )
SD4PI=DSQRT(  CONST)
DO 3 1 = 1 , 4
RR = RX( I ) *R X ( I ) -f R Y ( I ) * R Y (  I ) + R Z ( I ) * R Z (  I )
RA=DSQRT( R R )
R X ( I ) =R X ( I l / R A  
R Y ( I ) = R Y ( I ) / RA 
R7 C I ) =RZ(  I ) / R A  
X 2 =R X ( I ) * R X (  I )
Y2=RY ( I ) * RY(  I )
Z2=RZ(  I ) *R Z ( I )
X 4 = X 2 * X 2  
Y 4 = Y 2 *  Y 2 
Z 4 = Z 2 * Z 2
C 4 1 ( l ) = 1 . 2 5 D 0 * D S Q R T ( 2 1 . O 0 ) A ( X 4 + Y 4 F Z 4 - 0 . 6 D 0 )
C 6 1 ( I > = 2 3 1 . D 0 * D S Q R T ( 2 6 . D 0 ) / 8 . D 0 * ( X 2 * Y 2 * 7 2 + C 4  1 ( I ) / 2 ? . DO- 1 . D O / 10 5 . DC & )
C Q 1 C I ) = 6 5 . D O * D S O R T ( 5 6  I . DC ) / I 6 . D O * { X 4 * X 4 + V 4 * Y 4  + Z 4 * Z 4 - 2 B  . DO*C6 1 < I ) /
& 5 . D O - 2 1  0 . D 0 * C 4 1( I ) / l  4 3 . 0 0 - 1 . D 0 / 6 . D 0 )
C 4 1 ( I ) =C 41 ( I  ) ASDAPI  
C61 ( I ) =C 61 (  I ) ♦ SD4PI  
C81(  I ) =C 8 1 (  I ) *  SD4PI
3 CONTINUE
W l = ( C 4 1 (  2 ) * C 6 1 (  3 ) —C41 ( 3 » *  C 61 ( 2 )  ) *  C 8 1 ( 41+  ( C 4 l  ( 4 ) *  C 6 1 ( 2 t -
S C 4 1 ( 2 > * C 6 1 ( A )  >*C81 ( 3 > F ( C 4  I ( 3 ) *C61 ( 4 ) - C 4 1 ( 4 ) *C61 ( 3)  ) *C8 1 <2> W!
W2 = ( C 4 1 (  3 ) * C 6 l ( 4 )  —C 4 1 ( 4 ) * C 6 1  ( 3 )  ) *  C 8 1 ( 1 ) * ( C 4 ! ( 4 )  *C61 ( 1 ) -
265
I  C 4 1( 1 I* C 6 1 ( 4 ) )* c e 1( 3 )♦ (C 4 1 ( 1 >*C61 ( 3 ) - C 4 1 ( 3 ) * C 6 1 ( 1 ) >* C 8 1( 4 ) *?
W 3 = ( C 4 1 ( 2 ) * C 6 1 ( 4 ) - C 4 1 ( 4 ) * C 6 1 ( 2 ) ) * C 8 1 ( l ) M C 4 1 < 4 ) * C 6 l ( l ) -  
E C4 1 ( I ) * C 6 1  { 4 )  ) * C 8 1 ( 2 ) ♦ ( C 4 I  ( 1 ) *C61 ( 2  ) - C 4 1 ( 2 ) *C61 ( 1 ) ) *C8  1 < 4 ) » ]
W 4 = ( C 4 1 ( 2 ) * C 6 1 ( 3 ) - C 4 1 ( 3 ) * C 6 1  (?) ) * C 8 1  ( 1 ) M  C4 I < 3 > *C61 ( 1 1 - 
& C 4 1 ( 1 ) * C 6 1  ( 3)  ) *C81 ( 2 > ♦ ( C4 1 ( 1 ) *C61 ( 2  ) - C 4 1 ( 2 > * C 6 l  ( 1 ) ) * C S I ( 3) W4
« » - « I +  W2FW3-AW4 
«T( 1 >=W1/WW 
» T (2) =W2/WW 
*T( 3) =W 3/»«
»T( 4 ) =W 4 / W W 
00 4 1=1.4
4 W R I T E ( 6 . 5 )  R X ( I ) . R Y ( I ) , R Z ( I ) , W T ( I ) , C 4 1 ( 1 ) , C 6 I ( I ) , C 8 1 ( I )
PRINT 68 FORMAT! IX, • A = ( • ,3F 10.5 , • > • ,5X. • WT = • ,F 10.5.5X, ' KA 1 = ' , F 10.5, 3K . • K 6 1
F, = • ,F 10.5.3X. • K 8 1 = * »F 15.5)
6 F O R M A  T ( 1H )
C C A L C U L A T F  THE D E N S I T Y  A LONG  F O U R  D I R E C T I O N S  (R X ( I ),R Y ( I ),P ? ( I)) AND
C THE AV ER A G E
C
P R I N T  233
233 FORMAT! IX,//, 14X, *R • ,9 X , •W T* ,9 X.'DENSITY*  , 10 X , •DFNS ITY JP' ,7 X ,
& • D E N S  IT Y D O W N • ,/)
DO 200 K R = 1 ,96 
D E N S = 0 . D O  
D E N S U P = 0 . D O  
D E N S D N = 0 . D O  DO 20 1 N D = l , 4  
X = R < K R )*R X (N D )
Y=R< KR )*RY(ND>
Z = R ( K R )*RZ(ND)
DO 7? 1 = 1,NST A 
S U M = 0 .00 
N = NOR 0( I )
DO 10 J J = 1 , IDIM 
PS 1 = 0 .DOR A = O S O R T ( ( A X ( J J ) - X ) * » 2 A ( A Y ( J J ) - Y | * * 2 A ( A Z ( J J ) - Z ) * * ? I  
DO 20 J = 1 , N 
E A X = R A* E X ( I ,J )
I F ( E A X , G T . 4 0 .DO)G0 TO 101 
I0B=IB( I ,J )- I
RF X = C ( I , J ) * R A * * I B R * D E X P (- E A X )
GO TO 20 
1 01 R E X = 0 . 0 
20 PS I=P SI +R EX 
10 S U M = S U M + P S I * P S I
266
65  DENS=DENS*SUM*CHARGE( I ) * CONST*WT( NO)
DENSUP=OENSUP*SUM*CHARUP< I 1 * CONST*WT( NO)
DE NSDN=DEN SDN*SUM*CHARON( I ) * CONST * WT ( NO>
72 CONTINUE 
20 1 CONTINUE
WR I T E ( 6 • 2 3 1  ) K R . R ( KR ) , W ( K R ) . D E N S , D P N S U P , D E N S O N  
? M  FORMAT!  1 X.  I 5» 2E 11 . 5 ,  6E 1 8 .  8 )
E X C H ( K R ) =DENS 
EXUP(KR)=DENSUP 
E X O N I K R ) =DENSDN 







PLOT THE D ENSI TY  OF STATES
OI  MENS I ON S ( N F M A X ) ,F ( NEMAX ) . E ( NEMAX)
I = NEPT S 
J = I ♦ 1 
<= I ♦?
CALL PLOT(  OS. . - 1  I . , -  3)
CALL P L O T ( 0 . . 2 . . - 3 )
F ( J ) =E MIN 
F ( *  ) = D E * ( 1 - 1 > / 1 0 .
FEPM=< FFRM T E - E ( J ) ) / E ( K )
* R T = F E R M - 0 . 3 2  
CALL P L O T ( E E R M , 0 . 0 . 3 )
CALL P L OT ( F E RM. 7 . 0 . 2 1
CALL SYM 8 0 L ( K R T . 7 . 5 . 0 . 2 1  * 4  H F . F • . C • . 4 )
CALL SC AL E ( F . 8  • . 1 . 1 )
CALL AX 1 S< 0 .  . 0 .  . 1 1 HENFRG Y f R Y ) . -  1 1 , 1 O . , 0 . . F ( J ) , F <  K ) )
CALL AX I S (  0 . . 0 . . 3 7 H 0 E N S I T Y  OF STATES ( FLFCTRONS/ ATDM- RY) . 3 7 ,  8 .  . 
SRC . , F  ( J ) ,F ( K. ) )
CALL S Y M B O L ! 1 . 0 . 7 . 5 . 0 . 2 1 . 1 3HMAJOSITY S P I N . 0 . . 1 3 )
CALL L I N F ( E » F «  I , 1 . 0 , 0 )
CALL PLOT< 1 5 .  . - 1  1 . . - 3 )
CALL PLOT!  0 .  . 2 .  . - 3 )
150 CONTINUE
CALL P L O T ( F F R M . 0 . 0 , 3 )
CALL PLOT(FERM , 7 . 0 , 2 )
CALL S Y M B O L ( * R T . 7 . 5 , 0 . 2 1 , 4 H F . F • , 0 • , A )
CALL S C A L E ( S . 8 . , I , 1 )
CALL AX I S (  0 . • 0 . «  1 1HFNERGY ( R Y ) , -  1 1 . 1 0 .  , 0  . , E < J ) . E (  K ) )
CALL AX I S ( 0 . , 0 . ,  37HOENSI TY OF STATFS ( ELECTRONS/ATOM-RY) , 3 7 .  8 .  , 
£■90 M  S( J ) i S ( X  ) )
CALL SYMBOLC1 . 0 . 7 . 5 , 0 . 2 1 . 1 3HMINORJTY S P I N . 0 . . 1 3 )
CALL L I N E I E . S ,  1 , 1 , 0 , 0 )
CALL P L O T ! 1 5 . , - 1 1 . , - 3 >
CALL P L O T ! 0 . .  2 . , - 3 )
I F I N S P I N O  . F Q .  2 )  GO TO 152 
CALL PL OT( F E R M . 0 . 0 , 3 )
CALL P L OT ( F E RM , 7 . 0 . 2 )
CALL S Y MB OL ! K RT , 7 . 5 , 0 . 2 1 , 4 H F . F . . 0 . , 4 )
DO 153 1 1 = 1 , 1
15 3 S ( I I )= S < 1 I > + F ( I I )
CALL S C A L E ! S . 8 . , I , 1 )
CALL AXIS< 0 . . 0 . ,  1 1HFNERGY ( R Y ) , -  1 1 . I 0 .  , 0  . . F ( J ) , F (  K  ) )
CALL AX I S( 0 . . 0 . . 37HOENSI TY OF STATFS ( E L E C T R ON S / A T O M - R Y ) , 3 7 , B.  ,
268
&90 . , S( J ) . S( K > )
CALL SYMBOL! 1 .0. 7.5t 0.21 .9HBOTH SP I N , 0 . , 9 ) CALL L I N E (E « S « I .I.C.O)
CALL P L O T ( 1 5 . . - l l . , - 3 )IB? CONTINUE




c *r c a l c u l a t i o n  o f  t h f  c o u l o m b  p o t e n t i a l  at  k = < o , c . o >
c  * * * * *** * **
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8 ( A - F . H . O - Z )
COMMON/VKO/C( 7 , 1  1 > , FX C 7 ,  I 1 ) ,FACTO(  1 0 )  , 1 0 ( 7 , 1  1 ) , N 0 P 0 ( 7 )  , NS T A 
COMMON/CHARGE/CHARGE( 7 ) , CHARUP( 7 ) , CHARDN(7)
VK 0 = 0 .DO 
DO 23 L = 1 ,NSTA 
SUM = 0 . 0 0  
CON =1 .DO 
N = N O R B ( L )
DO 20 J =1 . N
DO 21 K = J , N
COL = C ( L , J ) * C ( L , K ) *CON
J A= I B( L . J > + I 9 (  L ,K  ) «-2
E AX = E X < L . J ) + F X ( L , K )
I R = J A ♦ 1
S U M = S U M ♦ F A C T O ( J A ) * C O L / ( E A X * * I R >
21 CON= 2 , 0  







SUBROUTINE WFCC16(K X ,K Y .K Z .K L « * T )
FOR E A C M ( K X , K Y , K 2 ) CALCULATE THF PORTION OF THF CUBF THAT L I E S  I N S I D E  THE 
I / 1 6 T H  OF THF INDEPENDENT B .  7 .  ( F .  C .  C . )
K M - 3 * K L / 2  
WT = i . 0  
K T= K X* KY+ KZ 
I F ( K T . E O .  KM) 
I F ( K X . E O .  K L )  
IF ( K Y . E G .  K L )  
IF<KZ . E O .  K L )  
I F ( KZ . F Q .  0 )  
I F !  KY . E Q .  0)  
IF ( KX . E Q .  0)  
IF ( KX . E Q .  KY 
RETURN 
END
WT = W T * 0 . 5  
WT = W T * 0 . 5  
WT = f T * 0 . 5  
* T = » T * 0 . 5  
W T = » T * 0 . 5 
V T = K T * 0 . 5  
WT =WT* 0 . 5  
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